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TIIETREEOF LIFE
LESSONONE
· THE TREEOF LIFE is -~ Qabalistic
diagram,
which shows ihe ten fundamental
aspects
of the Life-power
-,
rel~tionships
to one ·an~
and their
other.
It consists
of ten circles,
in a certain
geometrical
arrangement.
These are joined
together
by
t~en ty- two channels.
The ten circles are the ten Qabalistic
S~phirThe twenty-two
channels
correoth.
leit~rs
of
spond to the twenty-two
the Hebrew alphabet.
The whole dia~
gram is thus representative
·~{ the
thirty-two
Qabalistic
Paths of Wisdom.
It is also a key to Tarot.
~ou
know already
that
the major trumps
correspond
to Hebrew letters.
Thus
it will be evident
that the twentytwo major trumps are represented
on
the Tree of Life by the twenty-two
channels.
Thus far in your studies,
you have
heard almost nothing
about -the socalled
minor trumps of Tarot.
We
say ' •·1•so-called,"
becaus _e the four
have to do
suits
of minor
trumps
mysteries
of
with the most ' recondite
Holy Qabalah.
To understand
them
before one has had thorough instruc-
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tion in the meanings of the
two major trumps is wellnigh
sible.

twentyimpos-

of minor
There
are four suits
trumps,
one for each of the implements on the Magician's
table.
The
suit of wands (clubs)
is that which
corresponds
to the element
of fire,
and to Atziluth,
the highest
ahd
innermost
of the four Qabali~tic
worlds or planes of manifestation-world.
The suit
of
the archetypal
cups (hearts)
is the representativ
-e
of the element of water,
and of the
creative
world, Briah.
The suit of
swor _ds (spades)
corresponds
to the
element of air, and to Yetzirah,
the
formative
world.
To Assiah,
the material
world of outer manifestation,
and to the element
of earth,
are
attributed
the cards of the suit of
coins or pentacles
(diamonds),
In every suit there are ten trumps
which are numbered,
like our playing-cards,
from Ace to Ten.
These
correspond
to the ten circles
on the
Tree.
Each suit
has also
four
court-cards,
which are attributed
to
four of the ten circles,
thus: Kings
to the second circle,
Queens to the
third
circle,
Knights
to the sixth
circle,
and Pages or Princesses
· to
the tenth circle,
The ten circles
on the Tree corre-2-
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spond also to the ten key-words
of
The Pattern
on the Trestleboard
bearing
the same numbers.
The names
of these
ten .Sephiroth,
or divine
emanations
are:
l. in~, Kether!
mal Will;

the Crown,

or Pri-

2. ~o~n, Chokmah,

Wisdom.
Understanding.
4. ion, Chesed,
Mercy or Beneficence,
the self-imparting
aspect
of
the Life~power,
which is the limitless substance
of all things.
Another name for this is n;l1l,
Gedulah, Majesty or Magnificence.
5. ~,l~l,
Geburah,
Strength
or
Severity.
This has two other names,
which are, 100, Pachad, Fear or Terror, and }\1 1 Deen, Justice.
6. n1NEn, Tiphareth,
Beauty.
7. nll, Netzach, Victory.
8. 1l~, Hod, Splendor.
9. llO\, Yesod, Basis or Fovnd~tion.
10. nl~;o, Malkuth,
Kingdom.

3. ~l\~,

Binah,

These ten represent
the ten ways
in which the Life-power
_presents
itself
to the human mind.
The names
here given are those used throughout
the various Qabalistic
writings.
We
believe
them to be the best possi b le
designations.
Yet we know that it
might
be feasible
to select
many
other
words to stand
for these
te n
basic
conception•.
But no matter
-3 •
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what words we employ, careful
analysis of their
meaning will make it
perfectiy
clear
that whatever
word
we choose to stand for the number 1,
provided
it be a word which does
truly express the human mind's ideas
as to the first clearly
intelligible
aspect of the Life-power,
will have
at its root the same significance
as
Kether,
the Crown.
This is true of
the Qabalistic
names of the nine
other numbers or Sephiroth.
Notice that these ten numbers are
signs for intelligibl
·e ideas.
They
are definite~
They are clear-cut,
and sharply
differentiated,
one from
another.
Yet behind them the wise
find that
the human mind,
in all
has recogtimes and in all places,
nized
a ''Something'•
for which
there
are no definite
terms.
This
•'Something''
is no pariicular
thing,
hence it is represented
in
occultism
by the zero-sign,
and by
the term ''No-Thing.''
Concerning
it, the wise declare,
it is possible
to form three nebulous,
shadowy notions.
They are not clear-cut.
The
words whereby we try to convey our
vague
feelings
about them are only
approximations
to what the words
indicate,
rather
than designate.
Hence Qabalists
call the terms they
have chosen
in order
to speak and .
write about these actually
inexpres-
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sible
aspects
of the
which is ''No-Thing,''
Veils of the Ahsolute.''

''Something''
the ''Three

The Three Veils
of the Absolute
are named J\N, Ain or En, meaning
Nothing
or No-Thing;
J:)lO J\N, Ain
Suph or En Soph, meaning Limitless
or Boundless;
and ilN J:\lO f\N_, Ain
Suph Aur or En Soph Aur, meaning
Limitless
Light.
They are called
veils
because Qabalists
understand
that even ideas so tenuous
as those
indicated
by these three terms are,
nevertheless,
limitations
of the
perfect
freedom
from qualification
which must be ascribed
to the Absolute.
No words whatever can frame a defof the Absolute~
inite
conception
because
all words li111it.
Th e only
sy~bol
for what is utterly
beyond
words is · silence.
Whatever
we say
of the Absolute
is always either
a
direct,
or an implied,
negati~n.
As
the Hindus say, ':'The Absolute
is to
be described
as 'not
this,'
'not
that,'
and so on, by neg ·atives
only.''
Nevertheless,
thou gh we may neither
describe
nor dei n e the Abso1 u te,
the highest
report
of human
reason must needs take verbal . -form.
This is expressed
in terms such as
Ed gar Allan Poe had in mind when he

-5-
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wrote, concerning
the word Spirit:
• 'This merest
of words, and some
other
expressions
of which
the
equivalents
exist
in nearly
all
langua g es, is by no means the expression
of an idea, but an effort at
one.
It stands
for the possible
attempt
at an impossible
conception.
Man needed a term by which to point
out the direction
of this effort--the
cloud behind which lay, forever
invisible,
the object of this attempt.
A word,
in fine, was demanded
by
means of which one human being might
put himself
in relation
at once with
another
human being and with acertain
tendency
of the human intellect.
Out of this arose this term,
which is thus the representative
but
of the thought
of a thought
.
The fact is that,
upon the enunciation
of . any one of that
class
of
terms
to which this
belongs--the
class
representing
thoughts
of a
thought,-he who has a right
to say
at all feels
himself
that he thinks
called
upon not to entertain
a conception,
but simply
to direct
his
mental
vision
toward
some given ·
point
in the intellectual
firmament
· where
lies
a nebula
never
to be
solved.
To solve
it,
in d eed,
he
makes no effort,
for with a rapid instinct,
he comprehends,
not only the
impossibility,
but,
as re g ards all
-6-
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human purposes,
the inessentiality
of its solution.
He s·ees at once
how it lies out of the brain of man,
and even how, if not exactly
why, it
lies out of it.''

THE FIRST VEIL

P~, A in or En · (either
of these
two ways of spelling
the Enilish
rendering
of the Hebrew word being
common in modern writing),
used · as
an adverb
of interrogation,
means
"Where?"
It suggests
the question ''Where
did the universe
come
from?''
and also ''Where is the universe goi~g to?~'
Compare these two
questions
with the symbolism of the
Tarot
Fool.
As a noun, the usual meaning of
Ain is •'nothing,
naught.'•
It a.lso
signifies,
''not,
no, without.•
·• In
Qabalah,
this
term denotes
freedom
qualification
from every conceivable
of quantity,
mass, form, substance
or attribute.
Ain designates
THAT
which,
from our point-of-view,
is
unconditionally
No-Thing.
Before entering
into expression,
say the Qabalists,
the Life-power
is
in a state
of latency
or darkness.
Thi~ is the condition
Hindus call
Pralaya,
the ''Night
.of Brahma.''
Concerning
this quiescent
aspect
of
the Life-power
human intellect
nei-7-
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ther knows, nor can . know, anything,
beyond the fact that the Life-power
IS, throughout
eternity.
T·hat Primal
Darkness
cannot
be
anything.
No positiTe
statement
concerning
it can he true.
It is .
the same as the Tao of Lao-tze,
who
wrote:
''The
Tao whihh is the subject
of discussion
is not the true
Tao; the qaality
which can be . named
is not its true attribute.''
Yet the acuteness
of Qabalistic
reasoning
is shown by the choice of
l'N as the name for the First Veil
of the Absolute,
For the three letters of the word hint at the nature
which human intuiof the potencies
tion
compels
us to ascribe
to the
Life-power,
even in its absolutely
quiescent,
inactive
state.
In the
Qabalah,
these potencies
are indicated by the meanings of the letters
N, \ and )( the final form of l, Nun.)
The first of these letters
is named
A Leph, Jlull or Ox.
In spoken language,
Aleph is a soft
breathing,
almost unvocalized.
In many Hebrew
words it has no audible
sound.
It
is the alphabetical
symbol for unmodified breath,
or perfectly
free
I'!
breathing.
Therefore
Qahalists
chose
it as their
sy mLol for pure
Spirit,
as The 8ook of Formation
shows
by saying:
'•Aleph was made to
reign in Spirit.''
-8-
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Furthermore,
Aleph is the Qahalistic
symbol for Spirit,
prior
to
the beginning
of a cycl~ of ma~ifestation.
Thus Thomas Vaughan wrote:
''God
before
His work of creation
was wrapped up and concentrated
in
Himself.
In this
stat~
the Egyptians
style
Him 'Solitary
Monad,'
the Qabalists
'Dark Aleph;'
but when
the decreed
instant
of creation
came, then appeareJ
'Bright
Aleph
and the first emanation
was that of
the Holy Ghost into the bosom of the
matter.''
4

'

''Dark Aleph''
is the initial
le~'' Bright
Aleph''
ter of J'M, A in.
is Aleph considered
as the eleventh
path on the Tree of Life,
to be considered
in a later
lesson.
''Dark
Aleph''
represents
the ''Solitary
Monad,''
the aspect
of u n ity concerning
which Eliphas
Levi says:
''Unity
may be conceived
as universal,
producing
and embracing
all
numbers,
having therefore
nq duality,
a unity without
number, absolutely
necessary
and incomprehensible.''
We indicate
this conce~tion
of unity by the zero sign printe<l on
the Tarot Key attributed
to Aleph.
It is the ''unity
with~ut a second''
precedin g all be gin~inis.
Aleph,
since
it
The letter-name
means Bull or Ox, desig n ates what
was used
throu g hout
the ancient
-9-
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world •s a medium of exchange,
convertible
into all things else.
When
the Hebrew alphabet
was invented,
men reckoned their wealth in cattle,
as the derivations
of the English
words
, .. pecuniary''
and ••fee''
remind us • . Furthermore,
because
a
bull
is the sire
of a herd,
Aleph
signifies
piocreative
~r reproductive
power.
Again, because a bull leads
and protects
·a herd,
Aleph is the
alphabetical
sign of leadership,
authority,
protection,
_ and the like.
The first
letter
of l'N ·stands,
therefore,
for the pure spiritual
potency
which,
being
no specific
thing i~ itself,
is convertible
into
all
forms of manifestation.
This
primary reality
is the source of all
power and authority.
It is a generative _power, brin g ing forth
forms
of manifestation
wherein
its
own
potencies
are expressed.
It is a
protective
and guarding
power,
shielding
its manifestations
from
danger.
It is the root-source
of
all substance
and of all energy,
the
supply
for every need.
Besides
this,
the letter-name
is
closely
related
to a Hebrew verb
signifying
'l'to
t1;ach,
to i nstruct.''
Thus the ~rst
letter
of
J1 K implies that t he Absolute is not
only a livin g , generative
potency,
but also that
it is a living
Mind,

- H)-
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containing
of wisdom,

the essence
understanding

of all forms
and knowl-

edge,
and not only ~ontai~ing,this
essence,
but also
impartin g 1t to
those who are capable
of receiving
instruction.
The second
letter
of }\~ is ',
Yod. Qabalists
say Yodis
the root
of all the letters.
The Zohar declares,
therefore,
that all things
are based on Yod.
Yodis
the initial
letter
of the supreme name of
God, MlM\, Jehovah,
called
''Tetragrammaton,''
which means ''name
of
Y od i s a 1 s o the
f o u r 1 e t t e rs • ' '
initial
and the final letter
of the
first
formative
word,
recorded
in
Gene .sis 1:3, \ii", Yehi, ,.Let
there
Y9d
be.''
In this word the letter
makes its 'first appearance
in the Bible as an initial,
though it occurs
part
of
ten times
as a component
words preceding\~\.
Again,
Yodis
the initial
letter
of the noun C:l \, Yom, ''day,''
which
1:5 gives as
the . context
of Genesis
God's own name for li ght, the Qabalistic
symbol of the ~anifest,
~s
contraste
d with darkness,
to which
the name Night is given,
as representing
the Unmanifest.
Yod is also
Yesod,
the initial
letter
of 1)0\,
''Foundation,''
or 'l'Basis,''
the
name of the ninth Sephirah,
and . of
"l::S\ Yetzir,
"to
form."
Finally,
-11-
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n,,n,,

it is the initial
letter
of
Yekhidah,
• 1 The Indivisible,•'
the
Qabalistic
name for the cosmic Self,
corresponding
to Atman in Hindu
philosophy.

The letter-name,
usually
spelt
1
11', bu~ sometimes
1 , means hand,
and represents
the formative
power
of Spirit.
This
formative
power
must be distinguished
from the creative
potency
symbolized
by Aleph.
Careful
reading
of the first
two
verses
in Genesis
shows that they
picture
a movement
in darkness.
This movement establishes
th~ ~~imary distinction
represen~ed
by the
Yet all is
words Heaven and Earth.
formless
and void until
the point of
by the words
manifestation
indicated
11M '~' O'~,~ 10M1 l, Vayomer Elohim
Yehi Aur, ''And the Elohim said, Let
there be Light.''
The commentary on this is in Isai"I
form the light
and
ah 45:T,
Lignt is formed:
create
darkness.''
darkness
is created.
Isaiah
uses
the same words for ''form''
and for
''create''
as those in Genesis.
The formative
power is the Word,
indicated
by the phrase,
'(And the
Elohim said.••
The beginnint
of the
formative,
as distinguished
from the
creative,
activity
of the Elohim, is
marked in Genesis
by the verb 'n',

-12-
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Yehi, ''Let
there be,''
which begins
and ends with the letter
Yod.
Yod, then,
r~resents
the formative potency.
Jt is what works with
the
raw material
of the primal
.
chaos,
''formlesg
and void, · '' to
bring
forth
specific
manifestation.
This manifestation
is indicated
by
the noun ilJt, ,for, . " light."
Light
and Day are verbal symbols for actual powers, as compared with the hidden, unmanifested
potencies
which
are ·represented
by the words Darkness and Light.
In Tarot, Yodis
symbolized by the
Ancient
of Days,
standing
on a
by dar~ness,
and
height
surrounded
acting
as a light-bearer.
His light
is a six-pointed
star in a hexag6nal
lantern,
intimating
that Light
is
what is to be understood
as a basic
esoteric
meaning of the number 6.
Furthermore,
this hexagram and the
hexagonal
lantern
which holds
it
both symbolize
a geometrical
truth
which is set forth also in the proportions
of the Tree of Life~ in the
lines of every cube, in the crystallization
of salt
and galena
(an
ore of lead),
and in the formation
of every snowflake.
Knowledge
of this
truth
i~ an
intellectual
key to the mystery of
-13-
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Li g ht, sou gh t by all initiates
of
Ageless
Wis dom. Moreover,
this in te l lectual
'k ey unlocks
treasures
of
illu minaiion
beyond the limits
of
th~ powers of merely
intellectual
consciousness.
It is the key which
opens t he door leading
to a hig her
order of knowing.
Yet we must use
it while we are still
under bondage
to t he limitations
of intellect.
Again, 6 is the number of the letto the third
ter Vav. sorresponding
member of the Qabalistic
triad
con ~
sisting
of Wisdom the Father,
Understandin g the Mother, and Beauty the
the
Son . . The Son is the Logos,
forrnaiive
power corresponding
to
Tiphareth,
the central
point on the
Tree of Life.
The Son is the Word,
and because
the Word implies
Sound,
the letter
Vav, symb ol of the Son,
is said to be the Hebrew character
corresponding
to the sense of
hearin g . Of this,
more later.
In your Tarot studies,
you learned
that
the letter
Yod represe n ts a
mo d e of conscious
activity
named
''Intelligence
of Will.''
This
Int e lligence
of Will is sai d' to p repare man to share all the treasures
of exact knowled g e of hhe comp lete
reality
and actuality
of t he Primord ial Wisdom.
This refers
to t h e
letter
Yod 1n yet anot her connection
-14-
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becaus~

Yod, as the first letter
in
Jehovah,
is assigned
to the
second Sephirah,
Chokmah, Wisdom.

~l~',

l~, Ab, Father.
Chokmah is called
Thus Key 9 of . Tarot,
a symbolic sum~ary of all Qabalistic
meanings
of
Yod, shows the -Hermit as a wise old
man, who may be identified
with the
is
Emperor of Key 4. Tb_e connection
nn,
direct,
because the letter-name
Heh, is 5 plus S, sg th~t the value
of the no.me Heh is 10, which is al so
the value of the single
character,
',

l'od.

In the word J'M,therefore,
Yod
represents
the formativ~
power of
Therefore
it is the
the Word.
second
letter
of l'N, because
the
formative
potency
comes into operation after
the working of the creative
potency
symbolized
by Aleph.
This formative
power is the shaper
of things,
the establisher
of the
constitution
of the manifested
universe.
a principle
of
It is essentially
Will, but here it must be understood
that
in the Intelligence
of Will,
the Hebrew noun translated
''Will,''
means primarily
''good
pleasure,
delight.''
It is good will toward
man, and toward the rest
of creation.

-15-
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This is plainly
intimated
by Key
9 . The idea is the same as that expressed
by the statement:
''Wherein
he hath abounded
toward us in all
wisdom and prudence;
having
made
known unto us the mystery
of his
will,
according
to his good pleasure
which he hath purposed
in himself''
(Ephesians
1:8,9)~
This declaration
of St . Paul's
is but one of many indications
that he was initiated
into
the Qabalah.
It is almost a paraphrase of the Hebrew description
of
the Intelligence
of Will.
Note particularly
the emphasis on wisdom and
prudence,
symbolized
by Key 9. In
sbort,
we may uriderstand
the letter
to be a symbol of _
Yod in l'N, Ain,
the Life-power's
good will
toward
us, intimating
that
the formative
potency
of the Divine
Hand shapes
things
favorably
for mankind.
The final letter
of l'M is 1, Nun,
having the value 50, and referring
throughout
the Qabalah to the ''fifty
g ates''
of Binah,
the Mother.
We
have se~n that 10 or Yod refers
to
the Sephirah
Chokmah, known as the
Father.
The number 50, always associated ·with the' Gates - of Bi-nah, :.is
therefore
a numeral symbol of Understanding,
the Mother.
Furthermore,
as t he nu mber so; the
letter
Nun is t he multiplic
a tion of
Yod (10),
the letter
o f t he Father
-16-
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(Chokmah) by the reproductive
power
of Heh or 5, which is attri-0uted
to
Binah,
the Mother.
This i~ because
the first~
in ~ln' is by Qabalists
attributed
to the third
Sephirah.
50, the value _of Nun, is the multiplication
of JD ( 1 ) by 5 (~).
Hence, as a hint to the initiated,
Key 13, correspon ·ding to Nun, shows
the crowned head of the Father,
r_epresenting
Cholmah, and the head of a
woman, representing
Binah.
These
are shown · as if growing in the same
field where the skeleton
reaper
is
harvesting
h' ands and fee t.
The
meaning
is that
the works of man
(hands),
and all that we understand
by human progress
(feet),
are really
only the particular
expressions
of
the potencies
of the Supernal
Wisdom, made manifest
by the Supernal
Understanding.
The letter-name
Nun means • l' fii sh, ' '
from a Hebrew verb
a ·noun derived
signifying
'' to sprout,
to grow.''
As a proper name, N_un, the cognomen
of the father
of Joshus,
denotes
'' _pe.rpetui ty, continuity.''
By its
attribution
to Scorpio,
moreover,
the letter
Nun is associated
with
generation
and reproduction.
_We see,
therefore
that
in f'M,
Aleph as a symbol of unity
corresponds to the first of the Sephiroth,

-17-
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Kether,
the Crown; Yod, by its connection
with Chokmah, is a symbol
for the second
Sephirah,
Ah, the
Father;
and Nun is a symbol for the
reproductive
potency
of Binah,
the
Mother . Furthermore,
the letters
of
this First
Veil of ~he Absolute
are
symbols for creation
(N),
formation
(\),
and reproduction
(l).
The meanings
of l'M given above
may be further
extended
by a consideration
of the Gematria
of the
number 61, which is the value
of
l'~. The correspondences
include:
ll1N 1 Adon, master,
lord, possessor {Psalm 97:5).
This noun is the
r o o t o f t h e O i v i n e N am e , \ l 1 M,
Adonai,
Lord.
It is a very ancient
Semitic
root~ which appears
also in
the name
the Greek 'Aowvl~, Adonis,
of a God whose worship
the Greeks
borrowed
from the Babylonian
and
Phoenician
mysteries
of Tammuz.
The notions
of mastery
and possession
conveyed
by ll1~,
Adon,
should help us understand
that howeve~ negative
may be our ideas
of
the No - Thing,
wise men have always
thought of it as being a ../!taster power, containing
all other potencies
within itself.

17'N, ayilak.
This word is an
adverb, which means both ''farther''
and ''further,''
It has in it the ·
18-
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notion
of increased
distance,
or
lengthened
spatial
relation
(''farther''),
and also
the notion
of
going beyond previous
performance
or
attainment,
the conception
of transcendence
(' :' further'
').
lt serves
J'N, the
also
to remind
us that
First
Veil,
designates
something
beyond
the range
of intellectual
definition
or perception.
Compare
these
ideas
with the symbolism
of
the Tarot Fool, which is attributed
to the number 0, corresponding
to

f'N.

,,,M,

alika,
to thee, toward thee.
which form the preThe sa111e letters
ceding word are re-arranged
so as to
convey almost exactly
the opposite
meaning.
'!'Farther•'
is an express ion conveying
the idea of motion
away from an observer.
''Toward
thee''
expresses
the idea of motion
toward an observer.
In rel at ion to
f'N, the word 1'7M is a reminder
that
however
remote
the No-Thing
may seem, , it is, because it is omnipresent,
nearer
to us than anything
As the poet says , ' ' It is
e 1.$e.
More
closer
than hands or feet.''
than one Knower has intimated
that
man's yearning
and striving
toward
the Infinite
is a reaction
to t h e
One's
earlier
movement toward
the
heart of man. One familiar
phrasin g
' : Behold,
I stand
of this idea is,
at the door and kno wck. ,,
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1bM, ammeka, thy mother
(Exodus
The esoteric
interpretation
of the com mandment,
''Honour
thy
moiher,''
is that the human, e a rthly
parent
is a symbol and visible
representation
of the protective,
nourishin~
po wer of l'N.
For all
that is the perfection
of feminine,
as well as all that
is the perfection of masculine,
potencies
must be
ascribed
to the No-Thing.

20:12).

'JN, 12ni, I, myself.
Here the
l'N are emsame letters
which spell
ployed
to write
the first
person>
singular
pronoun.
It is an old sto:
ry to our affiliates
that the Western
Tradition
affirms
the truth
that
there
is only one Real Self ·in the ··universe.
Apart from that Self,
the
E g o we designate
by the pronoun
•'I''
has no existence
wnatev ·er--is
l 'N, or nothing
whatever~
in the
baldest
and emptiest
meaning of the
word.
Understood
as being
essentially
identical
with that Self,
the
"I"
is the fulness
of all bein g -yet also
the }'~,
because
it goes
beyond ev:er-y _lim.itatietn: .of things ~

Jt::i.'.l,.
.-.bet.en ~ womb, the inmost part.
This wo g;)u_ cludes
~d,~a f expressed
also by 1'7N and by 10N.~.1, It refers
to the fruitfulness
an d p ower of
growth which are inseparable
fr~m
any true notion of t h e nature
of the
One Reality.
The '' great womb'' of
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the No-Thing is the same as the Mulaprakriti,
or root-matter,
of Hindu
philosophy.
Yet it is also to be
understood
as _being
that which is
inmost in the life of man. Wherever
with all
we are,
there It is also,
its limitless
supply for every human
need.
Jlii, hone, wealth, riches.
This ....)u..,.,.,.. ,.,_r,r.;v>'?word goes even further
than l~~. It
is used in Hebrew to express
every
sort of riches.
Yet the root from
which it is deriyed
means : l. to be
empty; 2. to gain by effort.
The _na·ture of the effort has been perfectly
expre~sed
by Lao-tze
in . his admoni~
tion:
"Having
emptie .d yourself,
remain where you are.''
The disciplines
of Ageless Wisdom
are intended
to wean us from our dependence on, and worship of, ecternal size and mass.
Our true wealth
is within us; and they who know the
secret
of drawing
upon this
inner
supply discover
that the l'K is real
substance,
the true
basis
of all
material
possessions.
Cll 'il, ha-.yo _m, this day (Oeuteronomv 9:21).
One of · the .worit djlusiQns is that we are somehow separJ'N.
Our -speech
ated
from the
betrays
us.
Some mourn the past,
and look back on it with sad eyes.
Some turn t heir gaze eagerly
toward
the
future.
The wise
live
out
-2 J.-
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this
day' ' w i th s mi l in g l: ear ts .
the }\N is beyond time, just
as
certainly
as it is free from other
restrictions.
All that it is, it is
NOW..
,,,~,
hawlok, walking.
This verb,
here shown in the infinitive
form,
has many shades
of meaning.
The root-idea
is ''a series
of steps.''
Walkin g , or locomotion,
is the human
function
which The Book of Formation
associates
with
the letter
Nun,
Hen~e it relates
particularly
to Key
13.
Ye~ our affiliates
will remember
that,
in some measure,
Key O is a
symbol of J'N, because it bears the
zero sign.
And the Fool is shown in
the act of walking,
with one more
st~p ahe~d of him, before
he comes
to the ed ge of the precipice.
What
is meant is that however free from
action
the Absolute
may appear
to
be, it is Itself
the very essence of
progress
and advancement.
We may,
and do, have all sorts
of difficulty
with the idea of a moving Ab solute,
because
motion seems to be the contra d iction
of all that ''Absolute''
means .
The wise concede
the difficulty~
but they echo Lao-tze,
who says,
speaking
of the Mother-Dee p , ''Forever
it moves and acts,
without
desi gn.''
J\N is not mer e static,
'

For
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frozen Being.
It is dynamic Beingi n-ac tion.
nl~ nagakh, to thrust,
or push,
as with the horns of an animal,
to
butt.
This verb · is used in a fig·urative
sense
to signify,
''to
make
war.''
It has direct
connection
with the idea of J\M as the inexhaustible
source of a dynamic energy
~tself
into manifestawhich thrusts
and in so doing betio~ forcibly,
comes the adversary
of iner~ia.

iill, navah, to abide,
to dwell; as
a noun, home, habitation.
The l'N
is our dwelling-place.
In it we
and move, :and have our being.
live,
When we speak or write
of it,
our
words seem nothing but thin abstractions.
To experience
it,
as do
Those Who Know, is to realize
that
th.e l'N is our homw, a haven of
retuge,
and a place of sa.fety.
To these
examples
of Hebrew Gematria,
we may add one derived
from
Lati~ Gematria,
used durthe later
ing relativily
recent
times by members of the Western School.
It is
of great importance
for the suggestion it gives as to the conneciion
of the alchemical
First
Matter with
J\N.
This Latin word is:
Materia,
matter,
substance.
This
extends
the conceptions
we have been
considering
in relation
to 10N arid

-23
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l~J. Over and over again we mu~t readjust
our conception
of substance.
innumerabte,
Not once,
but times
must we rid ourselves
of the false
notion
that power and wealth are to
be sough
in the accumulation
of
things.
ppearances
seem to be to
failthe contrary,
yet the world's
ure~,
every one, may be traced
t~
bekief
in external
things,
and to
dependence
on them. They never fail
on
who rest secure in their reliance
the p ~
Lesson Two will be devoted
to an
exposition
of . the significance
of
.qlO J\1-t, Ain Suph or .in ~Soph, the
Second Veil of the Absolute.

-24-
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TIIE TREE OF LIFE
LESSON 1WO
THE SECONDVeil of the Absolute
is qlO J'N, Ain Suph or En Soph,
meaning literally,
''No Limit,''
but
Boundusually
translated
as ''The
less.''
The first word in this name
is a repetition
of the designation
the
for the First
Veil,
and carries
same implications.
To -these,
the second word, qlo,
Suph, adds three more ideas.
In
Hebrew: it means ''end,
or close,''
signiand in the Chaldee (Aramaic)
fies '' to be fulfilled.••
These nouns
are derived
from a verb meaning ''to
erase,
or to perish.''
Thus the
strict
m~aning of Ain Suph is ''not
perishable,''
or ••never
ending.''

Thi~.
of course,
is a logical
necessity.
Whatever
is free from
every qualification
can hav~ neither
beginning
nor end.
The first
letter
of qlo is O,
Samekh.
To the ideas imphed by the
three letters
of T'Nit adds that of
s tip port
or s us ta in men t • This - is
connected
with Samekh because
the
name of that letter
means ''a prop,
a support,
a tent-peg.''
Our Second
Veil
of the Absolute
intimates.
therefore,
that the Absolute
is the
sustaining
power,
the support
and
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basis
tion,

for all
modes of manifestathe foundation
of existence.

The noun Samekh is derived
from a
verb meaning:
(1) to lean on; (2) to
support,
to uphold,
to sustain;
(3) to be firm, to confide;
and (4) to
draw near.
All these
ideas
are conveyed by the symbolism
of Tarot
Key
14, which
illustrates
the various
meanings
of Samekh,
The idea of drawins near is one of
the most important
for students
of
occultism,
It runs through
all esoteric
teaching,
and the purpose
of
occult
training
is to enable
those
who follow
the Path to draw near in
consciousness
to the Supporting
Power of .tne universe.
To beginners,
and to those
who
have not yet approached
the portal
of the Ancient
Way~ the Supporting
Power
seems to be very
far away-remot&
in time,
and distant
in
space,
To such minds,
the Absolute
is merely
an abstraction,
and so it
does appear
to the greater
number of
persons
who give
superficial
assent
to this
or that
form of exoteric
religion
(including
the inveTted
forms
of religion
called
atheism
and
agnosticism.)
Ageless
Wisdom says the Supporting
Power is nearer
to us than anything
else.
It makes this
declaration
as
a witness
to something
experienced,
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P<t
as a guess.
This is the experience
of men and women who have
discovered
this
truth
for
themselves.
Ageless . Wisdom offers instruction
in a technique
of personal
training
whereby we may verify
this
trut -h by our own experiments.
The
support
it offers
man is not the
authority
of church, book, or creed.
It comes to us with
the definite
challenge,
"Find
out for yourself,''
and tel 1 s us exact! y what to
do.
It gives us a mark at which to
shoot,
and shows us how to ai'm.
Therefore
the letter
Samekh is connected
in Qabalah with the sign of
the Archer,
Sagittarius,
suggesting
hunting,
investigation,
research.

T-h-e,. •second
lette-r
of :)H:~ is \,
In Lesson _I - you have learned
Vava
that this letter
is associated
with
Tiphareth,
the Son, and with Heari·ng..
Besides
these
meanings,
the
letter-name
rn~ans ''hook,
or nail,''
and in Hebrew grammar, Vav is a conj unction,
1 ike •'and' ' in English.
Thus it symbolizes
connection
and
co-ordination.
To the ideas concerning
the Absolute
we have already
enumerated
(k);
formation
(\) and
( creation
maintenance
(O) ), Vav adds the
notion of linkage,
or connection
of
parts.
The Absolute
holds things
the eontogether,
and is itse~f
-3-
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necting
link
among all
see mingly
separated
parts of cosmic manifestation.
This
co-ordinating
power
unites
the many ''things''
in the
Manifest
into one great Whole.
The third
letter
of ~lo is~,
(~
be~ng the final form of this letter,
used always when it is the last letThis . letter
Peh
ter of a word) _.
means ''the
mouth of man as the organ · of s peech.' i To Pe-h, Qabalists
t -he planet
Mars, . thus
attribute
indicating
th~ idea ot the energy
which fi~ds expression
in action.
is assigned
To th~ same le~ter
also the direction
North;
and since
the Hebrew noun for North,
J \Ell,
Tza 'phon, means also ••hidden,
dark,''
the letter
Peh is a Qabalistic
sym- '
bol for the occult
or hidden forces
_we seek to investigate.
comment on this is,
The Qabalistie
"'Gold ~ometh from the North.''
In
symbolism,
gold is a type of truth,
and ~lso of power, and what is meant
here is that il luminatio ·n is a diof investigating,
rect consequenc~
and of expressing
in thought,
speech
and action,
the hidden
potencies
of nature.
As ~he organ of speech,
the mouth
represents
expression,
and is therefore connected
with the formative
Word.
Mars, -furthermore,
is the
ruler
of Scorpio,
th~ sign which is
-4--
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at .tributed
to the letter
Nun. Thus
the final letter
of qlQ, Suph, · is related to the final letter
of J'M,and
refers
to the generative
and reproductive
potency of the Word.
In Tarot, Peh is symbolized by Key
16, the Tower.
This Key represents
the overthr .ow of : the false structure
of human opinion
by the descent
of
Thus the Tower
the Word from above.
is built
of twenty-two
courses
of
orick,
and is surrounded
by twentytwo flaming Yods, corresponding
to
the lightning-flash
which is one of
the Qabalistic
symbols
of the descending
influence
of the formative
Word through the Thirty-two
Paths of
Wisdom constituting
the Tree of
Life.
Ain Suph, the Second Veil of the
Absolute,
intimates,
therefore,
that
the Absolute
has within
itself
the
potencies
of creation,
formation,
reproduction,
maintenance,
co-ordination and expression.
These are the
key id~as
represented
by the six
letters,
p~.
The Gematria of qlO ·t'M, the See•
ond Veil
of the Absolute,
is as
follows:
The Second Veil is formed by adding qlo · to J'M. Si~~e qlO has the
numeral value of 1A6, the difference
between
J'M . and qlo,
or the dif-

-=no
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61 and 146, which is
the words designating
the means whereby l\M, the No-Thing,
establishes
~lC:,1 or limitation.
These words corresponding
to the
number 85 are:
ference

between

85, represents

1£!N (Keys 0, 16, 3).
aphad,
to
hind about,
to gird;
steadfastness,
constancy.
The No-Thing establishes
apparent
limitation
within itself .by
circumscribi~g
a field of manifestaits
tion,
in which
to express
infinite potencies.
Because
this
field of apparent
limitation
is the expression
of the
eternal,
unchanging
nature
of the
No-Thing,
it is dependable.
We may
not comprehend it, but we can apprehend i~, and when we do so, we find
it steadfast
and constant.
Y')l (Keys 2, 1, 9, 15), gQbiya, a
This
goblet;
the calyx of a· flower.
by the cup on
is what is symbolized
the Magician's
table,
and by the
flowers in his garden.
The ••cup''
is the creative
pattern
in the Universal
Mind.
CO~ (Keys 4 and 12, with emphasis
on 12, indicated
by the repetition
of Mem), hamam, to put into strong
action;
to drive,
to disturb;
to
bring into confusion,
to confound.
The No-Thing disturbs
it~ own perfect rest in order to manifest
its
potencies,
and sets up intense
ac-
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tivities
within
the field of seeming
limitation
it establishes
in itself.
manifestations
are
The prim~ry
chll_otic, distqi:bed
an_d confused,
1et
order eTentually
evolves
out of the
primary
chaos.
;,1 lo'
(Keys
9, 14, 5 , 3 , 4) ,
yesodah,
basis or foundation.
This ·
is the feminine
form of the noun
more frequently
used in the mascu1 in e form , 1 l O\ , Yes o d • It shows
that
the establishment
of seeming
limitation
is the result
of th~
operation
of the feminine
aspect
of
Reality,
the feminine
Foundation
(compare JOl, the womb, and 1CM,thy
mother,
in the correspondences
to
;,~ (Keys 16, 4), Peh, the mouth
as organ of speech.
The ut~erance
of the Word, the Creative
Thought,
Furthermore,
in
is here implied.
Qabalah
the letter
Peh represents
the Mars force,
or the principle
of
action.
The No-Thing
establishes
apparent
limitation
by the utterance
of its Creative
Thought,
and this
utterance
is the active principle
of
manifestation.

J'M).

.

In Latin Gematria,
85 corresponds
·
to the following:
Dominus,
Lord.
This is the usual
Latin word for God as the ruler
of
the universe.
What it intimates,
in
-7-
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the present
connection,
is that what
the human mind formulates
in its
idea of God t_he Lord is no more than
the idea of t he Agency - whereby the
Absolute
sets up the conditions
of
name and form which are the logical
necessities
for any manifestation
wh~-t ev.e r.
Veritas,
truth.
Here, again~ we
are in the presence
of an idea which
marry confuse
with the Absolute
itself.
Yetr~ts
·~b~nection
with 85
(especially
with Peh, the mouth) is
sufficient · indication
that the occult
meaning of ''truth''
has to do with
something
we must regard
as being
intermediate
bet~een
the Absolute
No--Thi-1,-g--a-n-d--t h-e fie 1 d of seem i Ji g
limitation
which
embraces
all
things
having for~, quality,
mass,
and other definable characteristics.
Forma Pater,
the Form of the Father,
We find this
Latin
term in
p 1 a. t-e .,4.6 o f The Sec re t Sy mb o ls of
the Rosicrucia~s,
where the words are
with a cir&re shown in connettion
cle containing
a solar
symbol,
and
having the additional
inscription,
Sp e J! /IHL.. Ma S .C. u l us M.un d i , Masc u 1 i n e
Se.ed of the World.
This last
is of
special
interest
because its number,
216, is that of Lap is phi losophorum,
Philosophers'
Stone,
and of Sion
philosophorum,
Zion of the Philosophers.
Note particularly
that Lapis
-8-
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and Sion have al.so the same numeral
value,
51. Here is a "direct
connection between the Stone and Zion,
and
you have already
learned
that Zion
is the occult
designation
of that
part of the hum~n brain we .also call
We refrain
fro~ further
the Adytum.
comment, lest
we say too much, . but
we earnestly
recommend you to ponder
these
words and phr~ses,
seeking
within
for mor~ light ·on their
inner
esoteric
significance.
The word ~\O, as 146, corresponds
to the follo wing;
xop Nll (Key l, · emphasized . by. the
repetition
of ) 1 and Keys O, 8, 12
and 0), baba qamah, the . First
Gate.
The ·primary
activity
which begins
the creative
process
is the establishment
of the field of apparent
limitation.
The entrance
of the NoThing into the Something
is through
the fixation
of a field in which to
man i f e.s t its e 1 f. .
.

o,\V (Keys 15, 5, 11, 12), olahm,
something
hidden;
time immemorial;
antiquity;
eternity;
the world.
The
true nature
of this field is a mrsbut one which
is somehow
tery,
related
to our conceptions
of time
and . duration.
The field is the field
of eternity,
and this eternal
arena
of the Life-power's
self-expression
is the true ''world.••
-9-
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The two words constituting
the
Second Veil of the Absolute,
qlo
J'M, have a combined value of 207.
This is the number of:

o,ip t\i~ (Keys O, 3, 5, 13: Keys
15, S~ 11, 12), Adon olahm, Lord of
the Hidden Mystery;
Lord of Eternity;
Lord of the Universe.
The
No-Limit,
or ~oundless,
~lO l'M, is
the Master Principle
of the Universe,
the Lord of Time and Eternity,
the Hidden
Ruler
of the
Mystery of Absolute
Being.
"I\M (Keys O, 5, 19), aur,
light;
also the direction,
East.
The Lord
of the Universe,
the Boundless,
is
the One Light we all seek, the One
East,
or Orient,
toward which we
turn our mental
gaze, and toward
which we ''travel''
as we make our
way along the Path of Return.
It is
the One Source of our existence,
and
of

all

other

exis .tenc~s,

p,a,s.·t....
, ·. -p·re-8··- .- -· .,.·:
_;

ent, and to come.
i1J (Keys 2, 3, 19), gadar,
to
enclose;
a wall,
a boundary.
The
Limitless
Being. Lord of the Universe,
Source
of all existence,
encloses
or surrounds
the entire
field of the manifest,
which fteld is
contained
within the Limitless
Being
of the Bouniless One.
ill1
(Keys 19, 1, 4), rabah,
to
grow, to be in abundance,
to multi-10-
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t~e Limitply.
This One Reality,
less,
· is the cosmic principle
of
a~d development.
growth,
increase
Growth is a fundamental
law of manifestation.
ri (Keys 19, 6), rat, a mystery.
The Limitless
is the essence ~fall
mystery.
It is beyond intellectual
comprehension
, Therefore
we need
not try to grasp it.
It is to be
known after another manner.
give you the
Lesson Three will
Qabalistic
meaning of i\M qlo l'M,
Ain Suph Aur, the Third
Veil . of
the Absolute.
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TIIE TREE OF LI FE
LESSON THREE
THE THIRD VEIL of the Absolute
is
or En
Light.
To the
Soph Aur, Limitless
general
meanings
of Ain and Suph,
given in the two preceding
lessons,
it adds the idea conveyed
by the
Aur
noun 11~, Aur, meaning Light.
is light
as universally
diffused,
and
the ancient
Hebrew account of creation speaks of the manifestation
of
light
prior
to the formation
of
luminaries.

11~ J:)10 l'M, Ain Suph Aur,

Not long ago this was · ridiculed
by
hostile
critics
of the Bible.
Today
it is a commonplace of physics
that
light
precedes
the manifestation
of
luminous bodies.
[!ladiant
energy is
held to be the basis
of all things
within
the range of human perception :] The units
of energy
from
which atoms . are built
up are tiny
points
of light,
and all physical
structures
a~e merely various
combinations
of this
all-pervading
radiance,
Prior
to manifestation,
therefore,
the undifferentiated
radiant ener gy whence all things proceed
may be conceived
as a limitless
ocean of light.
-1-
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This is precisely
what is meant b~
Ain Suph Aur.
Everything
in the
universe
is made of .light,
and light
What vibrates?
What
is vibration.
is the substance
set in motion by
the
the Word? · To these ~uestions
Qafualah gives the sanie answer as do ·
ot .h'er · versions
of Ageles;
Wisdom.'
It i~ essenti~lly
the same ~s the
answer given by modern science .when
some physicists
declare
the stuff of
to be mind-stuff~
The
the universe
is Pure
Qabalah
says the Absolute
means ''conSpirit,
and by Spirit
scious
life~''
· Says The Zohar:
'','Observe

that

Thought

is

the

beginning
of all.
This Thoughi is
h id den a.n d ins c r u table ~ Sp i r i t
~~dis
then called
Binah,
abides,
Understanding,
which is . not ·so
recondite
as ~he preceding.
This
expands and p~oduces a Voice
Spirit
• • • This Voice embraces in itself
all forces,
and speaks to Utterance,
and this shapes the Wrird properly.
When you examine the Grades closely,
you find that Tho~ght, Understanding,
Voice, Utterance
are all one and the
same thing,
and there is no separation between them.
True · Thought i~
bound t~ the No-Thing (Ain) ~nd is
from it.
Thi• is the
never part~d
meaning of the words:
'Jehovah
is
One and His Name is ·One.'
''
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Only one letter
is added, in the
Third Veil,
to those we have found
in the First
and Second Veils • . for
1lff repeats
the first letter
of l'~
and the second
·letter
of 9lD, so
that 1, Resh, is ~he only letter
not
the names of the
used in writing
first two Veils.

1, Resh, means ''Head,''
and so
suggests
the principal
thing,
the
supreme authority;
and, becau~e this
is the head of man, this final letter
of the Third Veil denotes
the center
of human conscious
activity.
Here
is a further
extension
of the Q~balidea that all manifestation
i.s
istic
a tho ugh t - p r o c e s s , o r t h.e cons e of ideas
quence of ·the formulation
in the Universal
Mind.
The Third Veil of the Absolute,
_therefore,
gives us the picture
of a
Great Sea of Living Light,
and this
Light is what condenses
itself
into
the first
:Sephirah,
Kether,
the
Crown, which we shall
consider
in
subsequent
lessons.
The Light is boundless,
yet contains
within
itself
all the latent
potencies
which we fou nd repre~ented
by the letters
of T~ ~ and 910. To
these
it adds the notion
of the
radiation
of a psycho-physical
energy. · This energy is mental,
because
it is the power we find active
in the
-3-
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head and brain of man. It is physi- .
cal,
~ecause
it is iden~i~al
~ith
the electro-magnetism
which ~tre•ms
for :th from · suns throughout
the whole
e~panse . pf the uni~erse.
There i$ : no plape where this energy is not present,
no place where it
is not active.
We have, as yet, no
instruments
which can refister
some .
Qf its subtler
vibrations;
but the
Qabalah is explicit
in its declaration
that
this
energy
fills
all
space.
This idea is the inner meaning ~f the ancient
Rosicrucian
axiom: Nequaquam Vacuum,
••Nowhere
a vacuum. · ''
Rosicrucian
tradition
associates
this · saying
with solar
sy~bolism.
It is su~posed to have b~en written
round the rim of a ci~cle containing
a picture
of the head of a lion,
the
same solar lion that appears
on the ·
tenth
and twenty-first
Tarot
Keys,
and in the arms of Freemasonry.
In our Tarot
lessons,
we have
devoted
considerable
space to the
significance
of the letter
Resh, but
in this lesson,
before
going on to
the .Gematria
of ·in~ J:)l~ l '~, ' we .
shall
pause to consider
the significa ·nce of the characte
.r 1, as the
number 200, and of· the letter-name
~,,,
~esh, as the number 510,
-4-
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is

the •.number

of:

O'EJJ.:::,,
···kanawfim., wing .s.
This occurs · in . Malachi
4:2:
*:'But unto :.·yo_u
that
fear my name shall . the Sun of
~ighteousness
rise,
with h~aling
in
his wings.''
Not~ the dire~t
refer~ .
ence to the Sun.

D'o-;1 t·C'O,

the lett .er-name
Q'D~
spelt
in plenitude,
with ~he .
names of the three
lettersi
irist~ad
of the single
~haracters.
Here is
one . of several
intimations,
scatte .r .ed th rough Qabal i_sti c writings,
that :
tf1e Light
is fluidic.
Mem,

P''O,seliq~
· finished;
the end.
This is used in Rabbinical
writings
·Fini ·s, to
as we employ
the Latin
mark the end of a book.
.The .more
recondite
meaning .has to do wit .h the
idea that
the manifestation
of suns;
or luminaries,
is the · final step in . ·
the condensation
of the Li~it1es~
'
Light
into physical
forms.
a

Dlt'~ etzetn, bone,_ bo!ly, ,!iubstance;
essence.
In Psalm
139:15, . '.:'My
substance
was not hid
from thee,
when . I was made . in secret,
and cu~lowest
parts
iously
~rought
int~~
of the earth,''
~h~ wo~d translated
''substance''
is
We cite
it to
bring out the point
that even in "ihe exot .eric
text
of the Psai'rns,
t;he
h urn·an ~ody and the earth
are ident -i-

~Y•
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fied.
The' 'substance,''
is the universal
radiant

of course,
·
energy.

llC1P, Qadmon, archetypal.
This
by Qabal~
is a term used frequently
ists,
and its .correspondence
with
Resh intimate~
that
the primal
or
archetypal
substance
is the universal
radiance.
~,,, Resh, the letter-name,
as the
number 510, has the following
correspondences in Gematria:

TJ

nJl
O~l J~, ab ve-am ben vebath,
Father
and Mother,
Son and
Daughter ~ The Father
is
Chokmah,
the second Sephirah;
the Mother is
Binah, the third;
the Son is Tiphare th,
the sixth;
the Daughter
is
Malkuth,
the tenth.
Note that the
numbers of these Sephiroth
add to
19, the number printed
on the Tarot
Key corresponding
to Resh.

n1p1, daqquth, thinness, fineness,
subtlety.
The primal
radiance
is
subtle~
and hard to distinguish.
,,~, shiyr,
song.
Here is a suggestion
of the correlation
between
The vibrations
of
sound and light.
the eternal
radiance
make Plato's
' ' music of the spheres _,.,' '
i , ln I t Q n n i y n S e r pen t I d r a g On
(Exodus 7{9).
The Qabalah
is full
of references
·to this ' i'dragon.''
-6I
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It is a symbol
tory · radiol,lnce,

of
t~e

the cosmic vibra,serpent power • .

.

· ';Ejr,, . taphe l , , s 1 ime, untempered
~ortar~
· As a ·figure v, speec6~
taplie l means
f' folly;
. licentiousness; -uncontrolled
desire.''
· It has
this
significanc~
- in Freem~ion~~.
There -is a hint ·of the same TLOtion
in some versi .~ns ' of ·Tarot Key 1_
9•.
.

.

.

The value
of 1l~ 910 .J'N i,s 4,1,4,
the duplicatio
·n .-cd · 207.
Thus- . it
represents
;. th~ · addi .tion of 910 T'~
to .,, ..l, gadar I iU1, rabah,
and n,
rai..
Enclosure
, withou ·t limit,
growth without
limit,
mystery
with~
out limit,
_is the Absolu _te . _which is
Limitless
Light.
Words ~nd phrases
value ~re:
having 414 as theif

l'J~ i:iT1J~ 'ii7~ ilHl' , r1~,An ·i Jehovah Elohi
Abraham Abika, · '' . I am
th~ God of Abraham th~ father
(G~nesis.28:18).
The Limitless
Light is
the Creative
God, the -0nly God.
r,1J0, haguth,
meditation.
The
Light,
identical
with the
Limitless
Ori~ Creative
God~ is an active
vibration,
set up by a ment 'al process,
The power-source
of the universe
is
the
meditatiori
of the Universal
Mind.
' (See the quotation
fr .om The
Zohar, on page .2 of this lesson.)
.

c1 •n 11PC, maqor
of

life.

Compare

-7-
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1C~, ammeka, in the list of Gematria
corresponding
to T'M.The Limitless
Light
is the fountain
of -eternal
livingness,
from which are brought
forth all individualized
lives .
mashottim,
goings forth.
From the Limitless
Light spring all
appearances
of ''going
forth,''
that
is, of emanation.
l'~,,-,~ ~l~\ l,~, ayin Jehovah
al-yer .aia,
"The eye of Jehovah is
Thi~ js
on th~m that fear him.''
the King James translation.
J'~,
however, means• 'fountain,''
as well
The preposition
al may
as ''eye.''
• 'near,
within,
also be · translated
for.''
Moreover,
the verb translated
''fear''
actually
signifies
ren''to
revere.••
· Thus a bett~r
dering
is:

a,~~,,c,

The

Fountain

of Reality

THATwhich was, is and will
within

them whQ revere

that

(~10,,
be) is
Reality.

This intimates
the nearness,
the
immediacy, the constant
availability
of the Limitless
Light which is the
fountain
of all lives,
and the inexhaustible
source of a(l power~
Our next lesson will be gin a series in which we shall explain
how to
d raw the Tree of Life,
and what i~s
proportions
mean.
-8-
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THE TREE OF LIFE

LESSONFOUR
TO DRAW
the Tree of Life,

first
draw four interlaced
circles
on a
commQn vertical
diameter,
as in Figare symure 1. These four circles
worlds.
bols of the four Qabalistic
to
The top circle,
corresponding
Atziluth,
the archetypal
world,
to
the element of fire, and to the first
letter
(~) of itli'l', is to be underof the other
stood
as the source
three.
The one next below it corresponds to Briah, the creative
world,
to the element of water,
and to the
s e con d 1 et t e r ( :i ) o f i'l \ it ' .• Th e
third circle
corresponds
to Yetzirah, the formative
world,
to the
element
of air,
and to the third
letter
(l) of i'l\i'l'.
The fourth circle
corresponds
to Assiah,
the
material
world,
to the element
of
(ii)
earth,
and to the last
letter
0 f
itl
Thus the construction
diagram ex}}ibits the principal
elements of the ·--~~~
Qabalisti
c system,
and is_ a glyph ,
for all creation,
held by Qabalists
to be the manifestation
of the power
of~,~,, Tetragrammaton, Jehovah.

7
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five equal parts.
Sis
th~ number of
the Hebrew letter
Heh, . M, symbolized
in Tarot by the Emperor, the picture
representin
g the Constituting
Intelligence.
The letter
H, moreover,
is said by Qabalists
to be the letter wherewith
creation
took place.
In Hebrew, this letter
is the defiinite article.
corresponding
to the
''the,''
which parEnglish particle
ticularizes
and specifies.
Thus the
diamfive divisions
of the vertical
eter of the construction
diagram _for
the Tree of Life indicate
ihis Qabmeaning of the letter
Heh,
ali~tic
by the fourth Tarot Key.
illustrated
is a geo•
The Tree of Life itself
metrical
diagram showing the relations
among the ten Sephiroth,
or
numbered aspects of Reality,
and the
twenty-two
letters
of the Hebrew
The Sephiroth
an4 the
alphabet.
letters
make up the Thirty-two
~aths
of Wisdom, concerning which The Book
of Formation (Sepher Yetzirah)
says:
'' In thirty- _two mysterious
paths of
wisdom did Jah (.!')
•••
inscribe
His universe
by the three
forms
of expression--Nurnhers,
Letters
and Words.••

The numbers,
or Sephiroth,
are
certain
points,
indicated
by the
construction
diagram as follows:
is the center of
Number 1, Kether,
the upper . circle;
number~.
Chokmah,

-2-
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is the right-hand
intersection
of
number
the first and second circles;
3, Binah, is the left;-hand
intersection of the first and ~econd circles;
number 4, Chesed or Gedulah,
is the
right-hand
intersection
of the sec•
2nd and third
circfes;_
number 5,
Geburah,
termed
also
Pachad
and
Dee~, is the left-hand
intersection
01 .the second
and third
circles;
is the center
number 6, Tiphareth,
of the third
circle,
and also the
lowermost
point of the second circle,
and the uppermost point of the
fourth;
number 7, Netzach,
is the
right-hand
intersection
of the third
and fourth
circles;
number 8, Hod,
is the left-hand
intersection
of the
third
and fourth circles;
number 9,
Yesod, is the center
of the fourth
circle,
and the lowest point on the
tircumferenee
of the third;
number
10, Malkuth, is the lowest point on
the fourth
circle,
at the bottom of
the vertical
diameter.
For convenience
in writing
various
attributions,
etc.,
these ten points
are often expanded into small circles,
and when this
is done, it is
best to take for the radius of these
small
circles
a distance
equal to
one-fourth
the radius of one of the
cunstruction
circles.
It should be
understood,
however, that every one
of the Sephiroth
is truly
a point,
for an important
practical
conclu-
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sion depends on this consideration,
though this is not the place in our
studies
to develop
it.
The twenty-two letters
are rep~econnecting
the
sented " h-y, lines
points,
as shown in Figure 2, where
the Roman letters
on the paths are
the conventionaJ
transliterations
of
the Hebrew characters.
The paths of
the letters
are:
M (A). from 1 to 2; l (B), from 1
to 3; l {G). from l to 6; 1 (D).
from 2 to 3; it (H), from 2 to 6;
l {V), from 2 to 4; t (Z), from 3 to
6; n (Ch), from 3 to S-; ~ (T}, ' from
from 4 to 6; ~ (Kl,
4 to 5; ' (I),
fx-om 4 to T; , {L), from 5 to 6;
0 (M}~ - from 5 to S; l (N), from 6 to
7; O (S).
from_6
to 9; y (0).
from 6 to 0; -~ (P),
from 1 .to 8;
l (Tz), from f to 9; p (Q), from 7
to 10; i (J\), from 8 to 9; C, (S_h'),
from 8 to 10; n (th), from 9 to 10.
Students
who wish to gain most
from these
studies
should
benefit
construct
many diagiams of the Tree,
according
to this method, ans should
practice
placing
the numbers
and
letters
until
they are perfectly
familiar
with the correct
location
one of ~he Thirty-two
of eve~y
Paths
of Wisdom.
Be sure to remember that a point,
is just
as much a
or a Sephirah,
-4-
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path
as is a line • . In Qabalistic
books the lines
are sometimes
called
canals or channels,
and when the ten
are represented
by small
Sephiroth
circles,
the canals
are often
(but
not
always)
so drawn
that
their
width is exactly
equal
to the chord
of the arc of one-twelfth
of -one of
the Sephirotic
ci~cles.
Drawing the canals
in this
proportion
makes a beautifully
balanced
Tree of Life,
with circles
in which
may be written
the various
attributions
of the
ten Sephiroth,
and
connecting
channels
which are wide
enough
for writing
in the names of
letters,
the titles
of Tarot
Keys,
or other
matters
connected
with the
Hebrew alphabet.
Ability
to make a
satisfactory
Tree of this
type will
give you a great
deal of pleasure.
On the other
hand,
except
for
representing
variOJUs combinations
of
color-scales,
this
more elaborate
form
of the
Tree
of Life
is not
necessary,
and it should
be understood that
it is . not in any way more
accurate
than the form which shows
the
twenty-two
canals
as straight
lines
connecting
the points.
Indeed,
a Tree of Life
which is made
up of nothing
but points
and lines
aakes
clearer
the fundamental
georelatioaships
among the
metrical
Sephiroth
and the letters.

-5-
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The basis on which these relationships are calculated
is the line of
~he letter
Aleph, which joins points
1 and 2.
This line may be of any
length,
but in the oral tradition
of
the Qahalah,
its value is taken as
The reason
being either
15 or 26.
for this is that 15 is the value of
the divine name~,,
Jah (pronounced
Yah), which is the name used in the
first paragraph of The Book of Format ion,
quoted .on page 2 of this
les•on.
What Qabalists
understand
by Jab is by them regarded
as being
the aspect of the One Reality
which
brings the Tree of Life into being.
'
This word Jah is the special
di.
vine name attributed
to the second
Sephirah,
Chokmah (Wisdom), and it
is to be noted that
The Book of
Formation says there are thirty-two
paths of Chokmah, by this expression
relating
the active power manifested
throughout the universe to what they
sum up by one single name, Jab (o'l,
whose letters
add to 15.
Jah, or n,, however is only the
shortened
form of the divine name.
It is used principally
in Hebrew
poetry.
whereas
the longer
form,
~,~,,
is more commonly found in
~\_ii\
is the Hebrew name of
prose.
names for God, and is the name fundamental to the construction
of the
Tree of Life,
as well as the name
-6-
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whose letters
are attributed
in the
Qabalah
to certain
subdivisions
of
the Tree,
so that . the whole system
of the Thirty-t wo Paths of Wisdom is
really
summed up by this word MlM'.
Hence it is reasonable
to take
this
name also,
as a unit of measurement for calculating
the various
geometrical
rel~~ionships
of the
Tree.
Moreover,
Qabalists
say that
the shape of the letter
Aleph (M),
which corresponds
to the line from 1
to 2, represents
this
very name
MlM'. Consequently,
since this line
is the path of N, which symbolizes
MlM' is
the name MlM', and because
the number 26, we may decide
to
fundaadopt 26 as an alternative
mental unit of measurement,
iorresponding t.o the line from 1 to 2.
We shall,
in fact,
use both 15 and
26 as our standards,
because
each
leads
to important
conclusions.
These conclusions
are to be reached
by asking,
first of all:

''If lS be the length of the line
from 1 to 2, what whole number most
nearly
represents
the length of the
line from 2 to 6?''
Readers
who remember their
elementary
geometry
can see,
by inspecting
the lines of Figure 2, that
the line
from 2 to 6 is the long
side
of a right-angled
triangle,
-7-
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having for its shorter side the lin~
from 1 to 2, and for its hypotenuse
the line from 1 to 6. The square on
this · hypotenuse,
the line from 1 to
2 be-ing taken ~s 1, must be 4, since
the line
from 1 to 6 is exactly
twice-. the length of the line from
1 to 2.
Then, since the square on the line
from 1 to 2 is 1, the square on the
line from 2 to 6 must be 4 minus 1,
or 3. Therefore
the length of the
line from 2 to 6 is the square root
of 3, or lr732.
Thus, if 15 be t~ken as the length
of the line from 1 to 2, it f-0llows
that the length of the line from 2
to 6 will be, approximately,
the
product
of the multiplication
of
1 • 7 3 2 by 1 5 , or 2 5 • 9 8.
Thu s th e
nearest
whole number which can represent
the length of the line from
2 to 6, if the length
of the line
from 1 to 2 be taken as 15, is the .
number 26.
The total length of the twenty-two
lines on the Tree of Life will then
be as follows:
14 lines equal to 15, total:
210
7 lines equal to 26, total:
182
1 line equal to 30 (1 to . 6)~-l~
Total units in 22 lines:
422
By reference
to Figure 4, it will
be seen that all possible
connec-8-
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tiens
between the vari~us
points
on
the Tree of Life are not exhausted
by the twenty-two
lines
corresponding to the Hebrew letters.
There
are sixteen
additional
connecting
lines.
Figures
4 and 5 were intended
to
show these,
hut in both there is an
error
which was overlooked
before
the diagrams
went to the printer.
In Figure 4 you should add two dotted lines,
one from 4 to 9, the
other
from 5 to 9. In Figure 5 the
but in
same two lines
are omitted,
that diagram they should be shown, ~
like the others,
as straight
lines.
/
These lines
are of three
types.
are of the same length
as the
line
from 2 to 6.
Two are gf the
same length as the line from 1 to 6.
Eight are of the same length
as the
line
from 1 to 7.
Tw~ are of the
~ame length
as the line
from 2 to
10. These are known as the Hidden
Paths of the Tree.
The four lines
(1 &o 4, 1 to 5,
4 to 9 and _S to 9) are,
when ~he
line
from 1 to 2 is t&ken as 15,
each 26 units
long.
The two lines
(2 to 5 and 3 to 4), being cf the
same length as the line from 1 to 6.
are each 30 units
long.
The eight
lines
(1 to 7, 1 to 8, 2_to 8, 2 to
9, 3 to 1, 3 to 9, 4 to 10 and 5 to
Four
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10) have, as their exact length,
the
square
root of 7.
This,
when ~he
unit ~f measurement
is taken as 15,
is .represented
by the whple number
39,
The lines from 2 to 10 and 3 to
10 - are each the exact square root of
of
13.
With 15 as the standa~d
measurement,
this is represented
by
the whole number 55.
Actu~lly,
the square root of 3 is
by 26, and simonly approxim~ted
ilarly,
39 and 55 are only apprQximations
to the roots of 7 and 13.
26 is more than the square root of
675; . 39 is less than the exact root
of 1575; and 55 is -ore than the
square root of 2995. Yet 26, 39 and
55 were chosen to represent
these
roots,
not only because
they are
easy to remember,
but also because
they are espe~ially
significaht
num~ers in the Qabalistic
system.
It
should be remembered, also, that the
old Qabalists
did not have at their
any more than did the
disposal,
~ncient
Egyptians,
Babylonians
and
Greeks,
the modern mathematical
devices
of fractions
and decimal
points.
It was therefore,
with ~11
these ancient
peoples,
customary
to
use approximate
whole numbers
to
express
proportions
and quantities
their
systems
of numeration
could
not represent
exactly.
In the Old
Testament,
for example,
where the
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pillars
of Solomon's
Temple are described,
the
relation
of their
t~ their
diameter
is
circumference
given
as 3 to 1.
And, as we have
had Qccasion to point out elsewhere,
the Pi-proportion
was often
represented by -the proportion
between the
numbers 22 and 7.
It must be remembered,
also,
that
the ancient
geometricians
knew how
to construct
figures reRresenting
· the
exact
roots
of 3 1 7 1 13 and so on.
In their
buHdings.,
for instance,
~uch as the Great Pyramid
and the
roots
were used.
Parthenon,
these
Their only difficulty
.was in the numeral representation
of these roots.
Nor should we forget
that,
even with
our decimals,
we ourselves
cannot
represent
these roots
exactly.
We
simply
make a somewhat
closer
approximation.
For practical
purposes,
however,
the whole numbers
employed by the ancients
serve just
as well.
These whole numbers were used by
Qabalists,
who concealed
them in tge
spellings
of divine
and angelic
names,
and in other
words
and
phrases.
Occultists
have learned
that
the proportions
so hidden
in
names and phrases
conceal
facts
of
great
practical
value.
In the present
instance,
the total
length
of the sixteen
hidden paths
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comes to 586 units.
This is the
numper of
the older spelling
which means ''abode of
of Jeru~alem,
peace,''
or ''founded
in ~eace.''
S86 is also the number of the word
Yesod, ''Basis
or Foundation,''
when
it is spelt in full, n,1-\\-100-1\'.

o,w,,,,

The total
length of these hidden
paths,
added
to 422, the total
length of the paths of the letters,
is 1008.
This is the value of the
compound word MWk-Jl, Ben-Jshah,
''$on of a woman,'' used in 1 Kings
7:14, where it refers to Hiram Abiff,
the traditional
founder
of Freemasonry.
Note that this numeration
reckons the final Nun in Jl as 700.
i'WM is also the spelling
of eshah,
the feminine Hebrew word for
fire.
It suggests that fire is the womb of
manifestation
from which all things
are brought forth.
Thus the two readings
of i'WM-J.l
intimate
that the Tree of Life is a
symbolic diagram,
representing
the
''Son of a Woman,'' who is ilso the
''Son of Fire.''
This is precisely
what the Tree of Life actually
_is,
because it is a commonplace of Qabalistic
tradition
that the Tree of
Life reRresents
the Archetypal
Man,
or the Grand Man, who is the architect of the universe.
In Masonry,
this Master-Builder
is represented
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by Hiram Ahiff,

and in Gnostic Chrisby the Logos, or Word.
tianity
TI1us, when we notice
that the num~
bering of :WN-f) as 1008 is arrived
at by computing
the final Nun in l~
as 700, we may take another
step
of the mystoward the elucidation
tery of the Tree of Life by considering :WM-J~as the number 358, its
value when f is computed as 50. For
358 is the value of~~\~
Nj', yaba
Shiloh,
''Shiloh
shalJ
come,''
.a
mystical
expression
in Genesis 49:10
referring
to the coming
of the
Redeemer, or Messiah.
358 is also
the value
of ~~l,
Nachash, the Serpent
(the tempter in
the allegory
of Adam and Eve),
and
of n'rtJO,Messiah,
''The Anointed.''
The connection
between the Serpent
and the Anointed
is one of the profoundest
esoteric
doctrines.
In the Hebrew alphabet,
the Serpent is the letter
Teth, ~, symbolThis Key,
ized in Tarot by Key 8.
you have learned,
is related
to the
sign Leo, which is repre~ented
am9ng
the Tribes of Israel
by Judah.
You
will
find also,
by looking
up the
Biblical
reference
in Genesis,
that
the words ~,,~ N)' are us~d in con- <;.L..tJs,P..,,J.Pcv,,.-<.
nection
with ' the Trib~ · of Judah.
The secret
powers connected
with
the SeTpent
and tbe Anointed
are
-13-
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of fire~ the ~lement
corresponding
to the sign Leo.
All practical
occultism
has to do with the right
use
of these
fiery powers,
Hence it is
~ritten,
''Salvation
is of the
Jews,''
because
the liberation
men
seek is a direct
result
of what is
pictured
in Tarot
Key 8, where
a
woman tames a lion.
Furthermore,
the Tr~e of tife - is a
diagram
of the progressive
stages
in
It shows the
man's mastery
of fir~.
various
relationships
among the
forms
in which
the One Fire manifests
itself.
To know the
Tree
thoroughly
is to know the secret
of
To put this
knowledge
Cosmic Fire.
i•to
practice
is to arrive
at the
human endeaTor.
true
goal -0£ all
In our next
lesson
further
consideration
of the Tree,
as they
bers,
when the path
taken
as 26.
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THE TREE OF LIFE
LESSON FIVE
IN THE preceding
lesson,
we considered
the occult
meaning
of the
paths of the Tree of Life,
when the
path from 1 to 2 is taken as representing
the number 15.
If now we
take 26 as the unit representing
the
line from 1 to 2, an entirely
different,
but correlated,
set of relationships
appears.
For then the
whole number corresponding
to the
various
lines
equal
to the square
45, since
the
root
of 3 becomes
product
of 2 6 x 1. 732 is 45. 032, or
a little
more than 45.
45 is the value of D1~, Adam, the
Hebrew generic
name for humanity.
It is also the number of 1CM, amad,
"to
estimate."
By this
correspondence,
we see that Qabalists
understand
as well
as did Hindu
sages that man is, above all else,
a
calculator,
a reckoner,
an estimator. · This power of man's
is the
basis
of the sciences
whereby
he
controls
the forces
within
him and
around him.
On the Tree of Li f e , there fore ,
the numbers,
or Sephiroth,
are the
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and the letters
owe
chiefly
to their
Similarly,
in The
Book of Formation,
quoted
in Lesson
4, page
2, numbers
are given
first
place,
before
letters
and words.
superior
powers,
their
importance
numeral
~alues.

Again,
when we take 26 as our privalu~
mary unit,
we notice
that
its
is also
the value
of the noun 1JJ,
kabad, meaning
''weight."'
and hav ing,
therefore,
the
same essential
meaning
as the
scientific
term
'•gravitation.''
Thus the f!ict that
26 is also
the value
of iilii", and so
the fundamental
number
in the whole
Qabalistic
system
diagrammed
by the
Tree of Life,
gives
us to understand
that
the practical
mystery
of the
Qabalah
is not
only
one which
is
concerned
with direction
of the serpent
fire,
but
is related
also
to
utilization
of the
unknown,
omnipresent
power which makes particles
of matter
tend
toward
one another-the
force
which
causes
bodies
to
fall
to the earth,
and holds
planets
in their
orbits
round the sun.
What this
force
is,
exoteric
science does not know, and admits
this
ignorance.
Recently,
Einstein
has
advanced
a theory
that
gravitation
and electro-magnetism
are one and
the
same thing.
By reviving
this
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ancient
doctrine,
known to his
Hebrew ancestors,
the great mathematician
brings
closer
than ever the
revolution
in physics
Eliphas
Levi
predicted
hack in 1859, and hastens
the day when we shall,
in truth,
return
to the transcendent
magic of
the Chaldeans,
which magic is diagrammed on the Tree of Life.
/ihatever
field of knowledge
we
enter,
what we study in that field is
some form of manifestation
of the
One Thing which is both gravitation
and electro-magnetism.:l
Furthermore,
this
is just
as true
in fields
of
superphysical
as in fields of physical research.
Wherever man studies
the workings of energy,
he is occupied with some aspect
of the manifestation
of this One Reality.
What
he studies
he must measure,
and when
he has calculated
and estimated
correctly,
he becomes aware of principles and laws which, by his creative
imagination,
he may apply to ends
other than those resulting
from the
natural
manifestations
which are his
first subjects
of investigation.
Thus the two fundamental
types of
line on the Tree of Life,
when they
are made to represent
Jehovah (line
1 to 2 as 26) and Adam (line 2 to 6
as 45),
remind us forcibly
of the
-3-
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opportunity
man has to effect
his
liberation
by right understanding
of
the creative
order
of which he 1s
a part.
When the unit
for line 1 to 2 is
26, and that for line 2 to 6 is 45,
the lines
corresponding
to the
square root of 7 are taken in whole
69, the nearest
numbers
as being
whole number to the square
root of
4732. Then the lines corresponding
to the square
root of 13 are taken
as being 94, that being the nearest
whole number
to the square
root
of 8788.
The values of the twenty-two
of the letters
will then be:
14 lines of 26 units,
a total
1 lines of 45 units, a total
1 line of 52 units
(1 to 6)

lines
of 364
of 315
52

731
731 is the value of ~o~-n,J, Beth
''House of the Acacia.''
ha -Shittah,
To every
Masonic
reader
of these
pages,
this will be strikingly
suggestive.
For he will know that the
acacia is the special
symbolic plant
of Freemasonry,
as well
as the
sacred
wood of the
Israelites.
shittah,
From the wood named
all the sacred
furniture
of the tab-4Total

iitJ.,,
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ernacle
described
in Exodus
was
made.
From it the tabernacle
itself
was built,
and it is a £am- \
iliar
bit of occult
doctrine
that
l)i oth tabernacle
and temple
were
symbolic
buildings.
representing
Man, the microcos iJ in whom all the
powers and laws of the macrocosm, or
great
universe.
are in operation.
Hence ''House
of the Acacia''
is
most appropriate
as the Gematria
representing
the visible
paths · of
the Tree,
or total
length
of the
lines
corresponding
to the letters
of the Hebrew alphabet~
The same nu~per is given by the
words o~i1iNii i1VJ1, gi beah ha-E loh i,m.,
''Hill
of the Elohim,''
an ancient
Hebrew name for Bethel,
''The House
of God,''
where Jacob had his dream
of the ladder.
This ladder
is another symbol associated
by Qabalists
with the Tree of Life,
and some vestiges
of this
Qabalistic
doctrine
survive
in Freemasonry.

~"il7~i1 ilt'JJ, with the final O computed as 40, instead
of 600, is 171,
which is the value of i~~~~, matzil,
''the
beginning
of emanation,''
and
of 7!Rl, natzil,
"emanating
from."
These two words are of particular
importance,
inasmuch as the Tree of
-5-
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Life is a diagram of the progressive
emanation
of the ten distinguishable
aspects
of Reality
from Ain Suph
Aur, the Limitless
Light.
Thus the total
value of the paths
of the twenty-two
letters,
when 26
is taken as the basic unit of measurement,
adds considerably
to our
understandin
g of the significance
of
the Tree of Life.
The hidden
path&,
which,
by the
numer atio n using 15 as a basic mea sure, added up to 586 units,
give us,
when 26 is the basic unit,
the numzarb er 1024, the value of,9'J'1i,
z iyph,
"sho we.rs"
(Psalm
72: 6,
where the context
shows clearly
that
these showers water the earth).
They
are the fructifying
showers
which
p romote the growth of vegetation,
and since
the same context
associates them with the manifestation
of
the powers of the ''King's
Son,''
it
that here we have a Qabalis clear
istic
allusion
to the descent
of the
secret
power of the ''Son of Fire''
who is also the ''Son
of the Woman,''
personified
in Freemasonry
as
Hi r .am Abi ff.
This is the descent
of the po wers
of Ain Suph Aur through the paths of
the Tree,
where the paths
of the
letters
represent
the manifested

-6-
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powers,
occult

and the hidden
paths,
forces
hehind · them.

the

By adding 731, the number of the
total
length
of the paths
of the
letters,
to 1024, the number of the
hidden
paths
(reckoning
the line
of the
from 1 to 2 as 26), th~ total
lines
of the Tree is 1755, and this
is the value of the.Hebr~w
phrase:
nl~Jl ~,~,
qadosh,
qadosh,
qadosh,
Jehovah
Tzabaoth,
• 'Holy,
Holy,
Holy,
Jehovah
of
Hosts.''
This is a quotation
from
6:3.
It is also the burden
Isaiah
of the Sanctus,
in the Catholic
celebration
of the Eucharist.

~,,p~,,p,,,p,

The same words are to be found in
paragraph
1090 of an ancient Qabalistic
book, The Greater Holy Assembly,
together
with the comment,
' ' for all things
are of one body.''
which
Here is a link of connection
will be of interest
to all students
of Gnostic
Christianity.
It shows
that
this
phrase,
which,
in the
liturgy
of the Eucharist,
immediately precedes
the consecration
of the
elements,
is related
to the culminating
point
of the rite
of consecration,
expressed
by the words,
' ' This is my body,''
followed by the
elevation
of the Host.
The link is even more definite than
-7-
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this,
since the Church declares
the
consecrated
Host to be the Body of
Messiah,
the very Son of a Woman,
or Son of Fire,
~ho is the Anointed,
the Seed of the Je ws, and the Shiloh
whose advent was prophesied
by Jacob
on his deathbed.
(In Freemasonry,
Hiram Abiff is a personification
of
the same Son of a Woman.) In so doing, the Church sho ws its fundamental
agreement
with the Qabalah,
because the latter
not only declares
that the whole manifested
universe
is the body of God, but also that
the descending
power which brings
the universe
into
being
is NiTC,
Mez la, ''Influence.''
This word Mezla is the number 78,
a threeor a triple
26, suggesting
This
fold manifestation
of ~1~'.
threefold
manifestation
is what is
veiled
by the exoteric
Christian
doct r ine of the Trinity,
and by the
Qabalistic
conception
of the three
worlds of emanation,
proceeding
from
Atziluth,
the archetypal
world of
Etern a l Ideas.
The connection
between Mezla and
the Eucharistic
Host is that
the
Host is called
the body of Ch~ist,
and is actually
a wafer of bread,
while ''bread,''
in Hebrew, is On7,
lechem,
which has also the value of

-8-
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78.
Here is a clue
to the real
meaning of the Biblical
story
that
Christ
was born in Bethlehem,
or
Beth-lechem,
!'The House of Bread.''
Thus the use of the words
of
Isaiah
in the Catholic
Sanctus,
and
their
repetition
in the text of The
Holy Assembly,
are indications
that
the ''Body,''
which is a name sometimes given to the Tree of Life,
is
actually
the support
and sustenanee
o f the 1 if e o f rnan •
( The influence descending
from Point
1, Kether,
through
the visible
and
the hidden paths of the Tree, is · th~
true sustenance
of our lives.
It is
the descending
influence of the Limitless
Light,
manifested
as the
Spiritual
Fi re which is actuali y our
support,
moment by moment, and day
by day, throughout
the course of our
whole series
of incarnations
:] The
ceremony
of the Eucharist,
which
goes back to the meal of bread and
wine offered by Abraham to Melchizedek, as recorded
in Genesis
14:18,
is a ceremonial,
symbolic
representation
of the eternal
truth
that no
man lives of or by himself.
{ile are
supported
by the influence
which
descends
into
our lives
from the
archetypal
world,
the world of the
Prim.al Fire 'J
-9-
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To trace
the descent
of this
influence
will
he our work in the
succeeding
lessons
of this
series,
and the object
of that work, let us
remember,
will
he to give us so
clear
a conception
of our relation
to the power proceeding
from the
Limitless
Light that we may specialize it in those forms of usefulness
and beauty which shall make us full
partakers
in the inexhaustible
treasure
of the One Power whence we
all derive
our existence.
By this
means we may become fully
emancipated
administrators
of the laws,
completely
liberated
directors
of
t he forces,
whereby
the One Power
manifests
itself
as the omnipotent,
omniscient
and omnipresent
Lord of
the Universe,
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THE TREE OF LIFE

LESS·,JN SIX
THE NfJMEF:
!f L l r-cp rasents
the Qrst
comprehensible
i J e ~ the hum•n mind
is able to formulate
concerning
the
Life-power.
It symbolizes
that
of unity
of which Eliphas
aspect
Levi wrote:
'· t'Unity
may be conceived
.•
.•
secondly,
as relative,
manifested,
possessing
duality;
the beginning
of
numerical
sequence.
This revealed
unity which in turn reveals
numbers
is the Word of God.
Numbers exist
only through
unity,
and are modes
thereof •.•'
To say this
aspect
of unity
is
comprehensible
means only .that it
can be grasped by human intellect.
This is far from saying that all, or
even many, human beings
do c.omprehend what is ~epresented
by 1. The
idea is within our reach, but we do
have to reach
for it , and reach
high.
It is at the upper limit
of
the scale of intelligible
ideas.
This knowledge is eminently
practical,
in the ordinary
meaning of
the word.
It does more than merely
satisfy
intellectual
curiosity.
It
has direct
bearing
on the problems
of daily life.
It appeals to fundamental
interests
of all normal men
-1-
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and women.
The Tree of Life diagrams knowledge which enables
us to
understand
our place in the scheme
of things,
and helps us maintain
our
rightful
position
in the cosmic order.
It is knowledge which enables
us to manage ourselves
and the conditions
round us, so that we get the
most good out of the business
of
living,
here and now.
To do this,
we must take our own
measure,
and the measure
of the
forces constituting
our environment.
The wo~d ''man''
implies
this
idea
of measurement.
From baking a cake
or cutting
out a dress,
to making an
airplane
or building
a skyscraper,
all human achievements
depend on accurate
measurement
of the things
we
de~l with.
A science
is sim~ly an
orderly
description
of the extent,
dimensions,
qualities,
capacities,
and degree of the forces
and materials
in that domain of human knowl.
edge.
An art is the application
of
knowledge
supplied
by its
:r~lated
sciences.
This is just
as true in
· occ ·ul t scien~e as in other fields of
research.
Yet it should
be ob~
served
that an art may reach a high
state
of perfection
in the hands of
skilled
practitioners;
without those
same practitioners
having even the
remotest
knowledge of the scientific
basis of their artistic
procedure.
-2-
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What is more, an artist
may have
a complete misconception
of his .own
procedure,
so that he . is · .incapable
of teaching
his art to others.
The
writer -0f these pages well remembers
that the most accomplished
pianist,
and most intuitively
sensitive
musician in his native
village,
had the
most fantastic
misap~rehensions
as
to the nature of piano technique
and
interpretation,
so that she was, in
all probability,
one of the world's
worst piano-teachers.
This same fact holds good for many
of the occult
arts,
Some people,
particularly
among those who may be
called
sybils,
or horn diviners
and
seers,
read the Tarot Keys with most
gratrfy -ing accuracy;
but those same
persons
often
adhere
to the mos~
inaccurate
notions
as to the history
of Tarot,
its relation
to Qabalah,
and so on.
Similarly,
the writer
has known men and women who were
gifted
magicians,
Some seem to have
been born with their
skill.
Others
ascribe
their
powers
to spirits,
angels,
or talismans
taken from that
insane
hotch-potch,
The Sixth
and
Yet their
Seventh
Books of Moses,
magic worked.
Occult theory must not be confused
with occult
practice,
Much of the
-3-
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in these days,
occult theory current
and even in these pages, may be disproved
by future
refinements
of
occult $Cience~
There may, also, be
many improvements
in occult
practice,
as occult
science
advances.
What needs to · be emphasized here is
that
the occult
science
in these
pages has been rigidly
tested,
that
the occult
theories
are those which
we have received,
as theories,
from
the Inner School,
and that the practices
come from the same source,
and have been tested by ourselves.
To return
to the number 1, all
science~~
occult
and otherwise,
may
be expressed by numbers, and numbers
themselves
are the basis of the science of man diagrammed on the Tree .
of Life. " That science
begins,
as ·
numbers begin, with the idea symbolized by the figure 1. This figure, in
fact,
represents
the thoughts
we
express by such words as: beginning,
o~i--gi ,n--,--euts-et, · inception,
startingpoint,
first move, initiative,
and
many others
of like import.
Among many Qabali•tic
names for 1,
the best known is in~, Kether,the
''Crown.''
It occurs
just
three
times in the Bible,
and all three
are in the Book of Esther.
Every
time it appears,
it is called '1l.'.j70
,n~, Kether Malkuth, ''The Ctown of
the Kingdom.''
In this connection,
-4-
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we may note that
it is a fam1liar
Qabalistic
saying that Kether is in
Malkuth, and Malkuth in Kether.
Malku th, the number _10, is the
ending
of the Tree of Life,
as
Kether
is the beginning.
To say
Kether is in Malkuth is to say what
is mystically
expressed by the words
''I
am the Alpha and · the Omega.''
It is to aHirm that the end is in
the beginning,
and the beginning
in
the end.
It is because of this that, in our
human activities,
the end of what we
undettake
s~outd be cl~arly
in vi~w
before
we begin.
This is the first
rule
for success
in any endeavor,
yet of all rules it is the one most
often broken.
Hence we have devoted
the whole first course of our curriculum to making sure our affiliates
learn how to select
definite
objectives,
how to see the ends thay aim
for,
before
they enter
into
any
other occult study or practic~.
The number 1, therefore,
should be
thought of as a symbol of intention.
Examine this word closely,
and you
will see that it has to do with mental movement toward an inner center.
It describes
a stretching
toward
what is inside.
Like tension
and
attention,
the noun intenti.on
is
~e~i•~d from th~ Lati~ verb tendo~
to stretch.
-5-
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Intention
is the voluntary
direction of the course of one's thought
toward a selected
idea.
Ideas are
inside,
not outside.
Thus intention
is the movement
of a current
of
energy directed
toward an int _erior
point
of awareness,
an interior
center
of consciousness.
It is a
centripetal
motion, exactly · opposite
to the centrifugal
motion suggested
by the word attention.
Attention
is the direction
of a
current
of energy outward,
toward
some thing or condition
in our env:ir-onm-ent •. Attention
has to do with
lo-cati.o.n .i.n .space or time.
l.t: is
our means. ..of .- con-tact with the ., changing world outside,
.
'
To be sure, we find, if we observe
our mental states
carefully.
that we
attend to ·them, as truly as we do to
the outer
WQfld reported
to us by
sensation • . Yet, when we do this,
we
are treating
our mental
states
as
objects.
naTing a more or less definite location
in space and time, and
constituting
what is as truly
an
environment
for the watching Ego as
are any of the circumstances
outside
our bodies.
and attention
are
Thus intention
kinds of mental
the two fundamental
activity,
which act and react
upon
one another.
We attend
to things
which excite
our notice
through the
-6 --
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functioning
of the senses.
We at~end also to the stream of mental
images
in our mental
field,
and
regard these images as being only a
little
less
objective
than
the
things
outside
our bodies.
In response to what we so learn,
we turn
the current
of our mental energy inward, and seek ideas which will aid
us in dealing with the psychical
and
physical
objects
of attention.
This
quest for ideas is intentiotti
Theorists
are
Which comes first?
still
at loggerheads
over the answer
to this question,
but the battle
of
the g.uessers
is no concern of ours.
What is more to our purpose is the
fact,
which a·ny one may test
for
himsel C that
the act o-f me·ntal intention
puts one in touch wit-h ilA.: _
extra-personal
source
of power • .
Thus intention
raises
the potential
of our mental
energy.
Firm, oftrepeated
acts of intention
increase
our powers.
We might compare intention to what occurs
when we wind a
clock.
This will help us comprehend
a universal
principle.
A clock-spring
is a spiral.
When
we wind a clock,
we coil the spring
tighter
and tighter
round a central
pivot.
This increases
the density
0
of the mass of matter in the spring.
It also loads the spring with force
-7-
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derived
from our own muscles.
As
the spring expands,
so that the coil
of the spiral
gets larger
and larger,
and at the same time,
less
dense,
force
is released
and discharged through the rotary motion of
the wheels of the clock.
Ultimately,
the force turns
into
heat,
and seems to be dissipated
Moreover,
the release
into spac~.
wea~s out the
of force
gradually
clock ·. What is more important
is
t.his: . the . purpose of the
clock cannot be manifested
until
the clock is
wound~ No more can the purpose of a
man, and intent ion w·inds the clock
of human personality.
Now, what actually
occurs when we
use this power-generating
function
of intention?
We lo ·ok witliin,
at
ourselves,
and the idea we select
as
a result
of this is an idea of some
It is · the
power we find within.
It
notio.n ., tha.t ,w.e-, c-an do something.
is the perception
of some ability
resident
in that center
of being we
designate
by the pronoun
''I.''
Essentially,
therefore,
intention
is
sel f-conte .mplation, -. which leads
to
our recognition
of powers inherent
in the central
Self.
Thus we can see why Qabalists
ap _
-8-
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ply to the number 1, which they
regard as being Kether,
the fluling
Principle,
the further
designation,
01'n', Yekhidah, the Self.
This
noun Yekhidah is almost the same in
meaning as the Sanskrit
Atman.
)ts
11
exact
significance
is,
the only
one,''
or, '' the indivisible.''
In
these lessons,
the universal
Self,
which cannot be divided,
is distinguished from the personal
center of
consciousness
by being written
in
italics,
and with a capital
"S."
Self,
then, always mwans Yekhidah,
and • 's .elf' • stands for the personal
ego, which is really an illusion.
We may. then, think of the primary
activity
of the Life-power
as being
a spiral
motion directea
toward ·an
inner center.
This inner center is
but it is a point
round
a point,
which there is rotary movement, producing another spiral,
directed
away
from the inner center.
Bear in mind the Hermetic axioms
which say the universe
is mental.
and that what is above is like what
is below.
Remember, too, what was
quoted
from The Zohar in Lesson 3,
concerning
the idea that
cosmic
is a thought-process,
manifestation
an expression
of the Universal Mind.
These conceptions
are not mere abstract
philosophizing.
They a~e
-9-
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basic truths
which may be tested
by
experiment,
and the world round us
is full of evidences
of their
complete
validity.
This lesson,
for instance,
is bein Southern
California.
ing writt~n
When the Padres first came here,
and
sowed mustard
to mark their
trails
along
its
then trackless
wastes,
there was little
vegetation.
Cacti
and other desert
plants
theie were ,
hut no grove.s . of date .".".palms, no vas:t t.rac-ts- covered with lime, lemon and
orange trees.
Wherever one l ooks,
now, his eye rests
on innu me r able
forms Of veget-a ·t-r o-n, hrough t from
every quarter
of the glob~.
Brou ght
because the eye of human imagi n ation
saw fertile
fields and orchards
where ·
the eyes of the body could see nothing but parched,
forbiddin~
deserts.
has, · through
Thus even • 'natur-e''
countless
·age -s·, --.be:e ·n,- $0 transmuted
and transformed
by the mind of man
that
apart
from the
artificia
l
stru~tur~s
of · civilization
the worl d
we live in is plainly
a mental prod uct.
Qabalists
and Hermetic
phil osophers
go a step
farther,
_an d
affirm that the entire
physical
world
is also of mental origin.
They sa y ,
moreover,
that
the Universal
Min d
and the mind of man are alike
in
nature,
work in accordance
with t he

-10-
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same law~, and possess the same fundamental power of original
creation.
whereby ''Something''
is apparently
brought forth from that ,,woJnb of the
''No-Thing'~
Qabalists
designat~
by
En or Ain.
the term
Some of ~ur gentlemen of the laboratory
have g~ne so far as to say
that the substance
of everything
is
energy,
and that it behaves exactly
as if . it were mental energy.
Some
of them have noticed
that
every
niot<i-0n·1 in 1t.h~ h ltunhn tnl,Ddi ' ,J.i.4Ya i ~rahs'- ;
formation
of electro-magnetism.
This, ·of course, . is true of nervecurrents,
and of the activities
of
brain cells
which are the physical
instruments
of our mental processes.
and attention,
Thus both iu.tention
our basic thought
activities,
turn
out to be expressions
of an actual
force.
The scientific
name for this
force is radiant
energy.
The Rosicrucians
and .the H~rmetic philosophers
called
it ''Fire.''
Modern
occultism
names it ''Astral
Light.''
on the
If you keep at the lessons
until
Three Veils of th~ Absolute
you understand
them, you will see
that
Qabalists
think
of the One
Reality,
between cycles
of active
expression,
as being comparable to a
At the
boundless
sea of ligh~.
beginning of a cosmic cycle,
such as
is roughly
outlined
in the first
-11-
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chapter - of Genesis,
there is nothing
but this
formless
sea of Living,
Latent
Light,
a shoreless
ocean of
mental energy.
At this stage of the
creative
process,
an act of attention is impossible,
because
attenand here there
tion tu~ns outward,
is no outside
toward which the One
Reality
may turn.
For the allinclusive
has no outside.
The only conceivable
beginning,
or the
then, is an act of intention,
Life-power's
turning
toward a point
within
itself,
at which to begin.
At this stage
of the creative
process,
there
are neither
psychical
nor physical
objects.
They come
later.
There
is only the First
Point,
the center of the field within
itself,
selected
by the Life-power
aa the theatre
of its
operation.
Qa~al~sts
give
to
Consequently,
Kether,
the numb~r 1, the additional
~l~E:i ii1i'l, neq.ud44.-p: -e:-s}:i,pt-,=·
titles:
the Simple Point,
and ~ll~N1 n1pl,
nequdah
rashunah,
the First,
or
Primordial,
Point.
From this
simple
beginning
all
things
have their
origin.
From the
idea thus expressed
are developed
the other conceptions
of the number
1, and of the nature of the Crown o f
with
the Kingdom. We shall continue
these in the next lesson.
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THE TREE OF LIFE

LESSONSEVEN
-

TOWARDTHE initial
Po in_t, desi gnated by the terms ~lit't i11(il, nequda h peshut,
the Simple
Point,
and
0ll~~i i11(il 1 . nequdah rashunah, the
Primordial
Point,
the Limitless
Light concentrates
itself
in a closing spiral
movement.
This generative
current
of intention,
you will remember,
is a current of the electro-magnetism
which
is the eternal
substance
of a ll
thin g s.
The closing
spiral
which
condenses
energy at the First
Point
is shown in the word 1l'l:J, Ke ther, by
the first letter.
Th i s letter
Kaph,
as you have learned
f rom precedin g
studies,
means
a fist,
or a han d
closed,
in the act of graspin g .
This letter-name
is a direct
r e ference
to the only kind of activity
conceivable
at the beginning
of a
cycle
of manifestation.
When we
wind
a clock,
we compress
the
sprin g .
To do so, we grasp
the
windin g-key.
Compression
generates
power,
and increases
the mass or
density
of whatever
is compressed.
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( Compression
of energy at a center
causes rotation :) Here you will recall that the Tarot Key corresponding to the first letter
of Kether is
the Wheel of Fortune.
Rotation
is
the primary mode of motion,
an d the
source of all other modes.
On this a~count, Qabalists
give to
the nawes . althe number 1, besides
ready cited,
the designation
nJi1
rashith
ha-galgalim,
"the
beginning
of the whirlings.''
The
activity
which
initiates
these
whi rlings
at the Centr1 .l Point
is
what is symbolized
by the letter
Kaph.
This initial
movement is the
result
of compression,
or the movement of the energy of the Limitless
Lig h t toward u center within itself.
That center is represented
by Tav,
the middle
letter
of
To Tav
The Book of Formation
attributes
''The
Temple of Holiness
in the
midst,
which carries
and supports
the six directions
of space.''
The
directions
are: Above, Below, East,
West, North and South.
Tav stands
for the inner
center
of the ideal
Cube of Space suggested
by these
six directions.
Because it is the center
at which
the compressive,
centripetal
activ-2-
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ity of the primary
form of spiral
motion
condenses
energy
and mass.
this
inner
point
corresponding
to
the letter
Tavis
associated
in
occultism
with
the heavy
planet
Saturn.
the astrological
representative
of the principle
of condensation
and cohesion.

In the ancient
Hebrew alphabet,
the character
for Tav was a cross.
made by two equal lines
at right
angles to each other.
The two lines
represent
the two opposite
activities--the
centripetal
motion which
winds up the cosmic clock,
and the
centrifugal
motion,
proceeding
from
the center,
whereby
force
is discharged
as rotary.
spiral
motion,
movin g away from the center.
is the fundamental
motion
Rotation
at the center
itself.
In Tarot this
is su ggested by the central
figure of
Key 21, the World,
the Key corresponding
to Tav.
The dancer
is
supported
by nothing--that
is, she
is self-supported.
She stands
at
the center,
and holds in one hand a
spiral,
moving clockwise,
while
a
spiral
held in her other hand moves
in the opposite
direction.
FuTthermore, to indicate
that KeJ 21 is~
direct
consequence
of Key 10. Key 21
-3 -
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of our world
system.
And, after
sun-power has passed through various
transformations,
it finally
becomes
heat.
Orthodox
science
says this
he~t is dissipated
into space.
Scientists
who accept
this theory
expect
a time to come when all the
energy available
to our world system
will have been completely
diffused.
They even carry
the notion
a step
fu r the r , an cl wr i t e o f the u l ti mate
cessation
of all activity
throughout
the universe.
What they do not
realize
is that
their
conclusions
are drawn from a consideration
of
only half what is going on.
They are watching the unwinding of
the cosmic clock.
Strangely
enough,
it seems not to occur to them that
whatever
unwinds
must have been
wound up.
Action
and reaction
are
here must be
equal.
What ~nwinds
the cause of a corresponding
winding-up in some unknown there,
This
is what is meant by the familiar
expression,
''world
without end,''
and
by the words of The Book of Format ion: '1Tis beginning
hath no beginning, and His end hath no ending.''
To return
now from our excursion
into the macrocosm,
let us consider
this primary
aspect of Reality
once
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r

ity of the primary
form of spiral
motion condenses
energy
and mass,
this
inner
point
corresponding
to
the letter
Tavis
associated
in
occultism
with
the heavy
planet
Saturn,
the astrological
representative
of the principle
of condensation
and cohesion.
In the ancient
Hebrew alphabet,
the character
for Tav was a cross,
made by two equal lines
at right
angles to each other.
The two lines
represent
the two opposite
activities--the
centripetal
motion which
and the
winds up the cosmic clock,
centrifugal
motion,
proceeding
from
the center,
whereby
force
is discharged
as rotary,
spiral
motion,
movin g away from the center.
Rotation
is the fundamental
motion
at the center itself.
In Tarot this
is su ggested by the central
figure of
Key 21, the World,
the Key corresponding
to Tav.
The dancer
is
supported
by nothing--that
is, she
She stands
at
is self-supported.
the center,
and holds in one han<l a
spiral,
moving clockwise,
while a
spiral
held in her other hand moves
in the opposite
direction.
Furthermore, to indicate
that Key 21 is~
direct
consequence
of Key 10, Key 21
-3-
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includes
several
detaiJs
of
bolism
taken
from Key 10.

sym-

Rotation
gives
rise
to the outward-moving
current
which corresponds to Resh (1), the last letter
of 1nJ.
This movement is the reverse of the compressive
motion of
which the letter
Kaph is the alphabetical
symbol.
It radiates,
instead of condensing.
It discharges
.force,
instead
of generating
it.
It
Presses
outward,
or expresses,
and
what occurs
in consequence
of this
dischar ge of energy is the manifestation
of the purpose
for which the
initial
impression
was made.
As one of many evidences
that human speech has behind it the motivation of the Universal
Mind, we may
pause at this point to consider
the
fact that a great many English verbs
beginning
with the letter
''R,''
the
letter
corresponding
to Resh,
are
verbs which have to do with the outpouring of force.
Here is a partial
list:
Race, to run, or go swiftly;
rack,
to stretch
or strain
by force,
to
extend violently;
raddle,
to interradiate,
weave, or twist
together;
to emit rays,
to shine;
rage,
to
move or act with great
vehemence;
-4-
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raid,
military
invasion
of enemy
ri,in, to fall in drops;
territory;
raise,
to rouse to action,
to produce ; rake , or i gin a 11 y, to moveforward,
to run rapidly;
rally,
to
rouse
to action;
ram, to strike
violently;
ramble,
to extend,
or
grow at random;
ramify,
to divide
into
branches;
ramp,
to rage or
storm, to be ready to attack;
range,
to dispose
in order,
to extend in a
certain
direction.

The foregoing
are only a few, but
a glance
through
the - dictionary
shows that English
verbs beginning
with ''R 1 ' are predominantly
those
which express
motion from a center,
motion which radiates,
Most of them
are derived
from verbs
in ancient
tongues,
and these
also begin with
''R,''
the sound corresponding
to
the letter
Resh,
According
to the Qabalah,
Resh is
the letter
corresponding
to the sun,
the great
center
of radio-activity
for our world system.
The sun is
aleo
the great
center
of gravitational
force for the group of planets of which the earth is one.
All the work of this planet
is actually
the transformation
of energy
radiated
from the solar
mainspring
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of our world
system.
And, after
sun-power has passed through various
transformations,
it finally
becomes
heat.
Orthodox
science
says this
he~t is dissipated
into space.
Scientists
who accept
this
theory
expect
a time to come when all the
energy available
to our world system
will have been completely
diffused.
They even carry
the notion
a step
fu r the r , an d wr i t e o f the u 1 ti mate
cessation
of all activity
throughout
the universe.
What they
do not
realize
is that
their
conclusions
are drawn from a consideration
of
only half what is going on.
They are watching
the unwinding of
the cosmic clock.
Strangely
enough,
it seems not to occur to them that
whatever
unwinds
must have been
wound up.
Action
and reaction
are
equal.
What ·unwinds
here must be
the cause of a correspondin
g windin g -up in some unknown there,
This
is what is meant by the familiar
expression,
''world
without
end,''
and
by the words of The Book of Format ion: ''ffis
beginning
hath no beginning, and His end hath no ending.''
To return
now from our excursion
into the macrocosm,
let us consider
this primary
aspect
of Reality
once
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more, in its_relation
~o ourselves.
The number 1 represents
the first
principle,
and the ruling principle,
of our own lives.
It designates
the
inner
Center,
whose potencies
we
discover
every time we formulate
a
definite intention.
Furthermore,
one
of the primary declarations
of Agea
less Wisdom is that (n o intention
human being is able to frame definitely
is beyond his p~wer to bring
into manifestation
as an actual part
of his environment ;::}
To formulate
an intention
is to
discover
a power already
resident
in
the Central Self,
Because that Centhe Universal
tr'l;l Self is actually
Center,
and not just
the personal
ego, it is the focal
point
of all
powers now known to us, the focal
point of powers once known to past
civilizations,
but forgottrn
by all
save a few highly
advanced
human
beings
in our time,
and the focal
point,
finally,
of powers yet undiscovered,
except
by those who have
gone far beyond the limitations
of
ordinary
genus homo sapiens.
This must needs be, because
the
Central Self
is the Point on which
all potencies
of the Infinite
converge.
To this
Point
Qabalists
-7-
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assign
the highest
of the Hebrew
Divine Names~-~,~~,
Eheyeh , recorded
in Exodus 6:14.
The Authorized
Version translates
it ''I AM,'' but so
many have been recent
profanations
of this august
title
that we almost
hesitate
to use it.

ii'ii~, Eheyeh, is the Great Affirmative,
the primary
declaration
of
Pure Being, unqualified
by any predic at e • Ju s t wh a t th i s Be i n g i s , i n
Itself,
we do not venture
to say.
True philosophy,
true
religion,
true occultism,
true mysticism
and
true science
all meet at this highest
point
on the Tree
of Life.
Science
appears
to deal with forces
outside
us, but the purpose
of science is always
to give us correct
measurements
of forces
which are
actually
inside
us.
No law of nature
is alien
to man.
Nothin g we study in our laboratories
is excluded
from the make-up of man.
No law o f nature
is imposed upon man
from outside,
All are laws of man's
own being.
We look outside
to find
what is in ourselves.
We look inside to find powers which enable
us
to make more satisfactory
arrange~ents of conditions
outside,
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THE TREE OF LIFE

LESSONEIGHT
THE PR lMARY Ce n t r a l Po i_n t 1 s a
c~ndensati6n
of ~he Limitless
Light.
It is the criie · ~f a sphere~£
whirland this
motion
is set
ing moticin,
up by the cen-t-l'action
of the Limitless
Li-g-ht li-{HHl
a ce _
nter
within
lts-2-1£. . This Cen.tra l Poiint is the
In fin i t ~ P.ot en ti al ' t O ;nh i Ch a 11
things
are possible.
Hence,
in The
Pa t t e r n on the Tr es t l e boa rd, the
purpose
of human ~xisi~nce
{s thus
of expresdefined:
I AM, a -Center
sion;
for the Primal
Will-to-Good,
which eternal!
y creates
· and sustains
the universe.

Here w~ ha~e ~lter~d
the punctuation,
1n ·order
to emphasize
one
aspect'
of the meaning.
The . purpose
of human pers ·o-nal i ty is not primari1 y to satisJy_.J.he
wishes
of the
personal
ego. Lit is to act as an
ag.ency, wheTeby the Central
Self may
bring
in .to manifestation
·· powers
which can be expressed
in no other
way -than through
the instrumentality of human personality.
]
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Human personality
is a tool which
the Universal
Life has m~de for Itself.
When we understand
this truth
and act upon it, we experience
as a
of
consequence
the satisfactio~
every personal
requirement
for a
complete and happy life.
Hence true
mysticism,
true occultism,
true religion
and true science
are all one
and the same in purpose.
They
are intended
to fulfil
the high destiny
of man, and this destiny .b comp ! ete
co·n ~ l of ev!:,! y environmental
cond~

·.

Religion
which de~rives
us of any
iegitimate
personal
satistaction
or
joy -i~ ··not true religion.
·Mysticism
and occultism
which begin
with the
notion
that this world is a pretty
poor ·sort of place,
full o ·f terrors
and evils
from which we should seek
to escape.
are so many counterfeits
of true mysticism
and occultism.
Science which belittles
man, to make
him a victim
of a series
of cosmic
accidents,
is not science
at all.
The last
letter
of the Hebrew alphabet,
representing
the end or goal
of the cosmic ord~~.
is symbolized
by a Tarot · K~~ which pict~res
the
world
as a dance of life.
To be

-2-
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s u r e • t h e : o 1.d f o r m o f · t he . 1 e t ter
this
Key illustrates
was a
cross,
but it was a cross ~f libera~
tion~
We still . ose it in our arithmetic,
as the plus sign.
Accidental
or not, this ust? of the s-ign reyeais
a great
truth.
The . law of }aws is
the law of increase.
Thus the fir.st
.cornman _d to man, recorded
in the
t went y- s e v en t h v e r s e . :O f th ~ , firs t
of (ien-esis, , was: "Be fruit- ,
chapter
ful and multiply,
and replenish
the
earth,
and subdue it: '·and have d~ -·
minion over the fish~£
the sea, and
over _ihe f~wl ~f the air,
and ov~~
every
living
creature;••
This is the first
and great
commandment, and its meaning is revealby the paraphrase:
'':•Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart,
and with all
thy soul,
and
with all thy mind.''
These are not
two commandments.
They are two ways
of expressing
one commandment~ which
is a primary
law of the Central
Self.

(Wedo not love God if we refuse
of d~
on !l We
the responsibility
must understand
more by the command1 '' Be fruitful
and multiply,
' '
than the mere increase
of the human
-3-
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_population
of the earth.
The command in~ans al~o that we are to .. ,multhe · potencies
of our own inner
. tiply
lives.
We are to leave
the world
with more evidences
of human dominion than it exhibited
when we enterWe are to bring
a l l the
ed i 't.
forces of this earth under man's intelligent
diiection
; and the principle we use in doing this is what is
represented
by the number 1.
The aim of occult
science
and
practice
is to put this
principle
into full operation.
To do so with
the least
possible
fumblin g and
uncertainty
is one reason
for our
study of the Tree of Life.
what is discussed
in this
Besides
you should
make yourself
lesson,
thoroughly
familiar
with the names
for l which you will find in the last
These names are
part of t he · les~on.
scattered
through
the ancient
texts
of Qabalah.
To think through
their
som~ sort
of
me anings,
and begin
record
of their
correspondences
to
numbers,
should now become part of
your w_ork.
An excell ent way to keep this record is to write
the number 1n the

-4-
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upper . righthand
_corner
of a 3 x 5
filing
card.
If you learn
how to
wri~e the Hebrew letters,
you can
put the -wo~ds and phrases
at .the
side of the line•
on _the
righthand
card, with the E_ngl,ish transll!-tions
beginning
from the lefthand
side, as
· .shown b~low:
1th prime no~ 13

_______________

· · Buridl~. bunch; band, company
Love
Unity; one; alone (Deu t. 6: 4·)
Bohu; emptiness,
chaos, void
· (Genesis 1:2)
Healing,
health
(Prov. 17:22)
Valley

· ·il1J.ff-,11.JN.H
iDi'IMIt fl BH
1rff I¼a.HD
liO 6 ti 'I

i1i1JG H H
'J G 1
Some numbers call
for ~any more
words and phrases .than are givep in
· . the foregoing
example. . Furthermore,
if you carry your work in Gematria
far enough to include Greek . and Latin words and phrases,
it will be a
good plan to have separate
cards for
these.
but numbered like those you
use for Hebrew.
Our own card-index
dictionary_ of Gematria has cards for
thousands
of numbers,
with corresponding
words and phrases
in Hebrew, Greek and Latin.
together
with

-5-
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extra
c a rds recording
the geometrical, symbolic
and other meanings of
many important
numbers.
All the
prime numbers are indicated,
and the
prime factors
of other numbers are
shown as follows~

(13
29) 377
----------------~--------The sinew that shrank
i"Wli11'J l\ 1'
R Hlbli
X

( Genesis 32: 33)
Be still
and know
(Psalm 46: 10)
The frame of a city
(Ezekiel
40:3)
Sev en
Samuel (''God hath heard'')

1Y11 l~iil

~~{JV

f<o

SU ~ (1

tt

i'y .-;u:),:

iltiJr

7NlCW;,. """" '-

Whenever
it is possible
to cite
the place
where a particular
word
occurs in the Hebrew, Greek or Latin
text of the Bible,
or in an occult
text,
it is well to make note of it
in parenthesis,
as in the foregoing
examples.
The best way to begin such a d~cis to collect
words and
tionary
·phrases
from our lessons,
as you
come upon them.
Inexpensive
boxes
which hold about four hundred &ling.cards are available
in most stationery shops.
-6-
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Such a dictionary
will never be
complete , and n6 iwo ~tud•~ts
will
make ptecisely
identical
coll~~tiqns
of w·ords and phr -ases.
Yet ~h-e far- •
ther you go in your st~dies,
the
mor~ ialuable
will you find such a
grouping
togetheT
of signifi~ant
.
words, phrases and ·-numbers. _.
Among the · more 1mportant
the number 1 are:

il~ 1IE! il'Ji'~
shutah,
Point;

the

( 5 59 ) , '
Simple,

·names for

n e q u da .h pe ;.
or Smooth~

illl~ln iTIPl ( 72i), · neqiidah rashun a h , the Fi r s t ; or P rim o r di a l 1
Point;
elf M (800 plus 37: :_837), Tayth
Zai, the Profuse
Giver;
.
· ·
iTI1ln ~'1 (736), Resha Chavvurah,
the White Head;
·

'-C'lE:l11N

ner

(397),

Aur Peneemee,

In-

Light;

T'tlM 1'1M (422 or 15521 if final
Kaph and final Nun be reckoned as _SOO
and 700, res~ectively),
Arik .Anpin,
the Greater Coun~enance,
or Macroprosopus;
Hlil (12),
Hu or Hoa, the Hebrew
personal
pronoun,
• :"He,• .• as a Divine Name.
·

-7-
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To Kether
is attributed
also the
upper
tip of the letter
Yod ('),
when that
letter
is taken
as the
initial
of the Divine
Name illi1',
Jehovah.
Thus, among other meanings
of the Hermit in Tarot,
we must understand
that the light
in his lantern is a symbol of the concentration of 11N 910 l'R, Ain Suph Aur,
the Limitless
Light,
in Kether .
The numbers in parenthesis,
in the
list
of names of Kether,
are the numeral values of the words.
To them
we may add that ii1'n', Yekhidah,
is
37; 0'~~, Eheyeh, is 21; and 1r.J,
Kether,
is 620.
Note that
the number of Yekhidah
is also t he number of degrees in the
an gle formed by the lines
constitutin g the base and the hypotenuse
of a
Pythagorean
triangle.
Again,
the
number of Ehe-yeh, 21, is the extension
of 6, or sum of the numbers
from O to 6 inclusive.
Ohserve also
that the number of Kether,
620, is
g the
composed of symbols represe~tin
Li mitless
Light
(0),
the Sephirah
Chokmah (2), and the Sephirah
Tiphar e th (6),
so that it displays,
in
addition
to the characteristic
sym-8-
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bols of the name n1n~(2 and 6). the
numbers of the two Sephiroth,
Chokmah and Tiphareth.
which Qabalists
designate
as Ab. Father
(Chokmah),
and Ben, Son (Tiphareth).
You are
already
familiar
with these two, and
combination
in the mystiwith their
cal word T~R,ehben, Stone. which is
so important
in practical
occultism,
. particularly
in alchemy.
In the Queen Scale of color,
used
work with
in the B.O.T.A. healing
color
and sound,
Kether
is White
Brilliance.
It has no tonal .correspondence,
but is utilized
for the
purpose
of invoking
a current
of
energy for the work of healing.
The Gematria
of the names
number l is as follows:

for

the

12.

~ln, Hu or Hoa, the Hebrew third
person singular
pronoun ''He.''
Also the name of a deity worshipped
by
the Drui _ds.
ilJ1, dagah, ( as noun) a fish (fem.)
As a verb:
to move rapidly,
to
spawn, to become numerous,
to multiply.
Note the combination
of the
idea of rapid movement with that of
the production
of seed, or spawn.
-9-
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ll, vav, · n~~l, ~~ok, pin~
Somesomething
else
thing
to support
which ' hangs from it.
Name of the
sixth Hebrew letter.
The asso _ciat ion of the letter
Vav with the
sixth Sep hi rah is a ,hi n.t that . the
seed of the sixth Sephir :ah is preexistent
in Kether, the first •

. 21.

~'~R, Eheyeh, Existence,
Being.
In the English of Exodus · 3:15, this
' .'I AM.~· ·
word is translated
lOri, khesev, vision,
form, appearance.
An Aramaic
noun,
used in
Dan. 4:17, Dan. 7:1, and Dan. 7~20.
In relation
to Kether,
it intimates
appears,
illusory
as
that whatever
the appearance
may be, and however
men may misinterpret
it, is actually
a mani fes tat ion of the real presence
of Kether.
Yeho (sometimes
Yaho), the
Di~ine Name which The Book of Formation (Sepher Yetz irah) mentions
in
connection
with the six directions
of space, sealed by the six permutations
of its
three
letters.
In
connection
with Kether 1 this . name
intimates
that in the Central Point
are condensed
or concentrated
the
-10-
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potenc1es
of all six directions.
It
has also connection
with the ancient
Greek mystery-name , !AO,

37,
i11'li',

Yekhidah,
alone,
solitary,
Yekhidah -, the only
indivisible.
SELF, of whic~ all ''selvesi''
or
Egos, are reflections
or rays~
To it
It
belongs
the name il'iiN, Ehey.e)i;
is the ··1 AM,· · · or ,..Macroprosopus,
the Great Coun ten an ce ,· as di st ingui shed from the Ego, which is its
, ray or reflection.
The Ego is seated
in Microprosopus,
the Lesser Counthe
tenance,
which is i n Tiph a reth,
si xth Sephirah.
Note that the number 37 is the sum
of th e squares of 1 and 6, or 1 plus
36, so that its basic nume_ral proper ti es are a combination
of the
powers of 1, or Kether,
with those
~f 6, or Tiphareth.
71N, uwl, from a root meani11g ''to
twist.''
Spmetimes
used as~
noun
to designate
the hu man body (as beIn 2 Kings
ing rolled
together),
24:15 , and Psalm 73:4, it is translated ''strength,
_.,, · or 'l~{ght.''

iit(iN, alah · (compare
-11-
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' Alla"hf, · a ·· form of

an Aramaic

name of

·' God. ··

z~·w. ·

17~, a Lu~, and i
As a particle,
this Aramaic
word may be · transbehold.''
Thus ·it is
lated . • ' _lo,
linked
with the idea
suggested
by
khesev I one of the Words listed
under
the number 21 • . As a conjunction,
-17~ means •'if,''
.suggesting
conditional
existenc~
. The Rabbinical
writers
employed
17~ to . convey
the idea
exp re);sed
by _the English
pronoun
these, · signifying
the multiplicity
of obj .ects presented
to the
mind
whenever
it
attends
t~ the
various
phases
of conditional
. existence.
- :·

,on,

i1"t.:l, balah, : a primitive
Hebrew
root
meaning
.'' to palpitate,''
hence,
'' to trouble,''
as when we
were troubled.''
say, ''The . waters
From this
basic
idea
are derived
two opposite
meanings:
l. to . wear
out,
to decay;
2. to spend time;
to
be prolonged;
to usei
to enjoy.

"t1J, gad al, a p rimi ti v e root,
'il~, signifies
primarily
which, like
••to twist,''
It has a great
varias a verb,
dependety of meanings
ing on the context;
but,
like
"tlk~
-12-
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these
meanings
always
imply power,
and also size and wef ghi;
This idea
of magnitude
is more definitely
expressed
by the . feminine
noun
Gedulah.
usu.ally
translated
· "magnificence.''
. . G-edul ah is o.ne . of the
names of the fourth
Sephir ;ah. ··

m1,.1,

•r.'.lj\ abel I to brea :ther,
tO .evaporto
ate (so employed · in . the Talmud).;
be empty,
to he in vain. ;;As a noun,
,Ji1 is repeated
again
and again
by
the writer
'of Ecclesiaster,
to ,signify "'nothing,
emptiness,
vanit;y."
As a proper ·naun, 7Ji1 is .the name of
Adam's sec6nd
soh, Abel.
i1, l, T, ~, ', the
the Hebrew alphabet

five letters
of
tb which
are
i1,. sight;
attributed
the five senses:
1, hearing;
T, smell; , r:i, taste;
',
touch.
Here is a hint that the SELF
is a focus
for what the Hi~du~ call
Tattvas,
or subtle
prin~iples
of
sensation
,;
· 7f, z a l , p ro fu s e , 1 av i sh • . An 1.n timation
of the wealth
of power
centered
in Kether.
Indeed,
iT
Tayth Zal, has been cited
as one
Seph{rah~
name for the first

nn,

i111:lJ,
45:13).

kebodah,
The text

glorious
in which

-13-
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pears says: · ''The king's
datighte r is
and Qabd.ists
all-glorious
within,,~
refer i11lJJ more particularly
to the
tenth
Sephirah,
Malkuth,
which is
some .times
called
"Bride,
." and
sometimes ''Daughter.''
Yet here we
''Kether
must remember th~ dictrim,
is in Malkuth,
and Malkuth
is in
Kether,
but a·fte ·r anothe .r manner.''
This is akin to the Hermetic
axiom:
''That
which is above is as that
whi ch i s be 1 ow, .and that which i s
below is as that whi'Ch is above.'•
The root meaning · of i11lJJ, kabodah, is ponderability
or weight,
i. e • I that
which is manifest
as
gravitation.
Here · is a clue to a
occultism.
great secret :of practical
Ein;tein
c~mes near it in his theory
of .. the relation
of gravitation
. .to
energy.
This is the basis
of the
spectacular
work that has been done
in nuclear
fission.

~m,

a

lahat,
blaze ' or flame; also,
maiic or enchantment.
Readers
who
seek ~ore light
here will do well to
lay out Keys 11, 4 and 8 as Tarot
commentary
on the word.
The same
treatment
of i11lJJ, with Keys 10, 1,
5, 3, 4, should also prove valuable
for evoking
from within
(and from
-14-
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above)
what your
knows,
concerning
we have mentioned.

real
the

SELF already
great

secret

Ti, laz, division
of force.
The
same letters
as those of 7f.
Thus ~
Ti is the sequence of Keys 11 and 6,
while iT is the sequence
6, 11.
Time was when we believed
it
necessary
to persuade
students
to
l e arn Gematria.
That time has passed.
So we shall
add nothing
to the
reasons
given elsewhere
for studying
the technical
aspects
of Qahalah.
It is a simple truth
that nobody who
neglects
this part of . the work ever
does participate
in the greater
mysteries,
or ever does exercise
the
more wonderful
powers.
This is a word to the wise.
Well
we know th at those only who are essentially
wise will act on it.
The
others
will go on wonde ring why they
don't
get more impressive
practical
results
from their
occult
studies!
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSON NINE

THEPRINCIPAL
THING
.
. · , 'WISDOM IS the princi_pal
thing;
t~erefore
get wisdom.''--Prov.
4:7.
So the Authorized
Version,
A bet~
ter rendering
of the origi~~l
is:
get wisdom.''
The
''Wisdom first;
word trans 1 ate d ' • 6 rs t' ' is Ci'I ~~i,
rashith,
concerning
·which you have
already
had some instruction,
in
connection
with the beginning
of
whirling
motion.
Here we have an e:x:ample of ..a ..fi:ne
distinction,
made often by Qahali s t s • Ke.th e r i s. :t h e p r i ma r y , o:r
first, activity ~of the Life-power -itself,
and Ket her is the beginning of
Yet Wisdom, or
all manifestatiort.
ilO::ln, Chokmah, which is the aspect
we .are about to
of manifestati~n
study, is regarded as being the first
expression,
and, as such, is Rashith
with respect
to all suco~ First,
ceeding
emanations.
though it is
Wisdom, therefore,
by the number , 2, and is
•Y~hplized
.on.e of . the names · for t-hat numbe .r,
.ha& other designations
indicating
.
that
the rtumber 2 is the prima~y
-1-
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expression
from which all others are
developed,
this Sephirah Chokmah
In Qabalah,
is said to correspond
to Yod ('},
the first
letter
of illii';
but you
will . remember that the . upper point
of Yodis
referred
to Kether,
the
Frotn that point, · in writnumber l,
ing a Yod, the formation
of the ·
letter
begins.
The body of the letler is the development of this First
Poi~t,
but that developmerr~
is a
consequence,
an elaboration,
which
is really
secondary,
Again, Kether is a concentration
of the Limitless
Light,
pre~eding
o_f any i'etter
of
the ma,nifestation
the . !ilphabet;
but on the Tree of
Life · the number 2, or Chokmah; • is at
path,
or
the end of the eleve~th
c~nal ·, which is attributed
to the
letter
Aleph,
Chokmah therefore
foll~ws Aleph,
in the order diagrammed :on the Tree, · but at the same
time Chokmah precedes
Beth,
ln
Tarot,
therefore,
· the '' ·place•'
of
Wisdom is logically
be~ween Aleph
and Bet ht, or be tween the Fool and
the Magician,
We begin our study,
therefore,
with the letter
Aleph.
In this connection,
you will do well to review
all that
has been said
in TAROT
-2-
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FUNDAM.ENTALS,
and elsewhere
in ihe
B.O.T.A. instruction,
concerning
;he
meanings

of this

letter.

"

·

First,
ohs¢rve
tha~ th ·~~,name of
the letter,
J:]"lit;is th ·e reversal of
the adjective
~,~, pehleh,
"wonderful,''
used to ·describe
;Ket.her.
It
is as if the . letters
were reflected
in a mirro~, · ·and this idea is exactly what, should be expressed,
because
the current
of influence flowing down
through
the path of Aleph is a reversal
of the contracting
spiral
which condenses
the Limitless
Light
into
the First
Point,
or Kether.
Furthermore,
the activity
represented by Aleph is one whereby the One
reflects
Itself
to Itself,
and so
produces
the number Two. This reflection
has been symbolized
as a
mirroring,
wherever
wise men have
sought for an image to express
the
idea that Wisdom is the Life-power's
own perception
of what It is,
in
Itself.
At the stage of manifestatio~
we
are considering,
no forms have been
brought into apparent existence.
We
are careful
to say' 'apparent
existence,''
because,
in truth,
there is .
only One Existence.
For the Limit-.
less
Light,
since
it is infinite,
.·
there can be no outside.
Whatever
comes into manifestation
as a conse- . .
-3-
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quence of the Life-power's
activity
should never be thought of as existing, because to exist is, literally,
'' to stand out,''
All manifestation
is within
the
frame of Infinity,
The field of the
Life-power's
operation
is i nside the
Being of the Life-power,
Hence, ·nio~·
matter how big the universe
may be, :·
it is never outside,
but always inside,
The Limitless
Light surrounds
all creation,
That Light therefore
stands
outside
what it makes mani"In Him we live,
and move,
fest,
and have our being,''
Therefore
''He''
is the only Being to Whom
belong~ ~~ elusively
the notion
of
existence,
The existence
of the
universe
is only apparent.
When the mode of consciousness
corresponding
to Aleph begins to he
active,
not even this apparent
existence
has reached the stage where
distinguishable
objects
are perceptible,
There are no things of which
to be conscious,
Hen.ce this mode of
consciousness
may rightly
he termed
'' consciousness
of not h ing,''
and
because,
from our human point
of
view, to he conscious
of nothing
is
the same as to be unconscious,
Aleph
is pictured
in Tarot
as the Fool,
and the number of this Key is Zero,
-4-
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Up in the corner
of the picture,
however, is a white sun, symholizi~g Kether,
the White Brilli~n~ei
~nd
the entire
purport of the design bas
to do •ith
an outgoing
ictivity.
a symbol
The Fool is, in a· measure,
of attention,
because
he gazes
ioward a height he expects to reach.
Yet he really
sees that height
in
his mind's
eye only,
and pictures
the idea that what appe a rs to us to
is actually
a
be unconsciousness
mode of consciousness
which transcends
the limits
of our present
·
self-consciousness.
Analysis
of the word J:)i~, Aleph,
shows that this path on the Tr~e of
Life is primarily
one of pure spiritual
activity,
since . the single
ff, in the esoteric
interpreletter
stands
for
tation
of the alphabe~~
the Life-Breath,
or Pure Spirit.
This is the primary energy, of which
other forms of energy and force
are specializations.
It is really
the substance,
a~ well as the workirig power, ~f the e~tire
universe.
The secon .d letter
of ~iff is -;,
~ep~egents
action,
Lamed, ~hich
whereby the poten~ies
of the Lifepower become actualities,
and whereby possibility
is transformed
into
experience
of definite,
measureable

-5-
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results.
In Hebrew, Lamed means
''ox-goad,•'
or that which .-incites
Aleph,
the ox, to action,
As a verb,
s_pelt
just
like
the
letter-name
10,, but pronoinced
a
little
differently,
lawmawd,
it signifie~ ''to
teach,
to instruct,''
Even God, omniscient
as He must be,
cannot know anything as ·an actm:lity
unless
that thing is an actuality,
What is sometimes called the•• foreknowledge of God,''
is really no more
than an inference
from His knowledge
of Himself and of His powers,
This
differs from our inferences
in being
always absolutely
correct,
It is
iike our inferences,
however, in being an unrealized
mental .conclusion,
Because the Life-power
must be always true to its own nature,
not
even the Universal
Mind can reverse
the laws of thought.
Omniscience
cannot be made to include knowledge
of anything,
as a thing,
prior
to
the moment when that
particular
thing has become manifest,
Thus
there is a true sense in which the
Life-power may be said to be gaining
experience,
and _therefore
increasing
in knowledge,
Yet we should remember that this increase
in knowledge
and gain in experience
add nothing
to the Life-power's
perfectly
accurate perception
of the truth
about
-6-
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itself~
It would b~ j~lse
to say
~alns in
that wha~ the Life~p~*er
experience
doe~ . anything
to correct
that
..a state of ignor,ance preceding
experienc _e.
Th~re is y~t another
idea represented by La~ed, beoaus~ this letter
is th~ alphabeti~al
symbol for the
of
zodiacal
sign Libra~ · A ¥air
scales suggests weighing an4 .measuring.
Here we have a hint. that all
actiod is a speiialization
of g~avithe force we _have identified
tation,
(because
its Hebrew n~~e,
1J~,
kebad, ·is also the number . .2.6) with
. the _One Re·ality named iilil', J_ehovah.
only one
There is only one : force,
subatance,
o~ly one ac~ive principle,
and, ,when anything
occurs,
whatever form the . occu,ren ·ce may take
is really a veil for the One Reality
designated
by the Name of ~~mes,
there
is
Furthermore,
whereve~
attion,
there is also reaction,
so
there is,
that for every appearance
somewhere in the universe,
_a corre~ponding
disappearance.
Thus the
' balance
of the universe
is maintained perpetually,
and this is the
basis
of the old Hermetic
maxim:
~~Equilibrium
is the basis of the
· -Great . Work.'.'
Th~ _last let't:er of Aleph is t., or
Peh (J}.,' as in ;i,~, being . the charac-7-
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ter employed when Peh comes •t the
end of a Hebrew word).
To it Qabalists
assign
Mars,
the planet
of
action.
The name of the letter
signifies ••the ~ou~h of man, as organ
of speech.''
Peh is therefore
a
symbol for the active expression
of
Logos,
or Creative
the Word--the
Thought.
It stands
for Spirit
in
action,
and even the sound of the
letter
is an explosive
propulsion
of
breath through the lips.
Such verbs
and pull
as puff, push., P.~t, place
begin with ''P,''
and so do words in
more ancient
languages
whence these
Thus even our
verbs a~~ ~erived.
common speech preserves
the original
meaning of the letter.
To Peh, moreover, Qabalists
assign
t~e direction
North, and the Hebrew
dark,
name for this means ''hidden,
unknown,''
The push of the Lifepower is always forward,
toward the
unknown. Whatever is unknown to us,
our
and therefore
likely
to excite
fears,
is really never anything other than the fundamentally
beneficent
In
operation
of the One Life-power.
Tarot,
therefore,
the Fool, illustrating
the occult
meanings
of
Aleph, faces toward the North.
So does the Emperor, symbolizing
a
sign ruled by Mars.
Again, in Key
1_3, a sign ruled
by Mars is also
-8-
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symbolized,
and the river which pictures the power of this watery sign,
Scorpio,
flows at first
from the
North, then makes a tvrn toward the
· East.
Finally,
Key 15, the Oevil,
is a .symbol for Capricorn,
the sign
where Mars is exalted,
or raised
to
its highest power.
This Key is a representation
of
the paralyzing
fear of the unknown,
yet it is also a picture
of what
provides
the most fertile
field for
the exercise
of all our powers.
It
is the pressure
of appearances
which
drives us to try to do something to
solve our problems.
The challenge
of adversity
makes us pit our powers
against
conditions
which seem to
hold us in bondage.
Thus do we
prove the worth of the principles
we
believe
in, and purge our minds of
the ignorance which is the only f_e_t:ter.
(Notice
how the letter
''P' • ·
dominates
this paragraph,
together
with its softer
pronunciation,
.which
forresponds
to English
''ph''
and
I ,,

F • •• )

On the Tree of Life,
then,
the
eleventh
path,
connecting
Kether,
the first path, to Chokmah, the second, sig b ifies the first outpouring
of
the spiritual
influence
(~) from
Kether.
This influence is the basis
whateveri
and all
for all action

-9-
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action brings with it experience,
and i s a 1so par t o f t h e e t e r n a 1
balancing which is the basis of the
This outpouring
Great Work (,).
influence,
finally,
is a positive
exThought(~,
pres~ion of the Creative
of the Living Mind which is
or~)
the Causeless
Cause of all manifes.
tation.

-10-
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSON
TEN
CHOKMAH, WISDOM, is the consequence of the first outpouring
of the
Life-power's
influence
through
the
path of Aleph.
Because Chokmah, in
relation
to Kether,
is secondary,
it
is symbolized by the number 2.
As the antithesis
of 1, 2 represents wht is next below 1 in power
and importance.
Yet since
2 precedes all subseqtient
numbers,
it is
regarded
as being inferior
to O ~nd
1 only, but superior
to all numbe~s
following
2 in the series.
As second
in a series
beginning
with 1, 2 represents
continuation,
in the sense of carrying
onward, or
extending,
the initial
impulse symbolized
by 1.
2 is therefore
~n
emblem of prolongation,
or lengthening in time or space,
Hence, in the
number wisdom of the Pythagorean•,
the line is represented
by 2, as the
point is represented
by 1.

The various
associations
of ideas
connected
with 2 through
this
one
word line, are so many that the student will profit by looking up line,
both a s noun and as verb, in an unabridged
dictionary.
Consider
all
-1-
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the various
shades
of meaning.
Every one has some bearing
on the
occult
signific .ance of 2.
Among them, note that
line
was
formerly
used to represent
a rule,
or a . standard
of conduct,
as when
the Psalmist
says of the h eavens
that their
line is gone out through
all the earth.
Here the English
of
the Authorized
Version is a Jiteral
translation
of the Hebrew lP.1 kav,
''a cord, a measuring line.' '
Again, a line represents
a boundary,
which marks the limit
of a
field,
and separates
it from those
adjoining.
Note here the implication of duality--''this
side of the
line,
and that side.''
In yet another
sense, . the same
word is used to -designate
fortune or
lot,
as when .we spe .ak of '. •hard
lines,''
or when the Psalmist
says,
''The
lines
are fallen
unto me in
pleasant
places.''
And whin we
remember that be speaks also of the
'' 1 ine of •the heavens''
as going
through all the earth,
we know what
line he had in mind.
For he, like
all the ancient
world,
h•lieved
in
astrology,
and thought
~he p~rfect
order made manifest
in the heavens
in
is an order which finds expression
the smallest
details
of human life.
-2-
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Knowledge of that order is fundamental in practical
occultism.
This
is by no means the same as to say
that belief
in astrology,
as astrology is now taught
and practiced,
is
essential
to man's liberation
from
What is
the bondage of ignorance.
essential
is that we should understand
that all events
in the universe,
including
those
of our own
so that
there
lives,
are related,
are links of connection
everywhere,
and no event occurs by itself.
If we get this clearly
in . mind, we
shall
be willing
to accept whatever
aid we may from practitioners
of the
various
interpretive
arts
like assee that
trology,
for we shall
nothing whatever .happens by chance,
that the r~ign of law is truly universal.
Just
because
we do see
this,
we shall
be protected
against
the ignorant
interpretations
which
lead the deluded to believe
that the
judgments
of an astrologer
announce
The
inevitable
decrees
of fate.
more we learn .concerning
the various
influences
in our environment,
the
more inteUigently
may we direct
the
T~e more we
course
of our lives.
re a 1 i z e that a l l man i f es tat ion . is
orderly,
the less shall
we be victims of belief
in that b~iey, Fate~
-3-
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When~~~r the ~i~le
speaks
about
Wisdom, or Chokmah, it means that
high level
of consciousness
which
enables
us to bi participants
in,
-of, the heaven! y
and administrator~
order,
Here the wor9 ..' 'heaven! y' ' ·
is to he taken
in no figurative
sense,
The heavens of the Old Tesand . so are the
tament are the skies,
heavens of the Christian
Gnosis,
To enter
that
''kingdo~
of the
skies,''
concerning
which Jesus had
so much to say, is to enter into the
spirit
of the cosmic order spread
Nor will it
before us in the skies,
escape the notice
of the reader who
is fortunate
enough not to be a victim of the abysmal ignorance
of the
Bible and its doctrines
which appears to be characteristic
of this
era,
that
Jesus
himself
unhappy
quoted with approval
certain
passages from the book of the prophet
Daniel,
who, though he was a Hebrew,
devoutly
obedient
to every precept
of the Mosaic code, had no scruples
the post of chief
about accepting
astrologer
to the Babylonian court,
It will
be · easy to understand,
after
this, · why the second Sephirah
is called
the Sphere of the Zodiac,
or
the Sphere of the Fixed Stars,
This
means that .Wisdom, in the Biblical
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and Qabalistic
sense,
is actually
a
wisdom which includes
knowledge of
astronomical
relationships,
and of
the connection
between the heavenly
order and the affairs of men.
The Hebrew for this name of the
Ufoed of
number 2 is nli00, masloth,
the courses
of the stars
in Judges
in their
courses
5:20: "The stars
The same
fought against
Sisera.''
in Proverbs
word is used figuratively
16:17: "The highway (masloth)
of
the upright
is to depart
from
evil.''
In the most abstract
sense,
the
influences
of the stars
are the expression
of the Life-power's
recog. t
nition
of its own potencies,
The ·;,
heavenly order is a manifestation
ot
that basic,
unknown power we have
identified
with gravitation,
and with
the radiant
energy
of electromagnetism.
Because the uniierse
is
radi~nt
energy
is
mental,
this
of spiritual
actually
the e~~r-y
,·
consciousness,
It is, moreov~r, . . the energy
we
call ''vital
force,''
Thus we find
Qabalists
saying that Chokma~ ls ri~t
only the Sphere of the Zodiac,
but
the
also the seat of i1'n, chaiah,
life
force of humanity,
of animals
and of plants.
This same life force
-5~
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is ac~ive even in the mineral kingdom.
There is no separate
vital
force
in the · kingdoms of nature.
Recently
this has been demonstrated
abundantly. We do not have to explain
how
planet.
All
life ·. came to this
specula~ion
on this
meaningless
question
has been made out-of-date
by modern -scientific
reasearch, .
The characteristic
phenomena
wherehi we distinguish
between living and non-living
matter
are not
evidences of the action of a special
Jorce,
peculiar
to ''animate
matter.''
They are expressed
when a
certain
kind of structure
is present • . When the tiny points of radiant · energy which are the building
stones
of all forms of the (ifeself-expression
are arpower's
range:d, · or Lined up, in certain
pat t~ _r<r1s, the phenomena
we ca 11
vital
are expressed by the form.
There is no fundamental
difference
between inorganic
and organic
sub- ·
stances,
other than the arrangement
of ihe atoms and molecules,
Hence
vital
force.
there
is no spe~i~l
What li ·ves in u·s, the energy·-expressed by all our functions,
is the
same as the power which .shines from
suns, and keeps the stars
in their
courses.
-6-
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In the various inorganic
phases of
manifestation,
of which the · ;tars
present
the most impressive
spectacle, what · occurs
seem ·s ·to be an
expression
of m•chanic~l
order; hut
of late, some of ou~ physicists
show
to 'aband~n
signs of being willing'
the mechanistic
theories
a·ccepted by
their immediat~ ptedec,sso~s.
~~re
and more, it is becojing
evident
that better
than this
mechahical
theory is the -conception
that the
Mauni verse is a -living organism.
terialism
still
in .sists
on the idea
that the universe
is a dead mechanism, with here
and there
a f~~
utterly
mysterious
''sp~ts
of
life.''
Materialism,
however;
is
nothing more ,han _one interp~etation
of facts
learned
by scientific
research,
and it is beginning
to he
realized
that the mechanistic
theory
of materialists
is a faulty
interpretation
because
it does not
account
for certain
facts - about
which there is no longer arty ~o~bt.
Ageless Wisdom has always taken a~l
count of these facts,
and is wholly
unequiv~cal
in its doctrine
that
the All is living consciousness.
Anoth~r Qabalistic
name for~
is
JM, Ab, a word found in one form or
another in all the languages of the
world.
Say it several times, rapid. -7-
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ly. and you will hear yourself
saying "papa.••
"Father,"
indeed,
is its Hebrew meaning.
Notice,
moreover. that JN is written with the first and second letters
of the alphabet.
Numerically.
then,
it is ''the
first and the second.''
So Chokmah is second in the order of
the Sephiroth.
but it is also the
projective
principle
which expresses
itself
in all the Sephiroth
following it in the series.
Furthermore,
there _ is a technicality of the Literal
Qabalah,
termed
Nota;riqori,
meaning' '~shorthand,''
whereby the letters
in some words
the
are taken as being themselves
initi~ls
of other words.
For example,
JnJ khane I I< grace, t I is said
to represent
the words Chokmah Nesethrah,
" .the Secret
Wisdom,''
i.e.,
Qahalah.
Again,
in magiwe 6pd often
the
cal manu~cripts,
''name''
t{iJN, Ag -la.
In truth this
but a shortis not a word · at all,
tbe
hand combination
representing
initials
of " the sentence:
'l1k OiH]i
11J.J i1f1~, Ateh
gebur
le-olahm
Adom ;i, ll'I'hine
is the power of the
aeons, 0 Lord.'' · The idea 'of Notarby the trade
iqon is well expressed
for ''Standname SOCONY. shorthand
ard Oil Company of New York.''
-8-
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By No tar i q on , the word .lR, A b ,
stands for .the two. words ~C'N, Aima,
''Mother,''
and l.J, Be 'n, ''Son.;'
_
That is to say, in·the
Fatner,
Ab, .
are present
the potenriies
of the
Mother, Aima, and of the Son, Ben, ·
though in Chokmah, the Father,
the
ind concealed~
potencies
are latent
As we proceed with this course, we
shall learn that this refers
to the
third and the sixth Sephiroth.
The
third Sephirah,
named Binah, Understanding,
is known also as Aima, the
Mother.
The number of Binah is 3,
and when we come to it, we shall see
how, in occult
ari .thmetic,
3 is
Furthermore,
the Selatent
in 2.
phirah named Tiphareth,
number 6 on
the Tree of Life, . is known also as
Ben, the Son; and we shall find that
its number is developed from 3, just
as 3 comes . forth
from 2. - When,
therefore,
Qabalis .ts . say :JR, Ab, · is
for Aima and Ben, they
a Notariq~n
mean to say that the aspects of the
Life-power
corresponding
to the
third
and sixth Sephiroth
are
present in, though unmanifested
by,
Chokmah.
·
As Ab, the F~ther, Chokmah is masb~t Qabalists
speak of q
culine,
Lesser Chok~ah which is feminine~
The Bible, too, sometimes personiies
Chokmah as a woman.
This is more
-9-
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particularly
applicable
to the connection
between
Chokmah and the
number 2, which, as a symbol of duplication,
otherness
and reflection,
is not only a number of science,
but
also pre-eminently
the number of
woman,
The cosmic Wotnan. is what Hindu
philosophers
call
Prakriti.
Yet
they are careful
to say that Pra~riti
is the power of the Self,
Purusha,
distinguished
from that
Self by what occurs
during
a cycle
of the Life-power's
expression,
hut
withdrawn
into that Self once more
at the end of every cycle.
Qabalists
teach
the same thing,
They also name the number 2 Kachmah,
a noun meaning literally
''The power
of What?''
spelt with the very same
Hebrew letters
as Chokmah, differently arranged:
~CnJ. Note that the
re - arrangement
consists
in reversing
the order of the first two letters.
This power, Kachmah, is
pect of the number 2 which
the influence
descending
to
of the
through
the path
Aleph.
Kachmah
is the
Chokmah,

that asreceives
Chokmah
letter
Lesser

The Greater
Chokmah is the masculine
potency,
containing
within
itself
the powers of the Mother and
-10-
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the Son, and ~amed Ab, the Father.
Note that the let t~rs --;<>'fJlt are repby _two figures,
resen ~ed in Tarot
both apparent!~
mas~~liri~, th~ ; Fool
and the Magician.
Actually
th 'e· Fool
is androgyne, a•d in . Tarot, the other two letters
of Aleph, ? and D,
represent
a woman_ex;ercisirig
a macculine function
(Justice),
and show
both a man and a woman falling
from
a he1gh t · (Tower).
The Divine Name 0, 1 Jah
Yah,
attributed
to Chokrnah, iJ al :so a
verbal symbol of this d~~i p~tenty,
masculine and _fem1~ine.
this is the
name whereby Qahalists
designate
the
power which brings the ~hole Tre~ ~f
Life into manifes~aii~n;
' ·e · h~~e
explained
this word ·in ,Lesson 4~ ..' The first let -ter of Yiih, . Yod., .is
t;he letter
of Tetragra inmaton wh1ch
Qabalists
· assign
to Chokmah • . :The
second letter,
Heh, is represented
on · the Tree by the thi'rd ,Sephirah.
Because Binah is regarded
as being
the - active agency of mani.fest~ 'tion,
j u s t a s i n H i_n du - p h i l o s op h y' th e
Great Mother, Prakriti
or Maya, is
held to be the wo~king p-;,~er which
brings all things
into e~pressionw
it is writte _n: ' _'Cre~tion
took place
with the lettei
Heh;''
The first letter
of Yah~ therefore,
stands ~or Ab, the Father,
and the

or

-11 _-
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second letter
the Mother.
of many hints
Qahalah-; ' for
a permutation
Sanskrit
word

is a symbol for Aima,
This word Aima is one
of Hindu influence on
its letters
are simply
of those forming the
Maia, or Maya.

The numerical
value of Yah is 15,
which is the extension
of 5, the
number of the letter
Heh.
Thus 15
is a numeral symbol representing
the
full expression
of Aima, the Mother,
because
Aima is Heh, or 5.
This
full expression
is Tiphareth,
the
6 1 the sum of the
Son, numbered
digits
in 15.
6 is also the second
extension
from 2, the number of
Chokmah.
That is, the sum of the
numbers 0, 1, and 2 is 3, and this
is the extension
of Chokmah, which
extension
is _Bioah; hut the sum of
the numbers O 1, 2 and 3 is 6, the
number of Tiphareth,
Ben, the Son.
These intricacies
of Qabalah seem
difficult
because
they exercise
''mental
muscles''
nothin
in our
ordinary ways of thinking calls into
Keep at them until
you begin
play.
to get the knack of making your
mind-stuff
take these unaccustomed
forms.
After all,
you are supposed
to manage your mind, and the practi cal side of your occult
study requires you to do so, So persist.
-12-
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LESSONELEVEN
AS THE second
path
of Wisdom,
Chokmah is named the Illuminating
Intelligence.
Concerning
this path,
you will find an extended
explanation
in tt1e cour;se entitled
THE THIRTY-

TWO PATHS OF WISDOM•.
At this
point
in your studies,
what is of the greatest
importance
is to remember that the Illuminating
force.
By
Intelligence
is your life
means of it you think,
sp .e'ak and
in
act.
It is the force expressed
all your conscious
~ctitity;
and in
all your subconscious
activity
also,
Thus the central
topic of this lesson has to do with the power whereby
all you accomplish
is done, on every
plane.
What you know as your life
force
is the seed or germ of all forces ·i n
the universe.
Whatever
force
you
apply in practical
occultism
is some
phase of this.
Whatever
form you
use, whatever agencies--th~y
are all
forms of this,
This paper
is one
form. · The typewriter
on which this
le~son is being written
i~ another.
Nothing is known to man whi~h is nbt
a form of his own life
force.
-1-
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The rotation
and revolution
of
stars
and planets
is an expression
of this same life
force.
Conversely, all manifestations
of your personal
vitality
are part
of, and
by, the cosmic ' activconditioned
All the
ities
you see in the sky.
activities
of the universe
are hound
up together,
and human personality
is not in the slightest
measure
separate
from the movement of the
whole,
Chokmah, Wisdom, is the perfect
self-knowledge
which must he possessed by a· Limitless
Life which is
essentially
a · principle
of pure consciousness.
The One Life-power
knows itself
perfectly,
knows all
its qualities,
knows all its possibilities.
This knowing is forceful, energetic,
dynamic,
It is the
root of all special
expressions
of
life and consciousness,
Because this root is part of ourselves,
we should
not measure
the
power of our life
force by past experience,
or what we have done with
it, nor by our observations
of what
other human beings have accomplished,
Not until
we begin to see that
our life force is identical
with the
One Energy which has been able to
carry on bhe entiro
cosmic activity,
-2-
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from the remote
beginning
of the
present
cycle right
up to this minute,
are we in a position
to form
anything
like
a right
estimate
of
the tremendous
potencies
of this
mysterious
power we so lightly
think
of as being "our"
life
force.
·
Ponder this well,
Your life force
is identical
with the power whereby
knows
the One Reality
knows itself,
what it can do, knows all the laws of
its own operation,
The Wisdom which
fashioned
the world
is your life
force.
By that Wisdom every law · of
your personal
existence
was formu~
lated,
long before
you were born.
By that same W~sdom all the laws of
the cosmos are, at this moment, being administered.
Through you .that ,
same Wisdom ' 'takes . fotm in thought ·
and word.''
"But
wha·t about my silly
words,
my foolish
thonghts~
my unwise ~itions?''
To questions
like
this
Ag.?less Wisdom · returns
the answ~r:
••Your personality
is not yet a completed
and perfected
vehicle
of the
Life-power,
but is destined
to be- ·
come such a vehicle.
While you are
as yet unripe
fruit
on ~he Tree of
Life,
there
is an appnrent
distortion of the One Wisdom in much that
you think,
say and do,
Sooner
or
later,
the consequences
of the
-3-
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thoughts,
-word• and deeds you are
calling
unwise will ripen you, and
will make your .:vehicle
of personality adequate., _,
Others object
that this doctrine
··
of the identity
of the personal
life
force with the Will-Wisdom-Energy
which moves the stars
in their
courses
is too presumptuous.
This•
however,
is hasty
criticism.
No
true occultist
says: ''My life force
runs the universe.''
What he knows
is this:
' 'Among t.he innumerable
ways in which the Power that runs
the universe
6nds expression,
my
life force i~ one.•i
Think on this,
and you will find nothing wrong with
the idea, n~ihing presumptuous.
'"Before .Abraham was, I AM,'' iaid
Jesus,
referring
to Kether-Yekhidah,
the One $elf .
''I
and the Fathir
are in pe~f~ct union,''
he declared
also,
because he perceived
clearly
the identity
of his life
force with
the dynamic energy, Kachmah, or Ab,
the Father.
Finally,
he said: ''All
that th~ Father hath is mine.''
These great
realizations
of the
Master
are for ·you and me, also,
because he said: ''The things that I
do shall - ye do also.''
He came to
these illumination~
by practice,
by
observ~tion,
by coricentration,
by
-4-
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rr.ecit ~tion.
So may we arrive
at the
same pc)rceptions.
So may we know
·that in giving us its own life,
the
One Reality
has given us the Illuminating
Intelligence
which,
in the
B.O.T.A., following the Western Tradition,
we call L.V.X. ,the ''Light
that lighteth
every man,••
This L.V.X. comes into manifestaof the descent
tion ~s a consequence
through -~he
of power from Kether,
eleventh
path of the letter
Aleph.
This path is named Fiery,
oi Scint i l l at i n g • In t e 11 i g e n.C e ~ - In O u r
lessons
on the Thirty-two
Paths of
be · ·more · fully
exWisdom, it ' will
,· plained.
' Here we need only point
·out that the na~e of the path is a
' ~l~~r intimatiort
' that · tha inlluence
~hich descends _ throu .gh it is radiant
energy, which has likewise
something
to do with : breath,
be .cause the letto be
te~ Aleph is s~id bj Qabalists
the alphabetical
symbol
for
Ruach, the universal
Life-Breath,
or
living Spirit.
Qabalists
say that
whoever possesses this path is in the enjoyment
of great dignity,
for to possess · it
is to be face to face with the Ca'use
of Causes.
Since this path of Aleph begins in
Kether, the Hidden Intelligence,
the
force
within
it is not only
an
-5-
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occult.
veiled
power. but. in some
power,
measure.
it is a concealing
which casts
a veil
ov~r itself.
Thus it is written
that the Spirit
clothes
itself
to come down.
Modern science
calls
the physical
aspect
of this energy ''electricity.''
Its manifestations
have had a
dazzling
effect on the human mind.
· Se~i-0g the many ways in which it
- finds expression~
man has difficulty
behind the
· in seeing :the .Q~~ Reality
IDU
1 tip li Ci t y ol fo I'ffiS1 ' .
When one truly
' ·'possess~si•
it
is ·· changed.
Then,
the situation
indeed.
is one ''face
to face with
the Cause of Causes.''
Ari ancient
detailin~
the
Qabalistic
manuscript,
powers of a true m_agus. says:
'AlGod face to face,
eph, --He beholds
and converses
familiarly
with the
seven genii who command the entire
celestial
army.''
The Great
Arcanum of practical
occultism
is hidden in plain .sight.
Yet none see it until
they have . eyes
To possess
the eleventh
to see.
path is to know that the All-power
is actually
the life of every human
persorrality,
It is to know that
God-power and Man-power are not two,
but one.
It is to understand
why He
who called
Himself
the Son of God
even more often described
Himself as
the Son of Man.

-6-
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Look into your mirror.
You are
,facing ·the Caus ·e of Causes,
as that
_One Reality
presents
itself
to
physical
sight.
Look into the faces
That One Reality
is
of all mankind.
what you really
~e~. Do you . know
this?
Then, truly,
.are you in ~he
• • en j o ymen t of great
di gn i t y. ' '
•~converse
Then may you certainly
familiarly''
with the seven genii,
for they are the seven ~ifferen~iaof the cosmic Life-Breath,
tions
working through
the seven interior
stars.

GEMATR~A
OF THE SECONDPATH

73
73 is the value of ncJr.,Chokmah,
and is the number, also, of:
CJ'J~, abikam, thy father~
In
Isaiah 51:2 this refers
to.Abraham,
and on this account,
some Qabalists
refer
Chokmah to that patriarch.
Howe~er,
the word DJ'JN is also a
link · b~tween Chokmah and ~nother
Qabalistic
name for the riumher 2,
which name is :lN, Ab, Father,
The only gematria
for the ' numb-~r 3
is the correspondence
between . the
and _ N.:l, baw,
words :lR, Ab, father,
an adjective
meaning ''coming,
fufrom
ture.''
What ·is to ·be learn~d
-7.-
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this correspondence
is that while it
is natural
for us to. think of Ah,
the Father,
as being the cause of
existence,
and therefore
as being
antecedent
to what is now part of
our present
expe~ience,
the life
force named Ab is also the essential
reality
which is to find manifestation - in every event and condition
which,
to our limited
time-sense,
appears to be in the future.
Actually,
the Eternal
is beyond
the
limitations
of past, present
and
future.
At this point
it should be noted
that 3, the number of JM and ~.J, is
also the number of the letter
Gimel,
which has ·yet another correspondence
to Chokmah, as you will find in the
second paragraph
following.
')OJ, as a verb, gamal, to bring to
an end or limit;
to ripen,
to hecom~ ripe;
to give according
to
desert;
to reward, to recompense,
to
benefit.
Consider
these meanings of
the verb, and you will see that,
in
our human thinking,
they relate
to
the future,
inasmuch as we think of
the end, or ripening,
of the cosmic
process as being something ahead of
us in time.
'70-J, gime Z, is the name .of the
third letter
of the Hebrew alphabet,
symbolized
in Tarot
by the High
-8-
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Priestess.
ln our T~r -ot lessons,
the various meanings are given full
treatment.
To them - we may add that,
jn one sense, the scroll
of the High
Priestess
is ihe fecoid
of past
events
which becomes th~ basis of
future
recomp 'ense.
What is on the
scroll
therefore
corresponds
to what
Hindu philosophy
calls
the Samskaras
or impressions
which _ hecome the ·
••seeds
of Karma.•• · These imprescarried
by
sions
are the ''load'~
on its journei
from
the ''camel''
E as t , the p 1 an e· c f c au s a t i on , t o
West,
the plane of manifes~ation~
If you have familiarized
· youfs~lf
with the Cube of Sp~ce,
you will .
remember that,
as.the
bottom 6£ the
cube, the letter
Gimel is the ·1lower
plane which links . together
the · east~
ern and western faces of the cube. ·
khasah,
to seek prote 'ction,
to take refuge,
to trust. _: ·To . take
refuge in Wisdom is the way· of the
. true sage.
Jl~ Cl', yom tob, a day of feast;
literally,
.''day of good,''
i10to, kachm.ah:
Some· reference
to
thi-s word ·was made in Lesson 10. · In
Qabalah~ . moreover 1 Kachmah is a term
used t6 designate
the power of forma t ion , or the s p,e c i a l act iv i t y
which is associated
with the World
-9-
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of Fo·rmation,
Ye tz ·irah,
which has
many points
oi correspondence
with
what , in Theosophical
literature,
is
called
the Astral
Plane.

As we said in Lesson 10, Kachmah
means literally,'
'power · or substa11ce (n:)) · of Mah (ilO},''
which is
"power
or substance
of
to say.
Wh a t ? ' ' ·For the He brew wo rd i10,
Mah, is an interrogative
particle.
It implies
that Kachmah is a power
whose essential
natuie
is open to
question,
or unknown.
Yet not altogether
unknown,
because i1D, Mah, is the secret
name of
the World of Formation;
and since
its
value
is 45, Qabalists
understand
that
this
unknown power or
s u b s t an c e i s Man , o r tl1 ~, Ad am ,
which is also 45.
What is here expressed
to a mind ·trained
in Qabalist ic thin ·king
is that,
however
unknown may be the essential
nature
of th~ po wer at work in formation,
it is a power distinctly
human,
The
scie~ce
is
object of quest in occult
the true
nature
of Man.
Thus we
find., in our lessons
. dealing
shall
with the Great Work, · that one of the
alchemical
1.depts writes
explicitly
t ha. t t he s u b j e c t of th e a l c he mi c a l
is none other
thi ;n Adam.
operation

-10-
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15
In Lesson 10, we mentioned the Divine name~',
fah or Jah, the short
form of 01~', Jehovah, used principally
in Hebrew poet~y.
The gematria of its number, 15, includes:
.:P.JM, Ab i b, the month of Exodus
and Passover.
Its literal
meaning
i s ' ' b l Q s s o m , • ' o r , ' ·, e a r· ( o f
grain).''
As the month of ''coming
forth''
from the symbolic r•~arkness
of Egypt,''
Abi~ corresponds
to
Chokmah, as the first projection
from
Kether.

1'N,

ayd,

misery,

distress;

_vapor,

steam.

nlMJ, ga'avah,

also,
in a had
haughtiness.

elevation,
majesty;
sense.
arrot~bce,

11n, Hod, Splendor,
th~ · name of
the eighth Sephirah.
Obsirve
that
on the Tree of Life, Chokmah an·d Hod
are diametrically
opposite •
.JlT, zub,
to flow (a ·s water .) t to
melt.
As a nou~, this word designates the menstruil
flux of women.
23
This is the number of il'n, Chaiah,
the life
force,
that
part of the
constitution
of man which is specially
attributed
Chokmah.
This
liiht
on
attribution
sheds further

to

-11-
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what is meant by Kachmah, the power
of formation.
Observe that the first
meaning
letter
of iPn is Cheth,
"fence,''
or "field,''
while the
second and third
letters
spell .the·
Divine Name i1', Yah. Thus some Qabalists
are of the opinion
that the
secret
meaning of the \\Ord is relate cl to the protective
power
of
Chokmah , or to Chokmah as being the
primary
field of the Life-power's
self-limitation,
by means of which
all subsequent
works of formation
ar~ made possible.
The gematria
of
i1'r'I includes:

'11~, desir~, hunger, appetite for.
to see that this
It is not difficult
word has to do with all manifestations of the one life
force.
khedvah, gladness,
rejoicing, joy.
khoot, to string
together,
to
khoot means a
join.
As a noun,
line,
a thread,
a measuring-tape.
The idea here is like that exp~essed
by the Sanskrit
noun,
sutratma,
thread-soul.
The sutratma
is a
line,
or ray,
of the Life-power's
which serves
as
outflowing influence,
between
suca link ·of connection
cessive
incarnations.

n1,n,
~,n,

is

i1Ji1', yehagah, he rreditates .
on~ of many hints
that the
-12-
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force which serves as th~ · ~onnecting
thread
from ~one inca~nation
to another
is ~ctually
mental
_in its
the-world - into
essence.
God thinks
be in g , and t .h e l i £ e - £ o _r c e . i s the
activity
of Hjs unbroken meditati~n,
continuing
throughout
th.e _d_uration
of a cosmic cycle.

262
The special
t~t!e
-0£ the second
Path of Wisdom . is the Illuminating
In t e 11 i gen c e • • • 111 um.in,a t in g • ' i s
1'iiTD, mazahiyr . It definitely
s~g-:"
gests
radiance.
The iema~ti~
includes:
·
·

ll1i1ff~ Aaron, ~'lofty,,'
th~ name .
of Moses' ·._brother · and . spokesman,
kheder im, secret
places
(Proverbs
24:4).
j •t)J T'I~, a y i n . be~ a y in , e ye t 0
eye.
The Zohar says _this means the
perception
~f th~~e ~ho ··~ee''
God
when they are filled · with the Spirit
of Wisdom (;"JDJn nl1, Ruach Chokmah), ..

-c•,,n,

Aaron is the ~ibl~~al
t~pe 0£ -su~~
illumined
persons,
~ho are the ''secret
places,''
the localized,
in- ·
carnate,
human expressions
of the
Divine Wisdom, seeing '"eye to eye''
with the One Reality.

-13-
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536
This

n1,oc,

. is

the number of
which
means
lite;rally
' ' highways,''
or ''roads.••
Qabalists
apply it to Chokmah as Sphere
of the Fixed Stars,
or Sphere of the
Zodiac.
The gematria
includes:
masloth,

i11'10il

nc:m,chakmath

ha - medidah,

geometry.
The measurement
of spatial
relations
is basic in practical
occultism.
Thus the old Charges of
Freemasonry
use the terms geometry
and masonry as synonyms.
, , -~
h .
1
;"',""-Dl yC,maqom-sap.tr,
pace
of
(Job 28:6).
In the passapphires
sage cited
the phrase
translated
'• the stones of it"
is il'.lJ~, which
Qabalists
break down into il' lJ~,
ehben Yah. As
Yah, is the special
Divine.Name
attributed
to
.~ expresses the union
Chokmah, and TJ
of .:l~, the Father,
with TJ, the Son,
or the union of Chokmah with Tiphareth,
il'lJ~ is a verbal
symbol for
that
union.
Here it should be remembered that
because Chokmah is the Sphere of the
Fixed Stars,
Chokmah is the greater
whole which includes
the special
Sphere of the Sun, Tiphareth,
inas~
much as the sun is one of the stars.
Moreover,
in Key 4 of Te rot,
one
main detail
of the design is a cuhi-

il',

-14-
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cal stone,
on which the Emperor
sits.
The Emperor himself
may be
taken as a symbol for Chokmah, and
the six-sided
cubical
stone stands
for Tiphareth,
which is the field of
human consciousness
in which union
with the Father
is experienced
by
the Son.
Hence the letter
Heh,
which, on the Tree of Life,
is assigned to the path joining
Chokmah
to Tiphareth,
is properly
represented by Key 4. Finally,
th~ reduction
of 536 to . its least number ji~es
5,
the value of the letter
Heh,
tip-n'J, Beth-Eden, House of Eden.
This is found in Amos 1:5, and is to
be understood
mystically
as a reference to the garden mentioned in the
Bible
as being
the first
ah~de of
humanity.

ii'rllt'i1071!], olahm

ha-assiah,
the
what we call the
material
world.
The comme~tary on
this
i~ the statement
in P~overbs
3: 19: j•itt ,~, i10::lnJi1iiP_, Jehovah
Jehovah by
be-chokmah
yasad eretz,
(or,
in) Wisdom hath £ounded , the
earth.
What is indicated
is that · what we
think of as the material
world has
its actual
substance,
or basis,
in
the radiant
energy of Chokmah. Our
personal
life
force is one form of
-15-
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that
energy,
The physical
things
surrounding
us are other aspects
of
the s~me energy,
_ i1li1,-,,~, shiyr-Jehovah,
Sqng of
Jehovah'(2
Chron.
29:27;
Psalm
137:4), All manifestation
is vibration,
The universe
is the ''Song of
J~hovah, ''
Do not be content
with a single
reading
of this
lesson,
Full comBecause this
prehension
takes time,
whole system of Qabalistic
expression
is the invention
of minds
and has developed
supremely
wise,
gradually
during the course of many
centuries,
gematria
itself
is a most
potent means of evoking th~ught,
Your part is to pay attention
to
th~ li~ks
the words, and tD consider
of meaning which bind together
the
words and phrases
in each group,
The links
are there.
Look for them,
and you will find the~ .r When you do
Pegin
to discover
them,
you will
realize
that
you are growing
in
uncle rs t anding,
Fl ash after
flash of
insight,
leading
to practical
grasp
of principles
reserved
for the persevering,
will be your sure reward.
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LESSONTWELVE
THE THIRD point
on the Tree of
Life is the number 3, named Binah
(i1J '.:l : 67), Understandi~g.
The
English
translation
is that used in
the Bible.
In Hebrew,
the fundamental
meaning
of Binah is "the
power of separation.''
It signifies
also the mental power to distinguish
truth
from falsehood,
and the po wer
to adapt means to ends.
Thus it is
the mental
activity
whereby
one
thing
may be distinguis~ed
from
another
.
Sometimes
Binah
is translated
"Intelligence,"
hut this must not
be confused
with the term ~':111,say- .
kel, which is the more general
term
or, more accuratefor intelligence,
_! y, for consciousness,
in the names
of the thirty-two
paths,
Binah is also occasionally
said to
be insight.
Actually,
it is foresight,
looking
ahead into what, in
ou r mi n d s , i s th e f u tu re , and di s cerning
the consequences
of what the
true insight,
or self-contemplation
of the Life-po wer, finds within
the
-1-
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depths
of Itself,
this insight
ing Wisdom, or Chokmah,

be-

In Qabalah,
moreover,
Binah
is
used
in a special
sense
closely
akin to what we would mean in Eng lish if we defined ''understanding''
in its
literal
signification
of
''what
stands under, ' ' This special
sense is the literal
mean .ing of the
English
noun ''substance,''
derived
from Latin
sub,
under,
and sto,
stare,
to stand,
For Qabalists,
therefore,
Binah,
the mental pbwer which distinguishes
objects
of thought one from another,
is also the cosmic mental
activity
or supports,
the
which stands under,
entire
manifested
universe,
Like
Hindu philosophy
and the doctrines
of Hermeticism,
Qabalah is emphatic
in declaring
the universe
to be mental,
a product
of the Life-power's
thought,
Binah is the mental power
which differentiates,
which gives
form and substance
to all things,
Thus Binah is what Thomas Aquinas
power,
It is
called
the finitizing
what establishes
boundaries
and limits,
By this quality
it is 1n con trast
to Chokmah,
Chokmah,

as we have
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power of the Universal
Mind, shared
by us, which look~ within,
towal'd
the centel',
and discerns
the potencies,
or possihiiities.
of Being.
~f that inner
Binah is the turning
consciousness
outward,
into the field
of manifestation.
In Binah,
the
movement is away from the center,
toward the outer limits
of the field.
all
this
takes
place
Remember,
within
the Boundless
Infinity
of the
Universal
Mind,
ln truth,
there is
no "outside."
Yet there
are two
primary
kinds
of motion:
motion
toward
a center,
and motion
away
from it.
Relatively,
therefore,
the Center
being
the initial
point
of r e ference, motion away from it in limitless space seems to be motion outward.
Such motion is characteristic
of the operations
of Binah.
furthermore,
it is motion
away
from the One toward the Many. Binah
appearis the cause of the manifold
ances of Name and Form which constiof appartute · the complex tap~stry
ent existen~e.
Name and Form define ,
limit,
specialize,
. set boundaries,
Hence we see that Binah is rightly
''The
Sphere
of Saturn.''
termed
-3-
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For. in esoteric
astrology.
Saturn
designates
the power which
condenses
energy
into
substantial.
specialized
forms •
. The invisi~le
whirling
force
of
Pure Consciousness.
concentrated
at
a center
by the centripetal,
inwardmoving
spiral
which
sets
up the
activity
of Kether in the Center of
the Boundless
Light.
begins
to cool
as it is diffused
outward
by the
opposite
spiral.
In due course.
it
becomes visible
as the flaming gas of
a nebula.
The cooling process
continues.
and
centers
more or less solid manifest
themselves
in the expanse of flaming
gas.
When these
cool off, a worldsystem of planets
and their
satellites
begins
whirling
round its
central
sun.
According
to Ageless
Wisdom, this
is a mental process,
The whole universe is mental,
All phenomena are
mental.
The substance
of the universe is Mind, having neither
beginning nor ending.
Form is no more an
attribute
of the One Mental
Substance
than are the other qualities
which we rejected
in our study of
the Absolute,
-4-
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Weight,
temperature,
mass ., form _,
s~ace and tim~ are effects or
color,
appe .arances
of motion,
and,
initially,
that motion is the movement
of Mind. The universe
is an eternal
creati~~
of the One Mind.
On t~e
Tree of Life,
Binah represents
that
aspect
of the One to which may be
referred
all appearances,
whatever
they may be.
Therefore
does the attribution
to
Bin .ah ~ f the Sphere of Saturn .indi .ca te that the third Sephirah
is the
aspect of the One Reality
presented
to our minds when we think of ~hat
Reality
as bringing
about the rnani~
festation
of definite,
specific
appearances.
Such appearances
seem
to ~e limitations
of the One Reality,
but they
are not what they
seem,
The semblance
of separateness is an illusion.
It is, however, a useful
illusion.
Without
it,
there would be no distinguishab .le universe,
without it no
expression
of the limitless
potencies
of the Life-power.
Hence,
though Binah corresponds
exactly
to
what, in Hindu philosophy,
is named
Maya Shakti,
"illusive
power,"
we
prefer
the Hebrew noun as a means of

-5-
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describing
this
power
to Western
minds.
In English,
the word ' :'iliusion''
has a connotation
offalsity
or deception,
and if there
is
one thi~i
we should
grasp.
{tis
that the Life-power,
being Truth itself,
never sets out to deceive
us.
Error
and falsehood
are inevitable consequences
of the basic
law of
manifestation,
at a certain
stage
of
development.
There
can
be no
growth,
no progress,
unless
there
be
a graded
unfoldment
from less
to
more.
Hence it is a logical
necessity
of the creative
process
that,
in certain
stages
prior
to the complete
realization
of the intention
behind
a given
cycle
of expression,
the various
centers
of expres~ion,
because
they
are uncompleted
forms
of manifestation,
should
express
incomplete
modes of consciousness.
Yet the creative
process
goes on.
It moves from less
adequate
to more
adequate
forms of expression.
The
process,
moreover,
goes on in us.
Eventually
it comes, in every center
of expression,
to the point
where
the instrument
of manifestation
(in
our case,
human personality
and its
personal
consciousness)
has been

-6-
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unfolded
to the point where not only
are illusions
seen for what they
are. ~ut are also understood
really
to be useful,
as well as inevitable._ _
The Universal
Mind always understands
that
differentiation
is a
useful
illusion.
Personal
minds
understand
it eventually;
and, as
soon as they do. tb~ doubts,
questionings,
discomforts
and unhappiness (which are the forms tak~n by
deluded belief
in the reality
of the
various
appearances
of separateness)
and are
vanish
from consciousness,
no loqger
projected
into the seemingly external
world of conditions
and cir~umstances,
What you have just
read is not
intended
to be a complete.
or even
satisfactory,
explanation
of the
problem
of '"ev{I,''
There is no
explanation
which will
settle
all
the doubts of the merely intellectual consciousness
of man, We have
simply given a brief
outline
of what
is reported
by human bei~gs who have
evolved
a type of consciousness
beyond the limitations
of intellect,
Evil and misery cannot be explained away by any form of words which
will
be acceptable
to a deluded
-7-
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intellect.
Yet there
is a way to
overcome
the delusion.
To follow
that way as a practice
of life is to
find the only satisfactory
answer to
the problem
of evil.
Wh~n ~e rid
~he problem
ourselves
of delusion,
of evil vanishes,
because that problem is part of the delusion.
The fundamental
principle
of the
method
whereby
we may be rid of
delusion
is pictured
by the Magician
in Tarot.
It is a method within the
limits
of what is possible
for any
human personality.
It requires
of
us nothing,
at first,
but the adoption of a mental attitude,
but this
mental attitude
calls
for no exercise of belief
which will subject
us
to the authority
of a person,
a
book, a creed,
or an organization.
The only indispensable
requisite
is that we shall
be convinced
there
is a level of consciousness
and power higher
than our own intellectual
level.
If we are too egotistical
to
be able to see this,
we have to go
on suffering.
but, sooner or later,
we shall
see it ., and this
is our
point of departure
from delusion.
This
sented

point
by

the

of departure
is
Hebrew letter
-8-
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Its name, 1 'house,''
is a reference
to the fact that
this higher
level
of energy and knowledge
is actually
a human potency--is
something dwelling within
man, though it seems to
be . aboye us.
What we aspire
to is
already
ours,
It is part
of the
true nature of man. What we must do
is to become so organized
as to give
this
potency
actual
and adequate
expression.
We 1 'house''
the higher po~er, but
for most of us, the Unseen Gues~ is
hidden
in a secret
chamber.
Yet
there have been men and women, down
through
the ages, who have realized
to the full
the potency
of this
Presence
dwelling
in the Inner Chamber.
Men and women who have recognized
this
Presence
as the true
Architect
of the building,
as Master
of the abode, as Ruler of everything
in the environment
of the house of
personality.
These men and women
have been the seers
and saints,
the
adepts
and sages,
the prophets
and
revelators
whose doctrine
of the Way
out of Delusion
redeems the world.
Concerning
the beginning
of this
Way Out as revealed
by Tarot Key 1,
we shall
have more to say in the
next lesson.
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THE GREATMOTHER( 2)
-MERE RECOGNI'tIONof the Indwelling
Presenc~
mentioned . at th~ con~lusion
o £, .Les son Twelve
is not en-ough.
• 'No ·t everyone
t ·hat s_aith
unto me,
Lord!~ ~hall . ~rit~r the king~
'Lord!
of the
dom~ 1 ' So the · s~c~nd ' leitet
word ;:Beth~
'J\ouse;'
,is Yo.d~ the
."hand.''
·
·
· · ·
·

fl'~,.

· F~om your Ta~~t st~di~~
you have
learned
that 'the ' occul.t significance
of Yod has to do "~ith th~ physiol~gical pr9cesses
. which build the ph·ys ical
house of personality
• . Thus
the Ycid . i~ - n.'J reminds
us that
we
and
·must do . the Will of ' the Father,
this
means we mus~ · know ·the Will.
Unless we know
we cannot do it.

i:t,

Wheh ~e put oq~seives
. {~ an ~tti. ·~ude of recep .t-ivi -~y to ' th ·e . Mii'~ter
: Presence,
,as sho,wn by_ ·t~e · up'lifted
hand of · the Magician,
_.we.· begin _·to
receive
the higher _pow~r,
arid ' then
w~ must disdribq~e
. it .in . ~~rk 6f the
·sort~ · ,.The reception
. is a reright
ception
of ligh t-(orce,
pictured
in
Key 9 as the radia .nce streaming
from
the . Hermit's
iantern~
Th~ ~~rmlt is
· a syml>ol of ,th~ Master .:of the House,
.~eated in Kether.
or of Yekhida~,
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The path ~f the l~tt,r
Beth proceeds from that primary
center
of
Will and Life~ ·· Thrii the ~H~rmit is
represen~ed
as an o}d man, or as the
''White H~ad,''
standi~g al~ne~
~f his 1·~nt~~n i; the
.. The . li~ht
force the Magician draws do~n f~o~
above.
This light enters
ihe ~ers onal field
as intuition;
_.and thus
we find , that Bin ah, at .the l9we r end
of the path of Beth, .'is said . to be
Intuition,
the essential
power of
t_he Di vi .ne Soul, Neshamah, i'IO'.Ql.
, .The · numbe -r of ilD~l is 395, a.nd
this number is represented
also by
Ha-Sha maim, O'OOil, ••the heavens.'
'
Intuition
is really
the op~ration,
in the ·field of per~onality,
of the
,Causal Intelligence
which establishes the whole cosmic order.
The mechanical
~spects of this order are
physically
visible
to us in the regular movements of the heavenly
From _thi~ ' apparently
mechabodies.
'man has developed
nical
regularity
his whole cons~io~s
~6nception
of
.. La w. the Order ·of' Nature
is the
only Kin-gdom of ·Heaven. · Failure · to
~rasp this truih · h~s ~ade the ~impl e
practical
d'octr .ine of_ th_e New ·te ·sta merit afmo~t useless
to the m·ajorit y
o~ human bein'gs.
Heaven is ~he r~alm ~i ~a~ses, ~~d
when we un der~c~nd that this real m
of causes is just as truly within us
-2-
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i; :ov·e~ ·ouifh~ 'ads
. ~he.k~y_. tc/ all

w~ . have

i'n· -the ' sky ·,
th~ myst ·er ::res

. oi. ,th~ tin~d -~m ·o,CHt:
a Ve.I"!~. lf \•.,-e
ma.int,ai°n .the a't .t'itud 'e o'f :expect ·an:t
rece .pti vity towa 'rd. -~ha:t seems to he '
above us, we shall
come, in -time, to
k~~wth,it · i'ti is '.within · us ·, · and wi ~hi.ti all' .riien~ ·· As' we~ d·o :so, : we shall
rec~i've'
direct ' int ·imati-on ·s , of .th~

~~ftictlki

· a~plication

o~ principl~~

t? t'he ··special work -.which is ours
a·o, a pi:,ssibili'ty
6f .the . Llfe:-pow

~t~· ~xpre

t()

.e .-r

·ss as : an ;' ext ·ern:aliz,ed-, -· tan~
gible _reality~
· Man -is not . ;Q'Illy th:e
·_·-..h.ou·se• _·, .:of :God·, , ·ev ·ery" ·one ,or .·us .i;s
al~o ~
of dridi .
. .Thu _s the lett~~-n-aine
·n,J, Be'th ',
.ends with t~~, the ' l~tt,r
,e · found
c..~nt~~l. _in · .tp~ -wor ·a · ,ri::,, ·Kether-,
,R_ead· . ag ~ai"n . wha_t· 'is '· s 'aid of -i't · in
- L~~S()f)
_, S,e,v,en •· 'pa~e
Rev,iew al so
~\'.ha..t .e .v;er. you may " ha ·v~ ····conce 'l'n -ing
to-Key
- thi~ · }ett;~r - arid it -~- relation
·, 21. · .Ju~t; nere· .;;e W:t~"h to ·' einpha:S°ize
. the : not io~ that ' T~v -·\repre~ent
s · the
Admi~istrat
_ive · t'ntelligence~
· . Th-at
is to say, the power ' dwe11ing in :the
•• te~ple
,h_olin .ess . in the mids 't,,,
the power at .t .he Ct;riter of the house
of personality~
is th~ power ~hi~h
of
:administe~s
th~ ~hole
bu~iness
. our lives.-

···~a~~·
··

;~-~<.

of

., A~~ording
. to
s_c;ript1,on . of the
ft
tel ligen~e',

tk~ Qahalistic

deAdminist : rative
Ini's the ' :power which

. ' : 3-
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directs
planets.

the operations
of the seven
These planets
are the interior
stars,
the seven centers
of
force within
the human body, which
control
the functions
of the entire
organism.
When a human being puts every detail of his personal
life under the
directiop
of this Central
Administrative
Principle,
he speedily
discovers . how adequate that power really is.
Nothing is impossible
to it.
No problem is insoluble.
More than
thfs,
the persobal
organism itielf
begins to experience
the benefits
of
of this
Central
the oper~tion
Directing
Presence.
Health
improves.
Understanding
deepens.
Action becomes efficient.
Skill is developed.
The consequence
is an ever-increasing
command over
external
conditions
and circumstances.
When the full possibilities
of
what we are now discussing
are realized,
the physical
organism itself
begins to be transformed
little
by
little,
until
there
is developed
from the corruptible
body of the
natural
man the incorruptible
body
of the spiritual
man.
This new kind of personal
vehicle
is physical
as well as metaphysical .
The transmutation
is not by an y
means limited
to the subtler
vehicles,
though it does effect
some
-4-
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modification
of the etheric
and astral
bodies.
What occurs
is that
the personal consciousness
offers no
obs~acle
to the free operation
of
the Principle
of Embodiment which is
located in Binah.
When that
principle
has unobstructed
play in the field of a particular
human personality,
the effect produced
is that the man can
make for . himself a body suitable
for
any physical
environment
whatever,
whether here on earth,
or elsewhere
in the universe~
Thus in the sy~tem
of Rosicrucian
Grades, the Grad~ attributed
to Binah is named Magister
Templi,
Master of the Temple.
This
name refers to the perfect
adaptability
to any sort
of environment
which
is expressed
by a person
whose consciousness
offers
no obstructi9n
to the free working of the
cosmic Principle
of Embodiment.
Such a consciousness
is meant when
Beth reit is said that the letter
presents
the twelfth
Path on the
Tree of Life.
This Path is named
''Intelligen~e
of Transparency.''
It will be explained
in detail
in
our course on the Thirty-two
Paths
of Wisdom. Here, we need only point
out that transparency
is the quality
which permits
free,
unobstructed
passage
to light.
In relation
to
man's personal
self-consciousness,

-5-
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this
indicates
~hat .ibe ~~~h~~\ '
function
of this ~onsciou~n~~s
i~ -~~ ·
clear
the way for the : in(lux
~f light
from arove.
· ·
· ·
··, .

Again, the twelfth
Path of Wisdom
source of vision
is said to be ''the
'~~-~ ''
in those .who behold apparitio
This does not refer
to clairvoyari~
visions
only, though it does include
them. · The ''apparitions''
l!.fe _all
the . various
appearances
in mari's
sphere of sensation,
what~v,r may be
the plane
whpreon
they -are mani·fe ·sted. ·
·
The ·power of s·ight,
cons ider.ed as
~f consciousness~
is an
a function
int~ri~i
power of the observer • .. &o
many of our early
lessons
in seeing
have been forgotten
that we do not
easily
realize
the fact ·tha ·t vis:ion
is not meiely an operation
of eyes,
optic ne,~es and brain cells,
reacting to light.
Vision is primarily
a
mental power.
Hence every human being sees in his environment
what he
has learned
to look foi;-.
The 111~r
e
perfectly
he expresses
the spiritua l
power of vision,
derived
from th e
potency
of . Measuring
In_tell_igenc
e
eternally
present
in the Primal
Will,
the more truly
do the appearances,in
his environment
corresp~nd
to ·actual
reality.
Here we approach the great
secr e t
in the picture
of the Magician,
t he

-6-
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secret
of the tr~nsforming
and
tra~sfuu~ini
power of attention.
By
itl a~t& of concenusing ~tte~tion
tration,
we can see otir erivironment
•{th
the ~yes of Unive~sa1
Mind.
That Mind kriows no affliction.
That
Mind has no £~~rs.
When its pure
vision
of the Great Work flows down
from superconsciousness
into our
acts
of conicious
perception,
we
share iis blissful,
f~ar1ess
observation of the wheelirigs
of the var~
ous cycles of fuanifestation
•
. . A true magician
does not remodel
his _wo~ld by perjonal
volition.
He
discove .rs ' the truth · that the real
w~~Id dois ~c~ually
correspond
to
his heart's
desire.
The real world,
as ; the Universal
Mi.nd sees it, is a
works
world in which e~ery ~ctivity
. toward the expression
of freedom.
It i~ ~ worltl in which ~very chain
of . cause and ~£feet
leads
to the
produ~~ion
of a he~utiful
re~ult •
. Your world ·, the one you are looking
· at, m~y oi maj not, at the · present
moment, _ seem to be such a world as
this~
Yet th~ app~arances
of failure, of · disease,
of inharmony,
of
lac~, or . dgliness,
of futility,
he.. gin ,tc:i disappear
when you learn to
expr~ss the magical vision.
The transfo~ming
~isioil
of an
adept in the practice
of the Way or
Method leading
out of delusion,
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enables
hi~ tb see things
as t~ey
He builds his hoµse or'
r ·eall y are.
lif~
in : ~cc~idaQce
with patterns
.
l~id o~t by the Grand Architect
:of
the U~iverse.
Hi~ ~cts are pot~nt
~~dause the powe~ ~~pres~ed in the~
merely the ~hysical
aQd p~~~snot
cbical
en~~gy of . his own personaliiy,
hut is · actually
the physical
and psychical
energy pf _the whole
universe.
, The All-Power
finds
exp~ession
in ihe least
of ~is
thoughts,
words, an~ deeds.
The conscio_usness correspond°ing
to
the twelfth
Path is the essence
of
all magical power,
It is -the path
of atte~tion,
·directing
the energy
of superconsciousness
into specific
m~~ife~t~tion
in the subconscious
_level,
The latter
includes
all .th e
in man's envi~onf~rms and forces
ment ~ which begins with his physica l
b~dy; and e~tends,
without ~~y b~~a k
in . its continuity,
· down to the fiel d
of the mineral
kingdom.
· Magic i s
the awakened perception
of this fact
irt the cosmic order~ combinid with
action which is in harmony with t he
perception,
When we s~e _the w~rld
a~ it is seen by the true
I AM,
seated in Kether, ~e understand
wha t
we see, and for us, th~n~s actual l y
are as we see them,
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THETREE OF LIFE
LESSON: 14

THEGREATMOTHER
(3)
WHATWE said at the end of the
preceding
lesson should enable you
to understand
that Binah represents
the level of the Universal
Mind's
activity
which we may term the plane
of Universal
Subconsciousness.
This, in contrast
to Chokmah, corresponds
to the plane of Universal
Self-consciousness,
inasmuch
as
there can be nothing
for the consciousness
correiponding
to Chokmah
to be aware of, other than Yekhidah,
the cosmic I AM seated in Kether.
Kether
itself
is what we term
Superconsciousness,
from which both
Self-consciousness
(Chokmah) and
Subconsciousness
(Binah)
proceed.
Notice here that the path through
which Chokmah becomes manifest
is
that of the letter
Aleph,
itself
corresponding
~o Superconsciousness,
and numbered 1, to remind us that
of that path
the Fiery Intelligence
is one with the Primal Will whence
it proceeds.
The path of Beth proceeds
from
Kether also, but Beth is numbered 2,
and the letter,
together
with all
-1-
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its meanings and the Tarot Key which
illustrates
them, stands for thesecond aspect
of manifestation,
the
Self-consciousness
we have connected
with Chokmah.
When the Primal Will has expressed
itself,
through the path of Aleph,
as Chokmah, its next projection
of
itself
is conditioned
by what has
gone before,
and though Superconsciousness
does descend through the
path of Beth, it takes form as the
Self-consciousness
pictured
by the
Magician, and its consequence is the
activity
of the Universal
Subconscious Mind, or Binah.
Binah_is the third Path of Wisdom,
and by Qabalists
is called the Sanctifying
Intelligence.
To sanctify
is to make holy, and thus the fundamental ideas of sanctification
are
those of purification,
and of the
bringing
of something
to its ultimate perfection.
To sanctify
is to
complete.
A saint
is a human being
who has reached a high level of personal perfection,
beyond the average
attainment
of ordinary
men and women. One of the marks of a saint is
that he or she is able to perform
unusual works of power, especially
works of healing.
Binah, then, is
power which makes a human being into
a saint.
The physical
vehicle
of a
human personality
liberated
from delusion is truly very different
from
-2-
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most human bodies • . ~t . is chirged
with subtle forms of energy, just as
a ~agn~t may b~ charged;
~n~ retain
the .· charge for a lorrn time.
Two Divine Names are .attributed
to
Bin :ah. The first - is Q\il,t{, Elohim,
the masculine
plural
of a feminine
singular.
Hebrew grammariansi
intent on prese~ving
the idea of the .
singleness
of God, long ago put for ward ·the . thought
that Elohim is a
''plural
of majesty;''
but even in
ordinary
He~rew usage,
some nouns
which, strict!~
speaking,
are plural
in form, are used · to express
a collective
singular
idea. · For example,
the letter-name · O'O, Mem, is such a
plural,
,meaning literally
'' seas,' .'
y_et it is also the _noun for what _we
translate
in E~glish . as ··~ater.''
Similarly,
__though the wo.rd Elohirr,i
actually
sig~ifies
''Creative
P~~ers,''
it is always ,tra11slat .ed, _a_s
in the first
verse ._of Genesis, · by
the singular
noun ' _'G_o<l.'' • .
· On the other hand, there is abundant evidence
throughout
the Hebrew
scr~ptures
that
this . same noun is
ofien to be .understood
in _the .pluraL .. For example: . '' At:1d.the Elohim
iai~,
let us cr~ate Ad~m in au~ own
image.~'
There i1, moreo~e~,
t4e
weil-d _efined_ doc'trine
of t~e se ·v~n
Spirits
of bod, or the se~~rii~ld .
of. the Elohim.
' - ··
Life-Bre
.ath
..
. :
·'
-3-
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Consequently,
this Divine Name,
(which is, par excellence,
the one
which scands
for the power which
brings actual things into manifestation in the world of Name and Form,
and is therefore
used in the account
of the six ''days''
or periods
of
c re at ion m_en ti one d in the f i rs t
chapter of Genesis),
is the one most
appropriate
for Binah,
This, because Binah is the power which introduces the appearance of plurality
or many-ness,
through its operation
as the finitizing,
specializing
agency whereby genera,
species
and
individuals
are brought into actual
embodiment
during
a cycle of the
Life-power's
self-expression,
Furthermore,
the name Elohim refers particularly
to Binah as being
~r.:N,A mah, the '' dark, sterfle
Mother,''
This is the primary condition
of Binah, considered
as the
feminine power of specializing
and
finitizing
in itself,
prior to the
actual manifestation
of that power
in the production
of actual forms.
When Binah is thought of as actually producing
forms, she receives
the name NO\N, Aima, a word formed
from NON by the insertion
of the
letter
Yod between Mem and the final
Aleph,
This Yod has a phallic
significance,
and ~cands for the power
of the masculine Sephirah,
Chokmah.
-4-
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Th~ Path of Wisdom which carries
the
influence
of Chokmah into Binah is
picture .cl·
that of the lette1< .Daleth,
in Tarot by Key 3~ the Empress,--a
pregnant
woll')an, crowned with the
twelve stars which sy _mbolize the inf luen~e of Chokmah, Sph~re of the
Zodiac,
Binah, regarded as being Aima~ the
Moth~r of All, then ~e~eives the Div·ine Name 0-.il•n~ iiliP Yod-Heh-VavHeh Elohim; to show that she is the
a~tive
agency whereby the inciting
power of Chokmah (cor..and masculine
responding
to the name nl~') is made
in the work of creation.
manifest
order
attributed
to
The angelic
Binah is that of the O'iN1M, Ara lim,
or Thrones.
Note the relative
stability
suggested
by the name of this
angelic
order,
in contrast
to the
mobility
suggested
by the name of
the order
attributed
to Chokmah,
O'lBlN, Auphanim, the Wheels.
The word nl'J, Bin~h. itself
contains a hint of the Qabalistic
doctrine concerning Chokmah the Father,
Binah the Mother, and Tiphareth
the
Son.
This hint is given in the following passage from The L_esser Holy
one of the books of the
Assembly,
Zohar:
''Assuredly
Yod impregnateth the letter
Heh, and produceth
bringeth
him
a Son, and She herself
forth,
And therefore
is it called
-5-
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nJ'~ as if it.were a transposition
9f n' lJ, Ben Yah, Son of n\ (or
Yod, nJ Heh, and lJJ the Son).''

'1

---Lesser
Holy Assembly, 228-299.
Again, Binah, as the seat of Neshamah, the Divine Soul, is also the
source of Intuition,
which proceeds
from Neshamah. Long since, in your
Tarot studies,
you have learned
to
In~uition
with Tarot Key 5,
associate
the Hierophant,
and this Key is assigned to the path of the ietter
Vav,
proceeding
downward from Chokmah ~o
Chesed.
Yet the influence
in this
path descends
from superconsciousness, by means of activities
which
are predominantly
subconscious,
as
we have sufficiently
explained
in
our commentaries
on Key 5. In some
measure,
therefore,
the Hierophant
may be understood to he a represe~tative of Neshamah, the Divine Soul.
Furthermore,
you should note that .
Key 5 corresponds
to a path on the
Tree of Life which does not become
~ctive
until
af~et Binah has been
brought
into manifestation
by the
force
proceeding
from Chokmah
through the path of Daleth,
symbolized in Tarot by the Empress.
Consider,
also,
that Taurus, the zodiacal sign corresponding
to the Hierophant is ruled by Venus, the planet
corresponding
to the Empress.
It is
as if the influence
des~ending
from
Chokmah after Chokmah has been unit-6-
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ed to Binah by the path of Daleth,
were tinged in some measure by the
influenc~
of Binah.
Or as if the
potency of Chokmah, or Ab, the Supernal Father,
were modified by its
combination
with the potency
of
Binah, or Aima, the Supernal Mother,
subsequent
to the union of Chokmah
and Binah.
Qabali§ts
call Binah the ''Foundation of Primordial
Wisdom,'' because
Binah is the basis for the manifestation
of the powers of Chokmah,
Here it may be noted that Binah, as
the number 3, is the root of the
number 9, since 9 is 3 x 3, In the
scheme_of
the Tree of Life,
9 is
called Yesod, which is precisely
the
Hebiew word translated
''Foundation''
in the first
sentence of this
paragraph.
Binah is also termed llC~ ~llC~,
Emunah Amen, and the traditional
translation
for this is ''Creation
of Faith.''
A better,
in our opinion, would be ''Firmness
of Faith,''
or even ''Basis
of Faith.' ' The responsiveness
of subconsciousness
to
suggestion
' is the psychological
truth behind this designation.
Binah is,
so to say,
the ground in
which the suggestive
power of true
perception
sows the seed of faith.
Here it may be well to remind ourselves that mental stability
is what
-7-
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is implied by the Hebrew noun l lnffs
so that it has nothing
to do with
that gu l lible
readiness
to believe
anything
and everything,
so often
mistaken for true faith,
He who is
truly faithful
is one whose convictions a·re firmly grounded on experience ~nd reason.
Again,
it is written
of Binah,
In
''Its
roots
are :)Offs Ameka • .' '
English,
'' Its roots are thy Mother.''
This, of course,
agrees with
the names Ama and Aima, JDNs Ameka,
is the word used in the commandment,
''Honour
thy father
(Chokmah) and
thy mother (Binah),''
With this_in
mind, we can understand what Jesus meant by saying:
''Call
no man thy father
upon
earth.''
They imply the correlative
statement,
''Call
no woman thy mother upon earth;''
and that some such
idea was in the Master's
mind is
evident
from the question
recorded
in Matt,12:49:
''Who is my mother?''
Sooner
or later,
the idea
of
earthly
parentage
has to be eradicated
from ou~ minds.
Our true
''Father''
is Chokmah, the One Life force.
·o~r true Mother {s Binah,
This
the ·~ource of ~11 emb~diment.
is the Mother the commandment bids
~s honor; nor need any~ne fear t~at
he who understands
this
will
be
wanting in all due respect
for the
-8-
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woman ~hp bo~e : him~ , The . b~tter
a
"he"
niart underst_anrl's. , and the .. better
fo .~~s .the Grea ·t ·Moth~r, the mp~e
.w i 1. l . he t hi n k o f he r i mag .es 9 n,
eu:th,
. and the profoun .der will. he
h_is affection
and reg~r .d for all
womankind. .
·

In this •bonnectiori,
-rejiew
•h•t ·
has h.een s-aia in Lesson 1, pages 14 ·
and 15; crinceTning
the correspondence betwe-en • J\ff, Ain, th~ No~Thing,
:)Off, Ameka, '' The Mother,''
and llOl,
beht~n, wo~b. On the Tree of Life,
Binak is sometimes · shown as a black
~ircle,
and the tree
itself
is p~t
against
a black background
-h{~h ~e~
presents
th~ first
v~il,
~i J\k,
Th·e No-::Th ing and the Great
Mother
are essentially
the same,
The roots
of Binah are the ideas
of tbe Noas . the all-enclosing
Parent
Thing
Source,
as the womb whence all manifestation
proceeds,
The roots
of your Neshamah,
the
abstr~ct,
universal
consciousness
which · ' is . the basis
of your pers~.pal
know1ng, . are in the No-Thing • . .You
manilistation
in
are a p~rticular
time and space ., in the cond _itions
of
Nam.e and Form, of THAT which has , no.
limits
wha_tever,
THOUART THAT_.

·-

, The . Great Mother is the .basis
o·f'
yo ·u -r ·whole p·e ·rsonal i ty-. · She gave ·
your higher
soul its : birthi
~n~ her
functions
were reflected
in those of
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the physical
mother who gave you
this terrestrial
body. Rest in her,
and let her guide you, and her power
shall he made manifest
even in your
flesh as the sanctification
and perfection
of all that you think,
and .
say, and do, to the end that your
life may become a_completed manifestation
of that Primal
Will which
takes
form in you as the Central
Purpose of your personal existence.

TIIENAMES
OF 1liE NUMBER
3
Among the various Qabalistic
names
for the number 3, and the attributions to the third Sephirah,
are the
following:
1. ~J\J, Binah, Understanding.
The value of this word is 67, corresponding to the following:
,,~
zalal,
to shake,
to tremble,
to quake.
Here the root-idea
is
that of vibration,
which has a direct bearing
on the occult meanings
of the third Sephirah.
It applies
to this third Sephirah,
in the scale of descending influence
or involution,
as a step downward
from the high perfection
of Kether.
In one sense, the involutionary
side
of the creative
process is a departure from the unalloyed purity of the
Absolute.
To manifest
at all,
the
Li~itless
must enter into conditions
of apparent restriction.
-10-
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This is implied in the root-idea
of the Life-power's
self-expression.
Vibration
is alternating
activity,
and the vibratory
pitch of anything
represents
a certain
fixed limit.
~Jn, Khanat, to spice (food); to
embalm (a body); to ripen (as fruit,
because ripeness,
odor and flavor go
together).
All these
shades
of
meaning
apply to Binah,
because
Understanding
is what gives spice to
man's experience.
Again, Understanding
is a preservative,
and the
third Sephirah
has to do with the
preservation
of a body of wisdom,
inherited
from the past.
This body qf wi~dom is what is
by
meant (in the Fama Fraternitatis)
the' 'body''
of the Founder of the
and
Order--described
as ''a
fair
worthy body, whole and unconsumed,''
which was found in a sepulchre
designed
by its architect
to be ·~a
compendium of the whole universe.•~
Finally,
since the thir d path has
to do with the perfecting
of human
personali ty, it is rel~
,~o- 1-i.n.a.l.-- _
mastery
o f th _e- p-lry-s-ical organis m.
........__,~
Thus the .--idea of ripening
belongs
here~
l'T, Zain, a weapon or sword. The
name of the seventh Hebrew letter,
symbolized
in Tarot by Key 6, the
Lovers.
The root-meaning
of Zain
-...-.
has to do with discrimin ~w.,i,,lllW,,a_,~~
-11-
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Und-~r;ta -~d1~g {s t~e ri _pened fruit
of 'discrimination.
A"more extended ·
will be found ' in
dis .cu ·ss ion of this
a 1~·(er · lel\lson • .

1\JJ, nagiyd, . literally,
''he .who
or '' he w.ho is at · the
i 's· foremost,''
A ie~dei,
i ~rince,
a prefron~.··
9i~S)~ Th{s is also
fect ' (Daniel
Hehrew ' name for the
the esoteric
Ro.sicrucian
Grade of M~gis _ter Teµipli
(Maste:r of the Temple), . correspond' ·
ing to ~inah.
. Jesus,
the latin
spelling
of
Yeshua.
In Christian
esotericism
this name is ,applied
to the Son, - and
we have seen (page 5) that
in t _he
very word nJ\j are to be found . the
.J ti1ia° l, forming
lJ Ben,
letters
.
the Son • . · . . . ·,
Nature,
nature.
In o~r everyday
s pee ch we say,
' ' Mother Nat u r.e , ' '
and Natu~e ·is none other
than the
Maya_-Shakti of Hindu philosophy,
the
finitizing
principle
Qahalists
name
Binah.

two words
· (The_ ~ ~ es of the last
a_bove are 1'1!'-s.k.£1.!ledhy the Latin -Cabala Simplex"; u;;i i n- m@.~Yof the
production
~.£.... t-he
later · literary
Western branch. . of the. Inner . Schoo'!-~
.. _... )
2. . ~ON,_:Ama, the , Dark Mother ~
This i .s the aspec _t oi Binah corr:esp ond..{ng -, to . what is . writ ten _in .the :
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first
Stanza . of Dzyan:
''The Eternal
Parent,
wrapped in
her ever invisible
robes, had slumbered once again for seven eternitie~
The value ~f ffCR is . 42, corresponding to the following:
ii.l•nt, E loah (Job 19: 26).
Aname
of God, from the same root as Q\ifiN,
Elohim, the patticular
Divine Name
assigned to Binah •.
\-;J, beliy,
failure,
destruction;
no, not, without.
Since Binah finiS~phirah
is t)e
tizes,
the third
seat of the privative,
or restrictive powerp by means of which separ ,ation is brought about.
ijance is Binab also the Sphere of Saturn.
17n, kheled, The root-meaning of ,
this
word appears
to be:
''What
glides swiftly,
what is transien~.··
Used as . a noun for life,
it refers
~o th~personal
life of man, .considered as being fleeti~g,
e~he~ei~l.
.
.
·..
Kheled is also a sp.ecial Qabalistic name for the . '' earth' ·' o.£ Malkuth
the tenth Sephira -h. Here we may remind you that there is a very defi ·nite relationship
between Binah, the
Mother,
and Malkuth,
the Bride,
Kheled, in this connect.ion, . refers
to the world ~f m~n, including
his .
terrestrial
environmeni;
as heing
essentially
transitory,
as und~rgochange.
·
ing ·continual
-13.: • ·
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chaos
(Latin
Gematria),
a word
borrowed
by the Romans from the
Greeks, for whom it me~nt ''a yawni n g gu 1 f. ' ' In Latin it is ass oc i a ted with the ideas of boundless
space and darkness.
It designates
the confused,
formless,
primitive
mass out of which the universe
was
made.
It is the Great Abyss of
Darkness;
and because
the idea of
that darkness
is related
to Binah,
the third Sephirah
is colored black
in our symbolic scale.

Note that chaos is the primitive
~tate of natura,
mentioned on page

10.
a book, a rescript,
a deAll these
ideas
refer
to
natu,:a,
which is the "one,
only
book''
mentioned
by Rosicrucians.
In Tarot,
the Book _of Nature is the
scroll of the High Priestess.
3. MO\~, Aima, the _Bright Supernal Mother, fertilized
into productivity
by the influx
of the lifeforce
from Chokmah.
Aima is the
aspect of Binah symbolized in Tarot
by the Empress, which Key is attributed to the path of Daleth, joining
Chokmah to Binah,
_ The value
of Aima is 52.
Its
Gematria includes:
MOMl
NJM,aba ~e-ama, Father and
Mother.
By this Qabalists
designate
liber,

cree.

-14-
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the union of Wisdom (aha) and Understanding
(ama).
ilOilJ, behemah,
animal,
beast.
Applies to the larger quadrupeds,
as
disting~iJhed
from birds
and reptiles.
Points
to Binah as the
source of the organic
life
of the .
various
forms of animal creation
below the human lev~l.
From these
lower forms the human body has been
evolved.
~:)), be-kal,
from all,
among all,
' ' in a 11 things ' ' (Gen.
2 4 :. 1) •
Hence the Binah clause of The Pathegins,
tern
on the Trestleboard
''Filled
with Understanding.''
lJ, Ben, Son. This is the special
designation
of Tiphareth,
the sixth
Sephirah.
Ben (lJ) is also the name
of the ''secret
nature~'
of Yetzir~
ah, the formative
world, symboiized
by the Magician's
sword, and by the
suit of swords in the minor · trum ·ps
of Tarot.
The sword,
Peing J\f 1
Zain, is also a symbol for the third
Sephirah,
because J\f and ill'J are
numer1cally equivalent.
Gratia
(Latin
Cabala Simplex),
agreeableness,
esteem, favor, loveliness,
grace.
This is the word
used in the Latin
version
of the
angel's
words to Mary (Luke 1:28:
Ave, gratia
plena;
Dom.inus tecum;
benedicta
tu in m.ulieribus,
literal-

ly,

''Hail,

full of grace;
-15-
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is with thee; blessed art thou among
women • ' ' He re i s a key to m_u
ch of
the esoteric
doctrine
of the Gospel•
sancta "(fem.),
sacreds pure, holy.
Directly
connected with Binah, since
the latter
is named ''Sanctifyi~g
Intelligence.''
4.

\llDiP:1 D", yawm ha-qadmoni,

the Primordial
Sea.
This nam~ refers
to Binah as being the Great
Deep, or Abyss of Chaos.
lt is the
deep mentioned in Genesis 1:2, where
we read that
darkness
was on its
face.
Its numera l value is 265. This is
the more important because it is 5
times 53, and 53 is the value of
l::lN, ehben, STONE, in which are conjoined J~, t he Father (Chokmah)., and
lJ 1 the Son (Tiphareth).
The Gematria of 265 includes:
i10rii1
aur ha-khammaw,
light of
the sun (Isa,
30:26).
Be sure to
read the Bi b le passage here cited.
Taken literally,
_ it is preposterous.
Yet it has a bearing
on certain
facts
of superphysical
experience
which are related
to Binah,
nn NJrn,makhabo-ruach, a hidingpl ace from the wind (Isaiah
32:2).
In Christian
tradition,
this passage
is under§tood
as a prophecy refer~
ring to Jesus Christ.
So it does,
but the esoteric
significance
is
-16-
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profounder
than the exoteric
theological doctrine.
The Christ,
or Messiah,
the
Anointed One, is represented
by the
sixth
Sephirah,
which is not only
lJ, Ben, the Son, but also 0'NJ !sh,
the Man. Thus we may understand
that ~'N, in the passage lrom Isaiah, refers
to Tiphareth.
On this,
see later
lessons
concerning
the
sixth Sephirah.
Consider all these names of Binah
• Remember always
most carefully
that what they designate
is a power
dwelling
in yourself.
Then shall
you grow · in to deeper
and deeper
Understanding,
and shall
find _rest
in the perfect
peace of the Great
Mother.
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSON
FIFTEEN
THE ETERNAL
SUPPLY(1)
THE FOURTHflephirah has two names.
That most frequently
employed
in
Qabalistic
hooks is
phesed.
Gesenius
says:
''The
primary
idea
seems to be that of eager ~nd earardour, zeal, ~~ which
nest desiri,
one is actuated,
Kindness,
love,
are
good-will,
pity and . compassion
the usual meartings,
all derived
from
the ri~tion · of zeal towards anyone.''
of
Hence the most usual translation
Chesed is Mercy, and on this account
the Pillar
of the Tree of _Life in
which Chesed is the middle Sephirah
is called
the Pillar
.of Me~~Y:
The other name for the fourth Sephirah is n,11J, Gedula~~ i~e-tness,
magnific ·ence, majest.y.
'rhe _ root of
this
ndun is a verb~ ,~;;
iadal,
mean:ing ' primarily
: '' to twi~t,''
and
th "us ibnnecte.d
: ;with
,the · idea
of
spiril
· m~ii~n we have encountered
befor~~
the s~condary
m~~ning of
thj~ ter~ - is ''to
grow, t~ {ncrease
i~ size ur power.''
It i~ _fiom this
that
we derive
the - noti~~
of the
fourth Sephirah
as being a reservoir
of limitless
pow~r and substance,

,on,

-1-
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which may be applied
to the producneedful,
both
tion
of all thing~
spiritual
and material.
Among the Paths
of Wisdom, the
fourth
is thus
described:
''The
fourth path is called
the Measuring,
Arresting,
or Receptacular
Intelligence,
and it is so called
because
from thence
is the ~rigin
of _~ll
ben·eficent powers of th~ subtle emana ti o·n s · o f. th e · most _ abs t r act es sences,
which emanate on~ from another by the power of the Primordial
Emanation.••
And one commentary
''Arsays the fourth path is called
resting, . or Receptacular,
because it
rises
like a boundary to receive
the
~f the higher
intelliemanations
gences which are sent down to it.••
_ Extended commentary on the fo .urth
Path of Wisdom must be reserved
for
§eries
of lessons
on the
our special
Thirty-two
Paths;
but here we may
note that the adjective
translated
Arresting,
or Recepas ''Measuring,
tacular''
is~
word derived
from the
. Hebrew root )p, qab> which appears
to realso in the verb 'JP, qibgel,
ceive,
and in the noun il))v, Qabalah, literally,
• 'The Reception.•'
is a
Now, amongst the Jews there
sect of pious students
who are devoted to Qabalah,
and who enjoy high
-2-
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repute as being masters of its practical
application.
They are known
as Chasidim,
and this designation
is
derived from Chesed, the name of the
fourth Sephirah.
One distinguishing
fiature
of true Chasidim
is receptivity
to the influx of spiritual
power descending
from superconscious
levels.
In this,
they personify
Chesed as being the ''Receptacula
.r
Intelligence.''
Again, true Chasidim are full
of lovingkindness
and
compassion.
Members
this
sect
are often distinguished
as h~alers,
and some of th_em are known as theurgists,
or '"God-workers,''
-because
they can, when sufficient
~ccasi~n
arises,
perform
what seem to be
·
miracles.

of

The influx to which Chas1dim ~pe~
themselves
is the influx ~hich descends
from the seco~d
Sephir~~,
Chokmah, to Chesed, thr~ug~ the path
~~v. · (Sei diagram· oi
of the l~tter
the Tree.)
W~in this
influ~nte
eriters
·i~t~ h~~ari peri~rialiti;
if
as~u~~s ch~r~ct~risti~s
1hich · a~~
the marks ' ~( ~ru 'e· Chasidim.
· Chief
among th"em ' {s' compassion
fo 'r all
creatures.
there
are w~nder~w~~~eis
w~~ are
by no m~hns t~ue Chasiai~.
P~ychi~
powers of · one kind or a'not .her (k~own
as Siddhis
in yoga ph{i~sophy)
ma~
-3-
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be developed
and used by persons who
are far from being either
truly compassionate
or truly receptive~
Sometimes
the external
results
produced
by the direction
of these
lower astral
forces
more or less
resemble
the miracles
wrought by a
Master of Compassion.
Again,
not
all visions,
nor all psychic perceptions of what purport
to be ••higher
planes,
ang e lic beings'',
and so on,
are what they seem to be, or even
what persons
deluded by such experiences suppose them to be.
The character
of a person who has·
such experiences
is more important
than his psychic powers.
Compassion
is the quality,
more than any other,
which reveals•
genuine
member of
this
advanced
Grade of the Inner
School,
which,
in the Rosicrucian
system,
is named ''Exempt
Adept.''
Such - a person cannot say an unkind
thing,
nor do harm to anyone.
Furthermore,
such a person never displays
the least
trace
of egotism.
He knows he does no ~lightest
thing
of, or by, himself.
Praise or blame
do not move him,
Again, a true Chasid remembers the
main features
of one or more of his
past incarnat i ons.
This is what is
veiled
by the ancient
declaration
-4-
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that he who knows the inner meaning
of the path of the letter
Vav knows
the ~eason of the past,
present,
and
which is
future,
He knows eternity,
~he reason,
or the cause,
of time,
Past,
.pr~sent
and future
are subdivisions
made by human intellect,
when it considers
wha~ is really
an
eternal"
Now,
In thf' manifestation
of the Tric~ih~nt
and Eternal
Intel•
ligence
through
a human mind, the
Now is known~ While the experience
lasts,
peisonal
consciousness
is
completely
me·rged with,
or joined
Mind.
Then the
to, the Unive~sal
fact of Eternal
Being is a direct
perception,
and that Being is seen
to be the cause,
or reason,
of th~ reality
we ordiiarily
interpre~
· as
··
past,
present
and fu~ure.
This union of personal
with universal
consciousness
is effected
by
in
the functions
of three
centers
the body: the auditory
~enter
i; the
brain;
the Moon center,
or pituitary
body;
the
Venus
center
_in the
throat,
Their
combined
~ctivity
makes possible
a higher
function
of
the auditory
center
than that whereby we hear soundi
~riginating
outside our bodies.
Then w.e become aware of that Voice
of the Silence
which was heard by
Elijah,
which called
to young Samu- 5-
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el, whi~, ; sp~ke through the prophets
of Israel,
and through the wise men
of ancient
India whose teachings
are
termed Smriti,
''things
heard.~'
It
is this
same Voice to which Jesus
referred
when he said: ''As I hear I
is just.''
judge,
and my judgment
lt was this same Voice which enabled
Peter to give the right an&wer when
Jesus
asked the disciples:
··whom
say ye that I am?''
Furthermore,
_ when Peter made the
right answer, Jesus said:
''Blessed
art
thou,
Hearing,
Son of the
Dove.''
For this is the true meaning of _''Simon Bar-jona.''
Th~ name
which Jesus
here applied
to Peter
refers
to the nature of the experience which enabled
Peter to arrive
at a correct
solution
of the problem
posed by the Master' 3 question.
1£ we remember that the dove is at
once the bird of Venus and a symbol
for the Holy Spirit,
we shall
see
how apt is this allusion.
Moreover,
as Tarot students,
we know that the
influence of Venus, which dominates
the zodiacal
sign represented
by the
sixteenth
path of the letter
Vav, is
also the link between Chokmah, the
Father,
and Bin ah, th _e Mother..
Thus
ley 5 of Tarot,
the Hierophant,
typifies the union of Wisdom and Understanding.
Moreover,
this
Key is
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often called
''The Pope,''
in allusion to the very incident
recorded
in the sixteenth
chaptei
bf the
Gospel according t ·o Matthew. ' ·;
Nor is this all.
The congregation
of the merciful,
the true Chasidim,
is the only tru~ Church, the Interior Church described
by Eckhartshausen in The Cloud upon the Sanctuary.
It is also the only true Rosicrucian
Order,
the White Lodge,
composed of tho~e who are known as
''Masters
of Compassion.''
This inner organization
of persons
who hear and obey the Inner Voice is
the only org•nization
meriting
the
designi:,1tion Jesus · used when he said:
rock · I · wi 11 · bu i 1 d my
' ' On this
~hurch, and the gatei of · hell shall
not prevail
against it.''
(In passing, it is noteworthy ' that until St.
Paul began ·preaching
to the Gentiles
in Asia Minor apd Greece, the little
flock uhder St. Peter's
direction
was
actually
little
more thaJl. a group or
sect of adherents
of Judaism
who
differed from the rest of Israel
in
no outstanding
partic~lar.
except in
their belief that in Jesus the Messiah had come. Thus th~ Church was
· by no means built upon Peter's
ministry alone.) ·
Note well here that the congregation of the righteous
is said to be

THE TREE OF LIFE 15
triump _hant over death and the grave.
Moreover,
the Greek noun ekklesia,
translated
as ' 1 church 9 •• means literally,
''They who are called
out,''
an assembly
brought
together
for
oral instruction.
It is at least
curious,
and, for
Qabalist~,
profoundly
significant,
that by Greek gematria
ekklesia
is
the number 294, which is also the
number of he akademia,
the Academy,
given
by Pythagoreans
to their
school,
and the number .9f skene,
tahernacle,
used in the Greek version of the Old Testament.
Finally,
294 is also the number of the Greek
noun rhodon,
rose, and more than one
mystic has use~ this word, . denoting
the flower sacred to Venus, to designate the Interior
Church~
How may the functioning
of the
three
centers
we have mentioned
be
brought
about?
First,
by the deliberate
adoption
of the receptive,
devotional
attitude
indicated
by the
two ministers
kneeling
before
the
, That is to say, by genHierophant.
uine devotion
to the One Life which
is above,
yet within,
every human
By the recognition,
personality.
also, · of this One Life as a limitless source of Wisdom, and as being
the Father of all that exists.
Sec-

-8-
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ond. by continually
exercising
memory ift recalling
the truth
that the
All Power is actually
present
everywhere.
By reminding ourselves,
over
and over
again,
that
our senses
to us nothing but the Eternal
report
Presence
of the One Reality.
Third,
by using imagination,
in every ~ay
ingenuity
can suggest,
to ~iicri~inate betwee~ the gross appearances
of the One Thing
and the subtle
Reality
veiled by these appearances~
By using imagination,
too, in order
o•~
to make more and more vivid
awareness of the 111eaning of · the .fa ·ct
~f this
Eternal
Presence
in every
~f what we perceive.
Fourth,
detail
by the practice
of true benevolence,
or mercy •.
- This fourth Jule -is most important
Qf all.
The Garden of Eden, says ·a
Qabalistic
commentary
on the sixteenth
patht
is prepared
for none
b~t those who ar~ really
and truly
merciful,
genuinely
benevolent.
They are the only persons
who deserve to be cal led Chasidim.
'' Benevolence''
means ''good will.''
It
must be expressed
in thoughts
of
blessing
to all
mankind,
to all
creaturess
even to all conditions.
The last
is hardest,
until
we see
is subject
to imthat any condition
provement,
that condemnation
checks
-9-
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i _mprovement,
and that blessing
forwards
it.
Benevolence
must be
expressed
in words of praise,
helpfulness
and encouragement.
But
neither
thoughts
nor words are sufficient.
We must complete
the power
of our thoughts
and words by positive
lovingkindness,
expressed
in
deeds of service.
and
The kind of thinking,
saying
doing we have described
brings about
the subtle modifications
of personality which result
in ~nion,
or yoga.
Th i s is no t ' ' good y- goody ' ' ta 1 k •
It is true spiritual
science.
Be nevolence
has a specific physiologiand practicing
benevocal effect,
lence
is the only method whereby
that effect may be produced.
Good will to all men, to all creatures,
to all
conditions,
is an
active
force.
It purifies
the body,
purifies
the blood
stream
and the
-n'erve currents.
It transmutes
the
lead of ignorance
into the gold of
spiritual
enlightenment.
It changes
an ordinary
human being into one of
the Chasidim.
Such a person
is an
embodiment of all the powers of the
fourth Sephirah.
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THE
' 1REEOF LIFE
·LESSON
SIXTEEN
THEETERNAL
SUPPLY(2)
WHAT
IS received
by persons
who
have succeeded in identifying
their
inner life with the Sephirah Chesed
is the :influence coming through the
sixteenth
path from Chokmah, but
this influence must be understood
to
be that
of Chokmah combined with
Binah and Kether. . For when Chokmah
projects
its power through the path
of Daleth to Binah,
that po~er is
. tinged with the influence wh~ch de. scends to Chokmah through the path
of Aleph.
Moreover; after the union of Chokmah with Binah, this ~ath of Daleth
· carries,
not only the inftuence projected
from Chokmahp but also the
influence reflected
back to Chokmah,
through
the same fourteenth
path,
from Binah.
This is one reason that
. Qabalists
designate
- the path of
path.
ChokDaleth as a reciprocal
mah and Binah act and react through
it on each other.
The powers o-f Kether, Chokmah and
Binah are those
of the Supernal
Triad.
They are above even the
highest level of personal conscious-I -
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ness.
In Qabalistic
psycholog,
man's personal
consciousness
includes
the seven SephirQth
from
Chesed
(4) to Malkuth
(10).
inclusive.
These powers are . centered
in the ego consciousness
of Tiphareth.
Chesed and Gehurah (4 and 5)
are, respective l y, the reflections
of
.Chokmah and Binah.
These two Sephiroth
are both cosmic and personal.
They . are, as the
diagram of the Tree shows, intermediary between the Supernal
Triad
and · the Ego in Tiphareth.
Yet they
are included also in the enumeration
of powers which belong to human personalit Y•
Among these, Qabalistic
psychology
assigns to Chesed the personal memory, as distinguished
from the universal
principle
of memory represented by the thirteenth
path of the
letter
Gimel,
and _by the High
Priestess
in Tarot,
Personal
memory, the power of retaining
impressions of experience,
is inseparable
from form.
Wherever the Life-power
assumes a specific form~ that form is
capable of receiving
impressions
and
retaining
them.
In man~ this power
is present
in every cell,
molecule
and atom of his body.
The fourth path marks the beginning of the differentiation
and dis-2-
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~ribution
of special
powers.
One
Qabalistic
commentary
says that
these emanate by the way of subtlety,
The word so translated
must not
be confused
with the adjective
applied to the serpent
in the allegory
of the Fall.
That adjective
means
''crafty.''
This noun signifies
'!fineness,
minuteness.''
there
is
What is meant is that
from Chesed an exceedingly
fine, corpuscular
emanation.
It reminds us
of the remarks
of the alchemists
concerning
their
''powder of projection,''
and this is just what Qahalists
mean us to understand.
Something very fine, something corpuscular, having actual
mass and weight,
is projected
by those who have entered
into
full
understanding
of
this
fourth
point
on the Tree of
Life.
Benevolent
thought and speech have
actual weight, and set up real movement of actual
substance.
The
blessings
which one of the Chasidim
showers on those who enter into relation
with him are no abstractions.
They are projections
of real substance.
The fourth
Sephirah
is said to
rise
like a boundary,
and on this
account
is called
the ''Arresting
Intelligence.''
Here we have the
-3-
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ideas
of specific
form, of definite
limitation,
of the marking out of
boundaries.
The suggestion
is somewhat reminiscent
of what we learned
as to the reasons why Binah is known
as the Sphere of Saturn.
Chesed , however, is said to be the
Sphere of Jupiter,
and the qualities
associated
by astrologers
with Jupiter are directly
opposed to thos~
connected with Saturn.
·1n _exoteric
astrology,
Saturn
is the Great Infortune,
and stands for the power of
restriction~
condensation
and lim itation.
Jupiter,
on the other
hand, is the Lord of Fortune,
and is
said to have an expansive,
liberating inftuence.
Yet, if we study the symbols of
Saturn and Jupiter,
it becomes evident that each is the reversal
0£
the other.
Thathis,
if we write the
Saturn symbol ( • ), and then turn
the paper upside
down, the_symhol
will look something
like a Jupiter
symbol ( \+ ). Both characters
are
made up of the same elements,
a
cross and a semicircle.
The Saturn
force is the spiral
moving toward a
~enter,
and winding up energy.
The
Jupiter
force is also a spiral,
but
it moves away from a center,
and it
diffuses energy.
-4-
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Psychologically,
also,
the influence of Saturn
is centripetal.
It
tends to make one self-contained
and
self-centered.
As the adjective
indicate$,
the psycho"jovial"
logical
influence of Jupiter
is centrifugal.
It makes one expansive,
and manifests
as interest
in the
welfare
of others.
Thus it corresponds to the fundamental characteri s t i c o f the Ch as id i m. The y give
freely and abundantly,
of themselves
and of their possessions.
Th_ey are
never
self-centered.
They enter
into the lives of their fellows.
exUncontroiled,
this Jupiterian
pansiveness
may become unwise ·prodigality.
But the fourth Sephirah
is
Intellicalled
the 11 Measuring
gence,''
to show that although
those
by its influence
who are motivated
give freely,
they also apportion
their beneficences
wisely.
Measured
their activity
is, but never stinted
nor parsimonious.
For they know
they ha~e access to an inexhaustible
supply of whatever may be needed to
611 the requirements
of the special
circumstance
with which they may
have to deal.
The Divine Name assigned
to the
number 4 is just another way of representing
orderly,
balanced exercise
of power.
It 1s 'iNJ El (pronounced
-5-
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,,J,

ale),

from a verbal root which, like
means primarily
' ''to
roll,
to twist,
to twirl."
Thus it
is one of several Hebrew roots indicating s p iral.
whirling
motion, and
having for a secondary meaning ''to
be strong;
to be first,
foremost,
chief.''
Thus the Divine Name ,N,
El, which is the shortest
and $implest
o f the Hebrew Names of God,
signifies
the idea of Deity as the
first and fundamental
power.
It is
God as strength • .
gadal,

Its first letter
is Aleph, the Ox,
denoting
~eproductive
and cultural
power.
Primacy, also, because it is
. the first
letter
of the alphabet.
corresponding
to Ruach,
the Pure
Spirit
which is the original
substance of all things,
the consciousness whi ch enters into every mode of
knowing, and the motive power whereby all work is accomplished.
The second letter
is Lamed, the
Ox-goad,
clearly
a symbol for the
direct i ve power which guides
and
regulates
the expression
of the
force
represented
by the letter
Aleph.
Thus the grammatical uses of
the letter
Lamed in Hebrew have behind them this
idea of direction.
Prefixed
to a word, Lamed denotes
motion or direction
toward a thing.
It means " to, toward, unto; in to,
-6-
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as in passing from one state or conto or for,
as
dition
to another;
marking the person or thing affected
by a thing or action;
on account of;
he~ause of.••
Many other shades of
meaning are indicated
by Lamed as a
p~efix, hut these we have cited are
enough to show that this letter
is
de6nitely
associated
with purpose,
with direction
of power to specific
ends, with regttlated
application
of
force.
We are not dealing here with
a fanciful,
forced connection,
but
with ideas which are truly part ~1
the warp and ·woof of Hebrew grammar
·
·
· ·
·
and language.
The same ideas are · indicated
by
·--name, derived from a verb
spelt the same way, 1Ci, signifying
primarily
••to beat . with a rod,''
to train, . to
hence, ·''to discipline,
teach.•'
There is also a noun, .1rt1,
limmud, which is :used in Isaiah 50:4
to designat ·e prophets,
and applies
particularly
to the very Chasi~im
already ·tnentioned. ·
Hence the Divine Name, iR, El, conveys by its component letters
the
idea of disciplined
pi>wer,.. and this
i~ exactly what is ~uggested by the
term "'Measuring
Intelligence,''
Here w~ may note•
also,
that
the
number of iR is 31~ so that by the
Qabalistic
usage
of ,_adding
the
-7-
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digits
of a number, it is
4, the number of Chesed.

related

to

In the fourth
statement
of The
P a t t e r n , we s a y : • ' F-rom t he e x haustless
riches
of its limitless
substance,
I draw all things
needful.''
Here is the same idea of
special
adaptation
of universal
supply to specific, useful ends.
exactly
The adjective
·• 'needful''
covers
the ground.
It excludes
burd°ensome superfluity,
but includes
whatever
may be required
for the
more abundant
life.
There is no
suggestion
of parsimony,
no hint of
scrimping
provision
for bare nece si ties.
They who have gra :sped the
meaning of this fourth aspect of the
Life-power
enjoy the advantage
of
abundant
supply for every requireThe supply is
ment of a good li(e.
measured,
and because it is measurThe
ed, it always fits the occasion.
law is this:
• 'With what measure ye
mete, it shall he measured unto you
again.''
The comment on this is: ''Blessed
are the merciful,
for they shall obtain mercy.''
They who have entered
in~o the spirit
of this path have no
fear of failure.
They give freely,
with no expectation
of return
from
those
who are the recipients
of
-8-
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their gifts.
They have none of that
silly,
book-keeping
attitude
which
takes offense because
those to whom
they give do not show ••proper
gratitude.''
They give
as the sun
gives, to just and unjust alike,
and
tie no strings
to their
favors.
Too many persons
suppose
themselves
beneficent
who never really
give at all.
They put their
possessions in places
where they believe
those possessions
will be applied
to
goorl uses.
They complain
bitterly
if the persons they haTe helped do
not conform to their
standards.
In
short,
they do not give.
They simply transfer
the administration
of
some part of what they have to another person,
expecting
that person
to act as their
agent.
Needless
to
say,
this
sort
of ''givers''
find
plenty of ingratitude
among the victims of their
charity.
One of the surest
tests
whereby
may know whether or not we are living in the spirit
of the fourth path
is to watch our reactions
toward the
behavior
of persons
we have helped.
Whenever we find ourselves
affronted
by manifestations
of ingratitude,
we
may know we are far from being true
Chasidim.
It does not matter whether the ingratitude
be mere thought-9-
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lessness,
or whether the appearance
of it be due to the difficulty
some
persons
have in expressing
proper
appreciation
for favors
received.
Even when those
we have benefited
turn on us, and inflict
positive
injuries,
if we are numbered among the
merciful
we are not aggrieved.
It
is truly
more blessed
to give than
to receive;
but because one does not
really
give unless
all expectation
of return
be eliminated,
they who
dole out their
time or their
possessions on condition
that their
goodness shall
be properly
appreciated
never enjoy the radiant
happiness
which comes to one who has entered
fully into the spirit
of Chesed.

We wish we might he sure every
reader of these words would begin by
applying
them to himself!
The purpose of these lessons
is to put the
student
on a path of life
which
leads direct
to the goal of freedom
and hap p iness.
Yet we know how
saturated
is the race-mind
with the
poison
of fear of lack.
This is
what makes grudging
givers,
demanding return
for everything
put out.
CThe point is that we must never look
for supply or for replenishment
from
any outside
source !3 We have to
learn to depend on the Infinite,
not
on the M~nifest.
For most of us,
this is a hard lesson.
-10-
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True as it is that to give something
for nothing
is quite
as impossible
as to get something
for
nothing,
we must not pervert
this
truth
by setting
up our p~rsonal
standards
of value
as infallible
We must practice
free
measures.
giving,
until we know what it really
is, if ever we are to experience
the
joys it brings.
ll he way to keep in contact
with
Eternal
Supply is to act as if we
were perfectly
sure of it.
To give
f reel_y of our time,
our knowl.edge .L,
our interest,
our possess1ons
..:1
Freely,
yet not prodigally.
To give
as intelligently
as we can, where
the gift fills a real need.
To let
go of whatever we have given,
leavof our benevolence
ing the recipient
to use the gift
as he sees fit.
He
who learns
this fine art becomes one
of the Chasidim,
having free access
to the limitless
treasure
of Eternal
Suppl Y•

-11-
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THE TREE OF LIFE
LESSONSEVENTEEN
THE ETERt'JALSUPPLY ( 3)

,,

THREE CHANNELS, or · canals,
carry
the influen .ce from the fourth Sephifollowini
Ches~d on
rah to Sephiroth
the Tree of . Life. ' The firsi
is the
Teth,
reciprocal
path ~f the Jetter
which unites Ghesed to Geburah.
The
second
is the path of the letter
Y~d, which . carries
the . influenc~
from Chesed . to the sixth Se phirah,
Tiphareth.
The third is the path of
the letter
Kaph, which join~ Chesed
to - the seventh Sephirah _, Netzach • .
The path corresponding
,to th~ letter Teth is similar
to the · oath cox:. respondi 'ng to the ·letter.
Daleth,
~~ich joins Chokmah to Binah • . The
QaLa41stic
description
of thi~ path
wili
b~ give~
at lengt~
. in o~r
course on the Thirty-Two
Paths of
Wisd6m. Note that in .the symbolism
to
of Tarot Key 8, iorr~sponding
this path, the wo!?)an wh~ tames the
li~n has yellow hair, .lik~ the E~pthe
ress.
Furthermore,
· 's he leads
'• lion ·with _a . chain
of roses,
the
flowers of Venus.
The liop himself
is a . symbol of t ,he ,animal nat 'ure.
and his color,
. re 'd, is also the
-1-
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color,
red~ is also the color
assigned
to Geburah
on the Tree of
Life,
Besides this,
''Strength''
is
of the H~brew noun
the rn~oning
ii11J.l, Geburah, . one of the names of
the fifth
point on the Tree of Life,
- Observe,
furthermore,
· that · the
of .Key 8
· mountain in the background
"is the same- as the mountain · in Key . 6.
It is 6n the lefti
~r north,
side of
the design
in Key 8 because~
when
the Tar o t Ke·y s a re 1 a i d o u t on a
large diagram of the Tree, the mountain
shown in Key 6 is actually
above and to the left of the center
of the path · of Teth, inasmuch as Key
6 belongs to the path · of Zain, which
descends
from Binah to Tiphareth,
and this
path of Zain crosses
the
path of Teth to the left of the center of the latter.
By such minute
details
the inventors
of Tarot made
with eyes · to see
sure .that students
should be ~Ile to test the attribution of the Keys to the ~aths of the
Tree.
reThe path of the letter
Yodis
pFesented
by t~e Her~it,
In ~h~
B.O.T.A.
vers .ion of this Key, the
pld man ~~ars
a c~p shaped like~
blue,
the tint · asYod, but colored
ioci~ted
with Chesed.
Note tha~
this
blue is also the color of the
~ath of Gimel, · arid that both Gimel
and Chesed are connected with memor~

-2-
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Th~ hexagonal
lantern
and the ~ixpointed ~tar within
the lantern
both
refer
to the sixth
Sephirah,
which
ii the terminus
of the path of Yod.
Lantern
and hexagram also call
attention
to the number 6, which is
that of the sign Virgo,
attributed
of
to the path of the . Intelligence
Will, sy mbolized
by this ninth Tarot
Key.
The Wheel of Fortune,
corresponding to the path 6£ K~ph, corresponds
also . to the pl~net
Jupiter,
and on
the Tree of Life th e fourth Swphirah
ii s~id t6 be the Sphere of Jupiter.
The blue sphinx
at the top of th~
wheel ~s ~ symbol of memory, and iti
color,
like
that
of the Yod which
forms the Hermit's
cap, is an aliu 7
si~n t6 the fourth S~phirah,
as weli
as to th~ path of Gimel.
For ·th~
state
of perfect,
unmoved poise
which . is suggested
Ly the sphinx in
Key 10 is manifested
in human consciousness
as true self - recollectio~
_
He who fully remembers what he realunmoved in all
the
ly is remains
flux. and reflux
of . the world of appearances ·,
Both names ~f the f6urth Sephirah
are multiples
of 4.
~711), Gequlah,
Majesty,
is the humber 48, or 12 x 4
suggesting
the multiplication
of the
by the powpowers of th~ 4 elements
ers of the 12 signs
of the zodiac.
-3-
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10n, Chesed,

Mer~y or LovingkindIt repreness,
is 72, or 18 x 4.
sents the multiplication
of the four
elemental
powers through the activiChai, Life.
The life
of
ty of
all beings is the universal
radiant
energy.
In the Tree of Life this
radiant
energy
is associated
with
Chokmah, of which Chesed is the reflection.
Chesed, like Chokmah, is a predominantly
masculine
Sephirah,
receiving the influence
of Chokmah through
the path of Vav. Thus the powers of
Chesed are derived directly
from the
Sphere of the Zodiac in Chokmah, and
they are also aspects of ~\n, Chaiah,
the Life-force,
seated in the second
Sephira
h . The two names of the
fourth Sephirah
reveal by their numbers this direct
derivation
from the
second Sephirih • .
Furthermore,
since 4 is 2 x 2, the
number 4, on the Tree of Life, is to
be thoug ht of primarily
as being the
multiplication
of Chokmah by itself.
Ch9kmah (2) is the
This is logical.
Absolute
Wisdom.
Perfe .ct Wisdom
.~annot express itself
otherwise
than
in beneficence
or lovingkindness.
Thus Chesed is a logical
deduction
from Chokmah, just as 4 is th~ mathof ~he multiematic~!
co~iequence
plication
of 2 by 2.

\n,

In Gematria,

the words which cor-4-
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respond

to 4 are:

~J~, Abba,

the

Aramaic

for

'' Fa -

ther;"

N.l, gay,
••proud.'

an adjective

meaning

'

To reconcile
the meanings of these
two words is impossible,
The significance
of the fir•t
links
up with
the derivation
of the powers
of
Chased from Chokmah, since Chokmah
is called
J~, Ab, Father.
Again,
one title
of Key 5 of Tarot, corres ponding
to the path throdgh
whi c h
desce~ds
from Chokmah
the influence
to Ches _ed, is -' 'The Pope,' ' in Ital ian -IL Papa, the Father,
Yet, though there is no recon~ilibetween
the meanings
of ~.:l~
ation
and :-r.1, there
a relationship.
The two words staod
for opposite
manifestations
of Qaba _listic
{deas
c~r~esprind
to the fourth
which
Sephirah.

is

Pride
(ff.l) is often
associated
anq magniwith the power, authority
ficence
expressed
by ii71i.l, Gedulah,
Majesty.
Pride is the besetting
sin
of persons
in high pla c es, whose
superior
rank and wealth permit them
to play Lord or Lady Bountiful
to
their
less fo~tunate
contemporaries.
Pride,
moreover,
is by ast~ologers
regarde~ as being a typic~l
Jupiterian sin.
The negative
Jupiterian
is
bompastic
and ostentatious.
This is

·-5-
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precisely
the significance
of RJ, as
used in Isaiah 16:7. Chesed is the
Sphere of Jupiter.
~
7t{1 El, the simplest and most fundamental of Hebrew Divine Names, designates
the aspect . of the lifepower associated
by Qabalists
with
Chesed.
This name means ''strength,
power, might.''
Its number is 31, which reduces to
4.
31 and its
multiples
are of
great importance in Gematria,
as _are
the multiples
of 13, of which 31 is
the mirror-image.
7R, like its mirror-image,
N7, Zo,
sometimes
signifies
''nothing,
not.''
With other vowel·points,·
7M
is a preposition
meaning ·~to,
toward, into, or against.''
Qabalists
hold that all meanings of a letter
combination
must be considered,
no
matter what the vowel-points
may be.
Thus ,R, _EZ,"God,"
is shown to be
NO THING, yet at the s~me ' time a
strong power, which is the cause of
motion toward, into, or even against.
The two letters
which form this
word are closely
related
in the Hebrew alphah~t:
fit, the ox, and 71 the
ox-goad.
It is easy to see what is
meant by their
combination.
lhe
Life-power
(~) is self-directive
(7).
Perfectly
free in itself
(N), it
nevertheless
guides
itself
(7),
-6-
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through self-appointed
ways or chann e 1 s of a c t iv i t y.
The u n de rl yin g
principle
of this self-direction
is
that of balance~ or equilibri.um
(7)
Lamed, as related
to Key 1, JustThe perfect
equilibrium
which
ice.
is always maintained
in itself
and
in the totality
of manifestation
is
symbolized
by 4, the nu~ber
of
Chesed, and the reduction
of 31, the
value of 7N1 El. .
The number of
Chesed,
72,
corresponds
to the following:
110J, ba-sod, in the secret.
This
word has special
reference
to the
ninth iephirah,
as well as to Chesed.
It is connected with the intelligent
direction
of the force which is concentrated
in Yesod.
In human personality,
this is the reproductive
force whereby the race is perpetuated.
Note, in this connection,
that
one of the paths
proceeding
from
Chesed is that of the letter
Yod,
which is symbolized
in Taro~ by a
Key bearing 9, the number of Yesod.
Furthermore,
Key 9 does picture
that
which is the true
Foundation
or
Basis (Yesod) of all human activity;
and the wise man it pictures,
besides being a personification
of the
powers and beneficence
of Chesed, is
also one who is ·,'in the secret''
of
intelligent
direction
of the secret
force behind reproduction.

ion,
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\j1 P1 'i11l\
the special
spell the archeing of i1li1' in Atzjluth,
(In Qabalah there is a
typal world.
special
spelling
for this Name for
each of the four worlds.)

.JI], ob, darkness,
cloud.
This
word is used to indicate
the ''sec ret
nature''
of the archetypal
world.
To our intellectual
consciousness,
the highest
plane
of
the · activity
of the Life-power
is
and darkness.
wrapped
in clo~ds
Note here that
Jupiter
(and also
Jehovah)
is a diety
connected
with
cloud
and storm,
See,
too,
the
prominent use of storm clouds in the
~ymbolism of Key 10, attributed
to
Jupiter,
and to the pa~h which
c arries
the descending
influence
from Chesed
down to Netzach,
the
s eventh Sephirah.
· K a n a , Ca n a I s c e n_e o f J e s u s '
first
miracle.
This Greek proper
noun is the rendering
of a Hebiew
place-name.
It has for its
basic
meaning,
''a
reed used for measuring.''
· Read the story
of the miracle
in the New Testament
and you
will see that measuring
is strongly
emphasized.
This
connect~
with
Chesed a~ the ''Measuring,
6r RecepIntelligence.'•
· ·
t a_cular,
vacuum,
empty, void,
fr~e,
clear.
This Latin wo~d corresponds
to the
number 72 by Latfn Cabala Simplex.

-8-
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/

It indicates
what is designated
al~o
by iN, as signifying
the NO-THING~
symbolized
by the zero sign.
It is
related
to the apparent
emptiness
of
~orld,
in the periods
the archetypal
between
cycles
of manifestation.
These
periods
are designated
in
Orient .al · philosophy
by the Sanskrit
term, Pra laya.
_ Yet it ii out of a pre-existent
Pralaya
that all manifestation
during a cosmic cycle is brought forth.
Thus there
is_a
sense
in which we
may think
of Pralaya
as being
the
source of supply for all that comes
into active
expression
during a Manvantara,
or cycle
of phenomenal
appearance.
verbum,
worq.
The Latin
equivaVerbum
lent
for .the Greek logos.
stands
for the formative
power ~f
the Creative
Id~a.
fir-wood."
This
abiegnus,
"of
is used in a mystical
sense in Rosicrucian
literature.
It is the name
of the Rosicrucian
''mountain
of
initiation.''
One of the secrets
behind it is the fact that the org~n
in the brain which is roused to activity
by initiation
is shaped like a
fir-cone.
Here,
also,
is part
of
the mystical
meaning of the thyrsus,
a staff
used in th~ Dionysian
Mysteries.
It was twined with ivy, and
surmounted by a pine-cone.
Like the

-9-
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Hermetic
caduceus,
it refer;
to the
ascent
of power through
the SP-inal
centers,
to the rising
of what Yogis
call
Kundalini,
through
the seven
interior
stars.
In Rosicrucian
writings,
Mons
Ahiegnus,
'' Mountain of Fir-wood,''
represents
the mystical
ascent
in
conscicusness,
leading
to a st~~e of
exaltation,
often compared to intoxication,
The correspondence
of this
to Chesed is that it is really
state
of Divan iQst~nce of the operation
ine Grace or Beneficence.
It is a
gift
from above.
All who have had
t he actual
experience
agree in their
report
of this.
In Christian
symbolism
there
are
many traces
of the influence
of the
Mysteries
of Dionysus.
Christ
is
not only the verbu.m,
or Z o g o s;
He is also the '' true vine.''
The
miracle
at Cana changed water into
wine in order
to promote
joy at~
marriage
feast.
In the Eucharist,
wine is employed as the base for a
genuine _ alchemical
transmutation.
Rosicrucian,
Qabalistic
and alchemical books are full of symbols relating to the vine ·and its fruit.
is
The number of i1"il1.l Cedulah,
48,
It is the value of the following:

'}\n,
strength.

force;
The word is

chayil,

-10-
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a root,
speli
the same way, meaning
"to
whirl,
to twist,"
Here i; another reference
to the spiral
motion
which is characteristic
of the influente
descending
from Kether,
where the whirlings
begin,
into all
the paths of wisdom below the Crown,
Dii, khem, warmth, heat,
As a proper noun en is the cognomen of Ham,
the son of Noah.
Khem is also the
Egyptians'
own name for their
country.
It is, through
direct
influence
of Egyptian
wisdom
on the
Greeks,
the root of our words alchemy and chemistry.
arbor,
a tree,
48 by Latin Gematria,
A ~ord which recurs
continually
in Qa:1alistic,
alchemical
and
Rosicrucian
texts,
It_ is particu1 arly
emphasized
in 18th century
books,
Jons,
fountain,
spring,
source,
origin,
cause.
Literally,
a pouring
forth,
Compare with the doctrine
that
the fourth
Sephirah
is the
source of supply,
rota,
a wheel,
Used in the Fama
Fraternitatis
to designate
one . of
the
most
valuable
Rosicrucian
''books,''
Origin of the artificjal
noun,
TAROT,
Note that
Key 10,
which represents
the whirling
force
descending
from Chesed,
is entitled
Ruoto Della Fortuna,
in old Italian
-11-
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packs.
Ruo to is
for Latin ROTA.

the

I ta 1 i an noun .

Car ·eful
consideration
of~ and
meditation
on these
correspondences
will
be repaid
by much light
on the
inner mea ning of Chesed.
'
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THE TREE OF LIFE
LESSON EIGHTEEN

THEROOTOF POWER (1)
THE FIFTH point
on the ~ree of
Life has three names:
1rB, . Pachad,
Fear; ~11JJ, · Geburab, Strength
or
Se.verity; · t \1 1 Deen, Justice.
Among
·the ' paths ·· of Wisdom, this
is th 'e
fifth
path, named ~1Z'l C,J-'IJ,sayke ' l
nesharash,
the Radical Intelligence.
C6ncerning the meaning of thi~ path,
there will be an extended explana~ion in the course on The Thirty-Two
Paths of Wisdom,
The fifth
Sephirah
is known also
as the Sphere of Mars.
On this account, the color attributed
to it in
our scale is red, the tint associated with Mars.
Psychologically,
a$ you have
learned from the Master Pattern lessons, the fifth point on the Tree of
Life corresponds
to Volition.
The fifth Sephirah
is the reflection
of the third,
just
as the
fourth is the reflection
of these,
cond.
Like the third
Sephirah,
also,
the fifth
is predominantly
feminine,
as are all the Sephiroth
~ide of the
on the north,
or left,
Tree.
But remember that every one
-1-
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of the ten Sephiroth
is receptive,
and so feminine,
in relation
to the
Sephiroth
above it~ ~nd masculine,
or projective,
in relation
to the
Sephiroth below it.
The fifth Sephirah :i'.~the continuation of the line of influence
descending
from Kether . through
the
path
of Beth (The Magician)
to
Binah.
Because the fifth
Sephir -ah
receives
also the influence
from
has been enBinah, ~fter the latter
erg:i.zed · from Chokmah with the influence of Chokmah passing through the
path ot Daleth
(The Empress),
and
because ft is at the end of the path
Df th~th (The Chariot),
we must, in
order to understand
thoroughly
the
fifth ·Sephiiah,
think of it as being
tinged with the combined influences
of the first, · second and third Seph-iroth,
as well as ·with the special
influences
of the paths corresponding to the letters
Beth, Daleth and
Cheth, which are symbo-Ii-zed in Tarot
by Keys ), 3 and 7. ' lt is recommended .that · y"ou h aHe be fore you
these Keys, and a diagram of the
Tree,
for reference,
as you read
this and the next two lessons.
In Hebrew, the name ''Radical,''
assigned
to the fifth
Sephirah,
is
derived
from a noun meaning
''a
root.''
-~1t0l, nesharash,
is an important Qar:alistic
word, because its
-2-
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three letters
spell "Wl, nashthe noun meaning ''eagle''
and
its last three letters
form the noun
1l!'rJJ,sharash,
'' a root.''
In occult
tradition,
therefore,
we are told
that the Radical Intelligence
i~ the
,'Root of the Eagle.''
first

er,

What this means we may begin to
unders .can ·d when we know that
the
e~gle is a symbol for the , zodiacal
sign Scorpio.
Then, . w~e~ ~e see
that
the fif~h Se~hira~ .is termed
also the Sp~ere of .Mar~, -we shall be
th~t th~ - pl~qet
Mars is
reminded
said by astrologers
· to b~ 4ominant
in Scorpio,
as the. ruling . pl~net of
. .
that si.gn. . It is not to our purpose · to defend
the way Qabali,&is v.eil .thei ,r esoteric doctrines.
We are ~hiefly · concerned with what 'they had in .inin4,
to .the end that ~e ~ay mak~ prac~i 7
cal u.se of their
wisdom.·. ftere the
hint
is too plain
to be ~~staken~
The Radical
lntellige~ce
is that
aspect
of the Life-po~er
which is
the root, or basis,
of those activities which are associated
with Scorpio, when the Scorpion has been
transformed
into the Eagle, · the bird
fabled
to be a:·jle to look into the
sun withoJi being ·blinded.
The eagle,_moreover,
is the , bir~
of Zeus, or Jupiter.
In some ·versions of Tarot, this bird is part of
1

-......./
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the symbolism of Keys 3 and 4, being
of~ - dome) on the
blazoned
(instead
shield
o f the Empress,
and shown
(instead
of a ram's
head) on the
cubical
seat of the Emperor.
This is perfectly
admissible
symbolism,
but it is not that of the
ancient
esoteric
Tarot which is the
basis
of the B. 0. T. A. version.
Yet ther_e is a sense in which the
bird of Jupiter
does represent
the
activities
pictured
in Tarot by the
Empress and the Emperor.
For when
the poisonous
and destructive
serpent-scorpion
has been transmuted
into the eagle,
the highest
powers
of creative
imagination
and constructive
reasoning
and foresight
are brought into expression.
Thus all the Mysteries
of the ancient world had to do with the power
concealed
in the force which is actually
the root
of our phys{cal
existence
. Euphemisms and symbols
have been utilized
to conceal
this
truth from the profane;
but the initiated
have never been kept in the
dark.
It is perfectly
true
that
the
greater
part of the symbols of pagan
and Christian
art are sex symbols.
Equally
true that,
as Arthur Edward
Wait~ intimates,
the great secret of
the Qabalah is a mystery of gender.
-4-
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During the nineteenth
century,
especially
in Victorimany ,writers,
did their
best to show
an England,
what _~'hase origins''
were behind
ven~rated religioµs
symuniversally
bo'ls • .As ff., P. Bl~vatsky
~ays
somewhere, these borro~-struck
_~ritics were rig~t as _t~ their
facts,
but wrong in their interpretations.
Even H. P. B. her.self
noddei
a
litile,
whe~~~er · sh~ ~rQ~~ abo~~
Qibalah • . She app~ars nevei _t~ have
quite · recovered from the psychological shock attending
the u_nhappy .circumstances
of her . first
.marr1age.
Beaides this;
in . s~ite ot· h~r id~al
notions
of human brothe _rh-ood, some
tinge of anti-Sem .itism is pr _~sent . in
her writing,
impart~d ~o her minds,
perhaps,
by the early conditioning
of her Rus.sian girlhood.
·
.
In any ~ase_,. H. · p~ . B_-:b?trayed _.
both ignorance and bias w_henever ~he
wrote ahou t t _he Qar.:alisti .c doctdnec5 '.
Sh~ cha~g~d ~~e Rabbia ~i~~ gro~s
a~ihropo~o~p~ic.ma~erialism,
- c~n~
cerned with the phys(cal
£~~~~ ~J
sex.
Her misunderstanding
_o'r the .
Tet ra g r~mmaton,
;')l i1', .;.v'as o.f the
same sort.
The same misunderstanding
-s would
be easy · to fall in~o c9ncerning
the
religions
of India H. P. :B. -held .in
such high esteem.
If they be judged
by mere surface
appearances,
to say

-5-
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nothing
of the popular
forms of their
doctrines,
of religion
have been more
istic
or more sensual
than
lar Hinduism of the present

exoteric
few types
materialthe popuday.

The priesthood
of Hinduism
has
never been so reticent
in jts use of
symbolism
as the Hebrew Qabalists,
or as those persons
who adapted pagan emblems to the requir~ments
of
Christianity.
Nobody who sees some
of the commoner emblems familiar
to
the least
Hindu ~yes can entertain
as to what they represent.
9oubt
to take the
Yet it is quite possible
veriest
prude into a Christian
cathedral
without
giving
cause for offense,
urtless
the prude happens to
be possessed
of the special
information
which threw · some Victorian
writers
into such a dither.
that
May it not be, therefore,
something has been gained by Wescern
At the very least,
reticence?
Christianity
has not yet degenerated
as has po~ular Hinduism, into an openly licentious
worship of physical
creative
powers.
We have no temple
prostitutes.
It may be, after all,
what the greater
wisdom is that
which takes
care not to cast
its
pearls~£
truth
to swinish
ignorance.
Yet this does not change the
fundamental
fact that an important
and primary doctrine
of Ageless Wis-

-6-
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dom is that man's rise from his natural
state
to that
of the 1 'new
creature''
beyond mere genus homo is
rooted in his intelligent
direction
of activities
which, on the physical
plane, provide him with a body.
The truth is that these activities
are expressions
of the highest
powers in the cosmic order.
This is
just
the reverse
of the popular
opinion
of these activities.
What
is material
for smoking - compartment
sniggering,
subsdance
for purveyors
of pornography,
basic
in the destructive
sensual license
which once
more threatens
the overthrow of civwhat the
ilizati~n.
i~ pre~jsely
to ~e ~he ~ost holy
wise underit~n~
and most potent _p~~er of man~ Where
the vulgar,
as · the . alchemist~ . pµt
it,
see the vilest
thing on .ear :th,
the man of unde,Jtstandin ·g sees · the
pearl of greai ~rice.
And~ as the
alchemi;~s ~ell us also, this transcendently holy thing is ••set up for
the ruin of many, and fo~ the salvation of the few.''
Do not misunderstand
this last.
we· must believ~,
it
Ultimately,
will be for the salvation
of all,
because
the cosmic project,
backed
po~er and wisdom of
by ' the limitless
Infinite
Being, cannot be supposed
to fail,
even in the leait
detail.
Yet relatively,
in the present
state

-7-
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of human society
and human consciousness,
few persons in any given
generation
are wise enough to perceive the truth.
More see it now than in earlier
stages of the world's
slow progress
toward enlightenment,
More, let us
hope, will see it in generations
yet
to come. All will see it sometime.
Ours it is to learn
to see it now,
to the end that we may be set free
from the many evils
springing
from
misunders:l ,anding and aruse.
Thus, in addition
to the paths of
Beth,
Daleth
and Cheth,
the fifth
Sephirahreceives
the influence
of
the fourth
through
the path of the
le t 'ter Teth.
In your Tarot studies
of this
letter,
and in preceding
lessons
of this course,
you learned
that
the red lion
in the eighth
Tar~t Key is a symbol for the animal
reproductive
forcd,
otherwise
pictured as a serpent,
a scorpion
and
an eagle.
Thus it corresponds
to the essential
nature
of the fifth
Sephirah,
which is fiery.
On the diagram of
the Tree of Life,
it is diametrically opposite
to the second
Point,
Chokmah, just as Tiphareth
is opposite
to Kether,
and as Chesed is
opposite
to Binah.
NQ visible
path connects
Chokmah
to Geburah,
but as the diagram
on
- 8-
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the cover of_ these lessons
shows,
Chokmah and Geburah are at opposite
ends of an invisible,
occult path,
which is a line of the same length
~s that of the path of ihe letter
Gimel.
Wherever there is such ~n
invisible
path on the Tree of Life,
its meaning is the same as that of
path of the Uniting Intelligence
~ymbolized
in Tarot
by the High
Priestess.
Thus the Uniting
Intelligence
is
n6t only the link between Kether,
th~ Root of Air, and the airy Sephirah, Tiph a reth;
not only the link
between Binah, Root of Water, and
the watery Sephirah,
Chesed; but also the link between Chokmah, Root of
Fire,
and the fiery Sephirah,
Geburah.
The cosmic life~force,
seated in
Chokmah, ,is the immediate sour_ce of
the personal activities
which Qabalists associate
with the fifth Sephirah.
This fifth
path is that to
which Qabalistic
psychology
attributes
''personal
will.''
It is
taught
that our feeling
of willpower is due to tensions
set up in
our bodies as the cos~ic life-force
plays through them.
Personal activity,
without any exception,
is due to various types of
resistance
which the human organism
9ffers to the flow of the life-force.
Just as an electric
toaster
doe~ its
-9-
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work because
the wiee for~ing
its
coils
has sufficient
resistance
to
the electric
current
to make the
wire glow, so do our bodies
(physical bodies and finer bodies} perform
their various
functions
because they
are so arranged
that they offer specific
types
of resistance
to the
flow of the current
of the Lifepower.
Suppose
a toaster
. could be conscious of its activity.
Suppose it
thought
its glowing coil was heated
by a power originating
in itself.
There you have a close
analog~
to
what Ageless
Wisdom calls
the
• 'great
heresy''
of belief
in the
independent
~ersonal
causation
of
the various
modes of our mental and
physical
activity.
Through us
the unfailing
Wisdom takes
form.
Through us always, never from us.
.
·Yet one of the Qabalistic
hooks
Intelligence,
or
says · the Radical
fifth
Sephirah,
is the ''substance
of unity, ' ' because,
in the life of
personality,
it occupies practically
the same place as does Kether in the
whole scheme.
All our notions
of
Will
are derived
from feelings
caused by t he tensions
which constitute the various
resistances
to the
flow of the life-force
through us.
(Wemember that
this
life-force
is
not a separace
vital
force.
On it~

-10-
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physical
sie,
it is identical
with
the radiant
energy
streaming
from
the stars.)
By the exercise
of
reason,
and with the help of the
wise who have worked on this . doctrine
for generations
before USi we
may come to understand
that the one
Will-force
is not personal
at all.
At firsl< we reason this out.
Later,
we have experiences
which confirm
our reasoning.
What we begin with,
however,
is our feeling
that there
is a real pow~~ within
us, a power
of choice and self-directi~n.
To primitive
minds, the evidences
of this
power are awe-inspiring.
When the same power is seen at work
in man's environment,
it is interpreted
as being the operation
of the
will of beings like man, but greater
than he.
These beings appear to act
suddenly.
What they do seems often
to be inimical
to man.
The primitive
mind personifies
them, £ears
them dreadfully,
and by sacrifice
and flattery,
seeks to placate
them.
Even beneficent
deities
are fe~red
far more than they are loved.
Primitive
religions,
and the survivals
of primitive
thought in our presentday religions,
regard
the powers of
the fifth
Sephirah
with
terror.
This
is what
is meant
by
Pachad,
''Fear,
' ' one ft{ the three
names for this
fifth
Point
on the
Tree.
-11-
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· When man becomes more advanced, he
begins
to see how the forces
he
fears are correlated
into a ~ystem •.
He _sees .one form of force merging
into another.
Little
by little,
he
develops
the scientific
attitude
toward the powers surrounding
him and
within him. He no longer fears, because he is beginning
to understand.
He detects
the operation
of natural law, where his ancestors
assumed
the ·~ersorial
~oliti~n
of various
superhuma n beings.
He comes to the
and laws
conclusion
that ~he forces
Qf riat -ure . are blindly
impersonal.
He thinks
they take no account
of
man, and concludes
that prayer
and
worship are mere superstition.
From t his attitude
to the development of a mechanistic
interpretation
of the un i verse
is ~ut a slcep--a
step
taken
by nineteenth
- century
forty
scientis
.cs ~ Durin g · the last
year~ this conception
of mechanistic
dete~mini ~~ ·has been ~~ndo~ed
~t
many leading
thinkers,
but it is
probably
the prevailing
popular
inter~ret~t
i on ~mong those who have
escaped
from the bondage of primitive
fear s .
It is the theory
on
w-hich are based the activities
of
tot~litarian
govern~ents.
It is
this theory which brought
about the
last
war and continues
to endanger
our civili zation in every generation;.

-12-
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It is this theory that is responsible
fQr mu~h that is wrong in our
existing
political
and economic systems, and no really
constructive
al~eration
of ihe
latter
~.an be
brought
about until
the fallacy
of
materia)is~
is understood
by the
mas~es;
as well as by our more advanced scientists.
The idea that man is the unha~py
victim of blind,
impersonal
forces,
which do not ta~e him into account,
because they are utterly
mechanical,
is what is intimated
by the name
i111JJ, Geburah, ' 'Strength,
'' when
conclusion.
carried
to its lQgical
Yet there
is a higher
and better
conception
~han this.
It is indicated
by the third name
for the fifth
Sephirah.
P1,Deen.
''Justice,''
· expresses
~he understanding
of the truly
wise.
Seers
and prophets
haee always proclaimed
the truth
that in the expression
of
the fiery powers represented
by the
fifth
Sephirah
there
is more than
the mechanistic,
impersonal
severity
of blind forces.
For materialistic
science,
law is
no more than man's observation
and
record of certain
apparent
regularities
in the phenomenal
manifestation of force.
Law takes no account
of man, knows nothing
of his hopes
and fears,
nothing of his needs and
aspirations.
-13-
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The wise admit the reign of law,
hut they see meaning in it.
They
find evide~ce
of a rational
pattern
in the v a rious
transformations
of
energy.
They hold that this pattern
expresses
directive
purpose.
More than this,
they find evidence
that
per f ect realization
of this
purpose requires,
at a certain
stage
of the cosmic process,
the introduction of the personal
factor
represented
b y human life.
Man, they
assure
us, is a microcosm,
and in
human per s onality
are summed up all
the force s and laws of the universe.
Man is th e instrument
thrQugh which
the Life- power brings the Great Work
to comple t ion.
The fiery powers of
the universe
are weaving a vesture
of beauty which makes manif~st
the
benefice
ce of the Hidden Power.
Man's place in the scheme of things
is to see and undexstand
the patter~
the design which is revealed
by nature itse l f.
When man does see and
understa~ d , i~ is his high destiny
to finish
the Great Undertaking.

One ancient
symbol for this interpretation
of man's
place
in the
scheme of things is the five-pointed
star which is one of the geometrical
correspondences
to the number 5. To
give an adequate explanation
of this
greatest
of magical
symbols,
the
Pentagram,
will
take at least
one

-14-
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full
able
text
shall

lesson.
Whether we shall
be
to accomplish
this i~ a Eingle
remains
to be se en; bu t Fe
make a begic~i ng i n Le s s ~n 19.
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.THETREEOF LIFE .
U.:SSONNINETEEN
THE ROOTOF POWER
· ( 2)
.. We begin
this
le .sson with
th~
words of .our ,illustrious
Frater
_and
predecessor,
Elipbas
Levi,
who
wrote
·. ,
·.. .
...
.
. ' . ·. ·, . .
. . ..
~

'

:

;

'.

;

'~The
P•ntagram
expresses
: ~he
mind's
domination
O-'\'er _th-e ehmen~s
and . it .is by .this
sign that . w-e .bind
the demons of the air, . the . spii'.tt~
of fire, · the ,spectr ,es of water, . ~~-d
.the gho~t,s . of earth.
. It is the Star
of the Magi, the burqing
star of .the
Gnostic
s~hool•,
th~ sig~ _~f intellectual-omnipotence
and ~utocracy~
its · c~mplete
comprehension
is the
key ···of tw_o worlds--.it
.is absolut~
!}atural
phi losopp.y : an~ ~at1;1raf . sci ·e.n·ce •. · Its u_se, lioweyer :, is mo~ ,t
who dq not
dangeFOUS to ~per•to~S
c.omplet :ely ,and .pei;-feet! Y. ,un~ie_rstapp.
it.
All myster~es
of mag(c,
~li
symbols
of the gnQsis,
all figures
oj:~c~~iii~~,~11 Qa~alistic
key~ of
pro~be .cy' . ar~ ·: resuined ~ in : tli~ s ~gri 'o"f
'the Pe,ntagfam,
which Paracelsil$
prdb'~ th~ . g\~-eatest .,·an<f most
po 'tent of all ••• ; .
. . '·'. . ., \ .

.cl,a{a;~"to'.

Pent~
·-

· .. Lev,i: te.lls us . :also that the
.gram is .a symbol of . th~ ·microcosm,
that is, of man·; and re :com~~nd~ ~hat

. -1..:
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it he made · o£ seven ·· meta1s.
This
last
refer s to the sevenfold
constitution
of ~kh / ~rid to · th~ balanced
action
of :the ;s,e_.
v_e~ .int~ _r .i<>cr
. ;stars-centers · in the
the seven principal
huin·an ·b.ody-,.--corresponding
. to t-he
bhakra:s
;0,f
the -: Yog:is :, ·:and to t]ie
~ ·metali''
of the , alt hemists. , . .
· ·Our · pur p ose .in :-this : l .e.s :son is ' to
put · you on the t .rack , which will lead
you to be ·tte r . _c.omp_r,e-hension
of the
of , the Pentagram
• . That
mysteries
these •page s can provide
you ~ith the .
eohr.plete
a nd perfect
under -standing
mention ·ed b y .Levi is, of . course, . too
much to expect • . :such understanding
i~ the fruit,
no~ 0£~
few i years•
-study•
bu t· of 'several
inc!arnations
de-voted . to ! investoig.a:t ,ion ., and ·. prac ~
tiee. : · Yet · one must · ma·ke. a• be 'ginning
some d~y . or other •.. What · is more,
th-at you
there ·is every , prob~bility
wb~ld not -be '.teading
this
if you had
not alread y devoted
several
lives . to
·thi :s . sbrt ·o f .study. ·
·.w~. ~h alJ. b1e gin ·, therefore,
· with
one . sente~ce

in ·our ·:quot'atidn

; ftbm

.thEi Fr~nch il·a~pt/ tte'· says:· -~' Its
'us~ ; {ri most · dan ·gero _u:·s ~ooperator
·s
who do not completely
~~d p•rfec~ly
understand
· it.' · ' . - Here :vie. ·have : an
-example · of the subt.lety .· characteristeacher~
,.of . o~·tfc of all - genuine
By means of it, Levi incultism.
in esotends
to warn off -dabblers

-2-
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• .!" ~ l ;

·1• •

<:~ ~ : :,; t

:

terici;~;
b~~ he has another
aim, as
. ,w-ell~
.Her-e is,,. . irr ·plai 'n ' si'gh 't ', a
.g~nuine
:occult
·.te ·st. -' ·:i,t ·s·ee111s
' : to
- say. · ''Danger! ~ Keep ·off!-' ·' ·' So {' in.peed, has it · lreen , interpreted,
• t(jge,~-her . wj. th sundry ·o·ther warniri'gs / '.by
.a .. gr _
eat many ·p'erso~s · whO':fe 'el ''the :m• ,selves
impelled ... tq write books ·:a]j_riut
., ,tne , secret
sciences.
· We' are ·famiTi, a.- . with
,the -;so •rt ·of :in 's ~t 'tuction
: which : ,in -sist s ' ·tha 't t ·he actuat" pra 'c; tice .: 0J 1 magic . is · to be ·. avoided " by
., alJ bu,t, the : '' ve:ry ·:advanced;q
.: ·They
who sound such wai·nirigs '. usuallt 'nian_age _t_o .i ,mpl .y .,t.h .~t _tpey , th ,emse'lves
._.are ,num~~r~ci
. ,~-mpn,g ! the : elect,; ' but
wne 'n _asked, .to , oJ,fer .. ,some , ,e,vi<;lences
of their a~ilj.t .ies,
likely
' to
' take ri_'rugei;; th~ excu 'se _.that , ge~u·:irie· ad'ept~ n~ve~ m~ke a~y~par ad~ 9{
· i,heir _p,ower _s • . . '
. ·' '. .; :

'a~e

·-.; .This
is, ·<>f cours '.e ·, true~
Yet
those -'.who remember
the ' life · of · Ma-dame : Bl•vatskyt
oi who can read h~iwe ,.en , t .he - line ·s -of Cy-r-il •Scot ·t ·1 s
s, t o -r.i e .s _:.ab .out
' ' The : I n.i 't i-a t e; ' :,
-~:hoµ .1.d know that ' ' .'works of power',
ca .n . :b ~; · and · are~
p:erf ormed toda ·y
j .us ,t _.,a;s, .:Sli,i-e-1y. 'as the ·y· ,were ··in ! (>'t.he 'r
:p,e~i9<fs ,of history.
, ; · ,. · :
i.c"
Besides,
~ it 'is ; n·of ' t 'rue ; th~t ' o:n;~
mµst ,Wait ·,fo .r c-omplet ·e . underst'ancfing
o.f" the Pentagram
before be,girining ' ·to
\1.S:e:,,i ..t. , The r :eal :secret '.;he-re : is
t ,hat : _there , is- ·n.o; human '· b'e1i;n'g · any:.
. ·.• .•

i. \ '·

.. .,. :·

-t

... .
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' where who does not use the Pen ·t ·a·' gr.am-_:ev tiry day of his life •. Bwcause ignorant
use is extremely
dan- g~rous,
i he greater
rtumber of men
and wome 11 are in dire ·peril,
.from
in fancy to death.
Amon·g them, however,
no ine · run greater
risks
··than
the cowards ·who refuse
to practice
what
oc~ultisffl
they
know~ e•en
be small.
: lt
though t h at knowledge
takes
da 1ring to be a magician,
If
you can be scared
off,
you are by ~o
means out of danger.
That t h is is a correct
interpreta' tio~
is de~o~stratid
·by Levi's
·statement
that
the Pentagram
is a
symbol for the microcosm,
man.
Thi's
it follo.}Vs that
every
be1ng true,
· human · being uses the Pentagram,
i 'gor wis~ly,
as th~ ~ase ~,y
norantly
be.
Ign ,orantly,
to the extent
th~t
the
operator
is deluded
by \he
''great
heresy''
explained
in the
botion
that
precedi
n g lesson--the
hum'an will-power
is something
originating
in perso~ality.
Wiselyi
' to
the extent
that
the operator
looks
upon his personal
life
and action
as
e~pressions
of the Will and
being
Wisdom of the One Identity,
·A · fundamental
..reason
for the importanc e of the Pentagram
as a symbol is that eve ·ry lin ·e o.f a' regular
· fi ve~poi rited star pr ·esents
a ·perfect
~geometrical
demons ·tration
of extreme

..4_
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and me a~ proportion~
- th ·~-. ' 'Golden
·section• , •· oi ttre : Pytha~oreans,
The
dem"ons 't·r-ati '.on, ·in fact~ is : dguhle.
Fo 1r · :tne' sh'ortf!r · seg 'ment . of ,. a -Pe.n:ta1g·'ram :lirie is ' to ·th:e 1onget' : segmenit
·ex 'act.:l,y ·,as ~ is th:e ·-Jon ;ger. segme.trt ··-t .o
0 the
· shorter
•·and ' longe ,r
'the : sum
's-e-ginen·ts: and-; the : longer
seg .ment . is
~~ th•
~ho1e ~ line .pre~isely
~s ii~
-the ·~horter :. se,gm:ent to ·the longer '..
..Th :e Pen ·tagrami ,·ther -eforec, : presents
'Oil every line
a double .· demonstration
that
the
lesser
par.t , is, , :.to : th :e
, g11ea-ter p~J:~ .. as .1is .t~e . g.r_ea ,t8ir part
·· · ·
' t.
-to -: -the whole. · , ·

of

•

•

••

•

-

d

:

•

•

•

•

.:

, ; ' in

bcc ·tdt ·philosophy.,
, nature
ti:s
' taken :a·s th ·e ·ile_ssei: ; pa.rt~ man:, as the
God; as , the ,w,hol.e:. · , To
grea ·t=er part,
·nature
appears ~ to
· the Uninstrudted;
:be · greater - in mass ancb exte .nt :, :abut
t ·he 7 'in ,tuition
of t -he wise ,as ·sures
,them · thitt ' ·-t- -he true .,measure ..is not
-reckoned , in terms of mass; but . r .at;ber in : ·terms of ·consciousness
·. . , ~ ·,
"thJ ' u'niverse '" i ·s ni'e'ntal. 'and ' in ~ the
·~e~i;i J ~ra~f ihe : mind of -~jn ' l~ ' iip.;ifo 'i ~to th1e ·men't''ality
of n·atti'te.
;P~t
the pr6t>os='i
'ti 'on t~~ ·o:th~} 'way
round.
Man is to na1:'u 'r-1f c1s'God is
t ci' lli'an .: ·8-y· m-an ,' s , superior
-:meri't al
' iqhi~me~t ' h8 may - ~nd~~sta~d
natu~e
rule : h~r . forces~ ,;.,:
j,.
'i : ;
'. Thu,s ·~-~'y'. he bind "di ;th~ pha .nta'.s··ap~eai:ances
' Le 'vi nad·in _.mind
-~h~h--~~ ~Jot~ iof ;~·a~~~rii of ihe

. :'~nd
:·mal
~

'. ~ · ·. . ·:; • \ ,

r\':

~,~-

! ..; :

;•
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air~ . spir~~~ _qf fir~, _spec~re~ .of
w~ter, a~ g~o~t$ of earth.''
Yet,
u~le$s m~~ ~nderstands
his positi~n
. ill . the cosmic . order, his . attempts . \0
· COf!trol _matural £,orce~ increase · .the
ri~~s he runs.
The perils
of this
ou'r time · bear witness "t• the truth
~f thfs . ,)Aan has .learn~d -.·how to
harness the elemenis, but he has put
his powers to such unwise us.es th~t
~f
~h~re _ is da~ger of the suicide
.
.
.
c~·viliz ation.
that danger. has its roots in man's
, false
notion ,that there is , ·such a
p~rsonal will.
thing as independent
Mag~ified into the underlyjng
motivatjon · of · p~liiical
: and ~co~omlc
~ys~ems, thi~ ~eans ~that one . class,
qne .group, .Qne. nation . may pro~per . at
the exp~1.1
se · of, other , cl .as~es, groups
or riat ions. Cl ass con _s.c_iousness .,
_g~oup · 'ico,n .sciousness.,
n~tio~ai
co·n. s ciou~nes ·s.:.'."these a,r.e. ·~ut ·_ the .en .1arged images of egot~stic
personal
consciou 'sness; and at the bottom of
pers~ n al egotism is the er~one~us
belief
in the re~lit~ of i~de~e~dent
·personal will. . .
. . . . ... ,
Thus Q~bali .stic ~~yc,ho'io~y a~tri· .'
pers~~al ~ill t ~
·butes the ill,sive
thi _s f ifth point pn t)1e Tre~ -~f Lif e .
It does so becaus _·e the personal wi.11
is ac t ually a reality.
What we· "!e~n
when we speak of will is somethin g
which truly exists.
It is something
-6-
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which certainly
-has . a , perponal Rua!. iiy, since we feel it most definitely within
ourselves
.. Ye~ at the
same .time there i~ something in it
.which escapes the at~ent ,ion of superficial
observe~sJ
The commori-sense · idea of will · is
. thai it is something irr man which he
is free to use -as · he · pleases.
In
· some persons ·this po~er- i• ~tr6ng.
In others it is weak. · In all, what
there is of it is self-~~iiinated.
_It begi~s in the person himself,
Materialistic
determinism
denies
there is any will at all,;
Whatever
a man t ·hinks or feels o.r do·es, say
. t.he determinists,
, is · just a ·reaction
to some stimulus from outside.
Some
reactions
are unconditioned,
· such as
a baby's fear of sudden ·noise.
Most
by early
reactions
are conditioned
free.
training.
None are really
This ·is ihe ·view held by ~ers~ns
wh'o invent systems .to save the world.
Some systems are ~oliiical,
some are
·e~on~mic~ s~me are educaii~nai.
· All
have as ~heir objective
thi s~tiing
~~ ol ~uch external
conditions
ihat
man's - reactions
to environm ·en 'tal
conditions
will be personally
and
s~cially
construttive.
.
.
..
The trouble
is that
no two of
these systelI)S agtee, a:nd sinc1 there
will al'ways : be c"onfl'rcts ' among the
advo~ates
of ~hese
~li~tiring
-1- ·
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•

••
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~ ~

! •

:

sch ,eme s , !o .r cond it i _onin g h~man i ~y
_in~o. -~ore .or ' less : happy' ana · pet feet
b finis
, , t .here , s e·:e ms. t _o b'e , 1 i t t 1~
_p_rospe _ct tpat' these . inve _ntion§
wifl
ever be tried~ - Even if ' some ' ~f -·them
~~~ui~ h~- ~~~ · i~t~ -~p~r~iion,
i~ :i~
certain
that
tney w~uld ·r~ii; ~' ln'de~d ~ · several
· expe ·rintents
o·f the
sort . have been tried,
and non :e have
succeeded'/
· More ·than
a· ·$yst :~m ·'i 's
1
·rieecI-e
d. · There must : be ·human .-be in -gs
·t ·o admi'rtis ·t :er it.
·

No.

syf ;t~m ~·hi~h _ di~guises
hate ~s
''class
c~niciousneii'',
no system
·whf ch denies '. ·rrny'thih ·g h:igher : ·t ;han
the present . average : ievel · of :persori~al eoh~~io~sness,
n~ syst~~
which
·'exalt's
one class,
' race or' " g,roup - llt
th~ ~~pefise
of anothei,·
calt ~v~r
suCceecl.
' Whether ·a ·system · ,d:e:n'ies
free- wil'l,
. or · wh.eth ·er a sy-s ·tem
fals ·ely exalts
H, ' as -in the old notion 'o;f fhe devine
right
of kings,
• does not : nia~ter •... What~ver
sy~tem
, :-aims t ~> be ·t t er . the . condition , of .l?
.ome
at the . exp.ense , of ot~er .s will . inevi., .
. ·tabl :y; -fai.l, .
~-··· The · s·ages ·saf tbere · is · free will,
_but di in·y· ·i"ts ··:pe -rson 'al ori ·gin. J , PeT' son a! it j ; ii re,lly
~d~termin~d ,-by
·s ·ome\;hing · higher
than the , -various
stimuli
originatirig
in envir~nm~nt .
We--per~ .o -ns · are t(>ols, . _in,v _ent(! ·d b y
the · Li-f e-power , fa-r _a .spec .if.ic:; pu~pose, ,:,. We . ax:e ·ins .trum .ent _s., Ae.sign~d
, ...
·.. :

-8-
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to complete the Great Work. The Inventor,
the Designer,
is the Lifea• -~ell .as
power,
It ~s within~~,
ou,tside the limit~ of ~ur pe.rso~aliWe ar~ one wit'h it.
, It .is
t ies.
th~ reality
we desii~~t~
~Y; ~~e . ~~~
noun · ''l•''
The laws . of n.ature &re
_not . imposed on us . by .some . exter!\_al,
.aiien
power.
They . are expr _ession _s
·0£ our .. o.wn true .natu
.re.. . · Ma~.'s. en-.
.
vironrnent
is a mirror . to $ho~ him
what h~· is." .
' '
..
.

.

.

;

Thus man's feeling
of an interior
power · he calls
•' wil 1 ' ·' · is ·a :t -r·ue
feeling.
Re is right
when he l-0.cates
this . power at· the ··center
of
his being.
·He is wrong when he be1 ieves that it originates
at this
-interior
center.
It simply :becomes
manifest
there,
in relatio~
to man's
personal
consciousness,
or sense of
identity.
·
· The ' error is that of in'istaking
a
·stream
for a spring.
'It is . li 'ke
i~pposlrig
the li~ht
from ~n eleitric
bulb~~
be a ·~~.e~ of th~ b~lb " itsel £',·,;instead Of the po'we'i o't · a'. current of electricity~
mad:e rna'riifest
as -light
by the instrumentality
. of
the filament
in the bulh.
· ·- Argu _ment _ ar;out -free ·will
never
really
accomplishes
a~jthirig;
s~ ~e
' limit
' :ourselve
·s he .re to sim't>fe
statement
'df th 'e o·c'cult
po _si~i ·on.
w,~t is ~ore impdrt~nt
ii thi ·wiy we

-9-
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use

out' ; knowledge

·o.f , ith .is :· doctrine.

We> can!)o~ hel .p, feel.ing
that . we
have ?free \~tll::.: .~v.en ,..;h.en we - emb.race
- ~ :~h{)~so~~i
~hi£~ i~tally
_denies
it. · . We h~ve always to act •. ' as -if .'•
;.we. 'had i ~· ·c_ W:h~n w~. act . as , if v.,e,m:ay
<!,o 'as : '~ .e : p_lease _, if we .:can ; • ' .get
·. a-v/a_y• ,· w,ith . it, .we a.re -in . :cl-elus _ion.
When ·, .
t~e contrar :r. we_ a~.t a$ . if
. we kne "w. ourseJ ves to be ..persona-1 . 'in~ ~t r_
ume~
ts ·, ~~i,: . ~ ~e d i.s, cr.ibu tJ..on : o{ ' a
powel_' which i~ . ~uper .ior - t9 ,every , o,ne
~1 ih~- co~dition~
~on~~ituting
our
environment,
we soon discover
that
:-everything ,
~u:t'just ~s , j. ( our
. assumption . wer~ coriec~ .. Mo~~pviq: •
. tilis · ki "nd " of' p'r "act 'ice ' le ·a.ds " to . ,_a
:.k ~lid · of' _per~e~t 1o'n" whic 'h ·~-~J;s_·a:t
rest · all '·our do'ubts '. tis to " the rea.li. ty 'of wifl~ ' Ndt bni~ thi~, ~b~t , i t
· al•o · ~risw~~s ·~11 ' iL~~~ - p~i~li~ g
' qUesti6ns ·~on~e~ni~g r i pirs~~a1 : r~sty,-'' ·among ·which ar .e :man·y
ponsibili
having
their
origin
in ih~t ·m~st
subtle .: f.o.:rm of ·egotis-m ·wh·i c'h hides
de;e:p-.roo :t.ed ,s,el f;ishneifs
behin 'd . a
:m~sk , ~f altru~s~ic
contirn
f~r ·t h ~
.welfitr .e · of · others.
: ·
(:_ 'Act a·s ff your ·wil'l , wer~ pi:nn
} p.o:-)

•n

~-_
urn~
·~

r,::::r·~:;/:

·:;;·\~::t

0

t i itu :af1;;:er:

scription·~i~~~
~y ~ll . w1~~ me~.
Deny .~the 1,i t tl-e ; '' setf, '::' ··,arid ~'u r'. to the gr~a ·t:.
render unconditionally
er -SELF. Let -:go ' the ·.,h;andful · of ·ri ,~~
.. "

' •••

~

•J

wh'ich tr~ps · the monkey~m1nd~ a~d
enter into the ' :freedom of your 'tr'ue
~i:.·man "i _nheri talice.

Wb~n.ypu d~ t~i,~ yo~ g{v~ ~R no~
thing.
You sin;ip~y;quit .b~lieving
in .
the pur~hasing
pow~r ~ta
c~~nt~r;
feit.
You do more.
As soon as you
are free from delusion,
the real
truth begins to be self-evident.
A
truth which banishes
fear.
A truth
which gets rid of the harsh severity
of materialistic
determinism.
A
truth
which comes into
your mind
lik~ something
long forgotten,
but
suddenly
remembered,
as when the
face of an old friend
stands
out
from a crowd.
And so we say:
''I recognize
tbe manifestation
of
the undeviating
Justice
in all the
circumstances
of my life.''
The Divine Justice
is the essence
of free-will.
It is at work in our
lives
when it ·terrifies
us in the
guise of the innumerable
hazards of
an unfriendly
environment.
It is
establishing
perfect
poise and balance even when it brings
loss and
suffering,
even when it wears the
stern mask of an alien Law, taking
no account of the lives of men. It
is the dominant power in every moment of our lives,
and th~y who
really understand ,it are the Greater
Adepts who wielclttie
mighty power of
the Pentagram.
-11-

. In 'this lesson ·, we· have ··given ' yoti
two k~ys t~ the ~ea~int ~f ~hat mjs~
terious
symbol.
In the ·nex ·t lesson
you will find a further
explanation
of its meaning, and · of the practical
use of ·the Pentagram
i .n magic-.
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THETREEOF LIFE
l[ESSONTWENTY
THEROOTOF POWER(3)
TiiE FIGURE below shows a Pentagram
enclosed
in a pentagon.
Inside the
points of the pentagram are the Engli sh equivalents
for the Hebrew letters employed in the Rosicrucian
and
Qabalistic
spelling
of the name
Yehoshuah, n1~n', which is fo r med by
inserting
the ''Holy Letter,'
' Shin
(~), between the first
two and the
last two letters
of

n,n\.

Outsi4e the _pentagon a re the symbols ol th~ Quintessence
and the
four elements,
as they are assigned
by otcult
tradition
to the points of
the Pentagram.

'

fv;V
rt,

I

I
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REALITY, designated
by the Tetragrammaton, or illil\.
Consider
this
' l 1 ~ and , ::,\ i1, being
care f u 11 y •
nume ri ca IJ y iden ti ca 1, are uncle rstood by Qabalists
to be two aspects
o f th e s ame th in g.
Th at th in g i s
the relatively
localized
s~lfof the ONE REALITYas
expression
Malkuth, the Kingdom, as the cosmic
order
in which every human being
lives,
and by which the activities
of every human being are circumscribed and conditioned.

To the eyes of the materialist,
this order is a world composed of
physical
''matter.''
To the eyes of
the enlightened,
this order is the
dwelling-place,
apd also the living
presence,
of the ONEIDENTITY
designated
by the Divine
Name, illii'.,
Jehovah.
All human activities
are part of,
and are · inseparable
from the perfectly
co-irdinated
operations
of
the Life-power.
These are represented on the Tree of Life by Malkuth.
Nothing
done by any human
being
is separable
from the sumtotal
of the Life-power's
selfexpressions.
This is just as true
of the destructive
acts of ignorant
persons--the
acts we call ''evil''-as it is of the constructive
works
of the wise.
By the measures given in our fig-4-
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TifE FIGURE below shows a Pentagram
enclosed
in a pentagon.
Inside the
points of the pentagram are the English equivalents
for the Hebrew letters employed in the Rosicrucian
and
Qabalistic
spelling
of the name
Yehoshuah , 01~~', which is fo r med by
inserting
the ''Holy
Letter,''
Shin
(0), between the first
two and the
last two letters
of ~l~\.
Outsi4e
the _pentagon
ar e the sym..
bols
ot th~ Quintessence
and the
four elements,
as they are assigned
to the points of
by o~cult tradition
the Pentagram.
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On_ the upper horizontal
line of
8; S
the Pentagram
are the figures
and 8. These are the digits
corresponding
most nearly
to the actual
subdivision
of the line into extreme
and mean proportion.
Th at is to say, S (the length · of .
the _ short segment) is approximately
the long segment)
to s· (the · 1ength
as j i; t~ (3 _(the lentth
of the sum
of these two segments)~
·Again; 8 is
to 13 approximately
as is 13 to 21
(the
length
of the whole lin~).
Not~ that these
numerical
propor- ·
tions are only approximat-e • . _The ·actual geometrical
divisions
of the .
line,
however, are in exact extreme
and mean proportion.
Numbers cannot
express
the exact proportion,
but
geometry _does provide
us with ~he
per feet_ Golden Section.
Thus, to
draw a Pentagram
is to establish
a
perfect
example of this proportion,
The numbers we have empJoyed are,
nevertheless,
valuable
Qabalistic
~lues to the occult
meaning of the
Pentagram.
By using them, we first
of all
define
the length
of the
lines
of the enclosi~g
,pentagon
as
being
13 un1ts.
The perimeter
of
. will be
this
pentagon, · therefore,
the sum of its lines,
or ·6s units.
65 is the number of the Divine
''Lord~''
This
Name 'l1~, Adonai,
is the name used by pious Jews as a

of
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for the Tetragrammaton,
substitute
whenever
they come upon the
latter
in reading the Scriptures.
65 is also the number of the noun
·'J'i1, Haikal, meaning ''temple,''
or
::,il,
"palace,"
and of the verb,
haws,
''hush,
keep silence.''
In
Habbakuk 2:20, we read,
''The Lord
(illn') is in his holy temple <'J'n),
let all the earth (l1R) keep silence
before him.''

illil',

'l1~, Adonai, is the special
Divine Name for Malkuth,
the t~nth
Sephirah,
and to this Sephirah Qabalists
attribute
the element of earth
(l1~). Again, the 'J'il, Haikal, or
temple,
is for human personality,
the physical
body, and that body is
formed from the earth,
or physical
manifestation
of the Life-power's
spiritual
energy, taking form as the
''matter''
constituting
man's body
in his physical
environment.
When a Pentagram is traced in the
air with the point
of a sword, or
other magical implement, the encloshut not acing pentagon is defined,
tually
described.
For this reason,
by ~otted
lines,
in
it is indicated
·
the figure on page 1.
The occult meaning ls that all activities
of man (the Pentagram)
are
carried
on within the being of 'J1R,
Adona i, the ''Lord.''
This ''Lord''
is the palace,
or temple, of the ONE
-3-
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REALITY,designated
by the TetraConsider
this
grammaton, or ~l~'.
c are f u 11 y •
' .31~ and '7:,' ii, be in g
numericalJy
identical,
are understood by Qabalists
to be two aspects
That th in g i s
o f th e s ame th in g.
s~lfthe relatively
localized
of the ONE REALITYas
expression
Malkuth, the Kingdom, as the cosmic
order
in which every human being
lives,
and by which the activities
of every human being are circumscribed and conditioned.
To the eyes of the materialist,
this order is a world composed of
''matter.''
To the eyes of
physical
the enlightened,
this order is the
apd also the living
dwelling-place,
presence,
of the ONE IDENTITY designated
by the Divine
Name, ~l~',
Jehovah.
All human activities
are part of,
and are · inseparable
from the perfectly
co-irdinated
operations
of
the Life-power.
These are represented on the Tree of Life by Malkuth.
Nothing
done by any human
being
is separable
from the sumtotal
of the Life-power's
selfexpressions.
This is just as true
of the destructive
acts of ignorant
persons--the
acts we call'
'evil''-as it is of the constructive
works
of the wise.
By the measures given in our fig•
-4-
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ure, every line of the Penta .gram is
21 units long.
The number 21 is the
value of the Divin ·e Name ii'ilN, EheDivine
yeh • . This is the special
Name attributed
to Kether.
It is
''I AM,'' in Engthe word rendered
lish translations
of Exodus 3:14.
21 is the _value of another Di vine
This Name, with
Name, li1', Yeho.
five permutations
of its thre~ letters,
appears in The Book of Formation,
in connection
with the establishment
of the six directions
constituting
the Cube of Space.
Its first
two letters,
I and H,
form .the special
name for Chokmah,
i1', Yah.
Its _last letter,
l, is
understood
by Qabalists
as being a
Thus
symbol for th~ sixth Sephirah,
li1' combines Qabalistic
designations
for Chokmah, the Father,
and Ti)hathe Son, as does the noun l)N,
reth,
e hben,
in which the first
two letand the
ters spell .J::t, Ab, Father,
l), Ben, Son.
The
last
two spell
point
here
is that
the establishment
of creation,
symbolized
hy
the formation
of the six directions
of space by permutations
of the letYeho,
intimates
also
ters
of li1\
that
this work of creation
is the
joint
activity
of the two aspects of
Being represented
on .the Tree by
Chokmah, the Father,
and Tiphareth,
the Son,
Compare, in this connec-
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tion, the doctrine
of the Gospel according to St. Joh~--a doctrine
hor- ·
rowed from Philo Judaeu1, . who wa~
by Qabalistic
strb~gly
inf~uenced
tr~diiions,
as may be seen by ariyon~
who reads his w.orks,
· ·
·
Thus, when a Pentagram
is traced
magic,
ea~h of its
in c~r~monial
five lines st .~nds for i11 i1~, Eheyeh; ·
or for , lii', _Yeho. The mean:i_ng is
plain.
The works o·f man (the Pentaand
gr~m) ar~ not ~nlf ci~cums~rib~d
con :ditioli~d
by th~ being of 'l1~~
the Lord, · but · the ·y are also special
of the spiritual
powmanifestations
from Yekhidah in Kether proceeding
er, a-rid -likewise
exp -ressions
of the ·
joint
activity
of the Lifi-f~rce
in
Chokmah and the · creative
imagination
which
is the , basic
act i ¥it y of
Tiphareth.
·It seeis
t~ us that we engage in
actions of our own, ·perf~rmed by our
Yet not one of our
owti- powers.
thbughts;
~ords;
~r deeds cab exist
~f the c~sapart from t6e hper•tion
· Ch'aiah in 'Chokmah, ·
mic Life-force,
nor apart from tpe image-inaking .power of the ONEj !EGO seated , ip Tiphareth.
. '
.
.
Again, the number · 2~ is t~e sum of
the numbers from Oto 6 inclusive,
or the theosophical
extension
of 6 • .
Then, since 6 is th~ numb.er of Tiph- .
a reth, we may interpret
each )in~ of
-6-
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the Pentagram
as signifying
the ex tension,
or fuU expre. .zsion,
of the
power of the Central
EGO. The practical
meaning
is not essentially
different
from the conclusion
w~
9rew from pur consideration
of each
Pentagram
line as being a represen of . ~'nM or of 1~\~ But our
tative
emphasis _here is on the sixth Sephir::ah, which is .. the one which,
in
Qabali.s ti 9. ps ye ho.logy, ' has speci a 1
rel a ti .on ·to. ,the -ment:d
.activity
which i, ex~re~sed
in the formation
of imaspry.
.
. .
..
·· : Thus we find that
there
are tPb - ·
o·ther word_s in Hebrew which corres .- .: .·.
pond to 21. . One is l\Jil,
haw,geeg,
meditation
(Psalm 5:1).
The ~ther
is
.khesev,
vision,
for~,
ap- '
pearance.
These two words e~tend
the m~!!ning o.~ _.the Logo~ do~·.trin _e,
that the ,.process
by- the .ii· -indication
i-s. exactly . whc1t is -meail.t by a statement in 'flie ,_Boak of ·Tokens:
''I
utter
myself
by seeing.'~
The environment
of man - (as iven
physical
sci~n :c_e ; d:emorfstrates)
is
"f f 6m· th~ f 'subs~ance''
constituted
of light
v:ibraf ·~c:,n·;··,.£-r.om-the . correlated
activiti~s
of ihe elett~omagnetic
energy radiated
from : suni
through
their
respective
world- :systerns. ·· This same radiati -on is · wha.t
~ake~ vision
possible,
~nd this
is
as true
of mental
as of physical
sight.

,on,
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Yet we must remember, also,
that
is a mental universe.
It is
the expression
of the creative,
formative
Thought
of the Universal
Mind, of the limitless
mentat light
which is concentrated
in Kether.
Hence there is a sense in which it ·
i- correct
to say that all activities iri the cosmic order are a~pects .
(J\Jn)
of the musing or meditation
oJ the cosmic SELF, Yekhigah.
Con- .
sequently,
: in using the Pe{ltagram
an instructed
Qar al:ist
ceremonially~
will,
by the gestures
involved
in
his subtracing
it, b~ impressing
conscious mentality
with most potent
suggestions.
He will be aiierting,
in ages~
ture, the _proportionate
relationship
between God and man, and man ·and
nature,
which was explained
in Lesson 19. He will be reminding
himself that all his personal
activities are paxt of the Divine Order •.
He will be affi~ming
that whatever
he .thinks,
or says, or does, he -is
participating
in the joint
activi~y
of the universal
Life-force
and the
image-making
power of the CEtnt-ral
Ego. Finally,
his use of the Pentagram will deepen his realization
that all things,
all conditions,
all
activities,
are essentially
mental
things~
mental conditions,
mental
act i:vi ties.
OUT~
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In this lesson
we make no reference to the jetails
of the employment of the Pentagram
in ceremonial
magic.
These details
are reserved
for instructions
given to Companion
Builders
and Working Builders.
Here
however,
it may be well to say that
no printed
instructions
for the
ceremonial
use of the Pentagram
are
correct.
Neither
are they safe to
use.
For not only are they incorrect
1n
one very important
detail,
but it is
use
also a fact that the ceremonial
of the Pentagram
by a person who is
not linked by actual
initiation
and
obligation
with a genuine
mysteryschool,
exposes
the operator
to
risks
which are not the less
real
because they have no immediate senseThis is a word to
the
ory effect.
wise.
To the unwise it may seem to
be fantastic;
but it is precisely
because
we have no means of knowing
that these pages will not fall into
the hands of the unwise that we refrain from giving dire~tions
for the
ceremonial
use of the Pentagram.
One exception
to the foregoing
warning may be worth m~ntioning.
In
Dion Fortune's
book, Psychic
SelfDefence,
she says: .
''In
dealin g with ele~entals
or
non=human entities,
the Pentagram,
or Pentalpha,
is the best weapon.

-9-
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This is a five-pointed
. star drawn in
a particular
way.
Pointing
the
first
and second
fingers
of the
right
hand, and folding
the others
into
the palm and touching
their
tips_with
the thumb, proceed to draw
the Pentagram
in the air,
keeping
the elbow stiff
and swinging the arm
at full
length.
Start
with the
right
arm across
the body, the hand
arout the level of the left hip, the
extended
fingers
pointing
downwards
and outwards.
Swing it upwards,
as
if drawing
a straight
line
in the
air until
the fingers
point straight
upwards
ar :ove the head at arm's
length.
Now sweep it down again,
keeping
the elbow stiff,
until
the
hand occupies
the corresponding
position on the right side to that from
which it started
on the left.
You
have now drawn a gigantic
ff upside
down.
Next swing the hand across
incline,
until
the body, on a rising
it is stretched
on a level with the
left shoulder,
pointing
to the left.
Bring it across the body horizontally until
it is in the same position
to the right,
fingers
pointing
away
from the body.
Now swing it downwards across
the body till
the hand
has come back to the point
by the
left hip whence it started.
This is
an exceptionally
potent
sign.
The
value of the Five-pointed
Star,
the
symbol of Humanity,
is widely known

-10-
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among occultists,
but its potency
depends upon the manner in which it
is drawn.
The method I have given
is the ~orrect
one for banishingL''
--Psychic Self-Defence,
p. 189.
This banishing
Pentagram
is of
great efficacy
in warding off psychic attacks.
Nor is its value limited to dealing
with elementals
or
non-humap entities.
Precisely
because a Pentagram
so traced
in the
air does symbolically
affirm
what
has been stated
in this
lesson,
it
serves
also as protection
against
psychic attacks
from human beings. ·
They who make such attacks
are deluded by belief
in personal
freewill.
So are all black magicians.
Thus black
magic is,
in the long
run, destructive
to all who engage
in it.
Neither
can it harm any person who has purged
himself
of the
delusion
of separateness.
On the other
hand, no person who
is truly
wise will deny that there
is such a thing as black magic.
To
pooh-pooh it is no protection.
Indeed, they who scoff are peculiarly
attisusceptible,
inasmuch as their
tude is itself
a betrayal
of ignorance.
He who makes the mistake
of
••evils''
and bedenying relative
lieves
himself
t~ be sufficiently
protected
by some sweeping affirma"'All is
tion
to the effect
that
-11-
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Good, ' ' is l i ab 1 e to experience
a
sad awakening.
We have, all of us, to deal with
relative
evil in ourselves,
in others,
and in society.
These evils
are actual,
and must be recognized
as such,
before
we can begin
to
transmute
them into forms of relative ''good.''
Among them are the
various
kinds of malicious
magic,
ranging all the way from the suggestions
in a patent-medicine
advertisement,
or the coercions
of highpressure
selling
and subversive
propaganda,
to subtler
mususes of psychic forces.
Yet none of these things can harm
one who understands
them.
There are
various
•ethods
of psychic
selfdefence.
The very best are those
which are founded on true conceptions of man's place i~ the cosmic
order.
Among them, the Pentagram is
one of the most potent,
and some of
the reasons
there fore are in this
lesson.
The essence
of them all,
and basic reason for the efficacy
of
the Pentagram,
is the idea that human volition,
though it is an expression
of a · perfectly
free willpower, is not something which originate~ in human personality.
Because
the Pentagram is a symbol.ic expression of the relation
6f God to man,
and of man to nature,
because it is

-12-
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a potent
affirmation
of the truth
that whatever is done by man is actually
a final
link in a series
of
activities
begun by God, t.his is a
very powerful magical symbol.
What it represents
is a summary of
the meaning of_ the fifth
Sep hi rah,
to which the Pentagram
is linked
through
the number 5.
It leads,
furthermore,
to the conclusions
which are represented
on the Tree of
Life by the paths ' of Lam~d arid M~m,
proceeding downward from Geburah.
The path of Lamed is that whi~h
links
the fifth
Sephirah
to the
Tiphareth.
It is, among the
sixth,
Thirty-two
Paths of Wisdom, the path
of the Faithful
Intelligence.
By
its
association
with Lamed, this
path is also connected with the zodiacal sign Libra and with the function of Work, or Action. ·
In the lessons on Tarot Fundamentals and Tarot Interpretation
we have
given much of the occult
teaching
relating
to this . pat._h, in our explaAeview
nations
of Key 11, Justice.
o f th i s mater i a 1 i s s u g g e sl ced at
this point in your studies.
Th-e main idea we wish to stress
here is that genuine
faith
always
expresses
itself
in works.
Th,is
operative
faith is what carries
the
cur~ent of will-power
from its seat
There
in Geburah down to Tiphareth.
-13-
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it finds its primary
expression
in
creative
imagination,
in the perception of intended
changes
as being
present
realities
on the mental
plane.
Furthermore,
these transformations
are perceived
as adjustments,
as forms of action
which
shall
serve
the ends of justice.
They are understood,
moreover, to be
operations
which, though their
forms
of expression
are seen self-consciously
as present
mental
realities,
are carried
on at subconscious
levels,
in-so-far
as these
mental
realities
are precipitated
from the
mental plane,
down through the ast.ral, into physical
form.
The other path, that of the letter
Mem, is that of the Stable
Intelligence, symbolized
in Tarot by Key 12,
the Hanged Man- Review of earlier
instruction
based on this Key will
be profitable
also.
In conjunction
with the instruction
given in these
three lessons
on the fifth Sephirah,
one outstanding
meaning of Key 12
will be obvious.
The Hanged Man,
with his white hair,
and the golden
aureole
surrounding
his head, does
represent
human personality,
but
symbolizes
also the truth that every
human being is but the reflection
of
the ONE BEING, Who is both the eternal Youth pictured
in Key 0, and the
Ancient of Days symbolized by the
Emperor and the Hermit.
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Personality
is completely
dependent on the cosmic order, . pictured
in
Yet that orKey 12 as the gallows.
der is also the joyous dance of life
symbolized
by Key 21. With refer,
ence to any particular
personality,
that order seem~ to be pre-existent
to the person.
Yet there is a sense
in which the true selfhood
of that
ever the world
person was, before
came into actual
physical
being.
any personality,
.is
For per ..sonality,
in relative
time
but the app~arance,
ONE,
and space,
of . the formless
''which
was before
all beginnings,
which is throughout
all activities,
which w:ill
be, when all activ _ity ·
subsides into the still
calm of Pure
Being.'.'
Of ihis we shall
speak again, when
of
we have comft to our explanations
the eight 'h Point,
which is the lower
t~rminus of the path of Mem and th~
Hanged Man.
GEMATRIAOF nIE FIFTH SEPHIRAH
ii11:l.l, Geburah,
Strength,
is the
Among the corre•pondnumber 216.
ences are:
il \ i'PN,a q q a q i a, a ca ci a • Th i s i s
found in Rabbinical
Hebrew only.
It
ties up with the Masonic symbolism
of the acacia.
i1'1~, arieh,
lion.
Name. of the
sign Leo, attributed
to the letter

-15-
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Teth and to the eighth
Tarot Key.
Thus the red li~n in Key 8 is indicated by this Gematria as a symbol
for Geburah, Strength,
the title
of
Key 8.
~t''~C kJJ, babq, mitzya'ah,
(Aramaic), the Middle Gate.
Compare with
the symbolism of the number 5, representing
mediation.
1'J1, debir, oracle, shine, adytum.
Jiln, Horeb (Exodus 33:6), another
name for Sinae,
the mountain where
the Law was given to Moses.
i1k1 \ 1 y i rah,
fear , rev e_r enc e.
Closely
akin in meaning to Pachad,
another name for the fifth Sephirah.
iPtn, reahyah,
sight
( a tt ribu ted
to Key 4, and to the path of the
letter
Heh).
Because the letter
Heh
is also the nQmber 5, it is some~
time§ used by Qabalists
as a symbol
for Geburah, just as Vav, the sixth
letter,
is a symbol for Tiphareth.
Note also that the path of Heh, being related
to the sign Aries,
represents
the influence
of Mars, of
which Geburah is the Sphere.
fJli, rogez, commotion, restlessf.lli
ness, disquiet,
anger, rage.
js attributed
to the twenty-fifth
Path of Wisdom, and to Key 14 of
Tarot.
This is the path of Temptation or Trial,
and it is because the
-16
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tests
of our faith
and devotion,
by ourselves
and
. when misunderstood
others,
appear to be manifestations
·
of tb~ Divine Wrath, that there i~
this Q~bali~tit
conn~~t1on with the
t~enty- fifth
path.
· In reality,
the
''wrath''
{s f6r our g~od, f~r our
growth
and develo~~ent.
· ~h~s
those who understand
it see in the
qwrat .h' • of God the expression
of
His Perfect
Law.
The Latin Geauittia of 216 is also
of no little
importance.
It includes:
_ Auxiliante
Deo et Natura,
aiding
Sy-boli
of
God and Nature (Secret
the RosicrucitJ.ns,
page 5)~ . This :ex-'
actly expr~s ·ses the. conscioullness · of
the Rosi~ _ucian Grade of Greater
Adept.
A Great Adept,_ as self-cons·cious
age-nt of the Perfect
.Law,
uses will-power
to further .the ptir~
poses of . the Di~ine,
and ~to , bring
Nature to perfection.
Fae ie ·ns · pacem et . creans malum_, . ,''I
make peace and I create evil ' (lssaiah
45: 7, Vulgate). , What the -unenlight;.
ened call ''good''
and ''evil'',
ass~ribing
them to opposing powers engaged in perpetual .warfare,
the wise
perceive
as haTing : their ~rigin
in
the ONE LIFE.
Lapis Philosophorum, Philosophers~
Stone~ the ''Stone
of the Wise'' is

-17-
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u~alterabi~
consciius·
the stable~
ness of a Greate~ Ad~~t~ · who knows
himself to be 1.n. .p~r:fe .ct' union ~ith
the . Father (Cfiokm~hJ~
riui -6£ thii
'
.
consciousness
come ·s the '' Gteater
Adept's _pow~r . to ~a~~ ~~tur~ obedient to his wi.ll.
Mercurius
de Mercurioj
Mercury
Sy~bols,
page
from Mercury (Secret
48).
Thi• is one ~of . many names for
and has the
the Lap is Phi losophorum,
same meaning.
1t'B, Pachad, Fear, is, as we have
expl a i n e d, the name f -0r the fifth
Sephirah
that represents
the emotional
approach of ignorance
to the
rigid ~~v-er :i ties of nat.ural law and
forces.
Its Gematria
innatural
cludes:
lJ, botz,
whitish
c;lay, mire.
This refers . to the ignorant
as persons immersed in the illusions
of
physical existence.
,,on, chesed~ka • .th-_y lQ.vin _gl.<ind-.
neis.
An expressio~ Jrqm Psalm 138:
between
2.
It shows the ditference
a wise man's reaction
to the power
~nd that of
of the fifth
Sephirah
the ignorant.
What the ignorant
,
fear,
the wise interpret
co~rectly
as lovingkindness,
Note that th~
latter
is Chesed, the fourth Sephirah, which is the irnm~diate predeces~
sor on the Tree, of the fifthi ·
N. B. A clue to the deeper meaning
-18-
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~

f the name

,ra 'i

the pl urai form,
•'loins'•
or · ''thighs''
in the English Bible.
this
is a euihernism
foi wh~t the
Latin ve~siori ~lainly c~lls t~sticul_i.
This links with ' the in·e:aning of
Ge~urah as the Sphere · of Mars, for .Gebu~~h is held to be the seat of
viiile
strength,
and Mars rules .the
rep~oductiv~ · functirin~
iov~rrted by
·
·
Scorpio.
0

S

0'1rB, which is translated

. · l'1, . Deen;· Justice;
is · the highest .
t he fi f th Sep hi r ah • I ts

n ~ me .for

. 64, ·.i~ - note~ort.h..y . ·al,so be.it -1~ tlie ~qu~re of 8~ the
spe~iai number . of the .Sep hi rah Ho°d,.
and the number, also, of the letter
Cheth~ which is . the ~harinel tar~ying
the influence
from Binah down ta
Geburah.
The .Gema~ria of 64 . include&:
i1Hi- ~1N, .Adam-Eve, a Qabalistic
'
verbal symbol for all humanity.
i1Ml~, an·akhah, a sigh; a groan; a
d e e·p b re at h i n g. : On th 'e s u r face , ·
ieac- :
this refers
to the emotio~al
tions of p~rson~ wbe; do not understand the Oi _v.i .ne _. Jus _tice, . or _who
it at work in the _
fail to ~erceive
world • . There . is, however., . a, deeper
meaning, co~necting the ideas -of the
e~ercise
of . vo}i~ion
and of deep
brea~hing,
which 1s p,rt
qf the
pract;ical
technique of ev.ery G;reater .
Adept.
~alue,

c au~e
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lJ~i11, __ve-ha-ehben,
'' and this
stone''
(Genesis
20:22).
Refers
to
the Stone of Bethel,
which tradition
identifies
with the ''crowning
stone"
now in Westminster
Abbey.
The letters of lJ~i11 may be set in the following order; lJ N1il, and read Hu Ben
to indicate
that Hu (Kether)
and Ben
(Tiphareth)
are united in the mysterious lJ~, Ehben,
the Stone.
This
"Stone''
_is, of course,
the same as
the Lapis Philosophorum,
or Mercurius
we h~ve considered
in
de Mercurio,
our review of the Gematria related
to
the word i111JJ, Geburah.
l) ~li1,
moreover, may be read:
'' He ( is) the
Son.''
In Latin Gematria,
64 is the number
of:
dictum,
a saying;
a prediction,
a
prophecy;
an ord~r,
a command. The
Perfect
Law is at once a prophecy and
a command.
domus, ab~de, dwelling,
home, house.
The Divine Justice
is our true abiding-place.
sal aqua, salt water (Secret
Symbols, page 30).
The symbol associated with these words in the text cited
leaves
little
room for doubt as to
what sal aqua really
is.
Sal aqua
is called
also Matrix Corpus. matrix
of the body.
The correspondence
is
to Geburah as the Sphere of Mars.
salus,
health,
well-being,
pros-
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perity,

deliverance,

preservation.

solve,
dissolve.
The first
of two
alchemical
admonitions.
The other is
coagula,
coagulate.
Dissolution
comes
first.
sperma, seed.
The whole alchemical
work has to do with the ''seed
of
metals.''
Within
the body of man,
the
''metals''
are the interior
stars,
or chakras.
The power which
works through
them is the ••seed,''
Human beings,
also,
are sometimes
called
''metals''
by the alchemusts.
Finally,
on the same page of The
Secret
Symbols
where we find
sal
aqua,
we read
"Semen
Spiriti
Sancti, '' and, in the Latin of the Rosicrucians,
semen and sperma are interchangeable
terms.
vir~o,
a virgin,
Name of the ~odiacal sign symbolized
in Tarot by Key
9,
We have given several
clues
to
this
in our text~ on Tarot.
Others
will be found in Principles
and Practice of the Great Work.
Meditation
on these correspondences
will be of great assistance.
Following the example
of those
who have
gone this way before
us, we refrain
from extended
commentary.
The doors
to the secret
meaning will open to
all who knock in the right
spirit
of
perseverance
and patience.
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSONTWENTY
-ONE
THEDWELLER
IN TIIEHEART
AS THE fourth
Sephirah
reflects
the second ; (Chokmah),
~nd '.:as the
fifth
reflects -the thir4 (Binah), so
is the sixth Sephir~h t~e reflection
'On the Tree
of the first
(Ket her).
of Life the sixth Sephirah
is the
apex of a down-pointing
triangle,
whose basal angles
are Chesed and
Geb'urah, and this triangle
reflects
of tlie Superna :l Triad,
the triangle
havint
Kether
it its
ap~x~ and
Ch~~mah and Binah foi its basal
angles.
Furthermo~e I Tiph!lreth
is ~.t the
equilateral
apex of a down~pointin~
triangle, , .of which ~me o.f the : sides ,
i~ ~he path of the letter
Daleth~ .
the , side . at the ri :ght .the path- of .
the letter
Heh, and the side a~ -~he
left . . the path. ~f the . letter
Z~i~. .· ·
-Hencei as may be . seen from . an i~~ speciion .~f the diagram bel~w, the sixth Sephir~h is, as it were, a resevoir into wh_ich flow, by the channels of -various ,letters,
the infl~e~
ences of the five _Sephiroth
afove it .
on the Tree.
- 1- .
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From this sixth point descend the
the Holy Influpaths . commu~icating
below
e~~e tot~~
{our Sephiroth
~s you have
Tiphareth,
and th~se,
are
learned from The Master Pattern,
the paths and Sephiroth
finding expression
in human pers-0nality.
The
sixth Sephirah is exactly midway be~
tween the first
and the tenth Sephi~
roth. · Thus ' it is . the middle point
Qn the Central
.Pillar,
known to
Qabalists
as the Pillar
of 'Mildness.
Thus the name · .for Tiphareth,
amond
the Thirty-two
Paths of Wisdom, is
so~etimes
gi~en as ''The
Intelligence ~f S~p~rated
Influence,~'
or
''Intelligence
6f ' Parted or Allotted
Outflow,''
and sometimes as ''lritelInfluence,~'
ligence
of Medi~~int
All three
names for this path a~e
derived from the central
position
of
Tiphareth,
and from the fact that it
-2-
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collects
at one point the descending
Fo-ers
from arove,
and from that
same point
distributes
those powers
through
the channels
which are belo ,w.. ,This you can see clearly
by
looking
at a· diagram
of the Tree of

Life,.

_;

For 1 convenience
i~ ' the presenta·
tio n of ·the subject-matter
of this ·
course ·; . we · are , taking · the S~phir9th
in serial · order,
from 1 to 10.
Yet
inspec~ion
of the "diagram
of the
Tree ., or of the figure
on the preceding
page,
will
show ~ou that
there must be a · sense in which Ti~h~ret~
becomes active
before
Chesed
and Geburah,
and even before
th~
link
betwe _en Chokmah and Binah is
esc ablished.
- For after
the path · of Aleph(A)
has ~arried
th~ power ~f Ket her to
Chokmah, :and the path
of Beth (B)
has carried
the ~ower of Kether
to
Binah,
th ~ sam~ power ~f K~th~r is
cl},rried
through .. the path of Gimel
(GJ . down to Tip hare th, . be fore the
descend _ing influence
are ·
cur~ents
established
in ,the paths
of Daletfr, · ·
Heh, . Ya.v, : Zain,
CJleth, Yod and ·Lamed.
The sum o·f the : numbers of · the ' Three
Supernals
. O(etber°, Chokm~h and -Binah)
is 6. - ~o ~lso
is the sum of the
valv~s
of. t .he Jette
.rs - Aleph,
Beth
and G{m~l.
And again,
6 is the conwe
sequence
of 1 ~ 2 x 3, whether

0£
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take these
numbers to be those of
Kether.
Chokmah and -·Binah, or wheth..:
er we take them as the ~valuet
· of
Aleph. Beth- and -Gimel ·. '
T&u~ the ' ~~th : ~f '~i~~l d~s~e~~~L :
not to the ; _ioiitth 'Sephi'rah,
as (Hle.·.
might ··natur a Hy ·ex'p·e·c:t\ ' bu\~ to . ~h~ .
And, though
the Hexad - ~i ·
sixth.
Sephiroth
known ~s Mi~ropr6~o~~J,
the Lesser Countenance ',· inclndes
the .
six Sephiroth · ·from = 4 to 9 intlusive~ "'this
6 , is t .h~ dominant ' c-enter
Hexad,
and ·becom~s
activ~
b~fo~~
either
Chesed or Geburah are · enerirtflu~n~e~
gi~ed by -the descending
from ·above.
·:
.

of

Aga'i~~ before Chokmah c·omm:unicates
its . i.nfluence
to . Chesed through
the
path of Vav, ft sends d"own· its ,POWe
.r .'
to Tiphareth
through the p~th of heh~
In like
manner,
the in :fluence
from
Binah- is · communicated · to Tiphar ;eth .
by :the path of Zain befor~ · Bin~h - •
sen~s
down her power t~ · Ge6utab
through the path of Che th~
·
· ··
Futt ·hermore, · Chesed pours it,s in ·flu~nce
into Tiph~ .reth through .the
p a't'h ot · y od . be f ~ re _it energizes
.
Netz.'ich through -t~e .p,at.b . of. the let- .
Similariy;
Cebura~ firit
ter Kaph.
sends down its influence
to Tipha~
reth through
the __path ' of , Lamed, be- _·
fore energizing
Hod thro~gh the path
of ·Mein.
y

. .. ~·.....

t~us

Tipharet

h is .established
-4- .
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by ~he . Three Supern~ls
be, .
fo.fe ,.ever . -t~e _c;fo~rth
and _the , f.i_fth .
Se,p~irot~ : ·are brot1ght . from latent,
•
or ·poi~ntial;
b~ini into actual
activ1ty~ :,!.Eveh _the~, . nothing is . trans _mfii~d -io ' ih~ foui S~~~jroth _c~n~titut{n1f ~,h_e ..fielci°_o_f . hu~~n personalitt ·until
thi upper ·Hex~d of Sephiro t .h ,· from .·Ket her · to Tip .hareth,
h.as
beii,i
,
··
c
~mplete"l
y
.
e_
ne_
r,g.(zed
..
.
.
.
~

Kether is . the Cro ·wn o.f the Kingdom
is the King;
and
but Tiphareth
therefore
170, _Melek, ' _'Kin .~~-" .is
on, of th~ n~mes · of .the sixth Point.
Kether i~rrespqnds
. to the principle
of· h1lersb:ip • . 'Tiphareth
is . the active ' inan,if~itat10n
o( th .at , pri~ciple,
the Ruler · Who wear ·s the Cr.ow.n.. .
principle
.·
J.{e_t.h.er is the universal
of . selfhood,
.the cosmic · SELF, Yekhi- · .
dah, , the -ONLYONE, the Indivisible.
Tiphareth
is that Jame p~inciple,
manifested
as the EGO, seated in the
hear~13 of -men. ·.
Remember, Kether
is not on~, an~
Tip~~r ,eth anot-h~r. · Tiphareth
actually . i~ -.Keth _er, when Kether is mani- ·
fested
as . standing
in certain
rela~
tioqships
to other aspects
of being. ·
Nor _does the fact of these relationsh~p~ ; ~epri ve Kether,
:manifest
as .
Tiphareth,
of one i6ta ~t ·~he limit1 e s s . p.o we r wh i c h i s c en t er e d in
Kether itself.
What we are

dealing

with,

in our

11iE TREE_OF LIFE: 21,
study

pf the

Tree o{ Life,
is a
Single
Power, as that Power presents
to 'the human mind. It i~ our
it~elf
mindi ' that make the T~rious .app~arantes of ~eparat~on.
Yet it , is . ~fso
our , 'minds that a.re c~parle
of receiving
from superconsciousness
th,
influence
wh~ch enables.
co~re~tive
the separa~ive
actius to transcend
vily 6f intell~ct,
and . realize
the
true Unity veiled by _the appearances
of ·the Many .
·
· ··

:
..
.

The path . of the le~ter
Gimel, .
which car~ies
t ,he influence
. from
Keth~r down to the sixth Sephirah,
ii; -s w~ have explained,
the third
proj.ection
Mezla, the . ·Holy Inlfu- ,.
ence, ··from Ket her.
In the .:~o,is~cruction of ihe Tree, this path is equal
of
in length
to the full diameter
any one of 'the · four C0,!1,St;:ruction
employed in making · the Tree; .
circles
but this path of Gimel is actually ·
the di~met~r of th~ setond of thos~
circles.
By · the conventional
r~~reien~atio~
of irrational
numbers by approximate ';
whole numbers this path of Gimel is ··
52 units l ong.
Thus {t~ lerigth is .
designated
by the number whi~h i~
that of the full ~pelling
if~,~,,
or IVD-HH-VV-HH,' Jeho~ah, · the name
of the ·Father.
52 ~is the nu~b~r also of MC'N, Aima, Mother, .a name of
Binah, and of lJ, Ben, Son, ~ne of

of.
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names ~f Tiphareth.
Thus, even
the co_nstruct ion of the . Tree, . the
p~th of Gimel stands
for ihe combi Moth_er . and ..Son.
nation of Father,
the

in

~ As the Jia~e~er ~f the ~econd ci~~
cli u~ed in ~onstructing
the Tree~
the path~£
Gimel {; the ~iameter of
the -cr~ative
world 9 and is therefore
a sy_mbol of wha·t determines
the limits of c:reative _activity
• . The uppe~ end of this path is Kether,
at
the ienter
of the circle
correspon~ing to · t~e archetypal
worid.
The
lower end is Tiphareth,
at the center of th~ ciicle
~o~resportding
to
the _formative
world.
Thus · the path
of Gimel links
together
the ~r~he~
typal
and the
formative
worlds,
through the activities
of the creative world.
The archetypal
world corresponds
to the first
letter
of n10', which
is the letter
of Chokmah, the Fathe~
The creative
world corresponds
to
in
and this is the
the first
special
letter
of Binahr the Mother.
The formative
world corresponds
to
the third
letter
of 0ln',
which is
Vav, the letter
having
particular
correspondence
to Tiphareth,
the
Son.
Thus, even in the con?cruction
of the Tree, the path of Gimel, in
its actual
geometric
functions,
as
well as by the number of its units
of length (52), represents
the union

n

n,n,,
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of Fat~e .r , Mother and .Son • .
This path is the thirteenth
path,
and an ancient
commentary
says .: ,
''All t-he paths, when the ·y are united in the Supreme Unity, are united
through
this thirteenth
path,
for
Achad,
Unity,
resplved
into
numbers,
gives
13.''
· W_hat this
of 1Dff .
means is that _ the letter~
have the value~ 1, 8 and . 4, so that
the number of the word itself
is 13.
We m~y therefore
eJpect to fi~d the
ide .a . of _unity d.efinitely
expressed
.
by the path of Gimel • .
How this is so, · and _in what manner
it is explained · by Qabalists,
we
shall consider in our next lesson~

1n~.
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THE NAMEof the thirteenth
path of. ;
the : letter
Gimel fs ''Th ·e Un'i ting
Intefligence,''
or ''Condictive
Intelligence
of Unity.''
In Hebrew·, :
it · is n11nitil J"i1l0, menah'ig ha.-acha .. ·
doth,
literally,
''Driver
~1 Uni: '
ties.' · ' The n.oun · J··"illO, .·.menah·ig, ·
' 'driver,'
' is from the verb Ji1'30, c:
min-hag, '' to dr ·ive 1 ' · (as · a cha-rioth .
To a ·Qabalist,
~herefore,
thi~ word :
would convey a definite · referen -ce to .
the whole meaning of th~ Tr~e of
Life~ inasmuch
as the study of ..the
Tree and its relations
is ofben
t~rrned ''TheWo~k of: the ch :a~iot·>~~""~
The first
two letters : ·of ,Pi1l0 are ·
0 and l, which combine ·to form lO, . a
root . meaning '' to apportion,''
· and ·
three
letters
form the
the first
word i1l0, menah, ''to ordain,
to appoint,
to number.''
The fourth letter is ', symbol of the Sephirah
Chokmah, the Father.
The fifth
and ~
last letter
is J, representing
the
t; h i r teen th pa th i ts e lf , , Thus ; , by
Qabalistic
analysis,
J"i1lC,signifies ·
''The apportionment
of the power of ,
Yod, the Father,
through Gimel.''

- 1-
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The second word in the name of the
ha-achadoth,
''unipath is
ties.''
Its first
letter
is not
only the definite
article,
ha, but
letter
is also i1, Heh, the special
of Binah,
the Mother.
The next
three letters
spell 1nN, Achad, One,
and add up to 13, the number of the
path.
The fifth
letter
is 1, Vav,
which is the Hebrew conjunction
''and,''
corresponds
to the path
linking
Chokmah to Chesed,
and is
used again and again as a sigri for
the sixth Sephirah,
Tiphareth,
the
Son.
Finally,
the sixth letter
is
n, Tav, the last le~ter of tbe He~
brew alphabet~
1 lh
.. Xl~o'\
Thus one veiled meaning of rn1r1Ni1~~- ~,..
is ·' 'The (H) Fi -rst (AChD,· One) and
(Vj . the · Last''
(Tav, · the fin.al let, Yet another
ter of ·the alphabet~)
is,
' ·'The Mo-the .r (H as Binah)
is
Fir .st ' (AChD) and Last
(Tav) , ·''
These are, of course,
rather
intricate examples .of Qabalistic
analysis
and .may require
considerable
study
before their meaning is clear to you.
They are included
at this point to
give you some idea of the profoundly ·
subtle
thinking
of the Masters of
Israel,
and . to show you that this
analysis
is really
a development of
the surface meaning of the words to •
which it is applied.
The method of the Qabalists
is

n,,n~i1,
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su~h ih '~t even if -the ·riieaniitgof~ '.
word ' be lo$ t ' or ' corrupted
by the '.'
o'f -{iine·~ that ' meaning may be ',
res 't(>t~d 'b{ c::are'ftil 'consideration
of '
the ) .~tdirs ' formfn 'g a word, - and the ' .
coinbi 'na ·dons
of : those l~tt 'ers I ' He!t is a .
brew is :i'ike sa ·nskr ·ft.
written
language,
deliberately
~om~
pO'Sed by .: wise . -in.en· for ' t ·he _,purpose oJ
expl'es!iing
a.- reJi-gi~us ;.,and philos.o-,
phical '., doctrine,
: _The writt .en -, H~brew .
is · an adapt _a;t;ion o.f mat;erials
taken ·
from .-1,var.ious
.spoken
lan -guag~ -s -, , ,to .
specific
sacerdotal
,pµr:poses. . It is
a work of ar .t, . and ii:i i .ts composi.·
tion
certain
rule$ _w:ere .followed •.. :
I( .we know :a ~,le,
~nd _apply it to
·~t . word~, we ~r~ ~ui~
the an~lisis
to d{scov~ .r the ·~eeper
t 'hings
be- .
ne;id1 the . ;ur .face meaning~ : · '
.
:

pas1age

-Ol1riR, the .rt, really - ni~a~~.
: Th~·on~
which :is t.he fir-st - and .the _la ,st • ..
This ·is ·the ·~a.me .idea whic;h -is . e.x-:
pressed
· in , G,r .e·e.k -by •'Alpha . .and
Omega. _'' -. It is the affirmatiQ- n of
an ,-underlying
Unity, , • veiled
by the .of manifestation,
It is
appearances
the declaration
that this Unity continues
to be itself~
no matter
what
seeming tranaformations
there may be
it 's
in its ' w'.,.y,s·,. of. _sh ·oyjing . _forth
power .s .•. .
· What ~i ~epr~sented
by the thirteenth
path,
then _, is -the guid{ng
and ~directive
presen,e
of _the heav~
-3- , -
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enly influence,
actively
at .work in
our personal
lives.
Here we are
dealing
with the power wh~~h ~roduc~
es tangible,
visible
man1festations
from what, to our se .nses . and o~r 'in- .
tellect~
.seems to be noihing af ,11.
~is · is · .t ·he· crux of the whole ·.occult, ·
doct _rine. ·
There is actual! y n9thing whatever
besides
the ONETHING. All appearances,
however solid
and tangible
they may be i are literally
spun out
of .itself
by the Li ·fe-power.
· What
The.
is even more important
is this:
Powe~ which spins universes
out of
Itself
centers Itself
in Man.
On the practical
side, this means
wheri we
that
we have available,
le~~n ho~ to ~se it , a · p~wet which
and
begins
with nothing
whatever
ends by . the production
of the pliysi .cat conditions
~ortstitutirrg
our environment.
· This power . is ·ThoughtI t is actually
=present
in
powe~.
us, . · and-,t-he fact that we may tome to
know it and employ it for perfecting
the conditions
surrounding
u~ is the
most important
fact within the range ·
of human knowledg~.
When we krigw it, ~nd realize
what
it mea~s, we· shall ~nderstand
that
instead
of being slaves to circum- ·
stance,
instead · of being under bondage to conditions,
we are the distributors
or administrators
of this
-4-
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power which, to use the words of Jo~
''hangs
the earth qpon nothing.i•
He who knows _the presence
of this
power at the -ce_nter . of his own being
and perfects
himself
in the unobstructed
transmission
of this power
from that inne~ cente~, out through
thoughi ~nd wora and action into actual e~pression,
knows the practical
secret of th~ Lost Word.
The thirteenth
path, then, is the
path which represents
the fungamental cre~tive
potency of the Prim~l
Willr uniting the Center of _our p~r- .
sona.1 consciousness,
the EGO. seated
in our hearts,
to the cosmic SELt
seated at the heart of the universe.
In -human life,
th~s is the pa~h
which specializes
the fo~ce of the
Primal
Will ~s Imagination
the
4
m~nt•l furi~tion ,ssi-n~d
by Q•b~listic ' psy _chology to Tiphateth.
Imagipation
. is ~ur E~glisb wo~d;
but the Heb~ew .is n11, Ruach,
and
t 'h i s . i S , p ;rec i s_e 1 y the ' same a S,
the Rua ch, or Life-Breath,
. whic .h is
attrib~ted
to the path of th~ 1¢tter
Kether to Chokmah.
Aieph connecting
Our central
EGO is the · poirit where
the 'power of the universal
LifeBre~th _manifests
itseli
.as thi act~
' at t'h,si core of our
ive principle
personalities.
Tlie EGO, or ••I AM''
which we' feei within ourselves,
the
central
point
of reference
round

-5-

..
wh.ich the sum-.total .of ·,our. personal ·
experience .re:vol ves ·, -is actually
the ·
localized
expression ,.of -the dynamie ;
pow:e.r: of the · uni ·ve .rsal
Center .of ..
Being. ·
, _.
Where the avera:ge ·person · falls in.:. ·
to erroj 1:s· in separating
his per '.:.·
s~nal EGO from th ·e· ONE: SELF,· or Universal Center.
The belief
that ev- ·
evy person has i se~a~~te Eg~, unrelated
to other
Egos, and . i~ so~e
mysterious
fashion peculiar
to each
person•lity,
· is the 1undamental
lie
which ·gives · r-ise ,,-to all other . false,- ·
hoods 1 weiknesses,
miseries,
sufferings.·The laws oi nature are . the opera- ~·
tions . of the ·'r. a 'diant ·en:ergy di ffos"'.' ;
in ·g its!'1f' .from Ke.ther.
This seat
of ihe.~~ifu~l ' ~ill,
so f~r a~ each
of tis ls ;co~~erned, is "th~ inne~most
center of pers ·onality.
·-The .kingand
do~ of heaven is - within y6ui''
so is the King; ·or ruling pr.inciple.
The power of the True Will is the
(l)ne Conscious Energy which pervaaes ·
the -universe •
. Th~· na'me . of t ·hat Will" ii; iPilN, .
Eheyeh, .
I AM. ' ' Another name '
for it is iii'n',1 Yekhidah; the Jndi- .
V is '{b le~
Wh~n we say .•.., I AM,'. we ''
are ,na·m1ng the. Cent~l', in ourselves, .
of ih~ On~ ' co~~~ious
Enet~i w~{~h :
.
ha~ . ·cent;e
rs
eve.rywha"
r
·
e
.
'
.. ·.
.
.
. .
.

or ''

;

That Energy

built

_,_

your body.

It
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created
your digestive
s·ystem.
It
laid
6ut the intricate
, pathways
of
ve .ins and arte ·ries
and .· nerves.
. It
as~embled
the materialwhich . com• ·
Lt built
your
pose
your ·bone .s.
brain.
· . It m.ade your · -muscles.
: It '
fonme ·d you-r : he.art, · y.o-ur lun ,gs ·, your ,
liver ., you :r kidneys.
It brought
into actualc,
tangible
being, :out of .
nothing
but
its
own essentiall~
mental
power,
e.very .·tissue,
gland, ..
organ and . eel 1 of your . body.
Thus
it was, ' and . is ., the -builder
o{ your '
phy,sical
person _ali ,ty.'
.. ' .
..
The same Conscious
Energy
cons t i tu t e d yo u,r mi n d. , It e v o 1 v e d
your senses.
Sight,
.hearing,
touch,
taste
and ~mell
are all specializatio
·ns o -f its
power
t .o .. ,know -.
E~.ery power of youj' mind is ...a special
expression
· .oL ~th _e One Life'"'.
for.,c.e. . Every charac~eri
,stic Q.f your
mind ha, , its . ~~~&in i~ the Primal

WiJJ.

.

.

.· ·. . .

At this
moment ._the .one Conscious
Energy
is cre .at:ing all your ideas :.
It is even now th& life
of your body
--o ,£ all your subtl~r
vehic;les. , It
is the essence
of your ~ersopality,
the active . principle
of your mind.
This is why .we say, '• I am a .center
for the p_rimaJ Will, .·.
of expression
That Will is . the . real YOU, That ·
Will is the · only . power which can . p\!.t
more . force , a_nQ vitality
into
ypur

-7-

e v~ ryday : act fvi de ·s·~ You canno f ·
rise higli'e 'r·'.tha:n ·that ·will.
It is '
alieady
the ' hijhest
thing
in yotir
and the highest
of all the
being,
real'i'tfes
' in the whole universe~
I ts power · ·determines
the evolution
of your mind and body. · . Without . it
you cann~t -liv~f. · It determines
the
chemical
composition
of your 'bloo ·d,
thi ~ec~~tions
of · every gland, ' ih~
movem·ent of every ' cell •
. 1t . i• : ~iways
rea~y to wor~ for
you. For, as chief among the powers of the unive~~e,
ii is the iervant of ~11;
It .will ~trive
for
y~~, creat~
for yoti, build to~ you.
It will rei~nerate
io~~ mind and iej tiven 'ate · your body ·.
It wi 11' re cons cru ·ct ' yo'ur drcumstance
·s~ It' will .
evofutioni'z~
and re -volutioriiz.J
yout
· ·.
whole ' · i ife~exPerience~

':.rh~
.

f~r~~ -:of : the . _t hi ._
rt .ee,ith pat~ ..·
.of i ·
symbolized
by the High Priestes~
Tarot,
is . the particular
phase of
th~ c'>peration , of Cohscidus
E.n.e:rgy
wliich ' a:ccomplishes . all these wond~r~ .
ful ' re~ilH.s ; . "Th'r~ugh ' this pa:rt1cu-'
ht force, . and its ·special
f:i'.eld of ~
op~~:iition,
the limitless
powe 'r . of
-~d into
the Primal
Will ' is · reflect
the' ' sp'here of personality
•. '
The thirt .~~n~h path ~epr~sent ·s the
1ink :betwe~ri God and 'Man'. · It . is t~e
path of the pow'~r·s of subconscious~
'
n~is~
lh ~h~ ·~u~~n · bod~; ther~ is i

-8-
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po1nt in the . b·rai~ w:h.ere the potenc i ~ Of th i S . p at h. a~e 10 Cali ~ e d •
They . are . centered
in t .he p.ftui tary
body, b~hind. the r~ot _of
~he ~ose.
·
.
.:,This ·does ·no.t mean that the .powers
. path are somehow
of the thirteenth
fixed . within that organ.
It means
only that the pituitary
body is the
physical
point through which these
powers enter
the field
of p~rsonality.
From ihis point,
they are
distributed
t~rough the whole human
organism.
These forces put you in touch with
everything
else in the universe.
Not merely with the minds of other .
human being.s, but with the essentiai
.
consciousness
of everything,
everywhere.
All forms and appearances
wh,t:ever . 3}'~ fo.rms of . the one _ Consci~us . Energy.
The degree of con-,
so~~usness e•pre;se~
through ·a f~im
d~p~nds on . the stru~t~re
, ~f iha~
form; but there i .s ·nothing anywhere
whfih . is . not a ~enter , of e~pression
f~r . the Co~scious Ene~gy seated~
u~iver~~liy~
i~ Kethei, ani seaied~ .
p~rson .ally,
fn the he .a .rt of ina·n~·
ThrQug.h the powers o·f stibc~ 'risciou~.:
neis,
~ hi~h ~~ter
yo~i ti~ld
ot
per~~ n ~lity \h~ough
the pi~uiiiry
body, ',you are now, arid always ., . con.:
nect~d
with every oth~r ·form of
C~~scious Energy in the ·universe.
The most distant .s!car, millions of

e
~

.

.
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light-years
away, is linke~with
. you
through this ce~ter.
All the bodi~s
thro~g~out
the celestial
spaces are
corine~t~d with your i~ner center of
Conscious
Energy by means of the
po~eis of this thirteenth
path.
So
ate ~11 mineral
forms,
all pl~nt
formsi all ani~al forms--all
beings,
whether sub-human, human, or superhuman'.
Therefore Qabalists
cal _l t,he thir_:
perfection
ot t~e
teen~h path ''the
truths
of spiritrial
uniti _e~~··
Whatever its form may be, a~y mod~
of ·manifest~tion
is really
a spiriWhate~er powers it mani~
tual fact.
fests
are spiritual
powers. · . Th'ere
is · n~~hing ·b~t ~ure S~irii
·where
anything
·is, ' an-d we ~re · in touch
with the Whole~
':
Th'e name of the le;ltter Gimel me~ns
''camel,'
_' and so sugge "sts transpor-:
taticin,
to help us _remember that . th~
powers of this · path bring us mes'"'.
sages
a~d weal th from afar.
The
same ~o~er , car~ies
our mental messages io other poi~ts througho~t the
universe • . _Thu·s the name of the leta pa~- _
t~r, ~hough it does designate
ticular
animal,
was applied
in th~
first
place to that creature
because
camels are beasts of burden.
As an
abstract
noun, Gimel m~an$ ''~; bearer, a carrieJ;'.''
··
-This noun is derived
from,
verb
-10-
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spelt

with the same ~hree letters,
signifying
''to doJ to show. to
cause to."
What is done may,
from our limited
point
of
judging

,cJ,

be either good~r evil.
But
view, _
t~e - verb ,cJ ha; als~ the specificaily good m-eanirig, .·' to reward, to
re~ompense, to benefit.''
Thus it

st~nds for' the ' workiilg ·power wh~reby
all tha~ _we do ' i~ 1ccom~lished,
~nd
wher~by ~11
accompli~he'd
.

th~t
also.

is
.

done
.

to

tis is

.

Hence the ijigh Priestess,
wh.o symth.iJ ;poweri ~~~ries
on . her
bolizes
l~p an open scroll~ - Wherever the
Bible sp.eaks - o-f a book, what was in
t he mind of · t he ws i t e ~ : was such a .
scroll,
and one of the reasons
the
w~~4 ''bo~k''
is i~ impo~t~ri~ ·tn
certain Scriptu~ _al p~ ·ss .ag~s th~t·
ascr~~l
: is _·a 'spir~f~
' 'Thu~ ·"ti:ie la "w·
represenJ~4
by ' the . ~or ·d TORA on. the
scroll
o·t th.e .'.High "Priestess .: 1~-t .he
la w 'of ' spital
-rot .llt :io "n ·;,;her~by "all .
the .w~-~k ~i 'the hri
"i ~~rse . i~ gover~~d. ·
Ev~rything t h at" o'c°curs is determined
by.th i s ra~· oJ" alternating,
rot .a ting
spirals.
·

i'~:

Now, ~h~ther ~as a verb or a · ~oun,
the WO
rd ,cJ, Gimel 1 . i S composed Of
le~ters
w~ose ja~ue~
are 3, ' 40 and
30, so that the ~umber of the whole
w~rd i s 73. Obs~r~e· th~t the . nuinber
73 is written,
in Arabic ·numerals~
with. a reversal
of ' thJ digits
in " 37, .
-11 -
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the number of m\n,, and the number
11
of 1lJ::Ji"l,ha-kabode,
the glory.''
This is as if the ideas expressed by
Gimel and Yekhidah were like reflections, as they actually
are.
Amirror reverses
the image it shows.
Manifestation,
since it is the result of the diffusing,
centrifugal
spiral
activity
(radiation),
is the
reversal
of the charging,
centripetal spiral
which winds up power at a
center.
Yekhidah,
the Indivisible
SELF, and 11:l::Jil,ha:.kabode,
the mass
of potential
working power concentrated
at the Center,
are one and
the same, and each is represented
by
the number 37.
When this energy is diffused,
and
distributed
from the Center by the
unrolling
spiral,
then we have the _
hig~ways of the stars,
or Sphere ~f
the Zo.diac, represented
by the VJords
ilDJri, Chokmah,
and ilOriJ, Kachmah,
both being represent~d
numeric~lly
by 73, . as is · iOJ, Gimel,
which :_
ita~ds f~r the distributing
ag~nci
or medium.
In the picture of the High Priestess,
the scroll
is rolled
up.
To
read -~t, she must un_roll it.
This
_concentra~
means th~t ihe . seed~ide,,
ted in the Primal Wil 1 at the beginning of a cy~le . of ~he Life:power'~
expression,
is developed
by
active
of the
the unwinding
or unrolling

-12-
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corresponding
centrifugal
spiral.
The power . of subconsciou
·sness is
what unrolls
the scroll
of the law;
making inani £est the intent, ' or · purpose, . behind each partic 'ular cycle
of the Life-power' ·s self-ex ·pression.
the {~ent~~y or num~ration in · the
words Gi'~e 1; Ch'okmah arid ' ·Kachmah
s hows t hat t he e ~ s e,.n c e o f _ g 1 or y .
(11:l::lil), auri'bu _ted by the ' Qabalah
to the path of . Gimel is ideni{~al
with 'the Life-fore~
of the ~e~ond
This essence is Kachmah,
Sephir~h.
primal energy.
It is also the LifeBr~aih in hum~n pet~onalib~.
The
path of Gim~l carries
this
power
from Kether ' to Tiphareth.
' As the · Intelligence
of S~parated
Influence,
Tiphareth,
the .EGOcenter
i n h ti man per s ~ n a 1 i t y, ·see m·s · to · be
separated
from the , Cosmi~ SELF in
It appears · also to . have · a1Kether.
loted to it a set · of ~istinct ~ func~
tions and p~ssibilities.
, Here , is a ·
clue to the Parable of · the Talents, ·
The c~ridle~power~ · one might say,
of :the EGO center in different
per~
sonalit :ies ' varies~ . The electricity
shining ·fhrough any E'GOis the same :
electricity
which shines through the
o the r s . The r e i s , · how eve r , , t hi s
great difference,
which the parable
of an elemphasizes • . The capacity
ectric . lamp is fixed.
It is built .
to use so much candle-power,
and no •
=
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more. _ The -'·' candle-power'-"
of · a hu .- : ;·
may.:.
man · EGO center~ · on the c-ontr:ary,
may · be irib~ ~dev~lop~d.
Tal~n~s
crea•~d. ·; One • man may have more, . or
gre·a ;ter, · t1dents
tha -n- another;
but
nobody, :has _.to ;<lo j~st wh.a .t somebod-y
else _doe1-, : or be what · somebo~,v." else , .
is,
The secret
of happin _es .s and ,
:
succes~ ,is, for a _ny . human being, · :.t,-0-be a;ZL that
tha-t pe.rson' s.. t'alen';ts
.
permi:t - ltim to be, to make all possi / .
ble '1,Se oJ the . p~wers o~e · is _endq~ed -~
with, .·
This
being
done, ..it sooner · -o .r
later
comes
to pass
that
he . wh-o
follows
this way ..of ·.life · 'reaches : the:
point whe-r~ he sees t.hat t .here is n.o
end .:to . the -:·possibili~ies
of further
development,
.Then the e~phasis
..
tc:> being: .
·
change$ ,-· from g!!tting
· f'he · st 'an·dard changes
also. . In- .-,
st~jd ' of ·maki~g ~omparisons,
ofte~
un favorar_:le, ' be ·twe'e ·n ·one, 's own ac::,..
compiishments
and those of some othcomparisons
..are made
er : person's,
between
o.ne' s present ·· attainments
p-eriod,
· If
and tho ·se of a · former
of growth _and .
this
shows evidence
unfoldment,
. all is well.
Of course, "there is a· goal -ahead, ··
and it may be that what "we· take · for .
OU,:'
i'deal
i "s,' in ' a measure ·, ··the ·
lik~ness
' of the at~ainments
· of so~e
pers~~ w~· ha~e kriowb~ ~r - of whom ·we :
have heard or rea4~
Yet the talent
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we have to put to work is our own,
even though it has been given us by
the Lord of Lives.
The secret
of
happiness
is in our honest development of our own gifts.
The essence of every such gift is
some form of mental
imagery.
The ·
EGO receives
the flux of archetypal
ideas from Kether,
and proceeds
to
specialize
them in particular
forms
of imagery.
One single
archetypal
idea such as that of. th ·e human body
in a sitting
posture, . may be s:peciali zed int 'b innumerable
special
crea.
tive expr .essions. · The specializing
.the
agency is Ruach in Tiphareth,
m~ntal imagery,
power of creative
flowing
out into
man's ~ersonal
field
of experience
1rom the EGO
center.
The essential
ideas
are nbt our
own. They do not · originate
in our.: '
selves. · _They come down through t'he:
path of Gimel from Kether.
Our talents are given us.
So f 'ar as any .idea is concerned,
he who receives
of
it must never make the mist~ke
-it.
We
supposing that he originated
never speak more truly than when we
say, ''An idea came to me.~'
When ideas arrive,
it is up to us
to develop them.
We are given the
seeds, hut we must make the garden 9
And that the sixth Sephirah
corressponds to the essential
idea in the
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ver,b ..'' . gardening'
.' is . m~de. evident
by : the fact
that - one . of the . Hebrew
names fpr . the numh,er ~ is 01N, Adam• .

·We are .told in the creation
all-e _gory of Genesis
th :a t the : L<>r:d put
Adam _in . the _Garden of Eden, to : dre~s
it 3:nd .keep it;.
~o""., .·_the word . Eden
~ hu ·.t
meaf},s '.' delight.,
.Pleasure;'
loni -ago, --Q~•li
s ~s . ob~~r~ed
that
:o.f, -.this . word; ; l1t1,.Eden,
the - letter~
are also -. lette .rs of .,·a noun whi ,ch
The purpose of
sig~ifies
'~ti~e.'~
human life
is really
~nd truly
to
time.''
The - only
enjoy
a ''good
trottble
is .that so few -persons
know
how ,to have a good time.
·
Iri our next lesson,
therefore;
we
s~all
~~ntinue
o~t study
df the
with · special
refersixth Sephira.h,
interp~etaence to the Qabalistic
having
to do with the words
tions
JJ, -Ben the Son, : 01ft, Adam, . Mari, ~nd
1')0, Me lek, . King.
For in. the
arcane
teaching
concerning
these
names for Tiphareth
we shall
find a
of h.uma.n happiclue to .the secret
ness,
and to the fulfilment
of the
ce~tral
pu~pose of human personality.
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LESSONTWENTY- THREE
THE. DWELLERIN .1lIE HEART.( 3)

THE S1X1H Sephirah,
besides niNSn,
·Tiphareth;
Beauty~ has these names:
D1M, Adam; ~nN, !sh ·, a · man ( a particular individual),
a husband (in refe~ence to Tiphareth
as the husband
the Bride);
or spouse of Malkuth,
T:l, Ben, Son; 170, Meb ck, King.
01H. Adam, is
Of these, the first,
the most univ~rsal~ ' F~r Qabalists,
the noun 01N is the verbal
symbol
for the ALL. Thus Rabbi Simeon ben
'iocha i is quoted in the Zoha 'r as declaring
that the firit
letter,
N,
refers to Kether, the Crown, the second letter ', 1, to Malku .th/ the
Kinidom, and the fihal ·letter,
O, to
This is as
Binah, Understanding.
much as to say that 01N embraces the
essential
nature ·of the whole Tree
of Life, and the meaning 6f this · is
·Stated
that · since IJ1H is · ,explicitly
in · Scripture
to be God's Image (D7l)
or mental self-representation,
it
must be that this mental image of
itself
in the Universal
Mind is also
the primary
being underlying
· the
~hole self-manifestation
of the
Life-power.
-1-
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The same idea is found in the doctrine -0£ the Logos, adapted by the
auth9r
of the Gospel according
to
St. John from the _teaching
of the
Jewish Hellenist,
Philo.
The WORD
~ V whom all
th{ngs we~e made, and
without whom nothing was made that
was made, is the essential
humanity.
Hence the Primordial
Man is sometimes
referred
by Qabilists
to
Kether,
the Crown, and corresponds
therefore
to ii\ilff, Eheyeh, I AM, and
to iiPn~ ., Yekhjdah, . the Indivisible.
Yet this same Primordial
Adam is . referred
also to Chokmah.
For Chokmah, the Divine Wisdom, is, before
all else, the Life-power's
awareness
of itself
and its powers.
This is
~ogically necessary,
because Chokmah
represents
a point in the creative
process
at which n6 things
of any
kind have been brought into manifestation.
At this stare of the Lifepower's self-expression
there can he
nothing
to think arout, .nothing to
contemplate,
but its own nature and
powers.
The mental activity
primarily characteristic
of Chokmah is
that of the Universal
Mind looking
inward,
into itself.
Thijt self-reflec
tion,
or image, is the Primordial
Adam.

Thus the word 07~, tzelem,
image,
begins with the letter
Tzaddi, which

-2-
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has spe~{ai ~eierence
to meditation~
and relates
also to th~ · sign :Aquaifus, anciently
symbolized by the livir:i.g creature
with the head of a man,
shown in Keys ~O and 21 of Tar6i.
Then the second letter
of Cl7lcon7
tinu~s the implication
of the first,
beca~se Lamed~ the goad, is ,n implement devised . by · man·, · and Qabalists
connect
this letter
with the
id~a -of work, or . action, . and -me.an by
•'work''
_those _ actions
of man which
b~ing ib~,~ various adjustments
- in
ma~' s world.
Fina ,lly, Cl7l ends with
Mem,· as clo~s Cl1N, and this final ,Mem
refers to B1nah, · the _ reflecting
-mirror whicit, ' 'so _to say _, t.urns God's
Ide~ 6£ di~•elf
Qutward into th~
manifestation,
and
worl~ oi rel~tive
in so turning
it ou twa:rd, seems - to ,
reve 'rse it .•
Consider
t .he ,foregoing
pa'ra -gra 'ph '
with . the ,Tarot · Keys ' be-' '·
c~ref~lly,
fore you which correspond
t~ the
of - Cl7l--Keys 17, 11 and · 12.·
letters
The sum of their numbers is 40. a~d
may be represented
by placing Keyt O
and _4 ;jde 6y side,
with Key 4 at .
the left.
Thus, by Tarot,
you see
that
the ~lements
.of the Divine
Image may be summed up by the Fool
and the Emperor, and that all these
el~ments are focussed in the Emperor
who is, note well,
a man (01N), a
and a king (170).
husband !0'N),
- 3-
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Key 4 is,

more~ver,
related
to the
path of the letter
Heh, which ca~ries the descending
influence
from
Consequently,
Chokmah to Ti~hareth~
we may u~derstand
that the Emperor
himself is the Father (Chokrnah), and
that the six-sided
cube whereon he
sits represents
Tiphareth.
Acc~rding
to the Qabalah,
therefore, MAN is ncit only the cent -ral ·
po{nt i~ the ·co~mic orde~, but he is
also the essential
meaning of the
whole universe.
· Mai is God's Idea
of Himself.
The expression,
in all
its perfection,
of t hat Idea, is the
motive of creation,
the self-impelling tendency in the Universal
Mind,
which is behind the ·whole creative
A hint ol this is given in
process.
Jesus'
saying that the Sabbath was
made for man, a~d not man for the
Sabbath.
For to Jewish minds of his
period,
the Sabbath summed up the
total significance
of creation.
To the same effect
is the Psalmis t 's saying that God made man to
The
have dominion over all things.
false
philosophies
which have
pl~nged the world i n to the chao~ of
~ar deny this conception of the primary importance
of man. The false
theologies
devised by cunning trickwho seek to domi~ate
their
sters
fellows by fear deny it, too.
Yet, even without any great degree
-4-
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of illuniination
any pe;rson who will
stop ~o think ~ay see for himself:
1. That he is actually
at the veri
center
of ~n infin~te
i~here
of
spa~e~ a~d ih~t thii
i• tr~e,
no ·
matt~r how ~fte~ he may charige his ·
locatio~,
because
~ny ~ctual,
~r
conceivabi"e point · must b~ the center ·
of such ~n infinit~
sphere; 2 ·. That
in the -di~enii~~ ·~f time~ he is, at :
any actual or " concei -vahle moment, in
the -NOWwhich is -th~ ,exact center ,
Past and an ebetween ari infinite
qually infinite
Future; - 3. That, ·so ,
far is h~ himi~lf
is concerned,
the
wh'ole uni ve~se does - revolve
round ·
:meaning it
him, does owe whatever
~~y have ·io his ~wri awarenes~
that
th~re ii a univetse,
with himself at
its ·center.proposf~ The~e · are · sel £-evident
tions.
t~~y ~eed n~ demonst;atioh~
Who~ver tak~s "fime to ~o~sl~er
tbem
will find the~ ~~rifirmed by his owri
first-ha~d
~xperience.
They rest on
no other authority
than this,
and
they are so axiomatic
that everi -a
child can perceiv~
their truth.
Your world e~ists
because the true
SELF of yourself
is its creating
and
sustaining
CENTER, atjd ' because that
CENTERi;s one ·with, and inseparable
from, ihe Origin~ting
Princi~le
of
the whole.
To this,
all Masters ·of
Wisdom agree.
Furthermore,
they
-5-
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found their
practice
of life
on
these se1f-evident
principles;
and
th~ _ inerrant
accuracy
of
confirm
these principles
by their
ow-n perfect
~xercise
of dominion
over
, Asel~ss
things
and co~ditions.
Wisdom is nothing
but the philoso phical and scientific
development of
these primar~
conceptirins
of man's
~ru~ place in the _ cosmic order.
Now,. the naine r:mt Adam, like that
other mystical
word we have had . occasion _so often
to 'mention · during
the course
of these
lessons~-lJ.M,
Ehbe .n, Stone--is
really . the combina~f two nouns,
Of these
the
tion
first
is 1R, Ade, a mist a vapor,
t ~o letters
of
formed from the first
Adam,
It occurs
in Genesis
2: 6.,'
where we read:
''But a mist went tip
from _ the earth,
and watered
the
whole face of the ground.''
The
word _ translated
''ground''
is, in
Hebrew,
i1D1Nil,ha-adamah,
and is
from the sa me root as D1H, Adam;
Man. The second two letters
1n D1R,
form D1, Dam; blood.
Thus,
concealed
in Cl1N are the
ideas
of "mist"
and "blood".
They relate
to the occult truth that
even the physical
organism of man is
something precipitated
from, or condensed
from , blood . Furthermore,
Masters
of Wisdom know how to dissolve their physical
vehicles
into a
-6-
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mist,
as did Jesus at his ''asceri·
·
sion,''
at which time, says one of
the Gosp~ls,
''a · cloud received
him
out of their sight.''
Here is some.to
thing of which it is in~xpedient
say more here; but it deserve•
your
most careful
consideration
•.
01~, Adam, there .fore, may be regarded as · being th~ generic
tetm for
man. When it ii a propeT name, as
in Genesis 2:19~ 20, 21, it is alby the definite
jrtiways prefixed
cle n, or Heh. As a common noun, it
is simply
Thus, · when we find this word as
we
one of the names of Ti~hareth,
may understand
that
because
Adam, signifies
the primary being,
or synthesis
of the whole creation,
so does the sixth Sephirah repiesent
the focal point in which are concen~
trated all cosmic powers, just as we
e~plained
in the first
patt
~f
lesson Twenty-one.
·
· t:,\ft I sh, is a more speci fie term,
to what is called Vir
and is related
in Latin.
It is the designatio~
for
genus homo sapiens,
for human biings
This . name i .s given
as we kno·s them,
to Tiphareth
to desiinate
the latter
as representing
the ONE EGO, s'eated
in the hea~ts ~f men. In a~trolbgy,
this central
core of Individuality,
as distinguished
from th~ outer
shell
of personality,
is said to be

o,~.

o,~,
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represented
in a horoscope
by the ·
Sun; and in agreement · with .this,
Ti~hareth
is called
the Sphere of
the Sun.
A sun is a condensa~ion
ot "the
universal
electro-magnetic
energy
a r~diant · body,
Even so is
into
Tiphareth
a coridensation
of the cosmic powers descending
through
the
paths
arove it on the Tree.
As a
~un radiates,
or di ff uses its energy
into the world-system
of which it is
the gravitational
center,
so does
the Ego, Tiphareth,
diffuse
its power into the paths
below it,
which
~aths correspond
to the component
~lements of human personality,
as we
h'ave seen in The Master Pattern . .
No r i s t hi s a 11 • The Sc rip tu re
says 01R, Adam, was formed from the
''dus~ of the ground,''
and caieless
SUl)erficial
reading of t .he letter ·of
this
text
and others
lik~ it~ ha~
le~ to th~ arroneous
conceptlon
that
man is a creature
essentially
di -£ferent _from his Creator.
To correct
t.J\fs, Qabalists
add to 01~ .and td'N
the noun lJ, Ben, So~, in order to
bring out the idea . that the essentjal man is ''begotten,
not made.''
H,umanity is of the same essence
as
Divinity.
''Man"
and "God"
are
~embers of the same genus.
As an
aphQrism puts it:
old Rosicrucian
':"Man is the Son of God, and there
-8-
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s no God bu_t Man.' '
For centuries
this was secret
doctrine.
In this day, even, those who
know no more than
the letter
of
Scripture,
and the outer
forms of
creeds,
refuse
to accept · it, ·or . to
l~gical
follow
its meaning to its
conclusion.
Yet no ot -her doctrine
is eo ~mphasized
throughout
the
Bib1e , It is veiled in the langu~ge
of the Old Testament._
In the words
of Jesus and of S~. Paul,
it is openly stated.
St. Paul says th•t as
of
many as . are , i led by the Spirit
God, _they are the sons of God, ''
In
the Gospel according
to St. John it
is written:
''But
as many a·s _ re- ·
ceived him, to ·them_gave he power to
become the sons of God, even to them
that believe
on his name.''
1

~

Note here the emphasis on recep .tii't y, and rememhe r that
a genuine

Qabalist
is primarily
one who can
receive
the spirit
of this doctrine
~-one who is ''led
by the Spirit
of
God.''
Nor is · t~e ~mphasis on the
name of Jesus . .out of p_lace here, foi:
the mystical
name of Yeheshua,
the oc~f Jesus ; · is particult equival~nt
··
cularly
related
to Tiphareth.
Exoteric
orthodoxy
has perverted
the inner meanin g of these words · of
St. John.
Ye t it is . perfectly
.true
that we must be receptiv e td the influence of t he Christ os if we are i o
-9-
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experience
what is meant by ''becoming sons of God.''
Nor is this all.
To understand
the occult
doctrine
~lso
thoroughly
is to understand
that the actual
fulfilment
of the ~
Old Testament promises did occur at
the beginning
of the Christian
Era,
peing made manifest
in the life of
Jesus.
Furthermore,
this p~oper
understanding
of the place of Jesus
Christ in the human o r der includes a
correct
understanding_of
the significance of the name ''Jesus.''
el~eThis, as we have explained
where,
signifies
literally,
''Jah
liberates.''
''Jah''
is the Divin~
Name particularly
attributed
to
Chokmah, in the Sephirotic
system.
really
sigThus the name ''Jesus''
nifies,
''Wisdom is the principle
of
Or we may expa~d this
liberation.''
into the statement:
''The real esse n tial nature of the creative
order
is its eternal
tendency toward libera~ion.''
This is what St. James means . by
And
the ''perfect
law of liberty.''
he writes
that a man who looks into
this perfect
law, and does whatever
he attempts
in its spirit,
shall be
blessed in his deeds.
Now, the essence of this perfect
law of liberty
is the truth that the
CENTRALEGO of the human race,
though seated in every human heart
-10-
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as the core of that man's or that
woman's personality,
is not merely
but also . lhe Begotten
the creature~
Son, · in perfeit
union
with
the
Father.
·
To sp~culati~e,
intellectualist
philosophy,
the philosophy
of our
this is foolishmodern ~'Greeks,''
Yet ii it the si~ple
truth•
ness.
and what is better,
the demqnstrable
truth.
We are esse~tialiy
i~ee, because the very law of ou~ b~ing is
that we are, in essence _, ·_no other
than partake~s
of the nature of the
Originating
Principle
of the unialso of
verse.
Thus do we partak•
t he i 11 i mi t a f l'e fr e e do 111
· o f t hat
Originating
Principle.
This is the philosophical
and ·scib~sis for what is hinted by
entific
the riame 1)0, Melek, King, the last
of the designations
of Tiphareth
to
in this
lesson,
· By
be consider~d
this word, Qabalists
indicate
the
of
idea that the essential
Spirit
Man is the dominant power in crea- ·
Than this,
there is no power
tion,
higher,
no power more potent,
Every single
human personality
is
for this powa center of expression
er.
What is more, the most ignorant,
the most ••evil''
human personality
is ' just as cartainly
such a center
as is the wisest
and best person
or conceivab~e.
actually
living,
-11-
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The ' i 'gnorant man is no whit less a
free :creator
than , is the wise manL
He ·creat ·es the world he .exp-eriences, . _and is the actual author of ail the
failures,
miseries,
sicknesses
and
mi~f .ortunes that . '.make up his unhappy
history~
· ·
··
·
The messa -ge of the Ageless ·Wisdom .
to suffering
humanity is : thi~:
You
mak~ your own ~orrows by ign~rant
misapplication
of your power to rule
conditions.
Your miseries
in ~ue .
course, g~ad you into the quest for
remedies.
Eventually,
.you will become receptive
enough to the Spirit
to be led by that
in your heart
Spirit,
which is your true and only )
SELF. Then you will become in actual consciousness
what you have been
always,
and are now, in essential
_
nature-~not
a Child of Earth lying
dead .in the grave of error,
b~t a
Child of God, an offspring
of the
Spiritual
Sun, and a radiant
center
for the .ma_ni festation
of the poten:cies of that celestial
luminary.
·
Only in this wise does any human
being ''become''
a ''Son of God.''
He becomes aware of it.
He wakes up
to the truth r~ut
himself,
and is
released
from the hypnotic nightmare
of belief
in the power of circumstances.
Tiphareth,
then, is the seat of
the Creative
Word,
That Word, in

-12-
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yery truth,
was made flesh,
as St.
John tells
us, and dwelt among u•.
But the word translated
''among''
means also · within,
inside of,.
It is
''amons''
us, of course,
because we
at tbe
all share
in its presenc~
heart of human life.
It is present
everywhere,
·filling
all.
It cannot
be driven out of any person,
or out
of any place.
Its presence
everywhere,
in all
the fulness of its power, is what is
Rosicrucian
meant by the ancient
maxim, Nequaquam vacuum, Nowhere a
Vacuum. Its transcendent
power, and
purity,
are therefore
its perfect
pr~sent
where anything
is, where
anyone is.
This unassailable
perfection
is the Divine Soul Neshamah,
seated in Binah,
Qabalists
declare
that e~en in the worst of sinners,
Neshamah remains unspotted.
It is
what is meant by the Rosicrucian
Dei, Gloria Intacta,
the Unphrase,
touchable
Glory of God,
This and Nequaquam Vacuum are two
of our brief
Latin
sentences
or
mottoes,
mentioned
in the allegory
. . .The
of the Fama Fraternitatis
other two are: Legis Jugum, The Yoke
of the Law, and Libertas
Evangelii,
the Liberty
of the Gospels,
All
four are related
to the Grade of
Lesser Adep t, which, 1n Rosicrucian
ceremonial
rituals,
is associated
-13-
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with the sixt~ Sep.hirah.
The yoke of the True Law. is really
B~sy, fo~ it is not a law i~pos~d on
us by an outside
power.
It is th~
actual
law of our own being, .the
perfect
law of liberty
whose ~'Ten
Commandments,.,
are really
''Ten
Promises••
of the ·actual
~tate
of
perfected
human personaiiti,
when
personality
is set free from the
bondage of delusion;
This perfect
law has two funda mental precepts: · 1. Thou shd t love
the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy mind, and with all
thy strength;
2. Thou shalt
love
thy neighbor
as thyself.
As thy
SELF,
as the ONE EGO dwelling
''among''
us because
that ONE EGO
dwells also ''within''
us~ For the
Divin~ s~ul, Ne~hamah, and Ruach,
named 170 01N-l:l tl'\~, Man, Son of
MAN,King, are not two, but ONE, and
this is the ~oyal Pr~s~nce we call .
''The Dweller in the Peart,''

fl

dc)'1\ •

5en - !sh .
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THE NOUN Tiphareth
signifies
It is derived from the
'• beaµty, •'
v e r b 1 NE!,· p aw a r -,, ' ' t o sh in e , . to
bloom, to glow, to adorn,' -' In the
formation
of this noun
the
rap, is preceded
by a -l~tter
root,
Tav, and followed by the same letter.
In Tarot, · thi~ ending and_beginriiric are symbolized by Key 21, The
number · of this Key is also the number . of i'Pil~, Eheyeh, · '' .I AM,'' the
and the nu~Divine Name~£ Kether;
ber of lit\, Yaho, the ~ Divine Name
used in The Book , of Formati~n
iri
connection with that book's symbolical descripti~n
of the •.•sealing''
of the ~ix ditections
of space,
~xtenAgain, 21 is the the~sophic
sion of 6, or sum of the numbers
from O to 6 inclusive,
The Administrative
Inte ·lligence
represented
by the letter
Tav and by
Key 21 is the same essential
energy
that we see on the Tree as Kether,
the beginning
of the whirlings.
This same energy manifests
in Tiphareth as the Qweller
in the Heart ,
the central
EGO at the core of personal existen ce,

n,oon,
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That c~n j er is the ruling power,
or King (1 ·-;C, Melek) • . It is the
cosmic manhood (01N, Adam), expressed as the perso~a l self~conscious~
ness.
The - latter
is designated
by
t he word 0'N, Ish, a word predominbecause self-conantly masculine,
in its relation
to subs~iousness
consciousness
expresses
powers the
whole world, for thousands of years,
has associated
. with the ma_sculine
gender.
into definite,
The power ~arried
snecialized
expression
through this
EGO center
is the power of nl1,
Ruach, -the . Life-Breath,
manifested
force.
For the meaning
as psychic
of Ruach in Tiphar~th
.corresponds
exact I y to what the Greek -of · the New
as distingTestament calls psyche,
uished from pneuma, the ter m representing~
higher level of spiritual
energy.
Psyche is ta pneuma exactly
a:·s is the Ruach of Tiphareth
to · the
Neshamah of Binah.
-separatHuman self-consciousness,
from its higher realed by delusion
i ties,
mistakenly
supposed to be an
independent entity,
is the ''psychical''
or ••natur~l''
man (0'N, Ish)
m~ntioned by St. Paul,
So separated
by - delusion,
the psychical
man cannot receive the things of the Spiri~
the influx
of spiritual
intuition
from the Neshamah located in Binah.
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When the personality
makes ~he fatal
inistakeof
supposing
the EGO to · he
''on its own,''
all sorts of miseries- result.
When the EGOis recognized ~s the energy of the Universal
SELF (Yekhidah in Kether),
centralized in the core of human conscious-.
ness, -when it is se~n to be the distributing
center
through which the
powers represented
on the Tree by
the Sephiroth
and paths a· fove Tipha ....
reth
are expressed
through
the
channels
of personal
life typified
by the Sephiroth
and paths below the
~ixth . point~ then tl''N, Ish, the · per- .
sonal ''man,''
becomes truly TJ, Ben
the Son~ Name- specially
Thus the Divine
given to Tiphareth
is nt}1l i117Ni'1lil'Jehovah Eloah va~Da'ath.
Its liter- _
al meaning is: "That which was, _ is,
and knowand will
be, strength
ledge •. "
It is an affirmation
of
power and an affirmation
cif con~
scious a\\'areness.
It indi_pates the
of the EGO center _
highest
function
in man--to be aware, at the level~£
that the es;ence
self-~onsciousness;
oi our humanity
is the uriiversal
life
of the Father-Mother.
To be
aware, not as an inferen6e,
n~t ai a
theory, but as a vivid,
int~rnal
expe~ience,
To have, as St. Paui puis
it, exact knoo:ledge of the secret of
God.
-3 -
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Such knowl~dg~ is po;sible
for
man~ 411 saints,
seers and sage~
unite to be~i w1tness to ~hi•, _ We
may know burselves
t _o b.e in perfe _ct
urtion -wit~ _the Fat -her-Mother~
Every 'the
h~man ~eing _ may ha~e precisely
by _
same kind ~f knowl~dge , possessed
Jesus otNazar~th,
and · with it~ the
s~me .kind of powers,
.
Note well,
t -herefor~,
th~t !1V11
-_
n1n\ is the number 548~ and
that this - is ~he number of the name
Binah, spelt in ftdl,_ iii1 lll 11\ '1\J.
That is, the consciousness
that the
One Reality
is both - strength
and the
very principle
~f knowledge,
is
really
th-e perfect
manifestation
the Divine Understanding,
When any
man knows this truth, God in Man understands Himself,
When this knowledge is expressed
in human consciousness,
all sense of
separateness
is at an end, No longer does the personality
attribute
to
have
the EGO powers which really
No
their
origin
in higher levels,
longer
is the Son the prodigal,
spending
his substance
in riotous
living,
away from the Father,
No
l~nger · ~oe~ the personal
Ego . puff
itself
up with pride in attainments
and achievements which are not -really its own. For, remember, what the
prodigal spent so foolishly
was what
his father had given him,

n1,M

of
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On fahe other hand, when the prodigal returns,
all deprivations
are at
an end.
When~ human being first
_catches a glimpse of the -truth about
the ' Dweller in the Heart, the immediate result
is self-abasement~
The
false pride of egotism sbows itself
in its true light,
and the . ~n~ idea
u~ then is to get .
which possesses
back home, there to work as unprofitable
servants
of Him we have so
long forgotten
and denied.
Yet, even be fore we h~ve fully re..._
turned to that Central Presence,
its
pow·er comes forth _to meet us.
It
W~e~ ~e
comes .with .its best gifts.
really do get home, we find _that the
be·s .t is none too good _for us~ ,
Instead of being treated
as runawayi a~d put to shame, we firid tha~
all our privileges
are fully
restored.
And the key to all this is
our understanding
that the One Reality does everything,
Thus the number o .f the name -.'1!]11 ;n'nr -i11ii.', ·
Jehovah Eloah va-da'ath,
- is also the
number of the phrase:
i'i7N 7:J, i1L1p
i'i1i'i' 'lN, Ani Jehovah asah kal~olleh
I Jehovah do all this (I the Lord do
all these
things,
Isaiah
45: 1).
This is the secret
of what Hindu
philosophy
terms Karma tog~, UnioJ
by Work or Action.
When w~ se '~ _that
all work is accompl isqed. by _the _P,OW7
er of the Uni versa! SELF, the ' b·urden
of labor drops from us.
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Not this only, for we discover also that when we recognize
the true
source of ' our · ~ersonal
po~ers.
we
a~e able to accomplish what we never
can do so _iong as we suppo§e ourselves
to be ••on our own.''
This ·
is the secret
of all mighty works,
the key to all seeming miracles.
It _
is the recognition
that human life
is actually
Divine Life.
It is the
understandirig
that the h~man organism is really an instrument,
through
which the powers of Omnipotence itsetf are expressed.
The idei behind thi1 is what we
find in the words of Psalm 55:22,
··cast
thy burden ·on Jehovah, and he
shall sustain
thee.''
The words of
the Hebrew original
add up to 666,
fam~us . as the ''Number
of the
Beast,''
which is also the ""Number
of a Man. 1 ' Here we must remember
that no number in itself
is either
666 is the Number o f
good ~r ·evil.
the Beast because it is a solar number, · representing · Man as a center of
solar activity.
Thus it is the su m
of the numbers composing the Magic ·
Square of.the
Sun, ~hich is ~ssoQabalah with the
ciated in Practical
sixth Sephirah.
When this idea of Man as a center
for the expression
of solar power i s
materialized
as it was by Rome unde r
Nero, it becomes the evil force t o

-f-
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in
which the number .666 is rel~ted
the Apocalypse.
In that book, 666is simply a means whereby the initiated
reader
might identify
the
~ 'Beast''
with Nero, whose assumption of divinity
and use of soJar
symbols to represent
that divinity,
was known to those
for whom the
Apocalypsa
was written.
Yet 666 is not itself
an evil · num,.
her.
It ' is the number of the name
Sora th <nilO) ~ the Spirit
of the Sun
found agiin and ag•in in Rabbiriical
Thu~, when 666 as a solar .
wtitings.
number st•nd•
f~r human usurpati~n
of ~ivine powers and foi •ateiialistic suri-worship,
it is th~ Numbet 6f
the Beist.
When · the ~ame · 666 is
t~k~n ~s · a numeral symbol for the
radiant phy;ical
energy · which is the
Sun~
outer vesture
of the Spiritual
it loses its evil jignificance,
and
the good it thiri represent~
is express~d by the phrase we haie qtioted
from Psalm 55. The same good meaning of 666 ·is s howp by the phras~
i11iJ\-rtJDtl1,Shemesh Jehovah,
Sun ·of
Jehovah,
which always refers,
in
Qahalistic
texts,
to Tiphareth.
Tiphareth,
then, is the poiit
Qn
the Tree of Life symbolizing the EGO
center in the heart of man. At this
point we feel the influx of the cosmic radiance
which is the source of
all personal
activity.
If we mis-7- .
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take what we feel and suppose it to
b.e some power of our own, independent and self-originated,
we fall
into all the consequences
of this
error.
When we truly
understand
ourselves,
or as the parable of · the
prodigal
phrases it, ''come to ourselves,''
from then on we- are in
direct communication with the cosmic
dynamo. No longer do we try to live
by using up the energy of our pers on a l s to r'a g e b a t t e r i es • We re charge them continually
from the re~
sevoir
of · universal
vital
energy.
Then do we begin to discover
the
hitherto
unimaginable
potencies
present within
us.
We b~gin to live
radiant,
beautiful
lives.
The bur den is shifted
from our persona l
shoulders.
The Universal Life mani fests
itself
through us with ever increasing
power and freedom.
We
find that we are children
of th e
Spiritual
Sun, possessing
the sacre ·d
inheritance
of strength
and knowledge which enables us to be admin i strators
of the perfect
laws at wor k
in even the least
details ' of t h e
Life-power's_self-manifestation.
We
are Sons of God.
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THE TREE OF LIFE
LESSON1WENTY-FIVE

THE VICTORIOUSLIFE (1)
THE SEVENTH Sephirah
is named
~l,
Netzach.
The original
aignification of this noun is ••brightness,
clarity.''
In English translations
of the Old . Testament it is variously
rendered.
Sometimes it is translated ''splendor,
glory,''
sometimes
''sincerity''
or ''truth''•
Occasionally
it ~as the connotation
of
perpetuity
or everlastingness.
Often it conveys the idea of ~ompleteness or perfection,
its use in this
sense being co~parable
to .the English ''clear,''
which has the same
basic meaning of brightness,
. as when
we say some power or influence
is
discernible
''clear
through''
~ given series
of events.
In the Qabali stic wititings,
however,
the most
usual -meaning of Netzach is '' .Victory.''
It is ~Q translat~d
in
1 Chronicles,
29:11, in that Prayer
of David which, in Hebrew, is simpiy
a brief
summary of the main points
on the Tree of Life.
In Isaiah 25:8
again, Netzach is translated
''victory''
in the English Bible, and the
context is noteworthy,
when compared
-1-
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to the paths of the Tree, where
Netzach is . at> the lower end of
the path of Nun. The words of
Isaiah are:
''lie ~hi s~ailow
up death in victo ·ry.'' : Furthermore,
the pronoun ''le''
in
this passage refers
to Jeh~vah
Tzabaoth,
the Lord of Hostsi :
assigned
to Netzach
spe~ially
in Qabalah.
Under the aspect of Kether,
we hav~ seen that the beginning
of all things is the concentration of a power infinite
in resource.
Chokmah shows us that
power as perfect! y wise, and as
being the essential
vital principle
active
throughout
manifest~d
creation.
Binah presents it as understanding
every
detail
in the succession
of
events,
and as the finitizing,
shaping power expressed
in the
development
of Name and Form.
Chesed shows it as the cosmic
Memory which includes
all personal memories, and represents
it dso as a founta_in of in fin- '
ite benevolence.
Geburah presents it in the aspect of absoTiphareth
r~lut~ justice.
veals it · as symmetry and be·auty .
and as the focal point wherein
all super-personal
powers are
concentrated,
to be distributed
-2-
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into the field of personality.
Netzach is simply the logical
conclusion
from all
ihese,
namely, the idea that such a
power must need~ be perfectly
In Qabalistic
docsuccessful.
t~ine,
the creative
process,
proceeding
from an omnipresent,
omniscient,
omnipotent
ONE,. is
an activity
which ~annot possibly fail, - as a whole or in any
detail.
This being true,
it follows
that . the work of the Life-power
never
has failed,
in the
slightest
particular.
How,
then, shall we ·account
for so
m~ch apparent
failure
in ourselves and in our ~urrotindings~
The wise answer that there is
no real failure.
What appears
to be failure
owes this appearance in - part to -0ur misunderstanding
of ourselves
and our
surroundings,
and in part to
prothe fact that the ~reative
cess,
of which our lives
are
portions,
is not yet completed.
Every appearance
of failure
is an illusion.
There ne .ver
was, there never is, there never will be failu~e in the working out ~f the Great Pattern.
The omnipotent
Life-power
always succeeds,
is always w_hol1y
victorious.
- 3-
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To S!lY th .is il:! by n.o means to deny
of pain and suffering.
the ac~uality
Neither . is it to ·pr~iend
that,
in
some myster{ous
·.wai, the sin and
suffering~
the mise~y and poverty,
the di~eaie
and death we know ~nly
too well as b~ing everywhere in · evidence are to be borne with resignation as_inevitable
visitations
of
Fate or Providence.
What Ageless Wisdom means, and all
~t means, is that every seeming evil
is really
an opportunity
for the
manifestation
of a positive
good.
Evils
are actual
enough, but they
are only appearances,
and they are
appearances
w~ich may be transformed. Man's province and privilege
is
to effect
these transformations.
There is no denying the actuality
and the painfulness
of many of these
appearances~ . Similarly,
there is no
odor pf
denying . t~e very unpleasan~
musk, in its pure state.
Yet musk
is the base of many fine perfumes.
Again,
the poison
of a cobra
is
deadly
when it enters
the blood
stream . from the snake•s fangs.
Modby human ingenuity,
th .e same
ified
venom is a specific
against hemophilia, and has been the means of saving many lives.
Man can change actual evils
into positive
forms of
good.
His power to do this
is a
specialization
of the cosmic lntel-4-
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ligence working through his personality,
He is, therefore,
the instrument
through
which the Lifepower brings its work to completion~
Evils are transitory,
The permanent
reality
is complete perfection,
This doctrine
is not put forward
as a substitute
for action,
Not by
mere words,
by mere affirmations
that all is good, do the wise demonstrate
the truth
of the essential
perfection
of the cosmic successis fundaprocess,
To say, "All
mentally good''
is true, but we must
as a sort of
not use the statement
mental narcotic,
It does not absolve il'S from doing whatever we can
to abolish
the appearances
of misery
and pain which fill
the stage
of
human life
with so many pitiful
figures of tragedy,
Neither is the doctrine
to be confused with the silly
optimism which
calls · this the best of all possible
worlds,
It is nothing of the kind,
even though we may not accept
the
exoteric
Buddhist doctrine
that all
manifested
existence
is tainted
with
suffering,
The world we know, when
we know nothing hut its superficial
~ppearances,--"this
world,"
as
Jesus called
it,
to emphasize
the
fact of its apparent
immediacy to
our senses,-is truly
shot through
and through with misery,

-5-
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Hence, when we jpeak of its esse~tial
perfection,
we are not propounding any such nonsense
as that
put . forth · by ·some . lunatic
''metafizzlers''
· wno rave about the • •Finished . Kingdom.• J These peopl~ try
to make us believe
that the Great
Work_has ~!ready ieached its term.
In the face of all evidence
to the
contrary,
they deny the actuality
of
pain and suffering.
Some carry this
nonsense to the extreme of refusing
to help the sick and needy, on the
ground
that
those who suffer
are
either
''reaping
Karms,''
or else
are responsible
.for their own misery
they have 'not attained
to
because
' .. un<;ler~tanding of
the '• enlight~ned'
-who pass by
these ·modern Pharisees,
on .the other side,
thanking Heaven
they are not as the publicans
and
sinners.
What folly
it is to prate
of
,;Finished
Kingdoms''
while mothers
and babies go on dying by thousands
every year, simply because those who
control
the wealth of the world will
not spend what is needed to help
their neighbors!
It is ridiculous
to take refuge
i n affirmations
of
perfection
in a world where massan·d ~ncouraged
murder ' .is · permitted
for the sake of private
gain~
·
When Ageless Wisdom takes the long
view,
and pro~laims
the ultimate

-6-
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triumph of good, it does not offer
this as a substitute
for the short
view which sees clearly
that
the
final victory
is not yet an accomplished
fact.
What we get from the
long view is confidence
that we are
on the winning
side
when we do
everything
we can to alter
the
unlovely
features
of the prospect
presented
by the short view.
It is important
to know the ·power
with which we work is fully adequate
to the undertaking.
This knowledge
rids us of fear •.: It gives us faith.
Yet knowledge and faith must . be confirmed by deeds; and we shall never
do much to forwa .rd the u.l timate victory if we lull ourselves
with comHke false profortable
phrase_s,
phet _s, crying ''Peace!''
where there
is no peace.
He. who has perfect
confiden~e
in
the ultimate
success
of the Great
Work bears witness
to his faith
by
unremitting
endeavors
to transform
appearances of failure
into evidences ~f victory.
He wastes no time
trying
to accouht
for failure;
h~
works to bring about actual
demonstrations
of success.
His knowledge
that everything
will come out right
in the long run makes him realize
that he has something to do with the
outcom&
production
of this desirable
He knows himself
to be a center of
-7-
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tance.
Personal
rights
were suborrights,
~inate to family and tribal
just as they are in a modern totalitarian
state.
Weakness was recognized as being dangerous to the physical
and mental health
of the nation.
Hence what we call
''moral
lapses''
were punishable
by death.
That certain
kinds of conduct
are
not only dangerous to the individual
·but also betoken
a mental disease
which is extremely
contagious;
was
clearly
perceived
by the leaders
of
that day.
Their methods of dealing wiJh the
Yet we
problem seem harsh to us.
should remember that they had what
seems to us utter disregard
for the
sanctity
of personal
life just because they understood,
as do all
hhat a human · ego has many
Orientals,
re incarnations.
So thinking,
they reasoned that it
was bette~ for the rac~ to destroy a
physical
body which had become a focus of dangerous
mental contagion.
·
a~ deWe are not to be understood
fending this reasoning.
We are only
explaining
it and pointing
out that,
to people who have reincarnation
as
part of their
basic philosophy
of
life,
death is the release
of man's
higher
nature
from more or less
limiting
physical
conditions.
Thus
the death penalty for intensely
con-

-12-
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In some quarters
there i,,
even
today,
some trace of a prudish
notion that the fundamental
fact just
mentioned
should be glossed
over.
This tendency must be overcome.
It
is a symptom of mental ill-health.
Often it leads to physical
disease.
Always it distorts
our judgment.
No
reason exists
for even attempting
to
conceal
the fact
that
the force
which peoples the world is the force
occult practice
brings under intelligent
direction.
Such attempted
concealment
is now ridiculous,
because the fact has been proclaimed
openly,
again and again.
Eliph~s Levi, for instance,
says
of the Great Magical Agent, which
he describes
also as a force diffused throughout
infinity,
the substance of heaven and earth:
''It
is
the first
physi°cal ma_nifestation
of
the Divine Breath.
God creates
it
eternally,
and man, in the image of
the Deity,
modifies
aRd apparently
multiplies
it in the reproduction
of
his species.''
Swami Vivekananda
announc~s the
same doctrine
in his Raja
Yoga,
Like Levi, he says that the agency
whereby all magical works are performed_is
a manifestation
of the
cosmic Prana, that is, of the Divine
Breath.
Then he mentions
a force
•'the illuminamed Ojas, literally,
-9-
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nating,
the bril l iant,''
and this is
the root-meaning
of Netzach.
Ojas
he defines
as the ''highest
form of
energy attained
by a constant
practice .~! continence
and purity.''
Of like import is the passage
in
the Rosicrucian
allegory,
which
tells
how Brother C.R. made a bargain with certain
Arabians.
For a
fixed sum of money, they carried
him
to a place in Arabia,
where he met
certain
wis~ men, who were his in~
1t1ators.
"'Arabia''
means sterile
.
and the ''fixed
sum of moneyJ ' refers to a specifically
limited
period of absolute
continence.
This is
required
to fortify
the body against
the unusual stresses
to which it is
subjected
during initiation.
Furthermore,
the '"Temple of Damcar in
Arabia''
where the initiation
takes
place,
is really
the physical
body,
To be carried
to Oamcar is to be
brought to the physical
condition
in
which initiation
becomes possible,
and into telepathic
rapport with the
''wise
men,''
who are actu~lly
members of the Inner School.
The reason for continence
is simple.
It conserves
energy.
To master the currents
of the Astral Light,
as they course through our nervous
system, we must learn how to control
our desires.
The Victory represented by Netzach is a conquest
of the
-10-
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emotions.
Hence Qabalistic
psycho•
logy makes the seventh point on the
Tree the seat of the desire
nature
which Hindu philosophy
calls Kama . .
Kama, personified,
is a god in the
Hindu pantheon
corresponding
to
Eros, or Cupid.
Kama is the so .n of
Lakshmi,
and Lakshmi is the Hindu
goddess correspqnding
to Aphrodite,
or Venus.
In Qabalah,
Netzach
is
the Sphere of Venus.
The parallel
is exact,
and shows the underlying
unity
of all versions
of Ageless
Wisdom.
What needs emphasis here is that
the direction
of our emotions is not
basically
a moral problem.
We do
not mean that such control
has no
moral aspect.
It does hav~ an important
bearing
on morals;
but the .
bearing is generally
misunderstood.
it is a very
Once we get it clear,
simple
truth.
A weak person
is a
liability
to himself and to society.
He is an inefficient
instrum~nt
for
the Life-power.
He is a burden to
himself and others.
What we condemn
as immorality
is understood
by the
wise as being alway ·s an expression
of some weakness in the mechanism of
human personality.
In the harsh days of the Bronze
Age, so graphically
described
in the
earlier
books of the Old Testament,
the tribe
and the nation
were recarded as be i ng of paramount 1mror.l
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tance.
Personal
rights
were suborrights,
~inate to family and tribal
just as they are in a modern totalitarian
state.
Weakness was recognized as being dangerous to the physical
and mental health
of the na''moral
tion.
Hence what we call
lapses''
were punishable
by death.
That certain
kinds of conduct
are
not only dangerous to the individual
·but also betoken
a mental disease
which is extremely
contagious,
was
clearly
perceived
by the leaders
of
that day.
Their methods of dealing with the
problem
seem harsh to us.
Yet we
should remember that they had what
seems to us utter
disregard
for the
sanctity
of personal
life just because they understood,
as do all
Orientals,
bhat a human ego has many
reincarnations.
So thinking,
they reasoned that it
was better
for the rac~ to destroy a
physical
body which had become a focus of dangerous
mental contagion.
·
a·s deWe are not to be understood
fending this reasoning.
We are only
explaining
it and pointing
out that,
to people who have reincarnation
as
part of their
basic philosophy
of
life,
death is the release
of man's
higher
nature
from more or less
limiting
physical
conditions.
Thus
the death penalty for intensely
con-12-
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tagious
moral weaknesses
might not
seem so harsh a measure as it appears to the Western mind, accustomoh · the
ed to emphatic
insistence
rights
of the individual.
Today, however, we have advanced
far beyond
the knowledge
of the
Bronze Age.
We can cure many distime
eases
for which m~n of that
found no remedy.
Yet we must not
forget that they are diseases,
just
as dangerous
to the community as
ever.
Since cure is possible,
we
have no right to kill.
On the other hand, we must not be
led astr,y
by maudlin sympathy.
W~
segregate
the insane.
We quarantille _·
from sriarl~t
fiver
or
suff~iers
small-pox.
A time will come when we
shall know enough to segregate
persons who have dangerously
infectious
mental or emotional
disorders,--to
segregate
them until
they are cured,
and bring our best knowledge to effecting
a cure.
There must be no
hint of punishment
or of coqdemnation.
When our psychologists
and
psychiatrists
come to a better
understanding
of what is now called
''moral
turpitude,''
they will develop techniques
of emotional
and
physical
readjustmerrt
and h~giene
which will sta:np out these insidious .
diseases,
and set free th~ perions
who are pla gu ed by them, for happy
-13-
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and useful participation
in the work
of the world.
What needs - particular
emphasis is
that the basis of much which appears
to be reprehensible
personal miscon~
duct is simply physical
weakness or
maladjustment,
Many people misbehave because their physical
machinery is out of order,
Some years
car~ied
the
since,
the newspapers
report
from the Associated
Press:
The effects
of a new drug which
is helping
certain
types of people
to succeed in their work and cutting
down common worries and f~tigues was
reported to the American Psychological Association
here
today
(at
Columbus, Ohio, September 9, 1938),
''The drug, a concentr _ated hypodermic, is in use at the Yale Institute of Human Relations,
The e~periments ar~ co-operative,
with ~ssistance of Yale Medical School scientists,
''The hypodermic is an artificial
male hormone, usually made from the
extracts
of plants,
Its formula was
discovered
about three years ago by
Ruzika, the Swiss chemist,
''At
Yale it is found ihat this
drug directly
raises
the 'leve l of
living,'
both mental and physical~
The striking
effects
reported
today
11

-14/
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have no apparent
connection
with
sex.
The results
are in lin~ ~ith
some of the 'sex drive'
deductions
of Freud •••
~·E~otion~l
iristabilities
largely
disap~eaied.
Some . persons
s~opped
bursting
into tears as they .had been
accustomed
to . do with no appar ·ent
provocation.
· Others ceased to ~uffer bnexplained
fits of anger.
Periods of ' sulkiness .were relieved.
''N~table
phy~ical
results
were
of being all
ending of c~mplaints
fagged out at th~ end of a day's
work, either
mentally
or physical~
1Y• , ,

This discovery
is of interest
to
us, because
the effects
described
are the result
of supplying
the
blood stream with something
very
like what it gets when the practical
techniques
of Ageless
Wi~dom are
carefully
and intelligently
folto .doubt
lowed. We may be permitted
th~t huma~ beings can be sifely
~r
perm~nently
improved by hypodeimic
that
injections.
It seems unlikely
the kingdom oi heaven will be mad~
on e~rth
bj th• use of
ma~ifest

dt,~~s.
Yet the repo~t
is stri~ing;
and
si _nce it was published,
. other similar e~peii ments have led to even
mor~ remarkable results,
not~bly the
alteration
of a selected
group of
- 15-
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weakly, effeminate
homosexuals
into
sturdy,
masculine, · normal men. The
means employed were similar
to those
used at Yale,
and the mental
and
physical
transformation
of the subjects
of the experiment
were extraordinary.
On the other hand, it may turn out
that artificial
hormones and glandular extracts
have reactions
which
hav~ not,
as yet,
been fully
observed.
One recalls
the enthusiastic proclamations
of other ••epochmaking''
discoveries
which failed . to
c~me up t~ early expettation~.
Yet
it may develop that,
under careful
supervision,
such drugs may be used
to give emotionally
unstable
persons
such aid as may be needed in the beginning
of their
treatment,
to be
followed by practical
training
which
will eventually
enable them to make
their
own way, without
artificial
helps.
Such reports
as we have cited confirm what we have taught elsewhere.
This is the truth that one result .of
the pr~ctical
training
the Orient
Yoga and the Occident
names
calls
Alchemy, is a physiological
condition.
What is more, that this physiological
-state is an indispensable
requisite
for the manifestation
of
the higher powers characteristic
of
those who attain
success in Yoga, or

-16-
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in ·what the alchetnists
call
the
Great Work.
Long ~g~, P~tanjali
poirit~d out
in his Yoga Sutras ~. t.hat certain
·
powers of the Yogis · may. be attained,
temporarily,
by chemical
means.
Careful study of his book and of the
practices
therein
rec .ommended, s.how
that many of them · have . direct influence .on bodily conditions i and that
many others,
though seeming at first .
glane;e to be purely men.tal exer .cises, must have marked physiological
.
repercussions.
Now all ~ystems of occult
training, differ
as they may in . details
or even in their
objectives,
agree
as to one thing.
He who would attain to proficiency
in any occuit
practice
must conserve
and direct
the forces which in all living
organisms have for their primary . ob~
ject the perpetuation
of the species.
That this is, as we have said already, not a question
of morals.
is
made evident
by the fact · that in
~his . particular
the training
of a
Jamaican obeah mant a Haitian voodoo
priest,
or their kin among· th .e Afri~ ·
can witch-doctors,
differs
not at
aH fro .m that of the Brahnifn, ~uddhist or Christian
adept.
For all,
there must be a probat{onary
pe~io~
of training,
during
which strict
conti~ence
is practiced;
and the

-17-
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sole purpose of this is to ~on~erve
physical
energy,
while al the same
time gaining command over the desire
nature whi~h, in the s~stem we are
studying,
is located in Netzach.
Refere~ce
to the same force is
shown by Qabalistic
analysis
6£ the
inol,
nesether,
Hebrew adjective
translated
''occult''
in the following description
-of -the seventh Path
of Wisdom:
the
''The seventh path is called
Occtilt or Hidden Intelligence~
and
it is so called
because
it is the
brilliant
splendor of all the intellectual
powers which are beheld by
the thought of faith.''
Full comment on this description
must be reserved
for our course.on
the Thirty-two
Paths of Wisdom. Yet
we may anticipate
that comment by
saying now that the ' 1 eye of under~tanding''
is a technical
term in
Qabalistic
psychology,
symbolized by
the All-seeing
Eye familiar
to Fre~masons, and represented
also by the
eye in a triangle
which forms part
of the national
arms of the United
States of America.
The opening of the ''eye of understanding,''
considered
as a stage of
spiritual
unfoldment,
has to do with
the awakening of an organ in the human brain.
This is accomplished
by
of the · force which is
the operation
-18-
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described
as being ''the
brilliant
splendor
of all the intellectual
powers.''
What this force ~ctually
is, is clearly
indicated
by Qabalistic analysis
of the word Netzach,
and even more clearly
defined by similar
treatment
of the adjective
meaning •'Occult,'
' - -YiOl, nesether •.
Letter
by letter,
this word indicates;
1. The magical reproductive
force
which is the basis of occult work
(l);

2. The nature of the
process
whereby it is brought under control (O};
3. The interpretation
of existence
unfolded in an occultist's
mind by
his work (Ci);
4. The regeneration
of personality
which is effected
by occult practice C,).
When we combine the foregoing with
our knowledge of the corresponding
Tarot
Keys, we learn
many things
concerning
the working of the Occult
Intelligence,
and the operation
of
the magical force.
These matters we shall consider at
some length in the next lesson.
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THEmE OF LIFE
LESSONTWENTY-SIX
THEVICTORIOUS
LIFE (2)
BY TAROT,the Hebrew for ''ocgives this
cult,''
1rl0l, nesether,
sequence 0£ Keys: ·
13, D~ath; 14, Temperance; 21, The
World; 19, The Sun.
In relation
to
our present
inquiry,
we may interpret these four Keys as follows:
l, Key 13.
The Great Magical
Agent is the force which kills.
Uncontrolled
and misapplied,
it is the
cause of every disease
which afflicts
mankind.
Unless directed
intelligently,
its emoti~nal
effects
are distinctly
painful.
Wi may
bring this
force under control
by
training
the desire
nature.
The
wise man desires nothing out of harlaws.
He has
mony with natural
lea~ned
how to measure the powers
hidden behind the ever-changing
face
of nature.
He brings his desires in
harmony with what he learns
from
this
right
measurement
of himself
and his environment.
0, Key 14.
In the course of the
tests and trials
which bring a practical
occultiit
to his goal,
he
-1-
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learns that ANOTiiERthan his person~! self is actively
concerned in the
Great Work. in · e~ery occult school,
to the
therefore,
we find r~ferences
''Knowledge
a~~ Co~v~r~~tion
of the
Holy _ Guardian Angel.''
exercises
Even . the probationarr
make the aspirant
real{ze
that he
never works alone.
His first
knowcomes
ledge of the Way of Liberation
to him from others,
by means of
books, lectures,
lessons or conversations.
This is true, even though
he may &tudy no other text than the
Book of Nature, in which the lessons
were plainly
written,
long before
ever he learned to read.
When he begins to apply his knowledge,
it may seem to him that he
works alone.
Sooner or later,
however, he perceives
that the process
which is transforming
him is really
the work of a power higher than his
personality.
It is the operation
of
an intelligence
which, although the
aspirant
makes contact
with it at
the very center
of bis personal
life,
he recognizes
as being also a
power outside and far above hi§ perOf this
power Jacob
sonality.
Boehme said:
''The true heaven is everywhere,
even in that very place where thou
standest
and goest; and so when thy
spirit
presses
through the astra 1'L. .
-2-
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and fleshly,
and ap~rehends
the innermost moving of God, then it is
clearly
in heaven.
''But
~hat there
is assuredly
a
pure,
glorious
heaven in all the
three movings aloft
aboye the deep
of this world, in which God's Being,
together
with that
of the holy
angels,
springs
up very brightly,
beauteously,
and joyfully,
is undeniable.
And he is not born of God
that denies it.
''Thou must know that this world
in its innermost unfolds its properties
and powers in union with the
heaven aloft above us; and so there
is Ooe Heart,
One Bing, One Will,
One God, all in all. "
n, Key 21. He in whom the Occult
Intelligence
become~ manifest
sees
nature with new eyes.
Hence, to him
it presents
an appearance altogether
different
from that which it shows
Thus Boehme says:
to most persons.
"The Gate was opened to me, so that
in one quarter
of an hour I saw and
knew more than if I had been many
years together
at an University.''
In Or. Richard Maurice Bucke's book,
Cosmic Consciousness,
this state of
mind is thus described:
''The prime characteristic
of cosmic consciousness
is a consciousness
of the cosmos; that is, of the life
and order of the universe.
Along
-3-
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with the con~ciousness
of . the cosmos
there
occurs _·an intelle
,ctual
enlightenment
which _~lone would place
the individual
on a new plan~ of
existence-~wo~ld
~ake . hi~ al~o~t a
member of a new sp~cies • .. T~ this is
added~
itat~
of .moral exalta~ion,
an indescribable
feeling
of elevation, elation;
and joyousness,
and a
qf the moral sense which
quickening
is fully as striking
and more important than is the enhanced intellectual power.
With these come what
may be called a sense of immortality, a consciousness
of eternal
life,
not a conviction
that he shall have
this, but the consciousness
that he
has it already.''
Such is the realization
of the
meaning of existence
which comes
n~ture
when mastery
of the desire
has brought
about the condition
which permits
the Occult
Intelligence to manifest
itself
as a human
experience.
Boehme says his illumination came as the result of earnest
desire.
The essence of his doctrine
on this point is identical
with what
ipst~uction
we find in the practical
given by Laotze, Buddha, Patanjali,
and many others.
All say:
''Earaestly
desire union with th~
highest.
Submit yourself
without
to the direction
of that
reserve
Other.
Sublimate
the impul~e~ of
-4-
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your lower nature.
Learn to direct
your emotions.''
Enlightenment
is the result
of
such practice,
because he who mas- ·
ters his emotiona masters
also the
subtle
force whose currents
waken
into activity
the brain cells of the
1
•
eye of understanding.''
1, Key 19. Mental enlightenment
and the joy of ~os~ic consciousness
are not - the only fruits
of the Occult Intelligence.
Dr. Bucke says
one becomes '"almost
a member of a
new species.''
So do all other
authorities
who speak from certain
knowledge. · Most of them go farther
than the cautious
Toronto psychia~ .
trist,
and say outright
that o»e becomes altogether
a new man. Jesus
dict,m;
••ye must he born again,''
of ~p~ech.
It
is no more ligure
states
a fact whi~h has to do with
the mind.
Through control
of - the
secret
force,
attained
by di~ecting
the emotions,
one m~kes a new kind
of body, diff~rent
irom that of the
·
average human ~eing.
We do not mean that every person
wbo has a flash of co,mic _con~ci~usness is completely
regenerated,
. all
a_t once.
Indeed,
the symbolism of
Key 19 shois that we be~in the Nei
Way of Life as 11 fittle
childre~.··
Let it be understood,
nevertheless,

-5-
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that the completion
of what is thus
begun includes ·a degree ·of physical
mastery
almost beyond our power to
imagine.
Neither Jacob Boehme nor Dr. Bucke
. adepts,
even though
were finished
genuine illuthey both experienced
are perfect
mination.
Yet there
masters
of the secret
force,
and
they keep their physical
bodies just
as long as they have use for them.
Furthermore,
the number of men and
women of this
calibre
now forming
the vital
core of our human terrestrial
society
is considerably
larger
of these
pages
than some r~aders
might suppose.
_ The Divine
Name attributed
by
Qabal ists to Netzach is J11NJl i1li1\,
Jehovah
· rz:z.baoth,
''Jehovah
of
Hosts.''
The w~rd Tzabaoth is from
go forth
to
a root meaning
''to
war,''
and the number of this rootword is 93, or three times 31; that
is ·three times the value of the Divine Name ,N, El, which is specially
attributed
to the fourth Sephirah.
Here is another of innumerar:le exreference
to
a~~l~s of a ~oncealed
the · threefold
~ature_ of all manifesThe latta ·tions of the One Power.
ter is ~epresented
by ,N, El, which
-ea~s
~'stiengt~,··
but when that
Powei .oe~ into aition, _it is represented by the vero ~l,
tzabaw, "to
-6-

go f~~ t h in
.da~ .~

a body;

to

assemble,

to

.J

_'1" e · ;_ng-forth
of the One Power
ha _.:: .i i, .,L·ticular
purpose. · It has a
defini.t.:
ob ·ective.
This objective
i~ to overcome
eve~y appearance
of
evil,
tn vanquish
every form of disease,
inharmony
and lack.
Nobody
can read the Bible
without
b~ing
struck
by the manifold
repeiitions
of si•iles
of warfare.
When the
l~tter
nf s~riptuie
is ~ak~n ~pa~t
from _its . inner m~aning.
these
simip~rversfons
of the
les make possible
letter,
wh°lch are ~sed . to Jus~ify
ma·ss-murder
• .·
·
··

T~ ? war f .a~ e · o f. t-h e One ·, Po ·we·r : -i 'S '
not a b~ttle
of . ha ·t ·e-. . . It : is --,not
even a battle
to maint~i~
~he rights
of man or God • . Spirit
. has :o_nly one
'\'e ap'ln.
_The _Sworc;l of the Sp:i;rit is _
the _ Word of God, and the · on_ly wo:td
which fully
expresses
th _e l'iviQe Intention
is the verb ''to love.''
Th-s the hosts which are massed ._in
the heavens
and on earth,
the hosts
designated
by the noun ''tzadaoth,''
are the lllanifold
expressions
of love,
the One Power which never
fqileth.
This is why the Di vine Name, Jeh -ovah
Tzabaoth,
is attributed
to the Sephirah · which is at once the Sphere of
Venus and the se.,_t of desire.
When . desire
is purified
and perfected,
· it
is transmuted
into
love,
and Venus

-U-
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is the ancient
personification
of
the unfailing
power of Love.
In the twentieth
chapter of Second
Chronicles,
at the seventh Vftrse, we
read:
''Art
thou not our God, who
didst drive out the inhabitants
of
this land before thy people lsraei,
and gaeest it to the seed of Abraham,
thy friend
forever?''
On the surface thi§ is a separadist,
national
boast.
Yet the inner meaning may be
applied,
as the whole story of Israel and the Promised
Land m,y be
applied,
to the process whereby the
influx
of the power of the Occult
Intelligence
enables
man to take
possession
of his rightful
place in
the creative
ordei.
The alien
t~ibes
who are driven
out before Israel
are personifications of false
and deluded conceptions,
entertained
by human beings
caught , in the fundamental
error of
separateness.
· ''Is_rael''
means,
"'He shall
rule as God (rules),''
and the supr~me revelation
o( Ageless Wisdom is the truth that God is
Lord of the .Universe because God is
Love, and rules
all .things
by the
power of Love .. Thus Qabalists
point
out that in the passage we have just
quoted, the words translated
''Seed
of Abraham'' are numerically _equivalent t~ the Divirie Name, ••Jehovah
of Hosts.''
-8-
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Here . we_ find . another confirmation
of -the esoteric
doctrine
conc~rning
the Occult Intelligence.
'•Abraham' ·'
The
means "Father
of a rnul titµde."
patri~rch
is the Biblical
personification -of reproductive
power, and in
both Old and Ne.w Test .aments the term
• 'seed''
is used to designate
the
force which is basic in occult practic~ • .Yet we are told also that th~
Seed is the Word, and that the Word
of the Spirit.
The
is the s-ord
whole meaning of the Word is Love.
Love gives the Victory
(Netzich).
·
Love goes forth
Love never fails.
to war, againsi e~ror and ignorance,
against misery and failure,
. ~gainst
injustice
and ~yranny, against
disease and inharmony;
and Love always ·
wins.
Lov~ has hosts of foim~ of
manifestad.on • . It is the attractive
.
force which maintains
thi order rif
It is the driving
the · universe.
power behind every form .of desire~
Behind every form of desire.
Behind all erroneous and pain-bringing
expressions,
as well _as behind those
that make for joy.
All great seers
have seen this,
and this is part of
the meaQing of their
message that
the One Power does everything.
Others
Some things W? call evil._
we call good~ Yet the One Power is
the cause of all that occurs,
no
matter how in our ignorance
we may
-9-
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misinterpret
appearances.
Every
evil in the life
of a human being
can ·be turned to good account by the
power of Love, because
in every
event there is, behind the veils of
o·f noName and Form, the operation
thing but Love itself.
Thus alchemists
tell
us that to
IDake gold we must have it; and St.
Paul's
matchless
essay says, • 'Love
seeketh . not its own.''
As Starr
Daily puts it,
in The Invincible
Power:
''Love
seeks not after
her
own. Why? Because she already has
her own. What is her own? Veritably the Spirit
of Truth is her own.
And here is one of Paul's
.great
points.
Love does not need to seek
at,ter the Spirit,
which is her own.
She merely has to act according
to
her nature,
and then every act is an
acceptance of what belongs to her.''
We live in a world teeming with
All round us
dreadful
appearances.
are evidences
of iniquity.
Headlines
and radio
and news-reels
spread
the gruesome tale of man's
inhumanity
to man.
Press,
pulpit
and rostrum
discuss
the dreadful
possibility
of a ''suicide
of civilization.''
Students
of prophecy
announce the doom 9£ the Old Order.
Utopians of many types offer us many
inventions
purporting
to guarantee
the establishment
of a satisfactory
-10-
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New Order.
One of these, Hitlerism;
put to actual test,
exploded itself
with disastrous
consequences not only to those who were immediately responsible
for it, but also to millions
of ·innocent
bystanders.
We
need to be on cur guard lest we be
yet dandeceived by other plausible
gerous plans for a New World Order.
One thing to be remembered is that ·
the New World Order is not in the
future.
On the contrary,
it has
been in operation
for as long as
there
has been a world
at all.
There is really
nothing
new about
it. _ It is ''new''
as electricity,
"new''
as the heavenly
hosts,
''new''
as ourselves,
who are without beginning
and without
end of
days. ·
The truth
is simple.
So simple
that only those who accept
it as
little
children
can grow into the
full perfection
of its manifestation.
It is the truth that the universe is even now the manifestation
of a power which is always victorious.
This is the truth that man already
is more than he seems to himself to
be.
It is the truth that life,
here
and now, is eternal
life.
It is the
truth that we have only to enter into the consciousness
of what really
-11-
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IS, in order
to be able to deal
effectively
and joyously
with whatey~r may be included
in today's

APPEARANCES.
Thus it is written
in Psalm 46:7;
"The Lord of Hosts (nlMJl ~l~\) is
with us,''
and the same thing is repeated in the eleventh
verse of the
same Psalm.
The Hebrew word transconjunclated
''with''
means ''in
tion with, in the midst of.''
The
Victorious
Life is ours,
here and
now. It is the essence oi our being.
It is, today as yesterday,
riow
and forever,
the power which never ·
fails,
the power which rules all the
hosts of heaven and earth,
the power
we may apply to overcome every appearance
of evil,
the power which
will enable us to transmute even the
refuse of the earth into the gold of
truth.
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSONTWENTY-SEVEN
THEVICTORIOUS
LIFE (3)

TWO
CHANNELScarry the influence
of the Holy Influence
from above
down to Netzach.
They are _the
twenty-first
and twenty-fourth
Paths
of Wisdom, the paths of the letters
to Keys
Kaph and Nun, corresponding
10 and 13 of Tarot.
Full consideration of these will be found in the
next course of this series;
but here
it will he sufficient
to point out
some of the fundamental
ideas.
In the same way, we shall not attempt here to enter into an extended
explanation
of the th~ee channels
which link Netzach
to the thr~e
We shall limit
Se.phi roth below it.
the discussion
of these
to such
matters as have immediate bearing on
the main object
of this
course,
which is to give you means of gaining a thorough understanding
of the
relationships
between
different
parts of the Tree.
The three paths
just
mentioned
are those
of the
letter
Peh (joining
Netzach to Hod,
and symbolized
in Tarot by Key 16),
T.addi (joining
Netz- ·
of the letter
ach to Yesod, and symbolized by Key
-1-
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17),
and of the letter
Qoph (the
link between Netzach
and M~lkuth,
represented
in Tarot by Key 18).
From your Tarot studies
you .have
learned that the path from Chesed to
Netzach
corresponds
to the letter
Kaph, which signifies
the human hand
It
closed
in the act of g·raspirtg.
is the path of comprihension,
. and
correspon~s
:to those mental activities which find outer manifestation
~s the pair of opposites,
Wealth and
Poverty.
Wealth is the o~tcrime of adeq~~te
grasp of the tr_uth presented
1,ymbolicall y by Key 10 of Tarot.
Poverty
is the effec~ p~oduced by inad~quate
comprehension
of the same truth.
Nor will the reader
of -these words
preparid
for
who is duly and ttuly
the reception
of genuine
occult
knowledge
fail
to perceive
that he
who has proper grasp of the truth we
mean has also a true undersc~nding
of what constitutes
real wealth,
and
of what constitutes
actual poverty.
Such a person may not, and usually
will not, present
to the world any
appearance
of being rich.
There are
some exceptions
to this,
but they
only prove the rule.
But all persons who really
grasp the secret
of
the twenty-first
Path of Wisdom are
truiy affluent,
and not one of them
lacks
anythin g he may require
for

-9'-
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the fulfilment
o( his life~purpose.
Thus it hardly
need be added that .
every such person has a definite
aim
in life,
and knows exactly
what he
wants to be, and what he intends
to
do.
''Before
they call,
I will answer;
and while they are yet speaking,
I
will
hear,''
is one clue to the
meaning of the path of Kaph.
The
idea here is that all human desires
are rooted in the Life-power's
perfect memory of what it is and has
done.
Chesed, the fourth Sephirah,
is the seat of this memory, and represents,
moreover, the Life-power's
unfailing
impulse to impart itself
to all creatures.
Behind human desire is the divine urge of the Lifepower to pour itself
ou~ in everincreasing
measure.
The human quest for better
things,
for improved conditions,
for wider
and freer
ranges of expression,
is
really
a reaction
to this down-flow~ : ·
ing influence
from Chesed.
This
urge for growth was active
before
man appeared
on this
planet.
I~
formed the ne~ula,
shaped the solar
system, organized
the kingdoms below
mankind.
It works now through man
himself
to make him truly
~•more
than man,''
so that the Great Work
may he completed through and by the
activities
of perfected
human beings.
-3-
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Even in its
lowest
forms of ex~
pression,
human .desire
is, like
all
el~e in human personality,
an acti~
vity originating
at a higher
level
than that
of_personal
self-consciousness.
Just as all else that
we do is done through
us, rather
than by us, so is it with our de~
sites.
''Before
they call,
I wil 1
answer.''
What inspires
.the call is
the presence
of the answer among the
treasures
of the Limitless
Substance.
This Limitless
Subs::ance is ever at
our disposal.
It is available
for
all.
Thus the path of the Jetter
of Desirous Quest,''
Kaph, the ''Path
is not man's but God's.
It is not
the search
of a human being
for
something
he wants to get.
It is
the Life-po~er's
eager seeking
for
suitable
outlets
for the benediction
it wants to give.
The desires
welling
up in our
minds have for their
inmost essence
the Life-power's
perfect
knowledge
is all that we dethat it already
sire
to he.
More than this,
the
Life-power
knows itself
as being all
that is real in human personality.
It is all we have ever been, all we
a re now , a 11 we hop e to b e • Ou r
hope, our desire,
our expectation
are no more than reflections
of what
·it actually
is.
In some personalities,
the reflec-4-
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tions are distorted,
like images in
a flawed mirror.
Before human per sonality
reaches
a certain
stage of
development,
desire
seems to be a
purely
personal
matterJ
and often
takes unlovely
forms,
Yet, whether
a . d_
e s i re be flfl h i g h ' ' or ' ' 1ow, • • i t .
is ever the same in essence,
It is
always man' .s mental reaction
to the .
outpouring
of the divine
influence
descending
from Chesed through the
twenty-first
path.
Human misunderstanding
of this
universal
urge ·, human belief
that
desire is personal,
human failure
to
perceive
what the true goal really
is--these
errors
bring pain, and the
fruit
of pain is knowledge.
Happy
the man who has been brought to the
scage of ripeness
where he glimpses
the vision
of the wise,
He may not
share this vision in all its fulness
of joy,
but what he does realize
will
save him_untold
suffering.
Such are true Qabalists,
veritable
receptive
ones.
They are really
competent to grasp
like
the meaning
of instructian
this.
To them it is "given''
to
know the secrets
of the kingdom of
the skies.
''Doubting
Thomases''
may and do, get their
proofs,
their
demonstrations;
but more blessed are
they who can comprehend the principles,
and recognize
their validity,

-5-
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even before

proofs

are given.

The urge for growth
we feel
in
ourselves
is the impulse
of the
Life-power's
eternal
inclination
to
impart
i~self
ever more fully
and
Yet o f ten we distort
it infreely.
to its
crudest
expression,
the desire
to get things.
Desires
for
possessions
, for the increase
of
personal
power, for personal
authority,
for fame or prominence--all
such are tainted
with the delusion
of separateness.
Such desires
set
in operation
the forces
of contraction rather
than those of expansion.
s ·wedenborg
says, · therefore,
that
the essence of hell is the desire
to
rule others,
the desire
for power
ovet
others.
This
hell
is bad
enough when it finds outlet
in the
th~ughts
and ~orks of a Hitier
or a
Mu s so 1 i n i •
Ye t i t i ,s e v e n w o r s e
when it disguises
itself
as motherin the welfare
of
love, as ~nterest
~r as any of
friends
or f~mily,
those private
hells
we ·make when we
with the lives
of others
interfere
in order to remold them into our own
divine
ima g e! Wise men seldom make
any effort
to reform the world.
They who are truly
wise are the
gr~at
givers.
Instinctively
they
kno ~ t h e Life-power
waits to share
with us whatever
asp~ct of its li mitless
r e sources
wiil serve best to
- 6-
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contribute
through us to the establishment
of more joy, more peace,
more health,
more abundance,
They
know the truth
that
the more they
give,
the more will
they have to .
give,
Here is the real inner secret
of
path of Kaph, He who realizes
himself to be a steward,
charg~d with
wise distribution
of the inexhaustible supplies
of all things needful,
from the rich store
of Limitless
Substance,
is not concerned
about
getting.
He sees,
correctly,
that
man's place in the scheme of ~hings
is to act as a distributor,
Con~ider
this well.
We ~11 know
that in this physical
world there is
abundarice
of real ~ealth,--w~alth
en~ugh to raise
the standards
of
living
for everybody
high~r
than
thos~ · now enjoyed by the so-called
"privileged
classes.
·"
We know,
too, that honest
appraisal
of the
causes of misety and poverty brings
to light
the self-evident
fact that
these
evil~
hav~ their
roots
in a
false system of distribution,
which
can be changed for the better,
right
now, without waiting for a inillenium
or delaying
such changes until
ihe
suffering
of the ignorant
masses
bursts
fort h in bloody rev6Iution.
Like every other
change in hum~n
~a ys of bein g and doing,
this
ap-7-
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proach to better
and more equitable
forms of the distribution
of wealth
must begin,
and in fact has already
begun,
in a change
of thinking.
What this must be is, we believe,
sufficiently
indicated
in what we
have just written;
and we leave it
to the intelligence
of all who are
''Builders
of
worthy to be called
the Ady,tum'' to make the application
to their own use of the incalculable
powers of mind.
For centuries,
the path of Kaph
~ith spiritual
has been associated
alchemy, and an old Qabalistic
description
of powers wielded
by an
adept whose mind is fully conformed
to this path says:
''He who possesses this path is af-Ie to change into
gold not only all metals,
but also
the earth itself,
and even the refuse o f the earth. ''
The spiritual
gold is enlightenment,
but this has
also its external
counterpart.
He
who is truly
enlightened
discovers
and cirthe true values of things
cumstances.
Hence the tenth Tarot
Key, corresponding
to this path, includes
in its symbolism
the signs
for the three alchemical
principles,
Sulpher,
Mercury and Salt;
and furKe~ is an emthermore,
the entire
blematic summary of the Great Work.
The twenty - fourth path of the letter Nun car~ies
down to Netzach the
- 8-
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influence
from the sixth Sephirah,
Tiphareth.
Tiphareth
is the seat -of
the Ego, and it is also the point on
the Tree _ of Life corresponding
to
the image-making
power of the human
mind~
Hence the special
mode of
consciousness
represented
by . the
t went y- fo u rt h path
i s ca 11 ed .. the
•• Imaginat i Ve In tel l"igence, I I an~ it
form:
is really
the fundamental
building
~ower at ~ork -in ihe :~hoJe
sphere of human heh~vior.
What we imagine,
that we become • .
What we imagine
ourselves
clearly
and definitely
as doing,
thai
we
sooner or later
accomplish.
What we
imagine as our physical
surroundings
we bring
ultimately
into
actual,
tangible
manifestation.
But here,
perhaps,
one needs to
realize
that
what has just
been
writ~en
applies
to clear,
definite
images only, and to images which are
kept alive until
materialized.
Nor
is this all.
We are so constituted
that we cannot make clear
images of
anything
that is actually
impossible
for us to realize:
For example, a person actually
deficient
in musical
ability
might
wish with all
his heart
to be a
singer
or an instrumentalist.
But
unless
he really
has talent,
his
mental
images of himself
as being
and doing what all competent
mu s i-9-
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cians always have to undertake
will
be wanting in the essential
details
that call
forth
subconscious
response.
Read your Seven Steps lessons again,
and you should have no
difficulty
in grasping this.
Our true desires,
being reflections
of the Life-power's
intentions for us, may always be imaged
clearly.
They are the true Ego's
realizations
of what it can do
through the agency of a given personality.
They have tremendous
potency,
immeasurable
generative
power.
In fact,
as all your previous studies
of the letter
Nun and
its Tarot Key, Death,
have shown
~ou, the potency
of the twentyfourth path is inseparable
from the
physical
forces
of reproduction,
although
it is by no means limited
to those activities
which insure
the perpetuation
of physical
bodies
for the human race.
In Key 13 there is a rising
sun
in the background,
and this symbol
relates
to the sixth
Sephirah,
whence the twenty-fourth
path proceeds.
In the foreground,
on the
right-hand
side of the picture,
is
a growing
rose,
and this
symbol
refers
specifically
to the seventh
Sephirah because Netzach is said to
be the Sphere of Venus, and roses
are the special
flowers of Venus,

-10
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Here is another example of the close
relation
between the composition
of
the Tarot Keys and the places
they
occupy on the Tree of Life.
complete
In Lesson 28 we shall
this
section
of our study of the
Tree by considering
what is needful
for this course_concerning
the naths
of the letters
Peh, Tzaddi and Qoph,
which carry down the influence
of
Netzach
to the eighth,
ninth
and
tenth Sephiroth
respectively.
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSONTWENTY-EIGHT
THE VICTORIOUSLIFE

(4) .

THE FIRST path proceeding
from
Netzach is that of the letter
Peh,
joining Netzach to the eighth Sephirah, Hod. To this path, as you have
learned,
are attributed
the power of
the planet_Mars,
and the pair of
opposites,
Grace and Sin (or Beauty
and Ugliness).
The particular
mode
of consciousness
associated
with
this path is the Exciting,
or Active
In tel 1 igence.
This twenty-seventh
path of Peh is
the third
of the ''reciprocal~'
paths
on the Tree,
of which the
first
is the fourteenth
path of
Daleth,
and the second the nineteenth path of Teth.
Notice that
the path of Daleth carries
a Venusian influence,
inasmuch
as the
planet Venus is attributed
to Dale~
while the path of Teth carries
a
solar
influence,
because
the sign
Leo, attributed
to Teth, is ruled by
the Sun.
Furthermore,
the fourteenth
path
and the twenty-seventh
must be in
complementary
to one
some sense
-1-
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another,
because
both alchemy and
astrology
teach that Venus and Mars
are complements.
Venus has an in tegrating,
form-building
power.
Mars has a disintegrating,
formdestroying
_power.
Compare Tarot
Keys 3 and 16, and you will see that
the former emphasizes
the development of form {pregnant
woman, and
grain growing in a fertile
garden),
while the latter
pictures
destruction by lightning
and fire,
In Key 8, which pictures
the solar
influence
of the path of the letter
Teth, we see a woman who corresponds
to the Venusian
symbolism
of the
Empress taming a red lion, symbol of
the fiery,
destructive
Martian powe~
Thus Key 8 symbolizes
the equilibration
of the integrative
and disintegrative
opposites,
Venus and
Mars, as a hint that the nineteenth
path carries
an influence
which balances the powers of the fourteenth
and twenty-seventh
paths.
Integration
and disintegration
are
like light and shadow, positive
and
negative.
The one leads always to
the other.
Paint a picture,
and you
destroy the whiteness of the canvas,
and you also reduce
the amount of
paint
in the tubes,
Erect a house
of stone,
and you enlarge
the hole
in the quarry
whence the stone is
taken,
External
appearances
of
-2-
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destruction
do but conceal new forms
of integration.
· The Mississippi,
in
flood,
tears
at its banks,
only to
deposit
them finally
in the rich
alluvial
soil
of its delta.
Wars
turn cities
into
rubble-heaps
and
put an end to ancient
institutions,
but greater
cities
rise
to replace
those destroyed,
and better
economic
and political
systems
supplant
the
old-time
customs.
Thus it is appropriate
that the
first
path proceeding
from Netzach,
the sphere of desire,
should be related to Mars, and to the sixteenth
Tarot Key, which carries
every surface appearance
of destruction.
For
desire
has in it always this disintegrative
power.
Whatever we want
must be something
different
from
existing
conditions.
Even if we
desire
to hold onto things
as they
are,
this
desire
will
line
us up
immediately
with others of like mind
and we shall
find ourselves
active
in efforts
to defeat
and destroy
whatever seems to us to threaten
our
conservative
purposes.
This twenty-seventh
path, moreover,
is a continuation
of the activity
of the path of Nun, which carries
the influence
frdm the sixth Sephirah to the seventh.
This path of
Nun is also related
to Mars, because
Mars is the ~ l anet ruling Scorpio,
-3-
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The second path proceeding
from
Netzach is t~at of the letter
Tzaddi,
joining
Netzach to Yesod.
In this
path are combined
the powers
of
Saturn and of Uranus,
co-rulers
of
the sign Awuarius.
This is the
twenty-eighth
path, corresponding
to
the mode of consciousness
termed the
Natura l Intelligence.
Review what
is said of . this path in the lessons
Fundamentals
and Tarot
of Tarot
Interpretation
dealing with Key 17.
Note that this twenty-eighth
path
links the desire-nature
. in Netzach
with the vital
soul in Yesod.
The
desire-nature
corresponds
closely to
what Theosophists
call Kama Manas.
The automatic
conscipusness
of the
vital soul active in Yesod has to do
with the formation
of astral
patterns, which are ultimately
precipitated as physical
forms.
Hence the
path of Tzaddi has to do with activity which carries
the force of desire down to the field of consciousness in which the astral
prototypes
of physical
forms are developed.
When
This activity
is meditation.
we ''hold
the thought,''
when we
bring our mental patterns
repeatedly
before
us, concentrating
on their
details,
as explained
in Seven Steps
In Practical
Occultism,
we are really meditating.
This is not the
only, nor even the highest,
kind of
- 4-
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meditation;
but meditation
it is,
and even at the relatively
low level
which is concerned with the materialization
of desired
conditions,
when rightly
performed,
meditation
tends always toward the ~nveiling
of truth depicted
in Key 17.
On the other hand, even the highest forms of meditation,
directed
toward spiritual
illumination,
must
he backed
by earnest
desire
and
aspiration.
Furthermore,
success in
such forms of meditation
affe~ts
the
automatic
consciousness
in Yesod,
and results
in the production
of
definite
alterations
in the physical
body and environment
of the
person who devotes
himself
to this
kind of mental practice.
Even more direct
is the ~ffect of
strong desire,
formulated
into definite mental images, upon the physi~
cal body.
The mental states
which
take form in Netzach make themselves
manifest
on the physical
plane
through
the activities
associated
with the twenty-ninth
path, joining
Netzach to Malkuth • .
Try to realize
that your desires
have real substance
and real power.
A clear-cut
image of something
desired is a real thing.
It is formed
of mental substance,
somewhat finer
than the astral
substance
which is
the mode of ''m a tter''
corresponding
-5-
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to Yesod,--finer,
and because more
subtle,
more powerful.
This mental substance
works directly
on our bodies and their
environment through the twenty-ninth
path of the Corporeal
Intelligen~e.
It works while we sleep, as you have
learned from your Tarot studies.
It
modifies the functions of the entire
body, and has its measure of influence also on other bodies, both organic and inorganic,
in our environment.
Nothing in the universe
is separate
from the rest
of creation.
Lines of actual
force link together
all the bodies whose sum-total
constitutes
the physical
universe.
Subtle
radiations
from a single
human brain travel with the speed of
light,
in concentric
circles
like
radio-waves,
and make themselves
felt wherever there is a body, animate or inanimate,
attuned to their
rade of vibration.
Thus a strong
desire may, and does, set up mental
and physical responses at points far
distant
in physical
space from the
person
in whose mental
field
the
desire-image
takes
form.
Try to
realize
the full meaning of this,
because it is the principle
underlying many occult practices.

-6-
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GEMATRIA
The name of the seventh Sephitah,
Netzach, ml, Victory,
adds to 148,
with the follow~ng numeral correspondences:
. 0'i17k i1lil' ii' ;, ..mt Eheyeh Yah
Jehovah Elohim, a Divin~ Name which
combines the names of God ascribed
to Kether, Chokmah and Binah.
Thus
it stands for the Supernal Triad of
Sephiroth,
and by its correspondence
to rnl, intimates
that in some sense
the seventh Sephirah is a synthesis
of the powers of the _Supernal Triad.
~'7~ Nmk, Eloha Elyah, the Most
High God (Daniel 3:26).
Note that
the first of these two words adds to
37, the number of i11'n', Yekhidah,
the Suprem~$elf,
while the second
adds to 111, the number of the
letter-name
Aleph.
Here is a suggestion
that the seventh
Sephirah
partakes
of the combined powers of
Kether~ focussed in Yekhidah, and of
the path of Aleph,
which links
Kether . to Chokmah.
O'i17N'lJ, beniy Elohim, literally
~'sons of the Elohim,''
or ''sons of
God.''
This is the name of a choir
of angels
attributed
to Hod, the
eighth
Sephirah,
in Assiah,
the
material
world.
The same choir is
attributed
also to Hod in Briah, the
creative
world.

-7-
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O'ltNO, moznaim, balances,
scales;
name of the seventh
sign, Libra;
in
later
Hebrew,
horizontals.
The
later
meaning is a clue to the significance
of the term ''horizontals"
in Masonic symbolism.
Note that it
is derived from the horizontal
position of the beam of a balance,
when
the weights in the pans are equilibrated.
1nJ, nakhatz,
to press,
to urge;
to be urgent,
to require
haste.
This word, which is a rearrangement
of the letters
of n?l, is related
also to the seventh Sephirah
as the
seat of desire
and passion.
sakhaph, to sweep, or scrape,
away; to bear _down, to cast down..
Compare with the symbolism of Key 16
which represents
the primary projection of desire-force
from the seventh Sephirab.
""18,pesakh, literally,
a skipping
term translated
over, the technical
Passover in the English Bible.
nap, qemakh, flour,
meal.
The
relation
of this word to Netzach,
the seat of desire,
is an imp9rtant
clue to the inner meaning of Jesus'
parable
of the leaven, which a woman
took and hid in three
measures
of
me a l • The th re e meas u re e may be
understood
to be the three Sephiroth
immediately
below Tipbareth
on the
Tree.
These three are the seats of

eno,
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the principles
of personal
consciousness,
and it is they which
must receive
the ''leaven''
which
comes from arove.
Spiriti
damnati, reprobate
spirits.
This Latin term is found in Secret
Symbols of the Rosicrucians,
page 30. ·
It does not mean ''spirits
of the
damned,''
but rather,
'' spirits
under condemnation.''
It refers
to
the uncontrolled_activities
of the
desire
nature.
Yet these,
brought
under right
direction
from above,
are ~el eased from •' condemnation, ''
that is, from automatic
res~onse to
deluded self-consciousness
an~ its
negative
suggestions.
Netzach
is also the Sphere
of
Venus, and in Hebrew this is nJll,
Nogah.
The v~lue of this wori , is
64, and its Gematria
includes
a
great many terms, the more important
bein~ listed
in Lesson 20, pages 14
to 16.
The Divine
Name at~ributed
to
Netzach is nlNJl n1n\, Jehovah Tzabaoth, translated
''Lord of Hosts,''
in English Bibles.
In some degree,
this name corresponds
to the central
figure
of Tarot Key 7, a warrior
riding
in a chariot.
Its number,
525, corresponds
to:
Oil1J ~iT~ zerah Abraham; seed of
Abraham (11 Chron. 20:7).
Read the
passage cited,
and you will see that
-9-
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Abraham
a~pears
therein
as the
friend
of God. This is a link with
one basic
meaning of the seventh
Sephirah.

R~Jtn noJn,

chokmath
ha-mebita,
rhetoric,
one of the seven liberal
arts.
Note that
it is an art of
speech.
This connects with Key 7 in
Tarot,
as well as with the fact that
the first
path pr9ceeding
from Netzach is that
of Peh, the mouth as
organ of speech.

Netzach,
the seventh Path of Wisdom, is named the Occult,
Concealed,
or Hidden Intelligence.
The Hebrew
adjective_
is in~l, nesether.
Its
number, 710, corresponds
to:
Jj\ 1 yarak,
literally,
the thigh,
but used as a euphemism
for the
phallus.
In the Apocalypse
(19:16),
the Greek noun m hr o s (418) has
the same esoteric
m~aning.
This is
linked
closely
to Qabalistic
ideas
which_are
associated
with the seventh Path,
having
to do with the
activity
of the generative
and reproductive
powers of the One Life.
It is an open secret
in these days
that
the forces
at work in those
parts
of the human body which are
the seat of man's strongest
desires
are the ones which must be controlled in order
to win the victory
of
which the reward is liberation.
-10-
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N.B.
11\ is reckoned as 710 by
computing
the final
Kaph as 500.
Its other numeration
is, of course,

230.
p·i s ton,
a pommon New t~stament form of the Greek word meaning
•• faithful,
true,
trustworthy.''
p n e_u ma
a g i oh,
Holy
Spirit
(John _20:22).
In the passage
cited,
the Greek text uses these
words without the article,
just as
they are w·ritten
here. ·
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TWENTY-NINE
LESSON
THE PERFECT
OU1COME
- fl) :
THE EIGHTH point on the Tree of
Life is at the lower end -·oLihe path
of the letter
Mem, through which the
power of Geburah, the fifth Sephirah,
descends,
This same potri~ 'is also
at the lower end of the pai~ ot the
Ayin, through which flow~ the
letter
T{pharpower of the sixth Sephirah,
eth,
Finally,
the power of Netzach,
flows into the
the seventh Sephirah,
eighth Sephirah
through the path of
the letter
Peh, ·
Thus 11-od, t ,he . eighth Sephirah,
is
in which tbe will
a focal . poi~i,
force from Geburah, the image-making
power of the Ego in Tiphareth,
and
the desire
force from Netzach
are
mingled,
This combination of forces
results
in the special
activity
of
the eighth point ori the Tree, which
Qahalistic
psychology
connects with
the intell~ctual
operations
of human
self-consciousness,
To understand correctly
the nature
of the intellectual
activities
of
the human mind, we must realize,
first of all,
that they are wholly
-10
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dependent
on cosmic law.
In all
their
variations,
these activities
express some measure of will - po ~er,
which descends from Geburah into the
eighth Sephirah
through the path of
the letter
Mem.
ln Tarot,
this path is symbolized
by the Hanged Man, Key 12, and among
the Paths
of Wisdom, the mode of
consciousness
which corresponds
to
this
path
is called
the Stable
Intelligence.
In Qabalistic
writings,
the adjechas a special
tive for ''sta~le''
spelling,
D''P, using two Yods,
instead
of ' the singl~ Yod which ap•
pears in the commoner spelling
O'P•
the reason for the additional
Yodis
to bring the numeration
of the word
to 160, wh ich is also the number of
the noun i't', e tz, '' a tr~e. ''
For
the basic meaning of O''P is found
in its verbal root, signifying
''to
rise
up,''
in a great
variety
of
shades of meaning.
Such is the primary sense of the verbal
root,
but
the secondary
sense includes
such
ideas as ~'to stand out, to endure,
to confirm, to establish,''
and it is
from these that the adjective
which
designates
the path of Mem is taken.
When spelled
so that jts numbe~,
160, is equivalent
to lit', etz,
"a
-2-
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O''v

tree,''
the adjective
is rela~meaning of l'tls
ed to the fundamental
which is firmness.
Here we ~ay note
that .the feminine
form of l1 tJs which
means not only trees,
is n~p, etzah,
or timber
generally,
but is used
also to designate
the human spine,
as that which gives firmness to the
physical
body.
Now, in all versions
of Tarot,
a
prominent feature
of the twelfth
Key
is the gallows from which the Hanged
Man is suspended.
The B.O.T.A. version follows
the original
design,
which shows two irees with a crossthe last
bar, suggesting
Tav (n),
letter
of the Hebrew alphabet.
Here is a direct
connection
with
the letter
Mrm. The old pictographic form of this alphabetical
character was a crude picture
of two trees
growing side by side.
In the part
of the world where the Semitic
alphabets
originated,
growing
trees
always
indicate
the presence
of
springs,
because
in those
lands
rains
are so infrequent
that
no
self-sown
seed can grow unless it be
nourished
by an underground
watersuppl Y•
The image of a tree corresponds
also,
both in fact and in the Hebrew language,
to what is conveyed by

_3.::
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the word ''stable.''
Every Qabalistic description
of the path of Mem
says it owes its name to the fact
that it is the ''power of permanence
Stability
in all the Sephiroth.''
implies
immutability,
soundness,
vitality,
coherence,
solidity.
The
ideas evoked from subconsciousness
by these words and their
synonyms
are beautifully
symbolized
by the
image of a fine old tree.
Thus we
say, ''sturdy
as an oak,''
to convey
precisely
the meanings of strength
and reliability
we are here considering.
The strength
and reliability
of a
supporting
power are boldly emphaYet the composisized in Key 12.
tion of the picture
is so arranged
that
it diverts
the attention
of
superficial
observers
from the basic
meaning of the Key.
The idea is
easy to overlook,
because
it is
hidden in plain sight.
The supporting
strength
symbolized
by the gallows
is the power of the
fifth Sephirah,
and one of the names
of that Sephirah
is Geburah,
which
also signifies
''strength.''
It is
the strength
of the cosmic
will
force, the power of undeviating
justice,
which,
to those who fail
to
perceive
the true nature
of cosmic
law, the true significance
of Divine
-4-
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Will, appears to make human personality
the victim
of irresistible
powers which condemn man to all
sorts of miseries.
That condemnation is what is depicted
by the
ostensible
meaning of Key 12, hut
your Tarot studies
have enabled you
to learn that the true significance
of the Hanged Man is just
the reverse of what appears on the surface
of the symbol ism.
In the course of
those studies
you have learned that
Key 12 symbolizes
the perfect
freedom of those who have learned
the
art of depending
completely
on the
support of the universal
life.
·
This art has to do with mind-control,
with practices
which have for
their
object
the restraint
of the
flow of the stream
of mind-stuff
to
(which mind-stuff is the ••water''
which the letter
Mem refers),
so
that this mental substance,
held in
check by practices
of concentration
and meditation,
becomes very quiet
and very intense.
The mind-stuff is
in continual
vibration,
and every
practice
which aims to control
and
direct
it utilizes
the Law of Rhythm
to bring this vibration
under man's
intelligent
self-direction.
Thus we
find the Hindu psychologist,
Patanjali,
beginning his Yoga Sutras with
these words:
"Concentration,
or

-5-
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yoga,
is
mind-stuff
forms.''

the
restraint
from taking

of the
various

Writers
on yoga compare the mindstuff, which they call Chitta,
to a
sea or lake.
The waves in this sea
are termed
Vrittis,
literally,
''whirlpools.''
Yoga, which leads
to complete
s~spension
of these
waves, results
in Samadhi, the perfect
absorption
of personal
consciousness
into the universal
state
of superconsciousness,
This is what
is meant by the title
of Key 12,
It
refers
to the complete suspension
of
all
consciousness
of personally
originated
activity,
This is true
self-denial,
true resignation
of all
pretensions
to self-will,
perfect
attainment
of non-attachment,
Yet we must be careful
not to confuse it with non-action.
It is not
by refusing
to participate
in the
transformations
of energy which surround us that we achieve
the state
of non-attachment.
What we must see
first of all is that no form outside
our bodies can be depended on, because all forms are parts of an endless series
of transformations.
This is the first part of the practice of non-attachment,
It frees us
from depending
on things,
people,
-6-
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systems, creeds,
gods--past,
present
or to come. Then it takes us a step
farther,
and frees
us from that
counterfeit
self-reliance
which is
only egotism
in disguise.
Not on
''self,''
but on the Universal Self,
must we depend if
we would be truly
free.
The Stable
Intelligence
is the
fi~ed essence which is the basis of
all
aspects
of the Life-power.
These appear on the Tree of Life as
the ten Sephiroth.
Omniscience canrtot chang~, for any change in conan addisciousness
must ~e eith•r
tion to the sum-total
of what is
known, or else a subtraction
from
that total.
Neither
addition
nor
subtraction
are conceivable
in a
consciousness
which includes
all
knowledge.
Hence the Stable Intelligence
is the Absolute Consciousness,
reflected
into
the field of
personal awareness.
This is why the
Hanged Man is shown as having the
face and figure of a youth, and the
white hair of an old . man. He represents
the Eternal
Paradox
of the
Absolute,
which is, as The Book of
Tokens puts it:
"'Older
than night
or day, younger than the babe newborn.''

This Absolute Consciousness
is the
support
of personal
consciousness,
-1-
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and in Tarot it is symbolized
also
by Key 21, which illustrates
the
various meanings of the letter
Tav,
Tavis
the letter
corresponding
to
the planet Saturn.
On the Tre~ of
Life, the Sphere of Saturn is Binah,
seat of the Divine Soul, Neshamah.
influence descends to the
Binah's
fifth Sephirah,
Geburah, through the
path of the watery sign Cancer, the
path of the letter
Cheth.
Geburah
itself
is al~o a reflection of Binah.
Thus the gallows of the Hanged Man
is really
a symbol of the support
given by the Divine Soul, itself
an
aspect
of the Indivisible
Self in
Kether, to its personal reffections.
According
to Qabalah,
the One
Self, Yekhidah in Kether, manifests
but compleitself
in two opposite
mentary
modes--Ab,
the Paternal
Life-force
in Chokmah, and Aima, the
Maternal Divine Soul in Binah.
Like
Yekhidah itself,
the Paternal
Lifeforce
is an indivi ·sible
unity,
pervading
the whole universe;
and,
in the same way, the single Divine
Soul, being omnipresent,
dwells in
the hearts
of all creatures.
This
Divine Soul is what is pictured
as
the gallows in Key 12.
From this gallows the Hanged Man
is suspended
by a white,
twisted
-8-
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rope.
White, to show that it represents
the spiral,
whirling
motion
(galgalim)
which begins in Kether.
All activity,
everywhere,
has for
its basis this spiral
whirling,
and
this it is which attaches
every center of personal
consciousness
to the
Absolute
Consciousness,
When the
activities
of personal
consciousness
are suspended,
when the vibrations
·
of the mind-stuff
are stilled,
the
Absolute ~onsciousness
rays forth
its beams, aqd . the perso~ experiences illumination.
This illumination is th~ r~alization
of one'i
innermosi
i~e~tity
with th~ ~t~rn~l
Youth who is iikewise
the Ancient of
08ys.
By this . realization
a human,
being may become so completely aware
of the One Reality
that all sense of
separateness
is extinguished;
and
during this trance-like
state
there
is no vestige of personal
consciousness.
This is the real meaning of the
Buddhist doctrine
of Nirvana.
Litarally,
Nirvana
means ''extinc_
tion.''
It is not,
however,
the
destruction
of personal
existence.
It is the extinction
of a lie by
truth,
the extinction
of darkness by
light.
Most persons labor under the false
impression
that they do things
of
-9-
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themselves,
that their personal
consciousness
is ''their
own,• ·• that
the springs
of their action are hidden somewhere inside
their
bodies.
The exact
reverse
is true.
That
this is really
so may be learned
by
any one who has sufficient
persist
ence to make the necessary
experiments.
' 'This
is a contradiction,''
the
reader
may object,
''for
that very
persistence
is a personal
quality
possessed
by some, and lacking
in
others.''
Nobody can deny that many
persons appear to be lacking in persistence.
The wise agree,
however,
that whoever has the qualifications
necessary
to make the experiments
learns
by what he does that
the
notion
of personal
effort
1s delusion.
They all say:
•:while we were making the experiments,
it seemed
to us that
we
ourselves
were practicing.
When the
work was finished,
it became evident
that at no stage of the process
had
we really
been doing anything.
The
Great Work is accomplished
hy the
One Being,
and what seem to be perpurifications,
purg-tions,
sonal
transformations
and transmutations,
are actually
operations
of the
single
Oivine
Soul.
This is the
Operator
in the Great Work through
-10-
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all
its
stages,
and one of the
stages
is that in which a given human being appears to himself
and to
others
to be wanting in the perseverance
necessary
to successful
experimental
verification
of the actual presence
of the Divine Soul in
human personality.''
The purpose of the Great Work is
the removal of an erroneous
conception.
Thus, in the twenty-third
path of Mem, this work is associated
with water,
and so with lustration
or baptism.
All occult
initiations
include
the ri~e of purification
by
water,
as a symbol of the cleansing
of consciousness.
What is washed
away is the delusion
of personal
separateness.
Hence this rite
is
as~ociated
with the process
of reversing one's conceptions,
as we see
vividly
pictured
by the Hanged Man.
To get rid of the delusion
of separateness
is tQ adopt a mental attitude which seems upside down to the
ordinary
man.
The wise perceive
clearly
that
there is only one power in the universe.
Their knowledge is a vivid
experience,
not a mere intellectual
abstraction.
To say, •'There is but
One Being, One Life,
One Thinker,
One Actor in the universe,''
is to
speak truly.
the actual
experience
-11-
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is anoth~r ~at~er,
the mere - stat;men~
is different
from
b-r-e-a-d.

as different
from
as actual
bread
the five letters,

Practic~
enables
us to slow down
the modifications
of the mind-stuff
until
they come to a sta nd still,
just
as a pendulum
(which,
by the
way, the Hanged Man actually
is)
comes to rest
if it he given
no
impulse.
Practice
is made easier
if
we devote ourselves
daily
to accustoming our brains
to expressing
the
thought
that
every
''personal''
action
is some aspect
of the Lifepower's

cosmic

activity.

This practi ce is most valuable.
Keep at it,
and one day you will
know, better
than words can express,
that
when personal
activity
and
personal
consciousness
are wholly
suspended,
the Stable
Intelligence
shines
like
a glory
in - the mind.
Then what seems to have it• beginning in acts
of personal
will
is
completed
in the inexpressible
splendo r of the ''perfect
realization of the Limitless
Light.''
This perfect
realization
is represented
on the Tree of Life
by the
eighth Sephirah.
Subsequent
lessons
in this s~ction
will be devoted to an
explanation
of its meaning.
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1llE TREE OF LIFE
LESSON THIRTY
THE PERFECT OUTCOME(2)

IN LESSON 29, you learned that the
wise_agree
that the One Operator
in
the Great Work is the Divine Soul,
Neshamah, that spotless~
imperishable principle
of which Qabalah •ays
that even the worst of human beings,
stained
with the basest
crimes,
do
not and cannot
soil
its purity.
This Divine Soul is what Rosicrucians
designated
by the Latin
p h r a s e , De i ·g Zo r i a i .ti t a c t a , . ' ' The
untouchable
glory of God.''
In Latin gematria,
Dei gloria
intacta is 136, and this is the number
of Corvus niger,
the Black Rayen,
and of Deus Trinus,
the Triune God.
Corvus niger i~ a~ alchemical
term
W h i Ch The
Se C r e t Sy m_bO l S O f t he
Rosicrucians
(page 11) calls
the
''door
of the art.''
The Bla~k Raven is the first state
of the m~tter
of the Great Work • . . Jt is called the
''door
of -the ar~·~ because
it is
the poirit of entrance
through which
the power o( the Divine Soul enters
into the .field of manifestation.
One clue to the meaning of t~e
Black Rave~ is its color,
which is
-1-
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the same as that
attributed
to
Binah;
and Binah,
as the point
through
which the power of the Supernal Triad descends into the seven
Sephiroth
of manifestation,
is the
"door
of the art.''
Furthermore,
in Binah the triad
of the Supernals
is completed,
so that Binah is the
point at which the triune
nature
of
the Life-power
becomes manifest.
Consequently,
to this point the term
Deus Trinus,
the Triune
God, . is
correctly
assigned.
Behind all veils
of appearance . is
the uptouchable
Divine Glory.
Yet
that Glory is hidden from the ignorant by veils,
and appears to them as
thick darkness.
Thus we read in the
Bible that the habitation
of God is
thick darkness.
Binah.
therefore,
is represented
on the colored
Tree
of Life by a black circle,
and black
is also the color
of Saturn,
the
planet
of which the third
Sephirah
is said to be the sphere.
Bear in mind also that the third
Sephirah
and the second
are not
really
separate
from Kether,
the
first.
Thus, when we say the Divine
Soul is the Operator
in the Great
that
Work, we are . to understand
Neshamah is inseparable
from Yekhidah, . the Indivisible
SELF, and that
every activity
which is represented
-2-
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by any one of the thirty-one
paths
below Kether is really
some phase or
mode of the whirling
motion which
has its b eginning
in the first Sephirah.
We might com p are Kether
to the
fly-wheel
o f an engine,
and the .
other
points
to various
machines.
One may be a grindstone,
another
another a drill.
The pow- .
a lathe.
er which drives
them all comes from
the fly-wheel
of the engine.
Thus
the engine really
operates
the w~ole
factory,
and the other machines ~~t
as transformers
· which change
the
whirling
motion , into as many, diffe ,r~n t functions
as there ar e machines.
The power is one: the forms of ~xpression
;v.ary.
On the Tree of Life,
the Great
Motor is Kether;
but Tiphareth,
the .
sixth Sephirah,
may be compared to a
secondary
. motor, _ from which power
derived
from the . Gre at ~~tor ~s dis ~
tributed
to the
field
of human
personality
symbolized
by ~he seventh,
eighth,
ninth
and tenth
Sephiroth,
together
with the paths
linking
theee
to . Tiphar~th
.and to
one another • . .One of these co,in .ec ting paths
is that
of the letter
Ayin, which carries
the influenc~
from Tiphareth
down to the eighth
Sephirah,
Hod.
-3-
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In Tarot,

this path is represented
the Devil;
and since this
to the letter
Ayin,
Key corre~ponds
to which Qabalists
assign Capricorn,
the force at work in this path may
be understood
to combine the influences
of Saturn
and Mars,
since
Saturn
rules,
and Mars is exalted,
in Capricorn.
The religious
symbols of the whole
world associate
the birth of saviors
and redeemers
with Capricorn.
Here
is a hint you may find useful.
Capricorn · is an earthy
sign,
which is
associated
with the tenth
house of
the horoscope,
a house having to do
with business
and with the material
affair~ ~f the world.
Too many persons
look upon religion,
metaphysics,
occultism
and
philosophy
as ways of escape,
They
regard
the affairs
of business,
the
concerns of daily life,
as being beneath the notice
of truly
spiritual
persons,
Thus they leave the conduct of these mundane activities
to
"worldly
persons,"
that
is,
to
those who have little
true insight,
to those who are dominated
by the
delusion
of
separate
·ness,
.
.
Yet the selection
of Capricorn
as
the sign in which world-saviors
are
horn, the location
of Jesus'
birthby Key 15,

-4-
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place
at Bethlehem,
''House
of
Bread,''
and many other hints in occult writings,
should put us on the
right track.
One of the most striking of these
hints
is given
again
i11 the' treatises
of the
and again
alchemists.
Whatever
else
th6ir
hooks
may mean,
there
can be no
doubt
that
the Sages
of Her~etic
Science
were seeking
diligently
for
something
which should put at their
disposal
a limitless
supply of acmat~rial
wealth.
tual,

At the same time, these very alchemists
were seeking
spiritual
illumination,
Thus it is evident
that,
to them, material
wealth
and
spiritual
insight
were · by no means
irreconcilable.
Genuine occultism
never asks its
adherents
to be content
with crusts
on earth,
in order
that
they may
gorge
on p i e in the .sky, . On the
contrary,
the sages - affirm ~h~t we
find redemption
. and f~eedom,
health
and happiness,
right
here on
earth,
They bid us pay close attention to mundane affairs,
and tell
us
to look for illumination
in the very
pl ace which,
to the ignorant,
appears to be the stronghold
of darkness and evil,
Even the Lord's Prayer carries
.the
same su ggestion.
' ·' Thy will be done

- 5-
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on earth,
as it is in heaven.''
In
the world of causes,
heaven,
the
Divine Will works perfectly.
On the
material
plane,
because
the Great
Work is not yet finished,
there seem
to be all sorts
of failures.
These
appearances
of failure
ar~ summed up
in . the symbolism of Key 15, and you
have learned
from your Tarot studies
that the leering
m9nster there
depicted
is only a disguise
for the
beneficent
power seated
in the sixth
Sep hi rah.
Our adversities
and misfortunes
sharpen
our intellects.
Dealing
with practical
problems
enables
us
to discern
principles
behind
the
veils of appearance.
No matter how
much we may feel it necessary
to be
devoted
to ''higher
things,••
we
shall miss the mark most miserably
if we do not realize
that one main
result
of tr ue illumination
is abil ity to deal intelligently
with the
business
of this world.
To be truly
wise is always to be truly practical
in the management of ruundane affairs.
To the ignorant,
all appearances
of adversity
seem to he caused by
outside
forces,
and devils,
or the
Devil,
are personifications
of these
supposedly
external
causes of misfortune.
According
to esoteric
doctrine,
the real
cause
of all
-6-
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human experience
is the Life-power,
acting
from within.
Thus the Devil
in Tarot
is r~ally
the Ego in
Tiphareth,
as that One Self of all
humanity
presents
itself
to the
minds of the unenlightened.
The One Self
is the Mediating
Influence between the superpersonal
~ctivities
of the Life-power,
corresponding to the first five Sephiroth,
and the personal
activities
of the
paths
below Tiphareth.
This One
Self is the Ego in all human personalities
incarnate
and discarnate.
Personalities
_ are its means of
expression,
and it works through and .
upon them continually.
The _object
of this work is to bring to perfection its manifestation
through these
personal
vehicles.
This it does by
putting
the personalities
into situations
and circumstances
which will
so modify and develop t_hem that they
become adequate instruments.
Up to a certain
point,
this work
of the Ego upon its personal
vehicles is almost
automatic.
In the
lower kingdoms of nature,
the Ego :
works directly
on the Vital
Soul,
and through
it upon groups of mineral,
vegetable
and animal personalities.
In the higher
animals,
the
rudiments of intellectual
expression
-7-
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begin to show ~hemselves,
and such
animals evidence
some signs of true
specialized
personality.
Yet even the highest
among them
are to some extent
conditioned
by
species.
the grou~ ·soul of their
the lower types of
For that mitter,
humanity (and please i:e>tice that we
not lower races,
say lower types,
since
extremely
low types may belong
races) are by
to supposedly superior
no means emancipated
from the group
soul condition.
This we may see
from the behavior · of mobs, and sometimes of whole populations.
From
lynchings
and camp-meetings;
to such
crazes
as the Mississippi
Bubble or
the Tulip Mania, or . to recent,
and
even present,
manifestations
of mass
by cynhysteria
evoked and directed
ical high-priests
of Mammon, humanin th~ mass moves often
in
ity
response~~
the automatic
behavior
of the Vital Soul it shares with the
kingdoms below it.
· On the other
hand, human beings
o( inhave always the possibility
telligent
participation
in . the Great
Work.
Theyi of all creatures
we
know, are the only ones capable
of
comprehending the underlying
principles
of the process
whereby
the
Life-power
has brought the evolution
of personality
up to the level
of
-8-
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genus homo. Among more advanced human bein gs, this grasp of principles
has been organized
into
scientific
and philosophical
systems,
such as
that represented
in these
lessons,
and in the body of esoteric
doctrine
we have inherited
from our predecessors in this field.
Briefly
stated,
one important
docWi~d~m is that
trine
of Ageless
human self-consciousness
re .l3ches its
highest
level
in those wi~e men apd
women who become aware ihat the O~~ - :
Self is th~ oniy Thi~ker and Actor,
manifest
through cou~tless
personalities.
This awa,r.eness is, · at first,
apprehenno more than intelle~tu~l
sion of the idea.
When this apprehension
dawns, it ·
leads to new ways of being and d-0ing.
Though the illusion
of separ- ,
ateness
persists,
it is seen for
no ,
what it is,
and the delusion
longer exerts
its hypnotic
sway over
the mind.
To the person
who has
reached this stage of spiritual
development come flashes of inspiration
which impel him to work and practice,
in order that he may attain
to
perfect
realization.
At this stage,
he seems to exert
personal
will,
and make personal
effort.
Most of the time he appears
-9 -
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to himself
to he drawing upon his
own personal
powers to accomplish
his purpose. · At the very beginning
he may haYe
of his work, indeed,
little
or no idea that
anything
higher
than himself
is engaied
in
the operation.
Later on, he may realize
that his
progress
depends on a higher power.
Yet even then he may suppose such
higher powers to be gods, angels, or
the like,
superior
to him, and sepHe prays to them,
arate from him.
invokes
them, invites
or implores
their assistance,
and finds that his
endeavors
in this
direction
meet
with success.
For, in spite of the
fact that be does not fully understand what is at work, his idea that
a power or powers superior
to his
own personality
must be involved is
substantially
correct.
To such
higher powers he surrenders
himself,
and, as may be learned from study of
the spiritual
development
of many
saints,
this act of self-surrender
does actually
bring
to pass the
result
for which it is intended.
All such persons
are driven,
in
the beginning,
by a desire to escape
from evil.
They find themselves sick
and · miserable.
They feel strongly
that their lives are unsatisfactoryt
and, if they have been brought
up
-10-
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under the influence of the gloomier
types of theology,
they usually have
and feel
a strong
sense of sin,
themselves
to be beset by tempta·
tions from a personal
devil.
This, for example, was the_rnental
state
Qf the greatest
of German
seers,
Jacob Boehme, and wit -h · him,
indeed, it persisted
to some ·extent
even after his illumination.
Yet he
was one with all · the col'IJ.p
any of the
~ages in his ~rictical
grasp of the
Great Work. · In one of his books · he
writes:
•; The disciple
said to his · Ma~ter:
Sir,
how may I come to t'e suRef~
sensual Ii fe,
that I rna·y see God,
and hear God speak?
••the Master answered
and said:
Son, wh~n thou ~anst throw ihyself
into That, where . no creature
dw~lleth, though it be but £.or a moment;
then thou hearest .what God speaketh~
''When thou ..standest
still
from
the thinking of self and the willing
of self; when both thy intellect
and
thy will are quiet,
and passive
to
the impress of the eternal
Word and
Spirit;
and when thy soul is winged
up above that which is temporal,
the
outward •enses
and the imagination
being locked up ,in holy abstraction,
hearing,
seeing,
then the ~ternal

s~
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and speaki~g
will be revealed
in
thee.
So God heareth
and seeth
through thee who art now the organ
of his Sp i ri 't; so God spe aketh in
thee and whispereth
to thy spirit~
and thy spirit
heareth his voice.''
This perfect
realization
is represented
on the Tree of Life by the
eighth
Sephirah,
1lii, Hod (pronounced hode), Splendor.
Th~ root
of this noun, according
td Gesenius,
is a verb which means '' to
swell.''
Thus the noun Hod signifies prom i nence,
eminence,
importance.
It implies
also that this
p rominence
is a consequence
of
expansion from within.
The val u ~ s of the letters
ii, .. l
and 1 are 5, 6 and 4, adding to 15,
which is also the number of the
Divine Name
Yah, attributed
to
Chokmah. To. a Qabalist,
this means
that the thing expanded into prominence as Hod is really
the essence
of the second Sephirah.
Here we
may note that since Hod stands for
the number 8 1 which is the cube, or
threefold
multiplica~~on
of 2, it
is evident
that even ·in arithmetic
8 is really an expansion of 2, the
Oabalisti~
number of Wisdo~.
..
15 is also the number of the word
.J'J~, Abib, . the name of the month
· -12-
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~f Exodus and Passover~
corresponding to our Eastertide.
T.he nieaning
of Abib is ''blossom,''
anl this
suggests
the · swelling
of buds into
flowers.
Associated
with the time of
year which, to Jews and Christians
alike,
is . linked
with the ideas of
release,
of preser~ation
from - death,
and of escape fr«;>mtribulation,
this
noun Abib is a verbal symbol of all
we mean by f"liheration,''
of all we
have in mind when we speak of perfect realization.
And it carries
with it the thought that such realization
is the resul~
of grow;h, of
expansion
from within.
Yet 15 is also . th• number of the
noun 1"R, a:de, · which · means ~ 'calamity, misery,
misforturie.''
Here is
one of many examples of a number's
being associa 'ted' with words ~f diametrical! y opposite
meaning,
This is bec .ause · every pair of opposites,
instead
of being two wholly
distinct
effects produced by different
cau~es, _shows some aspect of the Law
of Polarity
which is at work through
What we
every part of the universe.
are to understand
here is that misfortunes
and evils
are really
no
more than undeveloped,
unexpanded
seeds · of good. .
.
.
What meani~g would the Exodus have
had I had there
been no Egyptian
-13-
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bondage from which to be set free?
ls not the chief glory of the Resurrection
its contrast
to the darkness
of C~lvary?
Thus in Tarot the number 15 is given to the picture
named
"The Devil,''
but the hidden meaning of this Key is summed up in the
''Adversity
is the disaphorism:
guis 'e of opportunity:
bondage is the
beginning
of liberation.''
The eighth Sephirah
is the Sphere
of ~ercury,
the . field of man's intellect.
Thus we may understand
that
the active
principle
at work in this
field is pictured
in Tarot by Key 1.
This Key corresponds
to the path of
the letter
Beth, which carries
the
influence
from Kether
down tp the
three Sephiroth
composing the Pillar
of Severity.
The eighth Sephirah
represents
the
logical
consequence
of what you have
learned concerning
the seventh.
The
latter
is named Victory
because
a
Limitless
Will (Kether),
knowing itself perfectly
(Chokmah), foreseeing
every possible
consequence
of what
it knows itself
to be (Binah),
imfreely
to every phas e
parting
itself
of existence
(Chesed),
according
to
a perfect
law of adjustment
an d
adaptation
(Geburah) 1 which operates
always
toward
the production
of

-14-
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through
ihe
beautifu
_l results
agency of human self~consciousness
(Tiphareth),
m~st inevitably
succeed.
The self-expression
of the Lifepower is a success;
and this is true ·
at any particular
time ~e may select.
It was true when the Pyramids
were built.
It was true when Buddha
sat under the Bo-tree,
It was not
.than - at
less true at the crucifixion
the resurrection.
It was t~ue when
when the Pi:lgrims .
Columbus s~iled,
landed
at Plymou .th Rock, when the
Declaration
of Independence
was
adopted, when you woke this morning.
It always will h•
It is tr~e now.
true.
No matter
what the appear~
ances
of the moment may be, the
Every stage
Life-power
never fails,
of the cosmic pr~ces~ is ·necessary,
6£ the
and leads to the perfection
result.
ultimate
Thus Qabalah
teaches
also that
what presents
itself
to man's intellectual
consciousness
as the future
must necessarily
include the perfect
manifestation
of the Eternal
SplenLi£ht.
This
dor of the Limitless
idea that
the Life-power's
mani- ,
progress
festaii~n
is · an eternal
from glory
to glory
is the root~
meaning of the eighth Sephi~ah.

-15-
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When this doctrine
is propounded,
many good people
voice
a decided
objection.
With more or less heat,
they argue that
although
the chain
of resoning
is flawless,
provided
we
admit the premise
of an omnipotent
Will-to-good,
this premise
appears
to be an unwarranted
as s umption,
in
a universe
so full
of sorrow
and
suffering as this.
•rttow can you call that · an eternal
success which is obviously
a perpetWhat
ual ~gony? What about death?
about disease?
What about poverty,
crime,
greed,
and the rest of this
welter
of misery?
Dare you call
these part of a success
process?''
Such is the substance
of their
in dignant
response
to the doctrine
we
have just outlined.
A Qabalist
answers:
''First
of
all,
you are ignoring
the many evi dences of good.
Is there
no love ?
Have not even the most miserabl
e
human beings
their
moments of joy ?
The worst you can say is that evi l
and good seem to he mixed, and that,
from your point
of view,
there
is
more bad than good.
''Ageless
Wisdom grants
this,
As
Buddha taught,
sorrow is an integral
part
of the Life-pow~r's
self-exw
pression;
but the Life-power
itse l f
-16-
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feels
that sorrow.
Thus Christian
doctrine
says the incarnate
Logos
acquainted
was a man of sorrows,
with grief,
and speaks of the Lamb
fr~m the _fpundat{on
of the
slain
world.
Esoteric
philosophy
does not
of sorrow
and
evade the problem~
evil.
On ihe contrary,
it says the
that the
first thing to be known
by the
world, as it is experienced
intellectual
man, and by creatures
below man in the scale of evolution,
a place of misery,
is necessqrily
until the Great Work is finished.
''Not
accidentally.
Not because
some other power has interfered
with
the original
Creative
Plan.
_Not he' cause of the malicious
opposition
of
some Prince
of Evil.
The pl'esence
of seeming evil in the universe
is a
because
manifestation
necessity,
itself
must come through limitation,
and limitation
is the root of pain.
'"Th~ _universe
is · the result
of
own self-limitathe Life-pow~r•s
tion,
and since
~ven the least
on Absolute
degree
of limitation
Wisdom must be some me~sure of ignorance, Hindu philosophy
is correct
that cfeation
is
in its declaration
or ignorance.
rooted
in Avidya,
Similarly,
Qabalists
insist
that the
V4::rh R1J, · beraw, ·to cre~te,
hides

is

-17-
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all mysteries
of darkness
and evil.
Nor is this idea limited
to the esotericism
of th~ Qabalah • .It is
stated _ explicitly
in Isaiah
45:7,
where Jehovah
speaks
thus:
'I form
dark n e_ss , I
the l i g h t , and ,create
make peace and create
evil:
I Jehovah do all these things.'
There the
create_is
the ame
verb translated
beraw that
appears
in Genesis
1 as
the second word of the first verse of
the Hebrew original.
All misery
is rooted
in ignorance;
but ignorance can he cured,
and when it is
cured, there is an end . to misery.''
The tap-root
' of ignorance
is the
notion
that man is a P.erson,
born
Jt a given date~ dyini at another.
Yet in human consciousness
at its
present
level
there
is a power
which enables us tQ get rid of this
ignorance,
if we go about it in the
right
way.
We may use the mind we
have now to such .advantage
that ~e
may correct
our errors,
and bring
ourselves
into a living
experience
of truth.
This has been done in
the p ast, a gain and again,
is bein g
done now. ~ay alp~ys be done.
They who have accomplished
this
work repert
that its completion
ha s
had these good results:

1. They have found themselves
in
a position
to understand
why sorro w
-18-
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is necessary,
and why the fact of
suffering is no real contradiction
to
the idea that
the universe
is the
manifestation
of an eternally
progressive
success
process.
2. They have found sorrow and pain
because
extinguished
in themselves,
they have entered
into another
kind
of knowing,
which frees
them fro~
painful
misapprehensions.
3. Because they have extinguished
delusion,
these
enlightened
ones
exert
extraordinary,
though by no
means supernatural,
control
over
their
own bodies,
and over conditions
in their
environment.
They
also
wield
other
powers,
and, in
particular,
are able to influence the
psychic states
of other persons to a
marked degree.
None of these powers
are acq~ired.
They are simply r~leased.
Furthermore,
none of these
powers
are ever
employed
by the
enlightened
to coerce other persons,
even ''for
their
own good,''
nor are
such powers ever employed for peraonal
aggrandizement,
in effect:
''To
Thus Qabalah says,
argue about sorrow, misery and seeming evil
is a waste
of time and
effort.
It is silly
to deny the
actuality
of the various
appearances
of evil.
The point is that all evil
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may be transmuted.
There is a way
to 'destroy
the works of the devil,'
but that way, or method, transforms
appearances
of evil into manifestations of positive
good.
Why, then,
waste time in fruitless
argument?
Let us to work!''
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSONTHIRTY-ONE
THEPERFECT
OUTCOME
( 3)
AS PRESENTED.in alchemical
booksr
the Great
Work is said
to be the
Operation
of the Sun and Moont . performed by the aid ·of Mercury.
The
Sun, or Sol, is the alchemical
name
£or the hot, electric
current
of the
Great Magical Agent.
The Mo.ont or
Luna, is the alchemists'
desig .nation
for the cool, magrietic curren~.
The
two are opposites,
and appear to , be
contending
force~.
Mercury 1s the
reconciler
between them.
One Tarot symbol for this ·1s the ·
picture
of the Magician,
who stands
as mediator
between
the electric
current
descending
from above, and
the magnetic current
rising
from the
garden at his feet.
This garden is
one of many Tarot symbols representing the automatic
consciousness
of
the Vital Soul, Nephesh.
In the next s~ction
of ~his cou~se
you will learn
that in Qabalah
the
automatic
consciousness
is connected
with the Sphere
of the Moon.
The
Moon itself
is represented
by the
letter
Girnel, and by Key 2 of Tarot,
-1-
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The human self-conscious
level of
life
is the mediator
between
the
superconscious
and the subconscious
levels.
Th is is what enables
us to
find release
from ignorance,
and thus
from pain.
Thus The Zohar says that
apart from the human form, the perfect deve l opment of the Life-power's
plan for self-expression
would be
impos~ihle.
Elsewhere
it is written
that God employs the human form in
order
to communicate
himself
to
creation.
_ The He b rew n ame for the eighth
iJ,, saykel
Path of Wisdom is:,,
Intelligence.
shalom, the Perfect
Shalom means ''whole,
uninjured,
full,
complete."
The meaning
refers
to completeness
in
''full''
number,
measure
and weight.
Thus
the name of the eighth
path indicates a kind of consciousness
which
brings
forms to completion,
through
applying
the principles
of mathematics
to accurate
measurement.
What performs these functions
is the
human intellect,
personified
by Thoth
in Egypt,
b-y Neb.o in Chaldea,
by
Hermes among the Greeks, and by Mercury in the Roman pantheon.
Because man can measure, he 1s the
form of existence . which makes possi ble the completion
of the Life-2-
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power's
other modes of expression.
Because man can arrange
the elements
in various
kinds
of ·hi~ environment
of order not spontaneously
provided
by n a tu r·e , man i s ch a r g e d wi t h fi n ishing
the Great Work.
Because man
is able to re - arrange
the forms composing
his mental,
e~otional
and
physical
existence,
, he may cultivate
his per~onjlity
~she
~ultivates
plants
and · modifie's · animals.
By such
self-culti~aiion
· he may advance
bey6nd the limits
o1 the natural
man, genus homo sapieris,
so that he
becomes a member of a new species.
his intel This he c~nnot do u~tii
lect has enabled him to s~e that the
nat~ral
man is ~o mo~e than the seed
of what Man is destined
to become.
Ordinary
genus homo is a person who
reacts
automatically
in response
to
environmental
stimuli.
He is working out the consequences
of heredity
and Karma. He is Man in the making.
Yet even the natural
man may take
By the use of inhis own measure.
tellect,
he may find out how he is
put together,
and how he has reached
h~s present
state
of evolution.
Then he m~y apply the knowledge
so
gain~d to making a new pattern
for
a~d phj~ ~al unfoldment
his ~ental
into a new image of · he One.
- 3· .,-··
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. By right use of intellect
we dis cover the truth that human personality is a vehicle,
or instrument,
for
the Primordial
Being.
This Primordial
Being is Kether
the seat of
Yekhidah,
the Universal
Self.
In
Kether are concentrated
the limitless possibilities
of the No-Thing.
When intellect
demonstrates
that
the No-Thing
is necessarily
omnipresent,
then it follows
that
the
Universal Self in Kether must be the
highest
principle
in every human
personality.
Intellect
shows also
that whatever
powers we may at any
time attribute
to the No-Thing are
in it.
Thus
powers always resident
it follows that in the highest
principle of human personality
there is
present
now a power more than adequate to effect such transformations
in man's make-up as those we have
just descrihed.
Qabalists
tell us that the root of
this transforming
activity
is in Gedulah,
or Chesed.
Note that on the
Tree of Life,
this fourth Sephirah,
diametrically
opposite
to Hod, may
be thought
of as the complement
of
Hod, just
as Geburah is the complement of Netzach.
This leads
power of the

to the idea that
the
eighth Sephirah
has to
-4-
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do with the fulfilment
or fruition
of
Chesed,
We may consider
this
from
two points of view.
The first
is that
the powers man
exercises
to bring himself
to comof
pletion
are, to begin with, gifts
th ·e Divine
Beneficence.
Hence we
· read in alchemical
books that no man
may attain
success
in the Operation
he be
of the Sun and Moon uniess
favored by the grace of God~
The essence
of man's intellectual
perfect
ability
is the Life-power's
memory of what it is " in itself,
and
as the inevof what it foresees
itable
result
of what it knows
itself
to be.
The ·last,
because
Chesed is the oppos:i te" an·d comp le. ment of Binah,
juit
as Hod is the
·..:.. - opposite
and · complement
of Chesed.
In Binah, the ·Universal
Mind contemplates
what must follow from what it
is in itself,
and this great ~attern
of life-expression
is held in the
perfect
memory of Chesed.
Reflected
into the field of human
intellect,
the Life-power's
memory
of the pattern
for the perfect
outcome is expres~ed
in man's intellectual
awareness
of that ~~ttern,
and in his personal
planning
to participate
in the Great Work. Up to a
certain
point,
man's awareness
seems

-5-
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to him to he his ~wn, and in the
early- ·stages of the Great Work, the
operator
may suppose himself
to be
an independent
worker.
Once that
point is reached and passed,
the man
realizes
that the actual
Worker is
and that
the human
the . One Self,
personality
is the subject
of the
opera t_ion.
The other
consequence
of man's
realization
that the root of Hod is
in Chesed has to do with the motivation of his efforts to advance beyond
the natural
man into the new creature.
The only adequate
motive is
good-will,
. b~neficence,
lovingkindness.
It Inds expression
in a desire " to be of service
to our fellow
human beings,
in dedication
of all
that we are, of all that we have,
of all that we do, to promoting the
welfare
of humanity.
Try to ~nderstand
that
this
is
straight
science.
Unripened man is
given to self-deception,
and under
its glamor he makes all sorts
of
false preten~es
to hi~self
and to
others. _ Thus one of the most important
details
of his intellectual
work must be an honest
evaluatiop
of his motives,
based on his knowledge that the only motivation
which
will enable
him to accomplish
his
aim is genuine
altruism.
Perhaps

-6-
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we might say ihat
this
is not so
much a matter
of being good as of
being practical.
There is no senti~
mentality
about it,
It is simply
the only method that works.
Name n1~J~C'n7~, Elois assign~d
to Hod.
It means
''Creative
Powers
of
Hosts.''
The first word in this twopart name is that assigned
to the
third
Sephirah,
jus~
as the first
word in nl~Jl illil', Jehovah Tzabaform of
oth, is the extended
Jah, the_name assigned
~o Chokmah.
Jab and Jehovah express
the mascu1 i n e asp e c t o f_ t he Di vine Be i n g.
Elohim is the Qabalistic
designation for the feminine.
For Netzach,
the seventh
Sephirah,
though · ~t - be
called
the Sphere of Venus, is nonetheless
a male Sephirah;
while Hod,
the Sphere of Mercury, has its place
oh the feminine side of the Tree.
The second part of each of these
two Divine Names is the same, and
though its surface
meaning is ''armies,''
there is yet another signification.
For both Netzach
and Hod
are Sephiroth
having their places in
the field of human personality.
Consequent! y, the word Tz, .bao th indicates the multiplicity
and a_pparent
subdivision
of th~ Divine
Powers ,
The Divine

him Tzabaoth,

ii',

-7-
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when they find expression
in human
life.
Both '- Jehovah and Elohim s t~nd for
aspects
of the One Divine
Power.
They might be compared to the positive
and negative
aspects
of the
electric
current.
But just as the
electricity
from a single
powerstation
may light
a thousand
lamps,
and yet be one, so do the two aspects of the One Being, _Jehovah and
Elohim, make themselves
manifest
of personalities.
through ''hosts''
Thus,
since Hod is indicated
as
being the expression
of the Elohim,
or feminine
Creative
Powers,
de·
scending
from Binah,
we should
understand
that personal
intellect
is the expression
and temporal manifestation
of the eternal
creative
powers of the Divine
Soul.
It is
through human intellection
that the
creative
impulse streaming
down the
Pillar
of Severity
from Binah is
specialized,
and is brought to bear
upon the actual
problems
of man's
daily existence.
When man rightly
measures himself,
when he _correctly
applies
the powers
dwelling
in him to the transmutation
of his personality,
there is wrought
in him a parallel
to the macrocosmic
process
described
in the figurative
-8-
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language of the first chapt~~ of the
Bible,
When this is completed,
igand - sufferQorance is extinguished,
ing is eliminated
from ~is ~~peiience of the universe.
· This by n~
· means diminishes
his awareness th~i
others suffer, nor his ' knowledge that
so long as life
expres~es
i~self
through
levels
below that of the
••new creatu~e''
he has become, it
must be a life of sorrow, ·
Hence, . when he is fully transform- .
ed, he becomes a ''Maste~ of CompasThenceforth
he dedi~ates
sion,''
all his powers tci helping ot .hefs : to '
become like himself,
No· ill~minated
man hides hii ;light under ~ -b~sh~l. ·
He cannot,
He lets it shine as a
beacon to all the w~rld~ th~~ it i~
t hat to the presence of . th~se Light- :.
bearers among us we ~we t~is Agel~s~
Wisdo~ of the Qabala~ ~ or the Reception,
May we all ~e give~ cap~citf
to light _ our l_amps at its flame·,

GEMA1RIA
11il, hode, usually
written
Hod,
has
the name of the eignth . Sephirah,
been analyzed numerically
in Les~on
30, There is also a li~t of the Gematria of 15 in Lesson 11, To the -se
detaj.ls .._which should giv .e . you plenty of material
for .meditation,
we
may add the fol lowing:
-9-
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1. The number 15 is the sum of the
numbers from Oto 5, that is, 15 is
the theosophical
extension
of 5.
Thus 1lii, as a number, denotes
the
full expression
of the powers sym~
bolized
by 5.
On the Tree of Life,
these powers
are those of the fifth Sephirah,
Gebur ah.
One has on 1 y to g 1 an c e at
the Tree to see that Hod is the reflection
of Geburah.
What is more,
on the colored
diagrams,
Hod is
orange,
the mixture of red and yellow, and this &uggests
that in Hod
the powers of Geburah (red)
and of
Tiphareth
(yellow)
are combined.
Think this
out,
and you will
see
what it means.
Apply the same line
of reasoning
to the colors of Chesed
(blue),
Tiphareth
(yellow)
and
Netz ach (green).
2 • In ·th e He b re w a 1 p h a be t , 5 i s
.represented
by ii, Heh, which is the
first
letter
of 1lii.
Thus we may
think of Hod also as being the extension
of the powers represented
by the Emperor, the Tarot symbol for
the letter
Heh.
These powers, like
those active
in Geburah,
are Martian,
and on the Tree the _path of
Heh is red,
like that
of Geburah.
Furthermore,
this path conducts
the
life
force (Chaiah) from Chokmah to
-10-
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Tiphareth.
Again,
the path which
links the sixth Sephirah to Hod, and .
carries . the power of Tiphareth
into
Hod, is a path which,
though its .
color is blue-violet,
is connected
with Mars t~ropsh
the sign Capri~
corn, in which .the inOuence of Mars
is exalted.
3. The ft~~e 1ln itself
m~y be read
'"Heh and Dal~th,•'
~ecau~~ the , letter 1 at the center
of 1ln i~~ in
Hebrew, the equivaleni
df ''and.''
This reminds us that the intellectual activity
at work i~ Hod is a
combination
of reason and imagination, typified in Tarot by the Emper.
..
or and the Empress.
Besides
this,
the Empress
is
Venus, whose sphe~e is the ~even~h Sephirah,
and the power pictured
by
the Emperor is that · of Mars. On the
Tre~, Mars correspond~
to the path
of Peh (£), which carries
the Venuinfluence
from the seventh
sian
Sephirah to the eighth.
Whatever we desire
is something
different
from what is now in actual
existence.
Thus the power of Netzach leads ine•itably
to the disintegration
pf existing
forms, which is
the Martian activit~
corresponding
to the path of Peh, illustrated
in
Tarot by Key 16.
-11-
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When our desires
are sufficiently
clear,
they take form in our determination
to rid ourselves
of deluto pass
sion, and in our aspiration
f~om the restricted
sphere
of the
''natural
man'' into the freedom of
the ''new creature.''
The process
whereby this desire
is realized
is,
on~ of disinin its earlier
stages,
tegration.
It begins with a flash of
inspiration
which overthrows
our
erroneous
notions.
It reduces
our
world to a chaos.
It hurls us from
our towers of isolation,
and inverts
all our former notions
of ourselves,
and of the nature
of our environment, and our relation
to it.
Then comes the reintegration,
which begins
with the intellectual
processes
of the eighth
path.
What
this is we may learn from Tarot,
and
a clue.
.the letters
of 11~ provide
~ is the Emperor,
Key 4.
1 is the
1 is the EmHierophant,
Key 5.
press,
Key 3.
Add the numbers _of
these three Keys.
Their sum is 12,
the number of the Hanged Man, and,
surely,
the Hanged Man is Tarot's
representation
of the ''new · creaOn this
account,
Eliphas
.ture.''
''the
Levi says Key 12 represents
adept, bound by his engagements.''
We have given this extended
ple of the w1:y a Qabalist

-12-
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analyze
11~ by ~eans of numbers,
a~d Tarot,
in order to show
colors
that what seem to be almost mechan~
ical processes
do really
lead to the
disclosure
of aspects
of truth which
mee.t every test of reason.

C?I, shalom, the name applied to
the eighth
Sephirah
as a Path of
Wisdom, is used as an adjective
in
the senses
mentioned
in page 2 of
this lesson.
As a .proper · noun, the
Salem,
same word is the pl•ce-n~me
as when Genesis 14:18 mentions Melchizedik,
King Qf Salem.
In ~the
Western Tradition,
much occult
instruction
is c~nnected
with thii~
This instruction
is one of the clue;
to ·the me•ning of the Masonic legend
concerning
Hiram Abiff, and · the acute
student
will not fail
to note here
that
the whole mystery
of Mason~y
has to do with geometry
(a science
invented,
say the ancient
glyphs~ by
Hermes or Mercury),
and with the application
of geometry to the art of
building.
The temple
• :'not
made
with hands,
eternal
in the heavens,''
is the house of the Divine
Spirit.
It is the perfected,
completed
personality
of man.

c,1

is 370.
The numeral value of
This number combines
70, the value
of the letter
Ayin, represented
in
-13-
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Tarot by Key 15, with 300, the value
of the l~tter
Shin, corresponding
to
Key 20, Judgement
(t hat is, Completion),
No te that
on the Tree of
Life the path of Ayin carries
the
power of Tiphareth
down to Hod, and
that
the path of Shin carries
the
power of Hod down to Malkuth,
the
field of physical
embodiment,
Among words corresponding
numher 370 are :

C7l:t,' 111, _derek

_olahm,

everlasting
(Psalm 139:24),
reckoned here as 20, ·

to the
the way
Final 1

, V!J
J
a q a r, t O p 1 ll Ck Up , t O r O O t
out;
to be sterile;
a stump,
the
trunk
of a tree · (J?aniel
4: 15),
The suggestion
of this
particular
entry
has a direct
bearing
on the
futile,
worthless
activity
of intellect when it has nothing
to work on
except
the reports
of the physical
sens~s.
Without
illumination
from
above, intellect
is lifeless,

f:11~, tzaraph,
to refine,
to melt
together,
to connect~
to combine;
also, to try, to examine,
All these
meanings
ar~ connected
with
the
deeper alchemical
significance
of the
eighth path,
qarah,
. to rend,
to tear,
This word is related
to the analyti-14-
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cal power of intellect,
the power
which can tear things
apart.
In the
Hebrew . alphabet,
the same power is
represented
by Zain, the . sword, and
in Tarot
by Key ._6.
Misused,
it
l e ad s t; o ~vi 1_ r.e s u 1 t s • Thu s t h e
to
verb ITTi'means also 1 • t'O slander,
revile.''
For the false judgments
of in tell.~~ t are separative.
They
slander .man to himself,
and make him
-~is own bad estimate,
his
project
own inaccurate
self-measurement,
on
all his fellows.
5Lxo,, oikosJ house (l Petet 2:5).
This is the Greek equival~nt
f6r
n'J, Beth, the name of the letter
corresponding
to Mercury,
wh~se in~
fiuence
is at work in the eighth
·
Sep hi rah.
Annuit
Coeptis:
Novus Ordo .S eclorum. These are the two _Latin · mottoes
on the reverse
of the Great Seal of
the United . States
of America. _ Their
hath
English
translation
is: · ''fie
prospered
our undertakings:
a ne~
order of the ages (or, a new order
·
of the aeons).
The oikos,
or house, which i&. the
symbol of the Ne~ Orde~ on the Great
ot
Seal,
is pictured
as a piece
Egyptian masonry, an unfinished pyramid, of thirteen
courses.
-15-
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In Rosicrucian
symbolism,
the
house is the Vault of the Adepts, or
burial-place
of the Founder of the
Order,
Brother
C. R. C.
In the
Fama Fraterniti:.tis
we find a description of this Vault,
which had seven
sides,
each measu~ing
5 feet
by
8 .feet.
Thus the whole vault
had
21 b~undary
lines . whose total
length
was 126 feet.
126 is the
number of Novus Ordo, a New Order.
The number of the . word Seclorum
is
94. This, added to 126, makes 220,
the value in Hebrew of the letters
Kaph, Res h , Kaph, represented
by the
German letters
C.R.
C. Thus Novus
Ordo Seclorum
sums up the whole
Rosiciucian
mystery,
and is equivalent to the mystical
initials
of the
traditional
Founder of the Order.
The Rosicrucian
Vault and the pyramid on the Great Seal are related
emblems.
Both were devised
under
the influence of the Inner School of
the Western Tradition.
It is to the
assistance
of that School,
working
actively
through
the Masonic Fraternity
in t he ei ghteenth
century,
that we owe the establishment
of the
government of the United ·States.
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THE· TREE·oF · LIFE
.

LESSONTHIR'IY-TI\'.O
· 'fHE SURE FOUNOATION ( :i)
1.;.

.THllEEPA,THS carry

· the .in-flue 'nce s
from aboye d<>.w11
. tQ 11::'.'', Ye sod, · the
·. ni .nth . ~ephirah
• . · The first · i,s ·the
·. path of _the : Intelligence
of Prob-a. tion _or .TriaJ~ corresponding
to ~he
letter
_Samekh and to Key 14.
The
second is .the path of the -Natural
Intelligence~
corresponding
to · the
letter . Tzaddi . and to Key 17.
The
thii:d _ is , the path : of the Collective
Intelligence,
corresponding
to the
lett,r
Resh and to Key ~9.
The t~enty-fifth
path of the lette~
down th~ influence
Simekh carri~s
from Tiphareth,
and for , this reason
its Tarot Key has for . its principal
figure a white-rqbed
angel~ on ~hose
head is a solar disk .wh.ich identifie ·s
~im as Michael ·, . angel of the Sun ·and
of ~he sixth
Sephirah.
-On hii
breast,
moreover,
is the name
~nd in some · schools of Qabalah, · this
~~m~ has
sp .ecial
r -eferen :c-e to
Tiphareth
• . Below _the name is a
seven-pointed
star,
representing
· the
balanced
activity
of .the sev~n
below ~inah o~ the Tree of
Sephiroth

n,n•,
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Life,
and this
balance
is maintained
by the Ego ·seated
in Tiphareth.
solar
angel
represents
the
This
Operator
in the Great
Work, known to
alchemists
as the Work of the Sun
and Moon.
On the Tree,
the Sphere
of the Sun is Tiphareth,
and that
of
the Moon is Yesod.
These
two points
end~ of
are at the upper
and lower
the twenty-fifth
path.
Hence
this
path
is that
which
has particular
reference
to the Great
Work, and the
corresponding
Tarot
Key is a symbolic
representation
of the main
features
of the
true
nature
of the

Magnum Opus,
At the
bottom
of Key 14, therefore,
we see
a pool,
which
corresponds
to Yesod;
and one foot of the
angel
is
in the
pool,
while
the
other
rests
upon
the earth
at the
pool's
margin.
This
is to show that
the Great
Work is a combination
of
(wateiy)
and physical
psychical
(earthy}
activities.
It indicates
· also
that
the Operation
of the Sun
and Moon has
to do with
powers
of
the
automatic
consciousness
(the
pool)
and of self-consciousness
(the
of . the earth).
surface
fire on an eagle,
The angel
pours
and water
on a lion.
This
symbolizes
the underlying
principle
of all
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forms of alchemical
practice.
Fire
a'n d water
are Opp Os i't es , and the
is Jhat ~ipre~~~d
i~e
prin~ipJe
'Hindu ·psychologist,
Patanjali,
when
he. says:
''Ttie m~difications
.of the
_mind are to . be ~ver~ome
b.f their
·~ppos{tes.'~
Furthe~mo~e~ · in this
picture
the eagle stands
for Sc~~sign attributed
to
pio, the zodiacal
t~~ p~th of Nun, and th~ liort
is
htown, to show that
he - ~epreserits
the activity
of t ·he twen ·ty-sixth
p~ih, which joirts Ti~hateth
to Hod.
For the Bible sometimes pictures
the
seeking :whom h·e may
"devil as a lion,
devour~
Thus · this pa~tidula~
lion
is brown,
t6 show : his : connection
with the centraI
· ·fitu~e
ef the fifteenth
Key, who~e body · ha~ a dull,
earthy
co.lor. , Yet . the . lion is ,essentially
a symbol for fi~e, ao ~hat
he represents
the . quality . opposite
. to that , symbolized .by t .he water the
The compbangel pou .rs on- his head.
. sition
of Key 14, therefore,
offers
these clues to its coTrect . plBcing
on the Tree, · and to its correspondence to the path of Samekh.
the Atcher,
The sign Sagi~tatius,
is that attributed
i~ ' Qabalah t6 the
letter
Sa~ekh.
: Its Hebrew name ' is
rwp, q~sheth, and the same letters
rain~ow •
spell . the , noun meaning
. Thus, over t .he h-ea -d. of the angel,
.-30
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our version
of Key 14 shows
the bow
of the solar
spectrum,
which
represents
the white
light
of the
sun,
divided
into
the seven
colors
corresponding
to the alchemical
metals,
the interior
stars,
and the chakras
of the yogis.
In alchemical
books,
the Great
Work is summed up in the words Solve
et Co<igula,
to dissolve
and to coagQlate.
The sages
say ~lso
that
the Great
Work consists
in the fixation
of the volatile,
and the volatilization
of the
fixed.
This
is
merely
another
way of saying
that
the alchemical
operation
is effected
by bringing
opposites
to · b~ar
on
one another.
The main thing
to remember
is that
this
is a work
carried
on by the
true
Ego, and that
the personality
is the subject
of the operation.
So
not
uriderstand
that
long
as wed~
what we call
"I,"
and mistaken!
y
suppose
to be a separate
entity,
belonging
exclusively
to our
own
personality,
is really
the Chri"st
Principle,
the Divine
Son,
the Ego
dwelling
in the hearts
of all humanity,
we shall
be deluded
as to the
true
nature
of the Work.

Yet,
necessary

even
while
illusion

~e
of

-4-
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for a realiti,
~nd ~uffe~ from the
various
ills
this delusion ,-causes,
w~ ire bei~g worked ~n by the Eg~.
We are
correct,
even
when mbst
deluded,
in our thought,
"I
seek
rel ease,.''
because
the true I AM in
our hearts
is what . inspires
our
q u e·s t .
Event ti a 11 y , we s.h a 11 . know
the truth
of this,
and then our
lives
will
fulfil
the words of the
New Testament:
'' If ye abide in my
word, then are ye truly
my disciples;
ahd ye sha)l .know the -truth,
and the ·truth shall make you free.''
The lait
p~rt ~f this promise
is
sometimes
in connecquoted ofteri;
tions which are the exact opposites
of the true meaning.
We have thereand
fore given the whole sentence,
call
yout attention
to the conditional
clause at its beginning.
This is a promise to those who are
true disciples.
There is no liberating
~ower in mere intellectual
knowledge
of, or assent
to, truth.
Only those whose spiritual
dwellingpla;e .is th~ Logos, or central
ideai
o f J e s us ' tea c hi n g , are to be c.o n sidered
as entitled
to participation
in this promise.
Nor do we have far
to seek to discov~r
the acid test
for a true disciple.
· They ~hQ. truly .
abide in th& central
. idea of Jisus'
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doctrin~
say, w.itb h~m: ' '()f _myself
I can do nothing:
r · have - ~o will,
save . t ·,o do the wi11 of him . that
sent me·.''
The wh~le of the Master's . ethic~!
follows
from this.
fie who
teaching
seeks
to know th~ iru~h,
~e wha
deiires
to become the ''new
cr~iture;••
he ~ho aspire&
to discov~r
the Stohe
of the Wise. must dwell
c6ntinually
in this
condition
of
dependence - on . the Central
SELF. ·
of
·Thus tl1e Qabalis tic description
th~ . path of Samekh says it is na~ed
Intelligence
of Probation
or Trial
because it ig the first test whereby
tries
the devotion
the Lord (~ln')
of th~ Chasidim.
The Chasidim,
y6u
will recall,
are they whom Rosic~ucians term ''Exempt
Adepts.''
They
· abide in the perpetual
recollection
of their
perfect
~nion
with
the
Central
SELF. Their lives
and works
expr~ss that recollection
in l~virigkindness,
in unfailing
benevolenc~,
in perfect
good-will
io all beings.
In The Bhagavad-Gita,
inspired - as
truly
as are the Christian
G~spe _.ls
with the ceritral
idea,
or Logos, -0£
Jesus' · teaching,
we read:
iiWhatev~r
t~ou doest,
whate~er
thou eatest,
whatever
thou sacri-
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~cest,
whatever
thou givest,
wha~.e:ver discipli~~
. thou p~ r .formes t'
~~mmii each u~t~ ·~~~ · thu~ ~halt
thou ·b~ 4eli~er~~
'rroin the ·good and
evjl experie~ces
~hich at~ th~ b~ri4s
~f · a~tion; and , ihy be~~t . beini j~ine<l. to . renunci1:1 .tion . and to · the pr~ctJi,ou shalt
c.~~e ~o
. tice . of .action,
me • . I am t~e · sam~ . to all ~r~atures;
I : knpw not · hatred
. nor favor; · but
d~~ll
those who se~ve , m~ wii~ love
in me and I in th~m. . Ev~n if · the
man of most evil
w~ys ~~rship
~e
. with ' exc 'lu 's 'ive 'devotion;
h'e is to
as righte~~s,
for h~
be co~sid~red
hath j,udged ·aright.
· Such a man soon
becometh
Of
8 righteous
soul
and
obt~~n~t~
pe~petuai
h~ppin~ss.''
The same principle
~s op~rative
in the old Rosicrucian
vow:
'' I
will look ,on every circu~s 'tance of
l!lY life
as a particular
deali~g
of
God with my soui.''
This ·is an act
of will.
It is a fixed determination,
to be ~onfirmed
bi actrial
dailJ
practice~

~~at

The s~~~ing
pa~adoi . i~
~e
mu.st will
to ·surrend~r
our self,This ~pp are~ t ..c·on trad(cti.on
,wi.'l_l!
aris~s
,from tl)e fact
that
when we
begin' this ' pr .act ice w
'e are 'in . ~o .me
measure
under ihe inO~encj 'of t~e
~:S .ion.
o:£
rate;.e
..del
·..
. sepa
.
.
··, ·s s ..· ' . The
..
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delusion
persists
until
we find our
sense
9£ personal
effort
entirely
dissipated.
When we are r1pened to
. we know that even when
this point,
the sense of personal
striving
and
self-discipline
is strongest,
what
really
occurs
is that
the true Ego
is subjecting
its personal
vehicle
to a series
of tests
which temper
the personality
into
a · suitable
instrument
of self-expression
for
the Life-power.
Then comes to pass what is symbolized
by the
rays
of the sevenpointed
star
on the breast
of the
This is the perangel in Key 14.
fect
co-ordination
of the seven
principles
of human personality.
In
cothe physical
body, this perfect
ordination
manifests
itself
as the
balanced
activity
of the interior
stars.
When the Great Work is completed,
nothing
is unduly stresie<l.
In astrology,
therefore,
we are
taught
that no planet
is exalted
in
Sagittarius,
but that
the ruler
of
this si gn is Jupiter,
pictured
in
Key 10 as the Wheel of the Good Law.
turn~ until
it brings
us
The ~heel
to union with what is symbolized
by
. the blue sphinx
at the top of the
wheel.
The sphinx typifies
knowledge
of the answer to the riddle ·of hu~an
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existence,
and that kno~ledge
is the
perpetual
recollection
of perfect
~nion
with the On~ Self,
Thjs is
the truth
known to true disciples,
the truth '"t hat sets
them free
from
every kind of bondage.
Every one of us,
then,
is under
the direct
supervision
and guidance
of the universal
SELF. That SELF is
a living,
conscious
and loving
power.
No least
detail
of our personal
experience
is hidden
from its omniscience.
It knows just
what we
need, and it works always
to bring
us to that state
of balanced,
te~rered
adequacy
which is the completion of the Operation
of the Sun.
From our imperfect
understanding
we draw mistaken
conclusions
as to
the nature
of our experiences.
The
very wording of our legal
documents
shows how profoundly
the race-mind
is infected
with this error.
Every
calamity,
every
disaster
of fire,
flood,
or earthquake,
we call
an
''act
of God.''
We shift
the blame
for all our adversities
on Providence;
but how eager we are to ~ke
personal
credit
for our successes!
God (or the Devil)
is responsible
. for our troubles.
We are the com~
placent
authors
of ~11 that _ is good
in our lives,
-9-
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Acts of ~ontinual
devotion,
s~ch
as a·re - prescribed
· in our qu ·otation
from t~e Gita; rid us ~ eventually
of
nonserise.
·· Then we see · that
this
·j'us t as an armorer
plunges
a blad :e
into fire, and then into oil,
to per. feet its temper, so are we subjected
by the SELF (the true,
inner~ost
I AMat the center
of every human
personality)
to alternate
experiences of fiery adTersity
and soothing
prosperity.
In time · we learn
to accept
all
experiences
as good ~nd pe~fect
· gifts.
Then we see that it is not
what occurs, · but the meaning behind
it, which is important.
As we perfect ourselves
in surrendering
selfwill,
in devoti,ig
every
detail
of
our personal
Ii ves to the service
of
th-e One . through service
to our fellow-creatures,
w-e come at last _to
the : point where .every dealing
of God
with our . sou.Is . adds to our personal
equipment
m9re knowledge,
more µnd~rstanding~
more power .over the
us. :
con -ditions
surrounding
·. This work begins at the self-con· for the twent .y-fi ·fth
scious ': level,
path descends
from Tip ·h,areth ·, seat
of · the · Eg·o. Our first s·teps on this
: perc~ptions.
pith are ·intell~ctual
-10- .
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As , w~ cont~nue

our practice,
these
percep~io~~
are c~rried
down to the ·
auto~aiic
lev~l qt aubcons~iousnes~.
O~r ~pr~ctice
.dem~ii~trates
· the truth
of our perceptio~,;
a~d these
repeated
verificatio~~
of ~~uth bring
ah~ut a fixe~ habit
of ~ind~
They
h~i~i u~ t6 the me~tal attitude
exby · The Pat tern on the Trespressed
t lebo:i .rd: ''I
rest my' life,
fr.om day
. o~
to day, upon the sure foundation
Et~rn~l · Beihg.' , .

Our 'desire
nature
plays · its part
{n this transformation
of t .he Vital
Soul ~t ihe subconsci6us
level~
W.hat occurs
is shown .!Jy the sevent~~rith Key ~f Tarot,
illustrating
the . occ~lt
~~aning
of · the twentyeight ·h' Path of the Natural
Intelligence.
Th is path joins Netzach, _ the seat
- tO Yesod,
the Sephlrah
of desirei
which ha~ to do with reproductio~,
is the point on the Tree . corresp9nding to Nephesh,
the Vital Soul, and
is the seat
of the automatic
consciousness.
Qa~alists
' say the hame
of · the twen ty-ei gh th p·ath ·refers · to
the fact that
~'by it is p~rfect~d
the ~ature
of all
things . eiisting
under the -0rb . oi. the--. sun.J' ·
·

·:T~~ hu~in
this

path,

~activity
associa~~d
as .YOU have learned
-11-
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other
lessons,
is meditation.
You
have learned
also that meditation
is
a process
whereby
the reproductive
is the
powers whose natural
habitat
automatic
consciousness
are lifted
up, or sublimated.
Though primarily
a mental process,
physiolo.gical
meditation
has definite
results.
By meditation
he who medi~e becomes a
tates
is transformed.
new creature.
All who practice
meditation
~isin time,
that it is not the
cover,
human personality
that
meditates.
The preparation
for meditation
seems
activity;
but this
to be~ persortal
has for its object
the
preparation
removal of obstacles
to the descent
of a higher
order
of consciousness
into the field of personal
awareness.
As one begins
to succeed
in meditation,
he has experiences
which make
it clear
to him that even the preparatory
work
is accomplished
through,
rather
than by, the personality.
To say this is not to iuggest
thit
the proper
procedure
is to abandon
personal
endeavor.
Quite
the contrary.
Those
Who Know · are prodigiously
active
persons.
Waiting
for higher
powers to work a miracle
Inertia
is not the way of the wise.
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1s not conducive
to illumination.
It is the unanimous
testimony
of
those who have gone before us on the
Path of Liberation
that . their
freedom does not consist
in release
from
the illusion
of personality,
but
rather
in liberation
from the evil
consequences
resulting
from the acceptance
of this illusion
as a reality.
The illusion
itself
is not
dissipated.
There
is no need for
wha~ is exthat.
What vani~b~s,
with
tinguished,
is the delusion,
the wrong thinking
and misdirected
effort to which the delusion
leads.
Through
the activities
of the
twenty-eig~th
path the nature
of all
things
is brought
to full
and adequate
expression.
By this
means,
men~al balance
and physical
health
~re . assured,
together
with complete
conditions,
command of environmental
and right
adjustment
of social
relationships.
Even our material
pr .o g ress is the
fruit
of .meditation.
No machine,
no
work of art,
no improvement
in any
of man can be
detail
of the life
brought
to perfection
without . meditation.
It is neglect
of meditati .on
that mak e s our so-called
civilization
more like
a Bedlam
than
a
rationally
organized
society • .
-13-
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Nobod~ ever became a~ ~d~~t unless
he wanted to be one ·• . No human being
liberation
until
after ·he
achieves
is ~lled · with the desire
fdr fr~~has io be iransdom. This desir~
to ihe aut~matic
co~sciousterred
ness,
because
~he aut~matic
co~sciousness
frames the patterns
·:for
the . functions
and st ,ruct .ure of o'tfr
01
physical
bodies~
•
One might yearn for a lifetime
to
de be a Paderewski,
but not until
~ire has built
the right
patte~~s
i n to s u b c.o ns c ~ o us n e s s w i 11 th a t
longing be transformed
into reali~aThe ieas~n
for .~his is that
tion.
patt~rns
1n Yesod must be
the astral
actualize~
as realities
in the phys_ical body.
Granted the -m.ental pat.tern,
vi _tal_ ized by inten~e
desire,
and lopg
meditation,
there
must be years of
practice
to make the brain and muscular
system
of such an aspirant
into
structures
specialized
for
pian ·o-playing.
Even then,
t 'here
to play on,
must be an instrument
·~nd the . best instr~ment will be th~t
which has the most suitable
mechanis~, that is, . a mechanism · adapted to
the physical
peculiar
"ities
of the
piani°st.
Thus we lea -rn that Paderewski
sat alwayj
at · t~e piano in
-14-
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one particular
chair,
and that
when
he made
the
picture,
Moonlight
Sonata,
he tried
eighteen
pianos
behim. ·
fore he found one that
suited
The change
in consciousness
which
is a consequence
of structural
and
chemical
alterations
in the aspirant's
physical
vehicle
is a gradual
change.
It is preceded
by a series
of
of transformations
at the level
the Vital
Soul,
and these
transformations
are not
the consequence
of meditation
alone.
There
ity to
''new
ness.
pectancy,
'' more

activmust be intellectual
establish
the pattern
of the
creature''
in subconsciousThere
must
be conscious
exdefinite
planning
to become
than man. ' '

This mental
activity
is related
to
Sephirah,
and its
Hod,
the eighth
i-mediate
consequence
is connected
wi~h the thirtieth
Path
of Wisdom,
symboli~ed
b~ Key 19.
It
is
an
abiding,
habitual
realization
that
acevery
least
detail
of personal
tivity,
though
truly
personal,
is
of the Liferelated
to the ~hole
power's
self-expression.
This
is
sciousness
called
th~

why the
symbolized
Collective

-15-
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It is c.ons.ci _ous . knowled,ge , that every
center of hum~n personality
is truly
·
one with the Afl~
·,

The thirtieth
path of ~esh .brings
down to Yeso _d a_ll the influences
:of
Thus it
the left side of the Tree.
shape• the future
fotm of the r~generated
pe~sonality.
On the other
hand, the twenty-eighth
path of the
letter
Tzaddi bririgs dow~ ihe influences of the iight
side of the Tree,
and charges Yesod with su'bst .ance and
vit~lity
linked to what, in our time
sense,
seems
to be the past.
Hence the figures in Key 19 are two
_with their
whole adult
children,
llfe ·b,f~~e them~ in contrast
to the
~elestial
Venus-Urania
who pours
~ut, in the .present,
all the treas~!es of the past.
Note, also,
that the two ch{l<l~en
are analogoµs
t ,o the man and woman
-Mercurial
Kef.
of Key 6,' a definitely
On the other hand, the central
figure
of Key 17, corresponding
to the path
of tz ·add.i, which begins in Ne tzach,
the Sphere of Venus, . corresponds
to
image''
of N•tzach,
the ''~agical
which is,. traditionally,
·. that , of a
beautifal,
~ude woman. Here • is yet
another ·indication
- of -the accuracy
of the Tarot _symbolism.
-16-
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LESSONTHIRTr-THREE
. THE SUREFOUNDATION
(2)
THE NAME of
Yesod,
The ri~metation
corresponding
~hlch has the

110\

th ·e ninth Sephirah
is
Basis
or Foundation.
~f :this .~ort is .80,
to the letter
P.eh -CS),
same valu~.
·

Peh i~ the alphabetital
symbol for
Mars. · Five ~aths
on the Tree are
associ~ted
with Mars.
The fifteenth
path ~f th~ ' Constituting
1ntelli.genc _e, illust =rated
by Key 4, . shows
The
the operation · of Mars in Aries.
In .tel.lififth pat.h of- the Radical
· gence,
Geburah, . is the Sphere
o·f
Mars.
The twenty-{Qurt}:l p·ath of the
Int~llig~nce
of Rese~blan~ei
·~r
imagfoative . Intelligence,
illustrated bt Key 13, symbolizes
th~ -~pirain Scorpio.
The
.tio 'n of Mars
twenty;.. 'si°xth path o.f the Re·newi..ng
Interligence,
represent~d
by Key ' 15,
~orresponds
to the ~xali~ti~n
of
Mars in Capric .or -n.
The _ twentypath · ~£ ~he Exciting
Int~lseventh
' lijence,
pictured
by ~ey · i6 . stands
for the Mars force . itself.
Mars,
stitutes

then is t ·he :power ~hi .ch c·onthe framewor~ o~ creation.
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It is the root of other powers.
It
is the ground of similarity
among
all forms of cosmic manifestation.
It is the exciting
influence giving
the initial
impulse
various
trains of action.
Its highest manifestation
is the power of renewal
which leads to regeneration.
The aspec~ of the Mars force emphasized
in Yesod is that which has
For Yesod
to do with repr~duction.
is the point
on the Tree of Life
corresponding
_to the procr .eati ve organs of Adam Qadmon, th"e Archetypal
M~n. It is also the point
re~resenting
tbe lowest
of the six
Sephiroth
cbnstituting
Microprosopus~ the Lesser Countenance.
.
To it Qabalistic
psychology
attributes
the automatic
consciousness."
This is the level of mental
ac~i~ity
variously
designated
by
modern psychology
as subconsciousness, the unconscious,
the subjeccont~ve mind, or the subliminal
sciousness.
It is the level
of
consciousne§s
represented
also by
the letter
Gimel, corresponding
to
the moon, and to Key 2.
iesod is therefore
termed nlJ,,
Lebanah
or Levanah,
the Sphere . of
the Moon. Thus Lebanah is to be regarded as being the reflection of the

to
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Spher? of the Sun, which is to sa,
that Yesod is the reflection
of the
sixth Sephirah,
Tiphareth.
is the seat of selfliphareth
conscious .ness.
It _ is what Hindu
psychologists
term Pur~sha_or Ishvara, ~he indweJling
Ego.
Yesod is
what they cdi Prakriti,
the ''my:S~erioui power,''
which works bec•use
P~rusha looks on •.
of ill.J,., read Jn
The four letters
consecutive
pairs,
form the Hebrew
words J'l, laib, heart,
lJ, ben, ~on,
and ill, nah, be~uty, ornament.
All
three
~f thes~ words are directly
rel _a_ted .to Tiphareth.
For the sixth
point on the Tree is said to be the
heart (.J') of the A~rchetypal Man, ·is
often calle~ .Son (J.J), and bears a
name signifying
beauty,
so that it
is synonymous with ill, nah.
This .enables us to undersl ra~d~that
in the ninth Sephirah
the powei a~at work is somethini
wh1ch
tually
originates
in Tiphareth.
Just~~
the light of the moon is the refiec:
tion of the solar
radiance.
so are
the powers of the autom~tic
c~nreproductions
of the
sciousness
powers of the Ego in Tiphareth.
The mode of consciousness
represented by the ninth Sephirah is the
-3-
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Intelligence.
In Hebrew,
••purified''
is11im,
tahoor • . This
adjective
is applied
to the ninth
path to indicate
that the reproductive functions
are not evil potencies,
even though popular
errors
have given them a pad name.
Moreover,
the sequence
of these
four
letters
is an occult formula, showing the four principal
points to he
remembered in our use of the automatic consciousness.
The Zrst letter
is Teth, ~. It .is
the alphabetical
symbol of the serpent power, or Astral Light, termed
Fohat
by some Oriental
~chools.
by the lion
This power, represeQted
in Key.a, is essentially
a spiritual
energy, rnanir"e~ted physically
as the
radiance
of stars
or suns.
Under
certain
conditions,
the automatic
consci~usness
utilizes
this force
w i thou t re c o u·r··s e t o t he gr o s s e r
forms of physical
agency.
It is by
this
means that · ~ome persons
are
able to move objects ·wiihout direct
_physical
contact.
The second letter
of tahoor is Heh
il, which corresponds
to the function
of Sight.
This includes both physical and mental vision.
What we see
determines
the responses
of the
automatic consciousness.
The act of
-4-
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seeing,
whether
it be p.hysical
or
mental,
is from the level .of the
self-conscious
operation
of .the
Life-power.
What we see · in ourselves .and in our environment
constitutes
the impressions
which
condition
the responses of the automatic consciousness.
Our .vision is
our definition
of ourselves
and our
· This is. what makes
surroundings.
~hie~
the shaping,
the ~atter~s
formative
~ower of subconsciousn~ss
brings into manifestation
as tangi~
ble actualities.
The·. third letter
of tahoor is Vav,
1• . It represents
Hearing.
Besides
aud~tion,
it reordinary
physical
lates
to an activity
in ou~ brains
which .puts us in touch with superconsciousness,
bec~use
when .we
receive
the inner
t~ition
which
comes to us from the Gr~at Companions ahead of us on the Path, their
consciousness,
beyond our present
level of attainment,
is . our superconsciousness.
Our · contact with this higher orde ·r
of knowing is established
through
the agency of the automatic
consciousness,
because
the latter
is
the means whereby we enjoy telepathic communication with other persons.
It is through our contact with these
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teachers,
and through them, with the
One Teacher, that in each of us produced the result
to which Qabalists
refer
when they say the action
of
the ninth
Sephirah
''proves
and
preserves
the images of the Sephiroth.''
These images are our mental concepts
of the ten aspect~
of the
Life-power's
activity.
You, for
example,
who now read this page,
have a mental concept or image of
the meaning
of each number from
1 to iO. In large
measure,
that
concept is a reflection of the thinking
members of the Inner School.
To some extent
it is the result
of
youi study of lessons
we have put
into yo~r hands; hut your concept
probably includes
much which is the
outcome of your contact with the Inner School.
These lessons,
and all
similar
works, are expressions
of
the outpouring
of the higher
conof Those Who Know. The
~ciousness
Great Companions are always broadcasting their knowledge to receptive
minds.
The last letter
of tahoor is Resh,
i, letter of the Sun. This confirms
what we have said
before.
The
forces of the automatic
consciousness are reflections
of solar force.

,r
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Whatever the hidden, .essential
nature of the Astral
Light •ay be, we
must always remember that we experias
ence it every day of our lives
the physical
energy of the sun. The
importan~e of getting
this clear is
that when you understand
that you
are employing
an actual
physical
force, when you realize
that you are
dealing
with a p~wer operative
in
every function
of your personality,
you impress upon the a~t~matic consciousness
exactly
the kind of
knowledge which will give you full
confidence that the power you direct
by your occult pr•ctice
is ~dequate
to accomplish
whatever
may be required
in order to bring abotit the .
realization
of your heart's
desire,
To superficial
dabblers
in metaphysics,
this may seem materialistic,
Actually
it is pure spiritual
teaching.
It does not mean
that ' the occult force is merely sunenergy.
The correct
concept is . that
sun-energy
is the power of Pure
Spirit,
made manifest
on the physic al plane.
Elect .rid ty, the Foha t represented
by the letter
Teth, is the vibratory
force which enables
us to see,
It
produces also the phenomena of physical
and mental
hearing.
It is

-7-
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l~kewise
the basis of all physical
stl'.Ucture.
Thus, when y·ou direct
t:he powers - of the _ au~omatic
consciousness,
you are actually
working
with the cosmic energy which takes
form as everything
you have ever
experienced.
To ~'prove''
the images of the
is, · eventually,
to demonSephiroth
strate
experimentally
the powers
' Ultimately,
it is
they represent.
to · m~ke your world what you want it
to be; and in so doing you learn to
work directly
upon what has been
called Aninia Mundi, the Soul of the
Wodd.
This World Soul is the Vital
Soul in human personality.
It is
Yesod, the Basis or Foundation
of
every physical
form. Your automatic
consciousness
is a particular
phase
0 f it.
When we say,
' 'I rest
my - life,
from day to day, upon the sµre Foundation
of Eternal
Being,''
we must
not make the mistake
of thinking
that this statement
means our surrender to the impulses of the automatic consciousness.
What is meant
is that we recognize
the automatic
consciousness
as being the more than
It is not
adeq _uate working power.
the executive,
not the directing,
agency.
We do ,..-;.,t
but the ~perative
-8-
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look to it for guidance.
Guidance
comes from a higher level.
Yet we
rest
confidently
in the power of
Yesod to carry out what we plan.
Before it will do so, it must be
set free from the false notion that
any human being ever does anything
So long as we
by or of himself.
entertain
this misapprehension,
so
long do we limit the free operation
For
of the automatic consciousness.
the latte~
always ~eff~cts our conscious thinking.
Not only reflects,
by means of its
but also elaborates,
pow~r of deductive
reasoning.
To say, '' I act of myself,''
is
really
to say, '' I have no powers
hut my own limited
personal
abilities.''
The automatic consciousness
and, true to
makes this deduction,
its nature,
works out logical
conto the last
cl~sions
therefr~m
detail
of restriction,
misery, poverty,
disease
and death.
When we
change the pattern,
by following the
easy yog~ of renunciation,
saying to
''Of myself
I can do
ourselves,
nothing,''
the automatic
consciousness works out the logical
deductions from this correct perception.
Nothing
is too hard for omnipotence.
No circumstance,
however
forbidding
its appearance,
is beyond
-9-
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the power of omnipotence
to change,
The limitations
of ,_our personal
vision ar~ noi ~he limits
of Reality.
Hence all wise teach~rs
warn ui not
to judge by appearance,
but to judge
by interior
hearing.
This means that we must strive
to
make ourselves
receptive
to the
gu.idanc 'e which comes from higher
levels.
Even when we are most earnest and persevering
in our occult
.practice,
we must continually
remind
ourselves
that the illusion
of effort
is due to the fact that so long as
we seem to have to exert ourselves,
we are yet unripe.
They to whom lessons
·like these
are always addressed
are persons in
whose lives the Great Work has come
to the point
where intellectual
grasp of truth must · be developed and
acted
upon.
The t-ransition
from
this stage to t~~t · in which all personal effort is at an end is a process which,
to the pirsonal
consciousness,
appears at first to be ~a
steep,
dangerous
path,
bristling
with difficulties.
Yet thos~ who have gone before us
on this Way of Liberation
bring us
the good news that none of its difficulties
is insurmountable.
The
-10-
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.

lions in the Path are all chained.
For awhile we carry a heavy load of
past errors,
but there comes a time
when it drops away, and then we experience
the peace of perfect
rest
Su~h is
on the Eternal
Foundation.
the unanimous
report
of the Great
Companions,
May your practice
bring
you to its perfect
realization.
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THETREE
-Of :LIFE
LESSONTHIRTY-FOUR
·.
-THE SURE FOUNDATION (3)
.ONE, QABALISTlC;trea tm~n t of ~h'e
name .1)0\
Y,e$od, tran~ppses
~he ietter§ to mak~ \ 1.10, S.od Yod, '' SeCJ:'e t
Yoti~ earlier
studies
.have
of Yod.''
pr~pared
y,ou to understand
this • .
As a let 't ,er of th~ . alphabet
.. Yod
(\),
corl'esponds
to Key 9.
In lessons on that
K~.Y ·you haye le~rn~d
ah,out the region of the .phy~ical .body
ruled
hy ,.Vi~i~ as , bein~ the pari
of
man's organism where " what the ~l~hemi sts call Virgins . Milk ' is ' poured . by
of
the lacteals
. from t~e upper part
1nto . the circulathe small intestine
tory system.
, This whi't.e, . oily si.ibs~ance ' 'fa . friend
of ·chyme an<f "chyle ') is th~ produd 't . ~£
digestio~.
As it 'is c~rried
to eve~y
pa.rt; o~ the . body _by the blood stream,
it supplies
.each part and orga 'n with
~~e~ed
for the rep~ir
the ma~ei{als
and maintenance
of th ,e org 'anism _; · ·'

a

. The cruci
1 point
in as simi la ti on
th{s · stib~tance
is at the place ~here
i'nto
pass~s
from the small i~ 'testine
For in this
sub~tan 'cie,
the blood.
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under
the speci~i
~~~~itions
prevailing
at 'tliat _.p.ard.cu-1 -ar .point,
is
hidden
what -alchemists
term aurum
potabile,
. or ftuid ioid. ·
Physic~r
sc ·ienee, · as · yet ., -knows
l{t;_tle
or nothing
of this.
·It is
_sofa~
energ 'y in its --purest
form-:--:-.·
what the yogis ·call · Prana , and -what
our Qabalistic
' terminology
designates
by the noun il'n, Cha iah, the
· life
forae.
1

Alchem{its
have-a
saying~
''To
make gold,
you must _ have it.''
The
idea is similar
to Jesus'
doctrine:
'' T~ him that hath shall be given.''.
Fundam~ntally;
the alchemical
gold
this
is Pr-ana or Chaiah; ·and because
is, in a°ll respects
.. identical
wi.t ,h
. the radiance
poured
out by suns,
- ~r~te~s
on Hermetic
Sc~ence
call
''their~'
. gold . Sol. ·
-, however,
Spi ri .tuai I y considered
So ( of th :e alchemists
is al so
the . il r~minat 'ion which resul t1> from
the - perfect
union of the Eg.o dwelling in bu.man: li~arts
with the One,
' ind iv ·{s ib le SELF in Kether~
Eliphas
Levi says, th ·ere .fore: ,
the .

. '.''fhe gold ·of the · philosophers
.Js,
. and suin religion;
the absolute
preme reason;
f~ philosophy
it is
truth;
in visible
nature
it is the
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suri } wh'ich _'·is .t :h .e , -.e!llhl ~m. of . th -e-- ,sun .:
of ·' t ·ruth;
as that , is ,· it~elf
· the

shadow of the First
~o~rce ~h~ri~e
a 11 sp.l endours
sp .rin .g; .in _
the sub>
t~~~anean
and ~inerkl
' ~orld
it ' {s
the ,pµrest
~nd'~dit . pe~fet 't gold~ ;
But . the ,vivific: g_old; :· th~ vi 'vifi'c :'sul- ·
phu ,r, or the , true , fire <o·f the "phi 1 .;.;
os.ophe~sr
m,us~ l;>e s-0:u,g)ii ' in " dt~ _'
h.ou..s :e_·:of mercury,.'."
· · · ·
The ' ''house
- ofmercury''
_i\;' :n-01\~
other
than Virgo, the zqd~~ca{ ~ig~
o or responding
tQ
the
te~t~r
y·od.
Th-is : is the ·, ''ho~s~ of ' bread~ ·,.,: ·or
the · ·chrl'st
is bo'rn
B~ti11.ehem,.
1

·i h~re·
0

,Virgin~ . The nv1ng

o~ . the

gold '~. or

living
. suiph~r, . i_
s 'th~ radian't . en"ergy in . t ·he Virgin ''s Milk • . He who
underst
.~l\dS th :e
Alche 'inicai
work, ,whic .h i~ _ide~ticaf \Vith y'oga\
is · able · t~ charge . his blood ' ~treain
with a greater
supply of ' this phil'o:s 'ophie
fire;
and it :· rs ·from t'his
e X t r ·a : li f e . fo r Ce ~ · C.Om bin e d \\'it h
eriergy (fhe serpent
power)
~esidual
.rising ' through · t 'he . spina1 canal . and

'tru'e

interi'o ·r stars, : that t ·he Third
'-strength ··to apen.
·
. , · In _.:Chfn .es~ alchemic..:_yoga~
· this
, Jhird :Er~
, is ~al .led . the ' 'Golden - Flower.
.I:n..Wf}ster,n HeJ:metic Science it
-l:$ ,the
·, STONE~
·. 'tn' '(Jabalah
'..., : the · STONE
. . . .
. .
;. .
-;
the

.E,~e g?ins

~

,
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is TJ~, ehb~n, -_wherein J~, the Fa.:.
ther, : and TJJ, the Son, -are conjoii:ied. ·
. .
,Now, · J~J ~he "' Father,
is - al-so Yod,
In Tarot; · th~refore, : the let~
or'~
ter Yod i; pi~tured
as a b~arded
On the Tr~e of Life this
patriarch.
Yod is :understood
to be _the first
lett~r _of ~lii' (also of ii1'n', Ye~
khid.ah),
which is the special
le -tter
of Tetragrammaton
assigned
to Chok~
maI-i, Wisdom.
Thus ' 11~; Sod Y~d, · the •Secr~t of
Yod, is not only the secret
of -the
twentieth
path, bui ~lso the secret
of the second path.
' It is thesethe secret
of the
cret of ~isdom,
Divine Fatherhood,
the ~ecret of the
solar radiance
which 1s also Cfa..iah,
the life
force running through creation's
veins.
Tte term ii.'n, Chaiah, _is one formula revealing
the . secret.
I~~ fi~~t
letter,
-Cheth (n), i _s sy 'mbo"lized in
by , Key 7, rapiesenting
the
Tarot
path of the Int~lligence
of the
House of influence, which jofos Bi1fah
_ The meaning · of this
· t _o Geburah.
path, and of Key 7~ is that the life
force in man is _a flow, a current
of
energy which originates
outside
the
boundaries
of the forms it an i mates,
-4-

,;and pas :ses through · these forms ' i~to
. other , fields ,of ·man:ife'stati~n.
· ·. ' ·,

arid thi ~d l.~t t~ ~/.~£
M~n' ire Y~d ~nd H~h; arii ~be~ei ~~n

· · · The ; se_c~nd

the Tree, have _ special . refe ,ren _ce to
Ch.okmah · ( ') and to Binah _ (ii),
the
·male and ' ' female,
p~ ternai
ap,d maternal '; ·aspects
'' cif ' the 'oNE SE.LF
s~ ·p.hir~h, ·Keth~r.
'seated in · the . first
Thus ·cha 'iah ·, the · life , fc,·r ,ce~ . i:S..·.t .o
b~ · uiderstood
ai ~eiig
ihe .h~w qJ
the ·=curre-nt of ra 'dfant . en 'ergy ' which
de1-cends
fro :m· ·Kether.
·· :rt · is ,_the
LIGHT, or ,L;V.X. ·This i's ·bot'h men·ligh 1t. ' 'In
tal ..lig .ht an.d - physical
i .tself . it is No..·Thing ( f'~), a:n'li ha :s
f!O limitations
'whateyer
(;i10 'l'°R)~
Yet it . is als~ truly the Breiih of
Life,
the link connecti~g ' all ·forms';
and th~ radiant
eneig~ "c~nd~riie~
into ,su.ns C'HN.· · ··
·· · ' ··
In Ye~od, · this light
and life ,t.;ke
form as Nephesh,;
the Vital SQul,
common ·to . man ~nd all forms of b~ing
bel-0~ him~ In the mi~~ia:l kingdrim;
the Vital~oul
~x~resi~~ - itself
a:s
the force which b{nds ile~troni
~~~
gether to ' form atoms '; arid resql ts i~
th .e electric;
magrietic
and chenii'tal
phenomen :a ·. ofthat

vegetable
oJ •; ,thi,s

pressed,

· kirigdom.

In

the

tv.'

kingdom, the v'ital '. quali
~ne ·,rgy- is . rriot 'e · furry
e,c::'
and more ,t.han one investi0
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gat .or ha~ · ·demon~trated
the · fact- that
plants . h~v~ ~ensaiidn,
and even the
ruch:ment ·s of desire
and volition
•.
In the animal kingdom, 'thes ·e psychi cal a~pects
~f ·the · l{fe
force
qre
more anl mo~e fully
displayed
through ~he ascending
scale ~f ani~
mal .forms.
·1n man, the whole range ·
of powers,
from the lowest mineral
'anfmal
forms -. is .
to the highest
recapitulated,
and these : powers are
in . the a~tomatic
cons~iouspresent
ness of the . Vital Souf.
forms oi ocTher~ ' are danger~u~
cult
practice
which,
so to say,
con~ist
in a descent
fiom the hu~an
level
towar4
t~e lowe~ forms of
life-expression.
Even the safe
methods which have st~6d the test of
·thousands
of years of investiga~ion
call for some ~cquaintance
with -the
. nature
of ~ihe ~uh-human
levels
of
activity.
the Life-po~er's
· ·· Thus the · Rosicrucian
allegory
says
th•t
Brother
C. R. w~nt down into
Egypt, to increase
his knowledge of
plants . and animals;
but ' says also
that · he stayed
..the r.e ' ' no 1 on g
time :•.•'
for Egypt is . a symbolical
type of Ye s .od, and the Biblical
,1,tories of Joseph, ·of Moses, and of
Jesus all record a temporary sojourn
-60
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in this land of mystery
and darkness.
Whit needs to be understood
is
that the sub - human levels are not iri
themselves
evil.
The evil and the
danger
come into
being
when man
deliverately
surrenders
his divin~
heritage
for the Egyptian 8lesh-pots.
Man's prerogative
is to rule the
sub-human powers, and to rule them,
he must know them.
What he must
avoid is the surrender
of this prerogative.
He must not, as one of
Oracles
phrases
it,
the Childean
down into the darkly splen''stoop
did world.''
Some_practices
of debased Tantrik
Hatha Yoga lead to this undesirable
result.
So do many of the equally
debased practites
of the magic truly
c a 11 e d ' ' b 1 a ck • ' '
The f o r c i n g o f
psychical
developm~nt,
whether
by
or by spirmesmerism or hypnosis,
itualistic
'' dark circle''
methods,
to say nothint
of the use of drugs,
is a dangerous
business.
Fot in all
such methods
the self-conscious
awarene s s of the persoh who is the
subjict
of experiment
must be surrendered.
Remarkable phenomena are sometimes
produced in this way. For the pow-7-
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e ·ts of · the . automatic
consciousness
go f a r be yon d w h a t mo s t p e r.s o n s
realize.
_... Ye.t . n.one of these pow,ers
oJ .th~ Vi,tal Soul has any . rea l. vdue
apart . fi;-om. the ; i~ ,t~llige~t
sel f of ~he Rerson t~rough whom
directioo
~bey are manifested~
The a~erage
medium has no con~
knowledge of what he says ot
scioui
.does in trance.
He who has advanced
of adeptship
to any of the grades
may, some t imes,
appear
to be in a
witb all t h e
trancelike
condition,
p6~ers of his phy~ica~
o~ganism
in
·temporary
· abeya -nce ·. · Yet, to himawake,
self,
the adept
is always
always · aware of his personal . identi .or
. ty ·, never . _for a, moment poss?sse~
ob:sessed
by a)ly ot;her . entity ,•. . _
Automatic · wtiting
affords an exam:ple o-f the great ' difference
bet .ween
·p·os 'itiv ·e and negative
use of the
powers
which
have their
seat
in
.Yes·od.
The nega ·ti ve au 'tomatic
writer remains
wholly
unc~nscious
of
the Words which ~ome frDm his penA screen
may h i de the
cil point.
pa~e~ from h is · eyes,
yet the script
wi'll be · relatively
clear.
At the
will be unsame time,
the writer
aware of the subs .tan~e or meaning : of
A positive
writer,
, on
the script.
the contrary,
wi l l know ihe words as
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, they • coine, · and .will be fully aware
me~ning,
even though the
of their
may bring him informessage itseli
mation .of which he had no previous
knowledge~ _ Some positive
writers
are able also _to wr~te while they
-on subj~cts
carry on _a convers~tion
remote from the .text of the wr.i ting.
Yet they know what they are writing,
alt.hough
they }{~·v·e ri"othing
t~ do
with the _composition
9f the text. '
Composition,
indeed,
is. largely
a
subconsc .ious pr .ocess; . and the way
many _writers
get their
material
on
paper is a ~~nd of- positive
automati~
writing • . So is the procedu r~ . of .many ·ex tempo .re speakers
almost wholly the work of the auto~~ii~ ~o~~cioujtiiss~
Wha~ they iay
i~~l~des
mariy i~e~i as new i~ ih~m
as to ' ariy . of .the .ir hea_."rers. ····vet
they "are wide awake' and_are able
'change the i ,directii:m
of -_tlie curren "t
of id~as.
Trarice · speaiets,
~rtd neg~
ative
a~t~matic
·~riie~~ -~ on the
con'trary~
. n"either ' know what they
pro~~ce, n~r cab ~hey alter
th~ flow
of ideas.
·
·

to

lt · is · thrbugh the automatic
consti~ti,nesi
thai
we iome in t~~ch
is
with what, in . occult 1 iterature,
oft~n · \etmed th'e astral -plane.
- Into that field
deed, Yesod corresponds
..:9_
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~£ fine~

sub~tance,
and of subtler
forces.
of Life diagram
shows
The rree
seven planes of life-expression.
Of
these,
the lowest and outermost
is
the physical,
and this plane
(as
body) is repwell as manLs physical
resented
by Malkuth.
Within
and above the physical
plane
is th~ astral
plane
corresponding
to Yesod.
In it are the
etheric
and astral
counterparts
of
physical
forms.
This_ is the abode
of what the ancient
Greeks called
''shades''•
It is the Hades,
or
underworld,
corresponding
to the
Sheol
of the Old Testament.
Of finer substanc~,
and the field of
manifestation
for finer
forces
than
those of the astral
plane,
is what
may be called
the mental
plane.
This includes
two centers
or fields
of life-expression.
They are of
equal importance,
and balance
each
other.
One is Netzach,
the seat of
desire,
the other Hod, the seat of
intellectual
activity.
The physical,
astral
and mental
planes
are the fields
of action
for
the forms and forces
constituting
human personality.
Immediately
above and within
them is the egoic
-10-

plane,
corr~s~o11d _ing 'to T~phareth. ·
It is the abod _e of the one Ego, _.
seated · i ,:i t _he he a r :t s of .: men , and
directing
ils~ ihe lives and activi ~ .
ties ~fall
~ub-htimart forms in the
mental,
astral
and physical
planes. _This central
Ego is the · mediator
betwe~n the planes be 1 o~ it and those
above.
Of · these -there are .three.
~ountjnk
~~w~rd ~
·The ££th plan~,
from Malk~th, . may be _c~lled the colmic mental plane,
to distirigu_ish
it
from the personal
mental . plane which
combines _ the activitie~
of ' Hod and
Netzach.
(ik~ the pirsonal
_me ntal
plane, iti activ{ties
ate a combination . of power~ represented
on .the
Tree _ by tw~ Seph{roth~
Chesed (of
which N~tia~h
i~ th~ reflection
_at
the personal
~ental
level)
and Geburah (which has its personal
menta)
- reflection
Hod).
.Chesed -is the
seat of · memory, and Gebrirah i~ the
seat of . the power expressed
in acts
of volition.
plane
i~ that
of the
·The : sixth
spiritual
mind, ~~ - Di~ine S~ul.
·On
the Tree it is r~pr~sented
by Chokmah and Binah.
Ch~kmah is . the seat
· of ~he lifi
fdr~~, -Chaiah. _ Binah :·is
ihe ieai ~f \he Divine Soul, Nes~~mah, and of the '' _mysterious
power''
which governs the production
of form

in
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throughout
a cycle
of_ the .Lih. power's "ielf-express
'ion • .: . . . .. .

Th~·sev .en th Pi ane . i5: ~he high :es t
and · innermost.
, ..On the . Tr~e it i is
of ~ekhidah,
the uni- ~~ther~
ieat
versal
SELF. This is the pure spir· itual · Bein .g .. t.\Hmed Atman .in Hin :du
~hil6s~phi.
All fo~ms of manifestation
below this
highest
plane
are
-,and
expressions
of its
potencies,
to . it by powers repreare related
·sent~d ·oh thj Tr~e by the Sephiroth
b~low Kether; · a~d
the pa~hs connecting
them.
· · .
·
·'
;· .

hi

Thus, what~~e.r . particuJar
pa ·th . we
may be studying, . it ts j.mportant . t-0
·remember that · it is always an aspect
of ~he poten~
of th~ manifestation
cies oJ · Kether • . The whirling
motion
which ' ha ·s .its beginning , in . the first
Se~hirah
· is the power which enteri
iiito eve~y other .activ{ty
representM
ed · by the path 's of the Tree. ·. Kether
i~; ~~ we h~ve said elsewhere,
~he
of ·the cos~ic motor.
It is
fli-wheel
also the source of all powers which
through
the agency of
are expressed
·
human . pe -rsonali ty. -.
.

.

.

8 of The Book of. .Conceal.ed
Mjsi:ery , say _s.: ''Fa~her
and Mother .
are
,·
p
e
'rpetu~Uy
.
conjo~n.ed
in .110"; ·
.. . .
. . . .
.
.
Section
~

.-

.

~
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THE TREE OF. LIFE: . 34 '·
Ye-sdd, the Foundation,_hut
conce _aled
under the mystery of nt'1, Dci.''ath , or
Thi~ means that i~ - the ·
knowledge.''
ninth Sephirah
the powers of Chokmah
and Dinah are combined, j~st a~ they ·
~fe -in Kether and Tiphareth,
above
Yesod on the Tree,
and . in Ml~~th
below it.
That is, in . Yesod, 'as in ·
on th~ Mid~
the other three Sephiroth
die Pillar
of th~ Tree, there is an
equilibrium,
balance _and conjunttion
of po~itive
and negative,
masc~line · ·
and feminine
powers.
For all 'male
aspects
of the Life-power
are, · iri
some sense,
aspects
of Chokmah, the
Father,
and all female,
aspects
of
Binah the Mother.
This may be shown by another Qabalistic
analysis
of the word 11D'
i~self.
We have seen ~efore
that
letter
Yod, or 11 ', is the special
of Chokmah; the Father . Thus we may
understand
the Samekh, D, in 110' to
be a representation
of the poweri of
Bi~ah~ tbe Mother.
The lettet-na
~e
Samekh, lD:, · means ';pr~p,
support,
·and this relat .es to the
sustainer,''
doitrine
that Binah, the Mothei ; is
the form-giving
po~er which . supports
all forms of manifes~ation
' belo~ it
on the Tree of Life • . The numher · of
C, moreQver, ' is 60,
"the cha ·,racter
number ' of
and this is 3, the special
.:13-
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,

:

;

.. '

B.ttt,a·h, ; !r!ul~ipl.ied

....

··;

·~(

by . .20, : :th ·e 'value '·

o,f ~1l\ , soth.a't" Samekh',

as

a

number'; ;

i_~' f~r ·' o 'al?alis ·t:$ a symboi
of :the :·
C P.
Un 'c ti O ~ 0 .£ °ChOk mah : ( 1 l ,q.::a tl d '

.rd

Bin•h , ip . ~h~ .-~anifold
·to~ms '.o~ ~ha
Lif~- .po..y~·~·s \elf-expres'siori
·. '· Youa'
_may _f°f:nd "i:t hard .·to fol1 ow ·this · kind.
Q.f o-~h~J'i:sm, ·because
.it 'is ~o . far :
J'.~mo~ed : from · y·our usual · way ·s o!£,
t:liirik{ng • .. We
·.:includJ ·it hete, par ·t- .
- ly to ·: giv ·e yo'u another
exantple of
Qabalj.stic
~~thbds,
and part!~
to
exer~i•e
your mind in a kind oI ac- tivi ,t"y ~h1cfi, '· ~s you . progress
·in · ·
your work, yo'u will find increa-sitigly_
useful
and interesting;
·;·
' ., ,:;
. .: .
1

0

' !her ·~ ii, '· more ·ove ·~, a:
' practical
vaiue in thi ,s thought " that th ·e pow- ·
er ·s. of Chokinah al\d Bitiah .. are per :;.:
p·etud .ly ~~mbf°ned
Yesod~. To man-y
students,
·.the Sephfroth
at · the ·: top ·
of the Tree · of Lif~ · ~eem to b~ remot:e._ ,and almost inacces 'sible · to the
average
human i?eirig. ·rhe powers ·of
sµbcon~cib~sn~ss,
o~ · the · ~~n~~~ry ;
feel
'c10,ser· to u~ ·, . as they ·really
a~?~ Thus i°t wili help 'many · to know
that ,, thr~ _ug_h . the autoin ·atfc · bon;,,ci()USJ).e~s in Ye;od .they' have · diri?tt
a~ee~s
to the s~mi ~oweri
ih~i are
·associated
~•
ii.th·.the second ' and ·third
Sephir~th~
In : ·~an's
Vit 'al · Soul' · we
may touch the limitless
life
force

in
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·t;hok~ah." and by the ·oper 'ation

of
of
that same . Vital So~~~ · ~e · ma~ a~ail
ourselves ·oi th~ intuitiv~
kriowledge ·
of N~shamah; .the Divina Soul. ---:·
It is in this se~ij
thai ~e rest
our )i .:ves u_pori the ' sure ·Foun~ation ·
of Eternal . Seing.
That rest is · not ;
sqrrend~r : to ~h~ · influ~nces
of the
ast :ral pla .ne. · lt is the quiet con-fidence res~ltirig
from o~r knowledge
that all powers reqtiired
for the
succ .essfu1 conduct of our lives. are
lmm~diately
a~ailable
through
the
agency of the automatic
consciousness.
We do not surrender
to this
l~w~t level,
but we do make us~ - of
·{ts ~o~er.
We must steer
our ship
'life fr 'oin the self-conscious
level; htit ; it is ' good for us to -know
that down in the engine-roQ~
~£ the
automatic
consciousness
there is a
power- ..pla~t . whi<:.h m'ay be 'trusted
to
"carr ·y us to our de .stinat1on,
a_rid
which is, like the engine ~room of an
oce .a.n . line _r, . always re~p 'onsive ·to
sign all? sent,. down from the <'captain
o,n ,th .e bridg ·e. : '

·of

GEMATRIA
: The va,lue . of 11~'• · Yesod, ·is '80,
alluded
io the
and we have al;eady
correspondeQce
of ibis rium~ei -~{th
the l e t t e r Pe h • : . Th i s i s why The
-15-
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Bciqk",of Tokens · ·says: · ' ··'O-estruction
·
is tlte ' foundatioil
of existerice.
! ' •·
The Gema·tria · of 80 includes:
' 0'1li1'iJ, ha-Yehudim., · the Jews(Est h 'e·r 6: 13 j • · · Thi s i s' one o f inany
hints that th«!_ rbrces · represerited' by:
to Ledi
th~ Tribe of J~dah (r~lated
to Teth, and thus tO Fohat) are ·fun·.:.
dam·e·n tal in humari · 1 if~.
The number ·
oi the letter
Teth (~)_is 9; which
also . the number of Yesod,
Many
Qabalists
use ~he character~
in
their ·diagrams of the Treei and iri
the{r writings,
whei they ~ean the
ninth Sephitah.
'
1~1, va'ad~ =a gath~ring,
a me~tin~
Refers io Y~s~d a~ beqr assembly.
ing a ..Sephira _h. in which · are _conjoined the .influences of the paths above
it on the .Tree.
,7J; kalal, to complete, to finis h ,
to make whole, : Compare this wit h
the meaDings of 9, the _speeial
number of Yesod.
_ ii11ii' 'C, miy Yehudah, waters o·f
Judah (Isaiah
48:1),'D is a Hebrew
figure of spee~h -for semen viri(is
•.
This has a connection ·w_ith t -he Qa b alistic
doctrine
that Yesod rep~e•ents th~ generative
organs of t he
Ar~het.ypal : Man.

is
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TIIB TREE OF LIFE

LESSON
THIRTY~FIVE
THEKINGDOM( 1)
MALKU111,
THE tenth Sephirah,
is to
of a tree to
Kether as is the fruit
its root.
It is the point at which
all the influences
which descend
from Kether finally
converge,
and
the point from ~hich~ on the Way of
Return,
man's c6nsciousness
begins
its ascent.
Its number, 10, ~ombines O with 1,
so t~at by reduction,
10 corresponds
to 1. · Hence it is written
in the
Qabalah that Malkuth is in Kether,
and Kether is in Malkuth, but after
_another manner.
Again -, The Book of
says:
"Ten
ineffable
Formation
Sephiroth:
theit
appe•rance
is lik~
that of a flash of lightning,
thei~
goal is infinite.
His word is in
them wh~n they emanate and when th~y
return;
at His biddink do they haste
like a whi tl wind.''
(Book of Forf(lat ion 1: 6, Stenring's
translation.'')
What is pictured
here is whirling
motion, going out from a center . and
The '• _appearance''
returning
to it,
described
is what presents
itself
to
eyes opened to the higher visiQn, ·
It is no mere figure of speech.
Yet
-1-
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even those who cannot actually
see
~utflo~
and · inflow of
the whirling
will be able to
the Holy I~fluence
gather from the w~rds we have quoted
the essential
idea of a complete
circuit
of energy.
An~~hei point tri consider
carefully is the idea behind
the phrase,
Ordina''Their
goal is infinite.''
rily,
we think of goals or ends as
being ultimate.
A book comes to an
end, a play ends at the final ·curseems to end at
tain,
a puman life
death.
Yet, in the manifestation
of
can be no
a limitless
power ihere
, and Ageless
such thing as finality
Wisdom in all its forms emphasizes
this.
Ma~ter . Maso~s axe told that ~hey
wil .l ''nevei,
never,
never die.''
n~gative
is intended
The threefold
to impress ~n them the idea of eter~al ·coritinuity.
Tarot begins with a
piciure
of a traieler
who has to
all seeming,
reached
the limit . of
his _journey; ·but shows him with rapt
gaze fixed on a height . far above the
peak whereon he scands.
On the reverse of the Great Seal of the Unit ed States
is an unfinished
pyramid,
building,
symbol of the s~iritual
eternal
in the heavens,
which ·, , bewill never be
cause it is eternal,
completed.
fn like manner, many 0£
the great
cathedrals
erected
by
-2-
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Operative
Masons who preceded
our
Speculative
Masoris Were left unfinished,
to indic~te
the iruth
that .
the . att~in~~nt~f
every goal is •1ways the ·arri~al
a•t ""& point
from
which .an~~ ~nie~prise
must be begu~
Thti-s Malkuth, . as : the f~uit of the
Tree, . is aJs-0 thiit . ~hic"h holds the
seeds of fr~sh manifeit~tions~
In
th-is course .(>f· le~s~n ·s, "w"i!hiive : fol16wed· the .de~cent; · oi inv~l6ti6h~ · of
Light;
the -powets of the Li~itl~~s
Ye t i t wou 1d. b-e po ·s s i bl e to trace
the path~ of th~
in rev~~se
order,
from Malkuth b~c~ td K~ther;
and in so doing we should be following t}le_Way of Return ' which leads to
nian • s . liberati _on' and illumination..
It is this way oi ~eturi
~hicih is
shiid~wed forth in the ritual~
and
eeremonials
used by Working and Companion Builder;
in B.O. T.A., and in
other
societies
which tollow
the
pattern
of the Tree of Life.
Some
years
ago we published
a book on
thfs subject,
The True and Invisible
Order ·. It . went "thro ·ugh
Rosicrucian
three editions,
and is now out ~f
print;
but ai~houih we haee had many
'•.reqhests
f~r ~nother
edition,
we
have felt it ~dv{§afle
to keep this
~at~rial,
hencef~r~h,
in reserve for
._ pers~ns wh~ ari "willihg . to take the
obl,igations
of Companion - and Working
. ijuilders.

i~~e.
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The main reason for this decision
is that nobody can tell
into whose
hands a book may fall.
Consequently
it was necessary,
in the publication
of this
book,
to keep back many
things which might be abused if given out to minds unprepared.
Knowledge
is power,
but the pitiful
spectacle
of the abuse of power afforded by the state of the world today is evidence
that power in t he
devoi81 of ethical
hands of persons
may
training
and social
conscience
become a curse rather
than a blessing.
True as it is that misuse of pow~n persons reer reacts
inevitably
sponsible
for it, it is equally true
that moral idiots,
blind to everything but personal
advantage,
may be
persons fully able to understand
and
apply techniques
for using subtle
occult
forces
to destructive
ends.
Moral idiocy
and a high degree
of
p-0wer are often found
intellectual
together.
The tragic
fates of Napo· and of Mussolini,
leon, of Hitler,
and the disasters
which have overtaken the followers
of these blind
leaders,
bring us an object
lesson
not to be ignored.
He who puts swords in the hands of
children
shares
the responsibili
ty
they may suffor whatever injurie~
fer.
Thus the wise men of the Inner
-4-
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sc ·hool hax e always demanded from peti~i~ners
for the higher in$truction
corivincing
evid~nce of ethical
fit~
ness.
For beginners,
the tests
are
not so rigorous,
and are such as may
be given by persons who have n~t yet
reached the higher levels
o.f adept- .
ship themselves.
·
·
Such tests
are embodied - in ·the
language of the obligations
taken by
persons
admitted
to organizations
such as the Working Builders
of the
B.O.T.A. Taking such a pledge has~
profound ~£feet on the subco~sci~usness of the person to _whom it is administered.
If . ther _e be any mental
r~serv~tion,
even one w~i~h is wh~l~
subcotiscious,
there
will
b~
strong re~ctions,

!Y

For example,
one provision
of all
such pledges
is that the person who
takes it ~ill exert his best efforts
to promote harmony within the orga~ization,
and the welfare
of mankind
in general -. - 'Now,- it sometimes occurs that one who takes such an ob- ligation
is in his conscious
mind
. desir :ous crf being helpful,
and f\111
~f plarii for human betterment,
Yet
, his real motivation
is : a desi~e
to
iee hi~ plans
accepted
and carried
out; a"nci he feels
sl_ighted
if they
a~e passed
over,
and the id~as of
. . soine other . person find fav .or.

Nobody who ha~ had any consider-

- 5-
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able experience
of what goes on behind the scenes
in churches
will
in · understanding
have any difficulty
this • .Ask any preacher
about his
difficulties
with church choirs,
or
Ladies'
Aid societies,
and he can
give you many amusing,
and some
really
tragic,
examples.
Isn't
it obvious that a person who
has such an inner conflict
b~tween
conscious
objectives
and subconscious motivation
would be strqngly
tempted to misuse occult powers, if
he learned how to ~iel~ them? · And
such a person,
when he takes~
solemn obligation,
always finds
the
conflict
intensified
at first,
You
know wh~t happens to most New Year's
resolutions
! Well, it is the same
thing,
only more so, with o~cult
pledges.
Our experience
with Chapters
of
Working Builders,
and with th~ members of Temples of the · Order . which,
historically,
was the immediate predecessor
of the B.O.T.A.,
has ihown
that any ~onflict
between conscious
purpose and subconscious
motivation
is sure to be b~ought t o light when
an occult student
joins such an orEyen the slight
link
ganization.
established
with the Inner School
when one becomes an Associate
Builder brings
some intensification
of
the subtle forces behind the surf ace
-6-
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of personalit)i';
a·nd · the stronger
tie
of an ~bligation
which · in:vokes t he
aid of the ~tudent's
·tti.gher
So .ul, _, .
and brings
hi~ into close
interior
contact
with the Inner-School,
has a.
marked ~ffe~t~
·
· ·
1

The Higher . Soui .·is

wh'a 't Tarot pic'tu res as th~ . angel
in Tem-pe·rance. •
Fr~m other
less~~s _jou ~a~e l~arn~d
that this is the true EGO in Tip -ha:.
reth~ and · that it . is the real Operator in the Great Wqrk ~hich leads to
1 i be r at ion from . the de 1 u s i 9 n o'f
separateness
• . To in~oke this Guardian Angel form .ally .is to speed up
evolution,
the pr .ocess of personal
and of.ten •the consequt{nces
include ,
bodily
discomf<>rt,
psychological
'
and 'apparent
· •• bad ·
perturbations,
1u c·k ' ' i _n a ~fa i rs •
·

All these. ar~ . t ·est~..
Tests of · the
and sce~dfistn~ss
0~
the
dev~~ion
student
who takes
the i:>
"bligation,.
Tests of his insight
and understand "i nir, also.
Thus if there
be any
trace
in him of ambit1on,
or place~eeking,
. any hunge~
for ~ersonal
power, any wish foi - personal
prdfit
or advan~ace
over oth~r
persons,
these . tests
will biirig hii re~l motives
to the surface •
. · i>articu1ar1
y i r he be ·hun .sry ror
of . ~xperien~~s
· p~~er,
o~ desirous
. beyond ' the ordinary
ra _ng~ of sen~a-

-7-
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tion,
will
another
test
which is
found in all obligations
such as we
are considering
intensify
his conflicts.
This is the test of perseverance
in courses
of study prescribed
in the curricuium.
Many of
the subjects
prescribed
are not, in
themselves,
of much interest.
Often
their
relation
to what the student
supposes to be spiritual
·development
will not be obvious.
Some of them
will
seem dry and unprofitable.
Others, such as those subjects
which
require
the ~tudent
to be familiar
with the characters
of the Hebrew
~lphabet,
or with the ·processes
of
Gematria ana the like, will bring . to
the surfa6e ~ny trac~ of antl-Semitis~ which may be lurking
in subconsciousness.
Experience
shows, therefore,
that
even persons who have wide acquaintance with the literature
of occultism, and glib facility
in the use of
its technical
terms, are not always
qualified
for the techqical
wor~.
Many are call~d
to the Great Work,
but few are chosen.
Hence we feel
it to be . our plain duty to maintain
the reserves
imposed on us when we
received
the inner instruction;
and
this means that technical
knowledge
concerning
the Way of Return,
or
gradual
ascent of the Tree of Life
cannot be given in open publication.
-8-
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This does n~t '. rn~an that we set
ourselves
up as Judges
of the iitness 'of person.s . who 4esire :ind ,ruc~ion.
It does ~ean that ~we are .oursel ,;es b~und by · ~hat is quain :tl y: e')(. pressed · in the Rosicrucian
Confess io
· wheri.'it
says:
.
.
..
'.:

L'If there be ~nybidy now which on
the other ' •ide will iomplain .of our
discretion i that we ~ffe~ ~ur treasures so freely and indiscrimin~tely,
rega :rd more the
.and do not rather
godiy,
wise,
or princely
persons
than the common people,
with him we
are in . no wise ang~y (for th~ ~~c ~ ~
sation ,. is not without
moment), but
wi~hal we affirm that we have by ~o
~eans made common prop~rty
of oui
ariana,
albeit
they resotind in five
languages
within
the ears of th~
both because)
as we w~ll
~ulgar,
know, they will not move gross witis,
~nd becaus~ the worth of those who
shall be accepted ,into our Fraternit~ will not be measured
by their
curiosity,
but by the TUle and pattern of our revelations.''
Th~y w~o criticize
ihe · rule .~nd
refuse
to assume the obligatf~ns
fail in the first
test tequired
of
all to wh~m genuine arcana are . imparted.
In these days, there ·are
many who argue plausibly
that no~
thing should be kept secret;
bit he
wh<>takes this stand :shows a lack of

.:.9~
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discrimination
which is, in itsel f ,
sufficient
to bar him from partic i pation
in the work o f the Inner
School.
We do not argue this point.
Readers of these pages will either
see i~ for themselves,
in which case
no argument is needed, or else they
will disagree,
and then no amount of
argument
will
serve
to persuade
them.
To many, perhaps,
th'is may seem to
be a long digression
from the main
topic of these lessons . Let it be
understood,
then, that we have what
seem to be good reasons (or bringing
it in just at this point.
Think i t
over, and you will,
no doubt, disreasons
f~r
.cover
many · of these
yourself,
without our having to say
·
anything more.
then, to 6ur st~dy
Let us return,
~£ the ~enth ~Sephirah.
We have sa i d
tbat Malkuth ls the fruit
~f the
Tree of Life.
Thus we may understand that it represents
the fulfilment of the purpose first
formulated
in Kether.
Then, remembering that
in the cosmic order Malkuth represents the physical plane, and in the
human constitution,
t h e physical
body, it should be evident that the
whole creative
process
outlined
in
the diagram of the Tree is one whi6h
has for its object
the perfected
manifestation
of cosmic forces
on
-10-
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the physical
plane,
and the producvehicle
tion of a perfect~d -physical
for human personality.
This at once removes us from the
i~ea that occult study anJ practice
have for their
objectives
any such
thing
as escape
from · the physical plane. · Many writings
now in
circulation
express
the ide~ th,t
after
we die we enter into a pli~e
or conditi~~ where all that is lacking here will
he made -up to us.
Such is the gen~ral position
of the
various
forms of exoteric
reiigion,
except that most of them hold that
the greater
~umber of . us will pass
from -earth-life
into conditioris
far
worse ' than any we experience
her 'e ~
Others,
particularly
_among the
Spiritualists,
tell-us
we shall en•
progres~
ter into a state .of eteinal
in spheres aboye · and beyond the phy- .
sical plane.
P<>pular conceptions
of .
Hinduism and Buddhism offer variants
of ~ha~ is essentially
th~ same idea
of release from earth conditions.
In the Western Tradition,
however,
the doctrine
is that while release
from the limitations
which ie~m to
be part of our life
on earth.doe~
result
fro~ success
in the Great
Work, that ~elease
is actually
~he
· demonstration
that these limitations
are illusive.
When we truly under-11-
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stand physical
existence,
we are
and then
free from its , liroitatirini,
all
we enj~y a · life which includes
the advantages of the physi~ar pl~ne
~&
well as tho~e of hig her · le~el~ : of
existence.
Careful reading ~f Stewait :Ed~ard
White's book, · The Unobstructed
Universe,
based ' on ·.com~uni~aif~ns
~~
ceivad from his -wife, will sh.ow that
the teaching ~f that vol~-e i s _~~~patible
with the Western Tradit~on.
One point to be noticed in this bo_ok
is that the co~municating
entiti~~
that they live in
decl•re explicitly
a universe
which includes
the time,
space and other conditions
of th~
physical
plane.
Another
is that
their work is aided by the work of
incarnate
hum•n personalities.
Again, t hey speak of higher and more
advanced personalities
than themselves,
and say that these advanced
beings
have powers . greater
than
their own.
Supe -rficial
readers
ma
'y conclude
from this - that
such more highly ,
evolved
persons
have pass~d
into
higher
spiritual
spheres.
But is
there any real objection ·to the "idea
that their
superior
attainmen ·t · is
really
their ability
to utilize
physfcai ai well as superphysical
powfully · .incarnate,
on ·
ers?
To live,
thi~ earth,
or possibly
on ~ther ·
- 12'-
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planets,
because
they are able to
fashion,
from within,
physical
bodies suitable
for the conditions
of
whatever physical
environment
they
may choose for their particular
purposes?
Surely,
to live in a eoriditio~
which is cut off from full participation in the activities
of the physical plane is not to live in a truly unobstructed
universe.
Nor is
the part _ial participation
in the
physical
world whic~ is achieved
through utilizint
ihe body of a medium, or the ~ind of a psychic,
to
be compared with our ~wn free use .of
physical powers.
··
Finally,
one avowed object of the
hook we are considering
is to put
into the hands of incarnate
human
beings clues to a way of life which
shall . ~nable them to enter into the
higher levels
of consciousness
and
existence
from which these communications
come.
He who succeeds
in
such work, while yet incarnate,
will
then live truly
in an unobstructed
universe.
Thus it would appear that the work
of those now on the ''other
side''
to -the
will lead them, eyentually,
ability
to incarnate
on the physical
plane, without the neces~ity
for ordinary physical
birth.
Conversely,
the work of those who are now in the
-13-
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·nm-TREE
oF··~,fE,.: · 3s-·
fles _h · will
_. ·hav ·e fo ·r· its ohject conscious
part{cipatiori
in ·t-he 5:tates
of e;isieri~,
: ~b~~~ and · beyon~
ih~
physical
level.
Precisely
this
ii
wh·at . has been recei ..ved b_y US . from
th -e' rn ·ner - .School , as being .the e ·s ·~
sence
of Qabalisti
_c and Her _·metic ·
We· do not .offer
it as be:.
doctrine.
ing some t hing ,our .students
must ac:..
.
cep ·t·• . ·we do present
it as being
somethi~g
they may verify
for them~
selves,
, if 'the :y do the _ wo~k~
. What mu~t
transmut~iion
the physical
serv~ as an
pression~£
a receiving
from levels
beyond
the
plane.

be accomplished
is the .
and pur i ficatio~
of ·
body,
so that
it may
instrument
for the exspiritual
powers,
and as
station
for impressions
of · existence
above and
limits
of the phys{cal
·

. This work is what is hinted
at . in
the legend
of Freemasonry,
which
says :that Hiram refused
t9 give : t h e
Master's
Word to the - Fello ,w_ Crafts
who demanded it, because
the sanctum
or Holy of Holies,
had
. sanctorum,
Th_e temple . is a
not · been · fi n ished.
symbol of :the human body.
The .
tum ·sane tor um· is the -. pine~l
gland i n
t:he-: brain.
In ordinary . men and woin·:en, ;th.is organ is in . a rudim~ntary,
. 'or ·unfi'riished ,-, ·condit -i-on~ . The p.r .actices
of true o_cculti~m
bring
it · ·to
perfection.

sanc-

-14-
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Sometimes this organ ·is called the
Third Eye, because
it is actually
like an .eye in many respects,
Some
biologists,
in ·fact,
axe of the
opinion
that
the pineal
gland is
wh~t they call a vestigial
organ,
left over from an earlier
scage of
evolution,
in which they suppose it
to have been a real eye, set in the :
top of the head of some now extinct
type of animal. · Occultism~ however,
holds thai this Third Eye is a rudimentary ~rgari, ~hich may be brough~
to the point of perfect
function
bj
practic~s
which, in ~h~ O~ient~ ai~
called Yoga, and· in the .. Western Tradition ~re kn?wn_as Alchemy,
T·hus ihe Tb'ird Eye is known also
as the Philosoph~rs'
Stone,
Ii _is
the organ of ~rue spiritual
vision,
which enables one in whom it is open
to s~e beyond the limiti
of the physical
plane;
and to pe~ceive man's
perfect
union
with
~is · Oivine
Source.
This STONE, consequently,
is designated
in Hebrew by the word
lJff, representing
the union of Jff,
the Father
(Chokmah) with l.J, the
Son (Tiphareth),
·
Malkuth, remember, is the seat of
Sll, guph, the physical
body~ The
of this word afford a
three )etters
clue to its qccul~
significance,
The first
is Gimel, represented
in
Tarot by the High Priestess,
and on
-15-
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the Tree of Life by the p~th ~hich
unites Keth e r to Tiphareth. · The se - ·
c ond is Vav, pictured · b y the Hiero- ·
phant,
and rel~t~d
on the Tree to
th:e path linkin ,g Chok.m~h to Chesed,
The
and also to Tipbareth . 2tself~
third ·letter
is Peh, pictured by the
Tower, and shown onthe Tree as · the
link between Net~ac~ and Hod; but
rel?ted
also,
as you have learned,
to Yeso d , because . the numb~r of Peh
is 80.
·.'
Thus Gime l in Bl.l, guph, _ stands
join i ng
for the Uniting Int~lligence
Yekhidah to the EGO seated
in the
heart s of men.
It is the link between the C9smic SELF in Kether and
the human EGO. It is, ~oreover,
because the letter-name
Gimel adds to
· 73, the number of ro;;n,Chokmah, di iectlt
related
to the life-force
s eated in t .he second Se phi rah,
Vav in SlJ stands for the EGO as
the .l~ner Teacher
pictured
as . the
Hierophant.
fhe butden of all hi s
teaching
is that true Wisdom ~ust
in loying-ki ndever fin-d expression
ness.
This Teacher , _ moreove.r, is
al -s ,o the Divine
Son , (t .h~ EGO in
~iphareth),
in perfect
~nion ~ith
(Chokma~).
Thu§ T~rot
the · Father
shows him - as - a great H2gh Prie~t,
after
the orde~ of Melchizedek,
f ath~r, ' without
mother,
without
without beginning or en d of days.
- 16-
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Peh in S1J stands for the destruction . of error pictured
in Tarot by
Key 16. As the number 80, the litter e represents
also the word 110', vt1f0.9
and thus refers
to the powers of the
automatic consciousness.
SlJ, guph, consequently,
indicates
that the physical body is a point at
wbich the powers of the Cosmic SELF
(Yekhidah) are_linked
with those of
EGO. At, or in, this
the central
sa~e ·field
~f ~~ysical
expression
of Chokmah is act~ve.
the life-for~e
And it is during man's · life in .his
physical
body that he must accomplish
the work which overco~es
the
delusions
which seem to limit him.
In short,
physical
existence,
represented on the Tree by Malkuth, is
the starting-point
for the work
which leads to liberation.
Not this
only,
for jt is also the plane in
which the Great Wirk finds completion .•
Thus The Emerald Tablet
says of
the One Force that its power is integrating,
if it be turned
into
earth.
This One Force is Chaiah,
the life-force
in Chokmah. Another
name for it is ilcn::i, Kachmah, and
this
tetm has been explained
in
Le s s on 11 , p a g e s 9 - 1 0,Again,
The Emerald Tablet
says
that
in , the Operation
of the Sun

-17- .
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this
force
ascends
from earth
to
heaven, and descends to earth again.
Earth, or the physical
plane,
is . the
starting-point,
and when the circuit
is also
the .
is completed,
earth
s c e n e · o f th e f i n_a1 p e r f e c t i on •
Hence that great Qabalistic
book,
the Apo·calypse,_ describes
the consumation of the Great;_ Work as a cubi cal city,
the New Jerusalem,
which
descends from heaven to earth.
This
transparent,
golden cube is a symbol
of Tiphareth,
because a cube is ~he
geometrical
correspon dence t_o 6, . on
accou_nt of its six equal faces • . The
Niw Jerusale~
and the alchem1c~l
Cubic Stone are two symbols f~r the
which i~ ih~ · perfect
~ame thing,
physical
embodiment of the _powers of
th~ Ego seated in Tiphar~th.
In t h e Ap o ca 1 y p s e . th _e _Ego ·, o r
Christos,
is symbolized
as the · Lamb,
enthroned at the center of the cubiAnd bec~use
the Eg~ is
cal citJ.
the sourc .e of il_lumination ., the Apo~~1 ypse says of the city:
''A~d the
~ity had no need o{ the sun, ~~ither
rif the mo2n, to shf~e in it:· fo~ the
gl_ory of God q:id · ll~hti:;n 1.t.;:· and the
Lamb is the light there6f~''
·
The Lamb· is what . the ,a,nden _t E~ypas Khoor.
'In
· ,:. i ans personif,ied
· India the s~me ce~i~~l Igo ~ai ~amed
Krishna.
In Christianity,
· this illuminating
presence
in the heart of

-18-
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man is the Christos,
~ .Greek word
meaning ''The Anointed,''
that is to
say, ''the
King,''
which in Hebrew
is J,c, Melek, a name for the sixth
S~phi rah.
In Freemasonry
the same
or Hiram.
In RosiEGO is Khurum,
crucian tradition
it is personified
by ''Our Brother and Father (i.e.,
Ben, the Son, or Tiphareth,
and Ab,
the Father,
or Chokmah) C.R.,''
whose initials
are equivalent
to
the Hebrew word 1J, Car, meaning
••Lamb. ' 1
The Lamb opens the book with the
seven seals,
and these seals are the
same as the seven alchemical metals,
the same as the seven chakras of the
Yogis, the same as the seven interior stars.
The book is the book of
life.
It is also the human body,
written
within
and without.
_And
when its seals are opened, the Great
Work is completed,
and the cubical
city descends to earth.
That city is called also the Bride
and this is one of the special names
for Malkuth.
We shall
consider
it
in Lesson 36.
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LESSONTHIRTY-SIX
THEKINGDOM
(2)
IN THE twenty-first
chapter of the
Book of Revelaiion,
at the ninth
verse,
the New Jerusalem
is called
~'the
Bride,
the Lamb's wife,''
John, the writer of this book, was a
Qabalist, _ familjar
with both Hebrew
and with Greek Gematria,
and through
out the Apocalypse made full use of
this knowledge.
In the Greek translation
of the
Old Testament,
which was known to,
and quoted by~ many New Testament
writers,
the Greek noun nymphe was
used to translate
the Hebrew ~7J,
Kallah,
and the latter
is the Hebrew
title
for the tenth Sephirah,
Malkuth,
when the latter
is called
''the
Bride.''
The city described
in Revelation
is simply one of many
symbols for Malkuth.
The city is
the manifested
Kingdom,
and the
Kingdom is the Law in expression,
Now, one form of the Hebrew noun
and the
for ''Law''
is 011~ torath,
number of this word_is 1006, which
is the value of the Greek, he nYmphe,
the Bride,
and of he Kore Kosmou,
the Virgin of the World.
The latter
is the title
of an ancient Hermetic
- 1-
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book, of which only a fragment has
come down~~ us. ·· Like the Apocalypse,
the . Virgin of the World is a
book of initiation,
and ·its subjectmatter has to do with the creation
of the world-order,
and with the
·
formation of the microcosm.
The microcosm (human personality)
is the expression,
in the space-time
plane, of
framework of the physical
the whole range of cosmic forces.
Every
form of energy
known to
science is present
in, and operative
through,
the microco _sm. So are all
forms of energy as yet unrecognized
by official
scie~c ·e. · The microcosm,
in short, is . the _ALL in little.
· ·
In Tar~t, the Virgin .of · the World
is symbolized by Key 21, which corresponds · to the path of the latter
Tav, joining Yesod, the ninth Sephirah, to Malkuth,
the .Kingdom.
In
the official
instruction
received by
us from the Inner School which was
fol! , the invention
of
responsible
Taro t, the t wen t y -· f i rs t Key . i s
interpreted
as being a picture
of
t he co s mi c o rd ~-r-,- showing .by . the
figure · -at the cen .ter that
dancing
order
is organic,
~r vit~l,
this
rather
than a ·mere mechanism.
Thus
you have learned
{jom Tar~t Fundamentals that Keys 10 and 21 are related.
Key 10 pictures
the cosmic
order as it appears to intellectual
-2-
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reasoning,
unaided
by the higher
orders of spiritual
experienceo
For
the merely intellectual
reasoner,
to be a mechathe universe
appears
nism, a great system of interlocking
cycles,
like a wheelwork.
also to
So, indeed,
it appears
seers,
but they realize
that
the
Thus,
wheels are wheels of life,
for example, the vision of the prophet Ezekiel
describes
''wheels
within wheels,''
but associates
them
with the four living
creatures
whose
appear
in the corners
of
symbols
Keys 10 and 21.
Furthermore,
the
prophet says the wheels were full of
eyes,
to indicate
that
the whole
system they represent
is filled
with
living consciousness.
In Tarot, the . _link between Keys 10
and 21 is Key 11., because the addiWhat
tion of 11 to 10 makes 21.
this means is that it is by active
work that we open ourselves
to the
higher
orders
of knowing
which
enable
us to perceive
the cosmic
being pictured
order as the living
by Key 21.
We perceive
this
order
in the
microcosm.
We see it in ourselves.
experi~
It is definitely
an interior
e nc e •
I t i s th e find in g o f t he
CENTERwhence the lines of Limitless
Light radiate
to all infinity.
It
is sure, conclusive
knowing, and to
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this quality
of arsolute
certainty
every genuine
seer bears · witness.
Ther~ is no guess-work,
no ''perhaps''
about it. ·
Yet the kqowledge is incommunicable.
Thus Jacob Boehme, describing
his own experience,
wrote: ''I knew
all the three
and saw in myself
worlds,
the external
or visible
world b~ing a procreation
of extern
birth
from both the internal
and
spiritual
worlds; and I saw and knew
the whole working essence,
in the
evil and in the good, and · the mutual
original
and existence;
and likewis~
how the fruitful
bearing
womb of
eternity
brought forth •••
but it
was impossible
for me to explicate
the same.''
This experience
comes to us when
we have become ripe for it; but we
ourselves
must work, in order to become ripe.
So, at least,
it seems
to us, in the earlier
s.cages of the
Great Work; but as we have said so
·often,
in the later
stages
of the
operation,
as it nears completion,
the student .realizes
that he himself
of the procedure.
is th~ subject
tbe actual
Workman , ia the Central
EGO, pi~tured
in Tarot as the Angel
of Key 14; and when one learns this,
what personal
effort
r~mains is ~n
ende ,avor to ef feet a compiete sur render of every element of person-4-
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ity,
so t~at every trace of ''selfwilt''
is effaced
from consciousE~en this ef£6rt is only pre- '
ness,
liminary.
As William
James says,
''When the characteristic
sort of
consciousness
once has set in, the
mystic feels as if his own will were
in abeyance, and indeed sometimes as
and held by a
if h~ were grasped
superior
power.''
Imperfect
seers,
like Mohammed, _
suppose
the $uperior
power to be
another.
Mohammed, for instance,
declared
that the text of the Koran
~as imparted to him by · the archangel
Gabriel.
More highly developed prophets and mystics correctly
identify
the source -of their
revelations
i~
being the Central s·ELF.
se ·ers ·of the highest
ord_e·r r~cognize that this source is Yekhidah,
Thps we read in
seated
in Kether,
Exodus .3: 14:
'' And God said unto
Moses, . I _AMTHAT I AM( il'ilt ~ - i1'iiH,
-E hey e h Ah s e r Eh e ye h ): · and he
said,
Thus shalt
thou say unto the
Children o:f.. Is rae 1, I AM( i1'i1:t) ha th
seht . me unto you.''
ii 1 i1N, Eheyeh,
is the special
Dito Kether,
and
vin~ Name belonging
SELF.
to Yekhidah, · the inriermost
The Bible records
the words of only
directly
two prophets
who attained
to this
degree.
Th~ first
was
Moses, the other
was Jesus,
whose
-5-
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life
f~ltilled
ihe promise uttered
by , Moses himself:
••the LQrd thy
God will raise up to thee a Prophet
f r_om the midst of thee, of thy bre- .
thren,
like ~nt~ me; unto him shall
ye hearken. ' '
THE other Old Testament prophets,
and the see_rs who have arisen ·since
the day of Jesus, h~e made no higher contact thai unfo~ with the Cen tral SELF in Tuphareth.
Ov~r and
over again,
therefore,
the Prophets
of Israel
begin their
revelations
with the words,
''Thus
saith
the
Lord,''
and the word translated
''Lord''
is illi1\ Yod-Heh-Vav-Heh,
which is the Divine Name designating
·
Tiphareth.
Tiphareth

_is

the

of Ruach,
This is the
"Lord,
the -Giver of Life, •••
Who
spake .by the Prophets,''
as the Niocene Creed puts it~
In the Rosicrucian
system of 1n1 tiation,
therefore,
the pinnacle
of
attainment
is the sixth Sephirah.
~h~s _is the attainment
~f p~~fect
union with the Divine SON, with the
Christos,
with ''Ou ·r Brother C.R.''
Higher than this we need not go,
because the Divine SON is in eternal
union with the FATIIER, that is, with
Yekhidah in Kether.
He who attains
to the Christ-consciousness
in Tiphareth becomes one with the CENTER
-6-
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into which pour the influences
descending
through
the paths
above
Tiphareth on the Tree.
Through the path of Lamed, after
he has risen to the Tiphareth pQint,
he receives
the influence
frq_m Geburah. , Through the path of Yod, he
makes contact
with the influence
from Chesed.
Through the ~•th -0f
Zain, he receives
the influence
d.escending from Binah, and has access
Sou ·l.
to Neshamah,
the Divine
Through the path ' of Heh, the wisdom
of Chokmah, and ' the 'power · of Chaiah
the life-force,
come down tQ him.
Finally,
through the path of Gimel,
he receives
the influence
from Kether. and makes contact with Yekhidah ,
the Cosmic SELF. ·
These higher
states
of life
and
are unfolded
within
consciousness
Thus, in the
him progressively.
Inner ·school there ar_e Grades above
Tiphareth;
but these Grades are not,
so to say, attained
by means of an
ascent from Malkuth to Tiphareth
on
what ·we ha :ee so often called
''The
.
Way of Return~''
Tiphareth,
therefore,
is the goal
of the Great Work, designated
in the
8osicrucian
grade~system
a~ the
Grade of Lesser ·Adept.
It .is a
Grade of union with the Christ,
and,
once attained,
assures
the general
development of the skills
and powers

-1-
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belonging
to the Grades beyond.
In
a:lchemi~al symbolism the attainment
of the Grade of Tiph~reth
is called
the ''Confection
of the STONE.''
The gradual unfoldment of the ~owers
corresponding
to the higher Grades
is represented
in alchemical
literature by the uses to which the alchemis .t may put the -STONE, once it has
been made.
Another symbol for Tiphareth
is
the Throne of God and. the Lamb, mentioned in the twenty-second
chapter
of the A~ocalypse.
The Throne is
said to be at th& center of the city
and as this is the interior
center,
it corresponds
to the interior
center pt the Cube of Space,
for the
New Jewusalem
is described
in the
Apocalypse as being a perfect
cube:
••And the city lieth
foursquare,
and the length
is as large
as the
breadth:
and he measured the city
with the reed, twelve thousand furlongs.
The length and the breadth
and the height of it are equal.''
Each face ~f ~thi~ cube would have
an area of 144,000,000
square furlongs.
This is a number representing the perfected
humanity.
144,
for many reasons which we need not
enter into here, i~ a number always
symbolic of man. 144,000,000 is 144
multiplied
by the raising
of the
number 10 to its si%th power, or
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10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10.

10 x
Thus
we find emphasis on 6, the speciaJ
uumber of the cube and of Tiphareth ·.
then,
the measur~Geometrically~
ments of the . Holy City symbolize :the
~erfect
embodiment of humaniiy, and
the :substance
of the city, · ''gold,
clear
as glass,~'
refers
to litht
(gold,
alchemically
termed ''the
Sun'')
and transparency
(glass). ·.
. Because the metal gold is always a
symbol of the Sun, and because fiphon the Tree of .Llfe is th~
•reth
Sphere of the Sun, this ~ymbol of
th~ Heaven! y Bride rep_resen ts the
perfect · union of the EGO,_ the Lamb
at the center of the Ne~ Jerusalem
cube, with Malkuth,
the Sephirah
corresponding
to the human body and
to the physical plane.
Conflequently
in the Apocalypse the New Jerusalem
descends
from heaven to · earth,
and
all the context
of the . last
two
chapters
of the allegory
indicates
plainly
that it depicts
the regeneration and perfection
of humanity, on
t he ; p h y s i c a 1 p 1 an e , in a soc i a 1
order having enlightenment,
truth,
justice,
equality
and freedom for
its characteristics.
For the words
•'civilization,''
''~iti~en,''
and
''city''
are all closely related.
Perfect
the units of mankind, and
the outcome must be a perfect social
order.
It is not a social
order
It
somewhere
else
in the sky.
- 9-
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is a civilization
here on earth that
is foreshadowed
in the symbols of
Revelation.
It is a civilization
directed
by a Light that comes from
within and from above.
Another symbol ·for the same idea is the Eye in
the Triangle,
surrounded by~ glory,
ove~ .the unfinished
pyramid depicted
on the Seal of the United States
of
America.
On the middle pillar
of the T~ee
of Life, Tiphareth,
seat of the EGO,
stands al< the center,
mid.way between
Kether and Malkuth.
F.rom Tipha ·seth
to Yesod, the influence
flows down
through
the path -of Sawekh, represented in Tarot by Key 14.
This path. is the channel thr_ough
_which th~ EGO, pictured
in Key 14 as
the Solar
Angel,
woTks up-0n the
Vital
Soul and subconsciousness
active in Yesod.
Until personality
has reached a certain
stage of development,
we do not · recognize
the
truth
that we are the subj~cts
of
the operation
whereby the EGO makes
its pe .rsonal ins~ruments
fit to_ participate
consciously
in the Great
Work:
but the~e comes a time when
we -do begin to realize
that we are
being fitted
for such participation,
artd eventually
we awaken to the
truth that something descen1Hng from
a level higher than that of our personal lives shapes the circumstances
-10-
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in whi~h ~e find ourselves~
and, by
means of these circumsban~es,
un~
folds our powers and draws forth our
latent
abilities.
stages
of this
ln the earli~r
realization,
t he .power which governs :
circumstances
is felt : to be ouisid~
as superior
~o p~rsonm~n, ~swell
a Ii t y ~ Th is is the fee 1i n g wh i ch
has been fatmulated
into the creeds
of exoteric
religion.
Even today 1
it is what most people believe.
'Those personalities
in whose .lives
the -Operation
of the Sun has been
carried
to a higher stage come gradually tg understand
that the Supersavising Power, though certainly
perior
to the self-conscious
level
of man's personal
consciousnes ·s, :is
not outside, <nor far o"ff, either
in
They find it to be
time or space.
immanent in their
lives,
interior
rather
than exterior.
Ultimately,
they learn to identify
this indwelling Divinity
as the true I AM, the
Christos
(Tiphareth)
who is eternally in perfect
union with the One and
Indivisible
Cosmic SELF (Yekhidah in
Kether).
Then they become conscious
participants in the administration
. of the
co ·smic order.
They . are no longer
bqt fel''strangers
· and foreigners;
low-citizens
wit~ the s~inis an~ of
the household of God.''
Their grasp
0
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of this
truth
is symbolized
by Key
21 of Tarot,
which corresponds
to
the path of Tav , the path of the
Administr~tive
Intelligence.
.
.
In Tarot Fun_dam.entals,
we have ·explained
Key 21 as being a symbol .of
Cosmic Conciousness.
Yet it should
be understood
that th; ecstatic
mental state most persons think of when
they speak of cosmic consciousness
is~~
more than the introduction
. to
the true higher knowing. · The ecstaAs a
sy is not of long du~ation.
rule,
it lases
only a few moments,
and only in very exceptional
cases
does it persist
longer than a halfhour.
But real cosmic consciousness
is more than ecstasy.
It is a permanent,
and permeating,
alteration
of our insight
into life
and of our
outlook
on the world.
It remains
the ecstasy
has passed,
and
after
fulfills
the prophecy
that
there
shall
be a new heaven
and a new
e a rth.
The new heaven is different,
because it is realized
as being here
and now, instead
of being remote.
It is diff~rent,
~gain, in being recognized
as an interior
reality
to
which we have free,
unobstructed
access.
The new earth
is not another
earth.
It is the same earth,
and
nothing
in it is changed.
The same

- 12-
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physical
laws are in operation.
The
same conditions,
and even many of
are as they
the same appearanc~s,
always have been.
Yet it is a new
earth,
because
we see it with new
eyes.
No longer
is it our adversary.
No longer
do we feel that
anything
in its nature
is really
antagonistic
to us.
No longer do we
fear conditions.
For we have awakened to the truth that the external
world is actually
the expression
of
interior
powers, and to the related
truth that these interior
powers are
inside
ourselves,
and ~re directed
from the ''Throne
of God and the
Lamb'' at the center of our being.
of our
Such permanent realization
own true nature,
and of our true relation
to the world surrounding
us,
is the real cosmic consciousness.
It abides with us always, no matter
what external
appearances
may he.
It is through
this
realization
that we experience
to the full what
''The
is meant by the st~rement:
Kingdom of Spirit
is embodied in my
flesh.''
Some of the practical
consequences of this will be discussed
in the next lesson,
concluding
this
series
on the Tree of Life.
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THETREEOF LIFE
LESSON· THIRTY-SEVEN .· ·

THE KINGDOM
. ( 3 >'

· THE Root ~f the wo·rt1 nljiO, Malkuth,
is :)70, Me lek, · King, which 1s
one of the narnes for Tiphare 'th ·, the
sixth" 'Sephirah • . Thus the Ei°s
's'eritial
the , tenth
Sephir.ah
is
-idea behind
that of the .manifestation
, or expression ~f power to :r~Le; derived
from
the EGO, or the ·Christos :.,
AgHO:, . since · Ti"pharet ·h is na ·me·d
01N, Adam, as well as ·Melek; ' and ts
calle 'd Ben, . the Son; the power ''.to
rule re .presented
by··Malkttth ·is indi-

·~s being a perfettly

citeJ

·~at~ra1

·humin quality,
r-iHate·d
to ma·n' ·s
essential
kit fship · wfth ·:his Di vi'ne
So :urce ·~- "'Mani!}
the ; so ·n of -God ·,
and ·tlfere . is ·\~ Go:d
,'hilt · Man , ',:~ ·is
..
, the way t ·he : f\o 'sicrucia
·n ·_·aph'orism
puts this idea. ·
; . . .. . .• .
.

Ex~t~ri~
t~ligions
make-~~
a
' creatute
oJ God, 'inferior · to his
Creator, ''. a'nd 'belonging · to another
speci_es.
Seers
have always
se 'en
: the
that God · a'nd ·Man are_· e~sentially
head·same. · This · is '~hy Jerus~Ieni,
~uarters
:~£ the exotiric
religion
~f
Israel'
"always p~rsecuted ' the _prophets, ' and ' fin:ished
by killing Jesu ·J •
. '-1 ·- :
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For the long history
of exoteric
religion
is a history
of the support
of privilege
by priestcraft,
a history of crafty manipulation
of ignorant masses for the · h~nefit of vested
interests,
,and parbicilarly~for
the
benefit
of grasping,
avaricious
hierarchies
composed ·of priests
desirous of power and pr .estige,
·
Esoteric
. religion~
on th~ conproclaim~ the essential
roytrary,
alty of the common man, Its prophets have always agreed with Moses,
who sai<;l the true ,name _of God is I
AM. They have denied that God is a
tyrant,
who must be flattered
by
jawning sycophants,
The temple of
God, they _ say, is a hous~ not made
with . hands, etern~l
in the heavens,
and that temple is MAN: Embodied
~an, -moreov~~.
as we . learn
from
Paul, s question:
•• KnQW ye riot that
ye are the te111ple of God, and that
of God dwelleth in . you?"
the ·spirit
That temple is already
eternal
in
the heavens,
The power that made
the .worlds,
and rules everything
in
the universe,
has its dwelling
in
this temple NOW
• .. We do not have to
wait until we are dead · to know this.
Nor do we have t~ do anything
to
establish
the . embodiment
of ~he
Kingdom of .Spirit
in ou_r flesh.
Our part is to become conscious
participants
in the Kingdom.
To
-2-
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~han subbecome citizens,
rather
jects.
To enter into the joy of our
divine heritage,
here and now. · And
our method for accom·plishing
this is
hinted at by the two letters
which,
added to ~iO, King, change it into
n1:,,c, Kingdom.
The first
oi th~se is Vav, and
here we may note that Vav is alsd
the middle letter
of the word Sll, ·
guph, body, , and has been gi Ven SQffle
consideration
in Lesson 35, page 16.
To ~hat is said there,
let us add
here that we, in order to enter into
the joy of our inner
Lord (the
Christos
in Tiphareth),
must first ·
of all establish
oirselves
in the
practice
of listening
to the Voice
of the Hierophant.
This practice
must be regular.
We must give time,
every day of our lives,
for communion with ·the Inner Teacher.
We must
learn to hear, for the Voice speaks
low, and the . strident
clamor of the
external
world must be shut out before we can re .ceive in ·structio,n
from
the Hie rophant.
th•t
Yet it should be made cle-r
the practice
wear~
speaking of is
neither
difficult
nor compl fca ted.
A little
child may learn i~ .l{sien
to the Inner Voice.
Little
children
indeed do _ io almost without
being
tau .ght.
Just listen,
that's
all;
but before you sit down to listen,
-3-
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prepare yourself
to be taught by deciding what you want to learn.
Here it may be worth ~hile for you
to take a lesson f~om George Washington Carver, the Negro chemist who
learned
all he knew from the same
Inner Teacher.
He wrote, once, that
when first he began to seek instruction he asked to be taught
about
everything.
Then, when the Voice
suggested
that
that
might
be a
pretty big undertaking,
Carver asked
to learn all af'Out man. Even this,
said
the Teacher,
was too much.
Eventually,
the field was narrowed
down to instruction
concerning
the
virtues
and values of the lowly peanut, and the whole world admits that
what Dr. Carver learned
about peanuts was of inestimable
practical
worth.
Yet the world would be no better
for what the Inner Teacher
taugh t
Dr. Carver if that same saintly
sci entist
had done no more than listen .
Knowledge i s potential
power, but it
must be pu t into action
to be of
value; and this is what is meant by
the letter
Tav which completes
t he
word Malkuth.
For Tavis
the lett e r
corresponding
to the Administrati
ve
Intelligence.
It is the letter,
also, representing the final
stage
of spiritu
al
-4-
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unfoldment,
sometimes called
''cosmic consciousness.
·"
To this we
devoted some attention
in the concluding pages of the preceding
lesson; but we risk seeming repetitious
to say again
that true cosmic consciousness,
though we enter into it
through
the gate of ecstasy,
is a
permanent state of mind.
It is not uncommon for a teacher
of occult
principles
to receive
letters
expressing
profound
regret
that the writer has somehow lost the
joy of mystical
experience.
''What
would I not give to recapture
the
never-to-be-forgotten
bliss of those
few moments!''
is the burden of such
comp! aints.
The truth
is that
such persons
have mistaken
psychic
thrills
for
genuine
mystical
experience.
Not
that the actual
experience
is not
thrilling.
The re is no th in g more
full of joy than the ecstasy
of
genuine seership.
Yet when ecstasy
makes our everyday world seem drab and flat,
it is
not the genuine
approach to cos~ic
consciousness.
No real seer is, or
pretends
to be, so interesl ced in the
other world that he has no liking ·
for this
one.
For the essential
knowledge which comes with genuine
cosmic consciousness
is the knowledge that the other world is truly
this world, as this world appears to
mind.
the eyes of an enlightened
-5-
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Keen interest
{~ this ~~rid; keen
a~areness
:of ~hat goe;
~n in it,
active
par~icipation
_in {~s rinde~~
to ''g~t
on'' with
taking~, - rbility
of men-all sorts
and conditiqns
these are some of the siins of true
cosmic consciousness.
A sense of
humor, too, and real joy in living.
was ever a true
No ''soyr-puss''
saint.
Jesus liked little
children,
and the common people
heard
him
gladly because he told,
and proba:tly
acted
out,
good stories
that
had
plenty of point.
Jesus could tell such stories
because he watched life,
and loved it.
He spoke with authority,
as do~s
every see r , because he got his knowledge of principles
from within,
and
had eyes to see how those principles
work outside.
Then he pointed
out
what he saw to others,
and they sa w
it too.
He who has cosmic consciousness
does not have to assert
it.
He doe s
up ~h a
not have t o set himself
teacher.
Often he does become a
teacher,
but just as often his onl y
is his own way
method of ins1~uction
of living.
He speaks with authority
because his words make vivid to his
hearers _what they themselves
have
dimly perceived.
His appeal is to
the within of them, from the with i n
of himself,
and the Heart of Life · be
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knows so well - reaches
out throug~
in -th~ hea~ts -of his
~im to Itself
hearers.
In yet another
sens~ such ' a man
speak~ with authority.
His words
hav~ power.
When -he . speaks,
men
recognize
his right
to speak~
More
than this,
his vi~id realization
of
his continuity
with everything
in
his physical
environme~t,
his recognition
that his surroundings
are as
truly subject
to mental direction
as
are his - muscles,
enables
.him to
sp1ak with full authority,
even to
the extent of controlling
the states
of what, to most persons,
appears to
be inanimace matter.
H~ who has entered
int6 true cos•
mic consciousness
lives in a wholly
unobst -ructed universe.
His spoken
Word · h•s power~ So has the silent
speech of his thought.
Neither time
nor space are barriers
to him.
He
can, and does, send his ''word ; of
power''
to the other
side of the
globe,
if need be.
The telegraph;
the telephone
and the radio are but
crude mechanical
approximations
to
the instantane .ous communication possible
for him who has entered
the
Inner Kingdom.
For many years .the writer of these
pages has had proof of this.
During
all
that
time
he has received
instruction
from a voice
heard
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inwifrdly ;· · a voibe speaik:in~ the · words
o' f a ·· 1iving,
· {ncarn "ate :tea ·cher,
That there may be some risk · id ~~k~
ing .this .•declaration,
he , knows,. ·yet
he feels the need .of bearing witness
to the fact that : Qn .this - ~aFth . liv~
· men ( #1n d women ) ah l e . to p r-o j e c -t
.t ,heir
tho ·ughts over :thousand~ , 9 _£
miles -of -space w,i tho-u.t -th .e . aid !l.i
-any mechanical c-ontr -ivance.: .·: ·,
Eien were be ·rtot i~ a position
tb
offer
this personal ·testimony, . th :e
literature
of psychical
· r~sea~ch
to the
iontains
~a~undant
eviden~~
· Ag~in, · tha itic~ess ~f
sime effect~
"what is ·called ·.• absent tre ·a'tment',
is another
indi~atioh
6£ the sama
sor.:t.- ·.T¼iere· ·can be no question tha t
·absent treatmen ,ts have been success .:fu'l --in tho usands of -instances.
They
who ·refuse to · admit . the . evidence .d o
but bear witness to their invincible
prej.udice. ·
T~i truth ' is that the · realj
inn e r
MANis omnipresent.
Consequently ,
·he ~ho action
the assumption
th a t
"this is ·tru~, s6o~ findi ·himself in
·knowledge
possession
of · first~hand
. that h_is assumption "is correct~
From such knowledge _·to the _ f u ll
prer~ j aexercise
of man's spiiitual
tive of do~inion
is a plogres~ i ve
d~~eiopment or v~iious s~ills. · Concernin~ these · you will leirn ·•or e' as
you ~dvari-ca· through the rest of our
curriculum.
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